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ACCIDENTS TO EAILBOAD EMPLOYEES IN NEW JEBSEY,
1888 TO 1907.
BY FREDERICK S. CRUM, PH. D.

INTRODUCTION.
Industrial accident statistics to be of the most value should relate
to specific employments. This is especially important in large
industries such as the railroad industry, the mining industry, the
iron and steel'industry, etc., in each of which there is a large variety
of particular employments more or less well defined and often with
very different exposure of employees to accident liability. For cer
tain purposes it is interesting and often important to know how
many railway or mine employees are killed or nonfat ally injured per
annum; but such aggregate returns are of little practical value
unless statistics are also available in detail by specific employments,
by causes of accidents, and by nature or extent of injury, when the
injuries are nonfatal. For illustration, the annual fatal accident
rate for all railway employees in the United States has varied dur
ing the ten years, 1898 to 1907, from 2.24 per 1,000 employees in
1898 to 2.80 in 1904. For the last year of the period (1907) the
rate was 2.71 per 1,000. If, however, only the group of employees
designated as trainmen is considered, the fatal accident rate has
varied in the United States during the same ten-year period from
6.46 in 1899 to 8.33 in 1904. Again, when a still more specific cal
culation is made and the accident liability of brakemen alone is con
sidered, we find from data available in the report of the bureau of
statistics of labor of New Jersey that the average fatal accident rate
for this class of railway employees was 11.4 per 1,000 employed
during the period 1900 to 1908, inclusive.
A considerable proportion of railroad employees are not exposed
to exceptional liability to fatal or nonfatal accidents, and there is a
gradation of exposure in the various railroad employments, which
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is readily apparent when the statistics are properly compiled. In
some of the employments the annual fatal accident rate is as high
as 4 or more per 1,000 employees, and in others it is only a fraction
of 1 per 1,000. Probably the rates for the majority of the various
railroad employments are between these two extremes.
For certain of the larger groups of railroad employees, such as
enginemen, firemen, trackmen, shopmen, etc., excellent data are avail
able in the annual reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission and
in the reports for certain of the state railway commissions. Readily
available and reliable data, however, are almost entirely lacking for
such important groups of railway employees as conductors, bag
gagemen on trains, signalmen, track patrollers, etc. The impor
tant distinction between baggagemen at stations and baggagemen
on trains is seldom if ever made in the accident returns, and the
equally important distinction of conductors employed on passen
ger trains, conductors employed on freight trains, and conductors
employed on yard, trains is seldom or never made, although the
exposure to accident in the different classes of employees is
widely different, judging from certain more or less fragmentary
information. The fact requires to be emphasized that fatal accident
rates based upon large groups of railway employees composed of
very different elements are likely to be not only unscientific but often
misleading.
The main purpose of this article is to contribute some facts which
may throw light on the subject of accidents to railway employees in
the smaller branches of the railway service. The data upon which
the study is based have been derived principally from the annual
reports of the State of New Jersey entitled Railroad and Canal
Reports, for the twenty-year period, 1888 to 1907. As early as 1852
a law was enacted in New Jersey requiring the railroads operating in
that State to report annually the railway accidents in which any
person, employee or other, should meet with injury. This act was
approved February 24, •1852, and the specific provision relating to
the reporting of accidents was as follows:
That every railroad company in this State [New Jersey] shall, on
the fourth Tuesday of Januarv, in each and every year, make to the
legislature a report, under oatn or affirmation of the president of said
company, containing an account of * * * the accidents that
have occurred during the year on the road, and the cause of the same,
with the names of the persons injured, and the nature and extent of
their injuries; also, the names of the engineers and conductors under
whose management such accidents have occurred, and whether such
engineers and conductors are still retained in the employ of said
companies.
A supplement to this act was enacted March 11, 1853, by the
provisions of which the reports were to be transmitted to the secretary
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of state before the first Tuesday of January of each and every year,
and by him to be transmitted to the legislature on the first Tuesday of
February of each year. This law of 1852, as supplemented in 1853,
remained in force without change until April 3, 1873, when a further
supplement provided that the annual reports by the railroads should
be made to the state comptroller, that official to cause printed copies
of the reports to be laid before the legislature. (a)
When, in 1903, the legislature revised the railroad laws of the
State, there were embodied in the general act concerning railroads
the provisions of the law of 1852 and of the supplements of 1853
and 1873.(®)
It is important to note that the act of 1852 did not require the
railroads to report the specific occupation of the employee injured.
As a matter of fact, however, this information has been reported by
the majority of the railroads, and during the twenty years 1888 to
1907 the specific occupations of about 13,000 employees injured
fatally or nonfataily have been reported. On the other hand, the
law provided that the nature and extent of the injuries should be
reported, but as a matter of fact this item has frequently been
omitted in the returns.
The accident returns of the various railroads operating in New
Jersey are printed in the annual reports entitled Railroad and Canal
Reports, and each particular accident is, as a rule, given a separate
paragraph. The accident data are not tabulated in the reports and
can not, therefore, be used to any advantage until compiled by the in
vestigator, and, for the first time, this has been attempted in the pages
which follow. I t may be mentioned, however, that in the annual
report of the bureau of statistics of labor of New Jersey for 1888
there is a summary of the accidents for the period 1852 to 1888, but
of the various railway employments only trainmen as a group were
considered. The summary was therefore of little value except as
indicating the general trend of the railroad accidents in New Jersey
for a long period of years.
In this investigation the numbers exposed to the risk of injury
are not definitely known, and fatal or nonfatal accident rates can
not, for that reason, be calculated. Nevertheless, the presentation
of the statistics under the specific occupations is of value, because
this method gives information concerning several railway employ
ments which is not available elsewhere. The defect in the data
compiled from the railroad and canal reports that the corresponding
numbers employed are not known has been remedied in part by the
statistics of injuries to railway employees in New Jersey which have
been published in the annual reports of the bureau of statistics of
labor and industries of New Jersey during the period 1900 to 1908.
°For the text of the law see appendix, p. 287.
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These returns have been made voluntarily by the railroads, and for
this reason all of the roads have not reported the accidents to their
employees during the whole period. The statistics, however, for
such of the roads and for such of the years as are available have been
compiled in the following table, and these data have the advantage of
making distinction of several specific employments in which the num
ber of employees actually exposed is known. From these data, there
fore, fairly accurate average annual fatal and nonfatal accident rates
have been calculated for such employments as have been separately
returned.
NUMBER OF RAILROAD EMPLOYEES FATALLY INJURED AND NUMBER NONFATALLY INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, WITH RATE PER 1,000
EMPLOYEES, BY OCCUPATIONS, 1900 TO 1908.
[From annual reports of the bureau of statistics of labor and industries of New Jersey.]
Railroad employees injured—

Occupation.

Number
of em
ployees.

Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Rate per
Rate per
Number. 1,000 em Number. 1,000 em
ployees.
ployees.
1

0.23

1
10

5.68
2.31

2
6
2

.17
.34
.40

4
23
548
21
14

9.80
1.98
31.37
4. 20
19.00

1
24
39
28
121
8
18
1
12
155

.40
2.49
3.92
4.38
11.42
3.30
3.36
.33
1.11
4.27

34
848
532
439
1,994
84
78
84
210
984

13. 45
36.14
53.52
68.71
188.22
34.65
13.71
27.40
19.38
27.08

14
2
3
11
1
1

1.62
.85
1.19
1.50
.12
.51

10
3

.86
.35

General and other officers...........................................
Agents........................................................................
Assistant agents..........................................................
Agents and assistant agents........................................
Clerks..........................................................................
Station men (not specified) ( a ) ..................................
Telegraph operators and dispatchers..........................
Division superintendent’s office.................................
Supply department....................................................
B aggagemen................................................................
Enginemen.................................................................
Firemen......................................................................
Conductors..................................................................
Brakemen...................................................................
Switchmen..................................................................
Flagmen......................................................................
Engine wipers, etc......................................................
Yardmen.....................................................................
Trackmen (not specified)...........................................
Section foremen..........................................................
Trackmen (exclusive of section foremen)..................
Construction gangs.....................................................
Carpenters...................................................................
Carpenters and* bridge builders..................................
Machinists and helpers..............................................
Blacksmiths and helpers............................................
Boilermakers and helpers...........................................
Car builders and repairers..........................................
Shopmen (not specified).............................................
Floating equipment....................................................
Employees (not specified)..........................................

176
4,332
739
408
11,605
17,471
4,998
737
422
2,527
9,628
9,940
6,389
10,594
2,424
5,689
3,066
10,836
36,337
829
8,630
2,350
2,522
7,350
8,332
1,965
1,942
11,592
8,636
1,977
75,976

128

1.68

3,182

41.88

Total..................................................................

270,419

591

2.19

10,531

38.94

CO
68
74
443
571
101
132
267
235

5.79
28.94
29.34
60.27
68.53
51.40
67.97
23.03
27.21

a Exclusive Of station agents and assistants.

There will be occasion to refer to this table again, but at present
it is worth while to note that it quite clearly shows that in any
discussion of the accident liability of railroad employees it is necessary
to make careful distinction of particular employments and to carry
the analysis as far as possible in that direction. From these returns
it appears that the average fatal accident rate to railroad employees
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in New Jersey during the nine-year period 1900 to 1908 has varied
from 0.12 for machinists and helpers to 11.42 per 1,000 for brakemen. In 8 of the occupations there were no fatal accidents. The
fatal accident rate for enginemen was 2.49, for all trackmen it was
3.69, for locomotive firemen 3.92, and for conductors 4.38 per
1,000. The variations in the nonfatal rates have been even more
marked, ranging from 1.98 per 1,000 for clerks to 188.22 for brakemen.
The importance of these variations is further emphasized by the
following table which shows the distribution of railroad employees
by such specific occupations as are reported in the Statistics of
Railways in the United States, under the heading, “ Comparative
summary of employees, by class.” The table shows the distribution,
by occupations, for the United States and for the division designated
by the Interstate Commerce Commission for statistical purposes as
Group II, which embraces the States of New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland. In the United States as a
whole there were 307,427 railway employees in 1907, including
general officers, other officers, general office clerks, station agents,
other station men, and telegraphers and dispatchers, or 18.4 per
cent of the total, who were not exposed to exceptional fatal accident
liability as compared with occupied males generally. In Group II
the corresponding number of railway employees not exceptionally
exposed to fatal accident liability was 79,644, or 19.8 per cent of the
total.
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF RAILROAD EMPLOYEES IN THE UNITED STATES AND
IN A CERTAIN GROUP OF STATES, BY OCCUPATIONS, JUNE 30, 1907.
[From the Twentieth Annual Report of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the Statistics of Rail
ways in the United States.]
Railroad employees in—
Occupation.

Number.
General officers.........................................................
Other officers............................................................
General office clerks..................................................
Station agents...........................................................
Other station m en ...................................................
Enginemen...............................................................
Firemen....................................................................
Conductors...............................................................
Other trainmen.......................................................
Machinists................................................................
Carpenters................................................................
Other shopmen.........................................................
Section foremen........................................................
Other trackmen........................................................
Switch tenders, crossing tenders, and watchmen__
Telegraph operators and dispatchers.......................
Employees on account of floating equipment..........
All other employees and laborers.............................
Total.............................................................

Group II.(o)

United States.
Per cent of
total.

Number.

6,407
7,549
65,700
35,649
152,929
65,298
69,384
48,869
134,257
55,244
70,394
221,656
41,391
367,277
53,414
39,193
9,139
228,324

0.38
.45
3.93
2.13
9.15
3.91
4.15
2.92
8.03
3.30
4.21
13.26
2.48
21.97
3.19
2.34
.55
13.65

1,289
2,089
17,152
7,015
42,335
16,002
17,034
11,957
35,491
20,616
19,554
49,251
6,162
63,967
18,479
9,764
5,537
58,031

1,672,074

100.00

401,725

Per cent of
total.

a Comprising the States of New York,New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland.
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0.32
.52
4.27
1.75
10.54
3.98
4.24
2.98
8.83
5.13
4.87
12.26
1.53
15.92
4. CO
2.43
1.38
14.45
100.00
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During the period 1888 to 1907 there was a marked improve
ment in the character of both the rolling stock and the permanent
ways of the railroads of the United States. This improvement has
perhaps been most noticeable in New Jersey, because that State
furnishes the terminal points of several of the transcontinental trunk
lines and is very important as a freight and passenger carrying
area. Along with the general improvement in the railway equipment,
such as is indicated by the marked development in the size and con
struction of the locomotives, larger and better constructed and
equipped cars, and the betterment in the permanent ways with the
more extended use of the steel rail, better ballast, etc., there has been
a vast improvement also in the devices intended primarily to pre
vent accidents. These include a large variety of equipment, the most
important of which are the interlocking switch, the block-signal sys
tem, the train air brake, and the automatic coupler.
The following facts will suffice to illustrate the progress in some of
these directions during the last two decades. In 1890 only 64.8
per cent of the locomotives in the statistical division of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, known as Group II (comprising the States of
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland), were
equipped with train air brakes, against 98.7 per cent in 1907; and
in 1890 only 2.2 per cent of the locomotives were equipped with the
automatic coupler, against 99.7 per cent in 1907. Similarly, in 1890,
only 4.9 per cent of the cars in Group II were equipped with the train
air brake, against 95.0 per cent in 1907; and only 12.2 per cent of
the cars were equipped with the automatic coupler in 1890, against
99.4 per cent in 1907. The following summary statistics for 1890
and 1907 are of interest in this connection:
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF LOCOMOTIVES AND CARS PROVIDED WITH THE TRAIN
AIR BRAKE AND THE AUTOMATIC COUPLER IN GROUP II (NEW YORK, NEW
JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA, DELAWARE, AND MARYLAND), 1890 AND 1907.
[From animal reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the Statistics of Railways, 1890 and 1907.]
With train air brake.
Total
number.

Locomotives, 1890.............................................
Locomotives, 1907.............................................
Cars, 1890...........................................................
Cars, 1907...........................................................
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7,872
13,422
395,378
528,683

Number.

Per cent
of total.

5,100
13,247
19,528
502,136

64.8
98.7
4.9
95.0

With automatic
coupler.
Number
170
13,386
48,209
525,426

Per cent
of total.
2.2
99.7
12.2
99.4
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To indicate the progress in railway development in another direc
tion in New Jersey and contiguous States between 1890 and 1907, the
following data relating to classified track mileage are presented:
CLASSIFIED TRACK MILEAGE IN GROUP II (NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, PENNSYL
VANIA, DELAWARE, AND MARYLAND), 1890 AND 1907.
[From annual reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the Statistics of Railways, 1890 and 1907.]
1890.
Classification.
Mileage.

1907.

Per cent
of total.

Mileage.

Increase in 17 years.

cent
Per cent Number of Per
of in
of total.
miles.
crease.

Single track.......................................
Second track.....................................
Third track........ :............................
Fourth track.....................................
Yard track and sidings.....................

17,237
4,949
664
507
7,533

55.8
16.0
2.2
1.6
24.4

23,886
7,158
1,254
894
15,193

49.4
14.8
2.6
1..8
31.4

6,649
2,209
590
387
7,660

38.6
44.6
88.9
76.3
101.7

Total.......................................

30,890

100.0

48,385

100.0

17,495

56.6

These figures show that there has been a remarkable increase in the
development of the permanent ways of railroads in this group of
States. In 1890, 55.8 per cent of the total mileage was single track,
and in 1907, although the single track had increased by 38.6 per cent
it formed only 49.4 per cent of the total track mileage. On the other
hand, the second track mileage increased during the period 44.6 per
cent, the third track mileage increased 88.9 per cent, and the fourth
track mileage 76.3 per cent. This group of States, and particularly
New Jersey, is very important as a terminal section for trunk lines,
and this means that a large proportion of the track mileage is made
up of yard tracks and sidings. The increase in this class of railroad
mileage was 101.7 per cent, or the mileage of this class more than
doubled during the seventeen-year period. The classified mileage of
New Jersey was determined by the state board of assessors in 1906
and was found to be as follows:
CLASSIFIED TRACK MILEAGE IN NEW JERSEY IN' 1906.
[From report of New Jersey state board of assessors.]
Classification.

Mileage.

Per cent
of total.

First track.................................................................................................................
Second track..............................................................................................................
Third and fourth track..............................................................................................
Sidings......................................................................................................................

2,340.0
907.7
241.0
1,982.7

42.8
16.6
4.4
36.2

Total................................................................................................................

5,471.4

100.0

Under sidings are included yard tracks, but it must always be kept
in mind that sidings are of two principal kinds—running sidings and
other. A running siding is an additional track on which a freight
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train can be switched in such manner as to get out of the way of a
faster freight train or of a passenger train and yet make progress.
These sidings are sometimes 5 or more miles in length. New Jersey
has a very large proportion of multiple track in one class or another,
or to be specific, 57.2 per cent of the total track mileage.
In any discussion of railroad accidents, or of accidents to railroad
employees, it is important to take into consideration the proportion
of yard tracks and sidings, because employees working in yards are
specially exposed to certain kinds of accidents, as will be clearly
shown under the discussion of accidents to that class of employees.
The accident statistics of railway employees in New Jersey, as shown
in the table on page 186, indicate the important bearing of this fact on
the accident problem. The fatal accident rate of conductors is shown
by that table to have averaged 4.38 per 1,000 during the period 1900
to 1908, or a higher rate than is shown for either enginemen or fire
men, although under normal conditions conductors would experience
a lower fatal accident rate than either enginemen or firemen. A
large proportion of the conductors in New Jersey are employed in
yards on drill (or shifting) trains and when so employed they are
more exposed to the danger of fatal accident than are enginemen,
since their duties are more closely allied to those of yard brakemen
and switchmen or drillers. In other words, in any comparison of
fatal accident rates to employees in different countries, or in different
sections of the same country, it is important to take into account
certain important differences which may materially affect the accident
liability. This is one of the reasons, also, why in all accident statis
tics of railroad employees careful distinction should be made between
men employed on trains in yards and men employed principally on
other trains, with the further separation, if possible, of those employed
on passenger trains and those employed on freight trains. The acci
dent liability of a brakeman on a passenger train is widely different
from the accident liability of a brakeman on a freight train, and this
statement is equally true of conductors and possibly also of enginemen and of firemen.
The following table gives a summary of the injuries to railroad
employees of New Jersey while in service on the railroads of that
State during the twrenty-year period 1888 to 1907:
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NUMBER OF RAILROAD EMPLOYEES FATALLY INJURED AND NUMBER NONFATALLY
INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, BY YEARS, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Railroad employees injured.
Year ending Dec. 31—
Fatally.
1888 ..............................................................................................................

1889..............................................................................................................
1890..............................................................................................................
1891..............................................................................................................
1892..............................................................................................................
1893
......................................................................................
1894..............................................................................................................
1895..............................................................................................................
1896..............................................................................................................
1897..............................................................................................................
1898..................... , .......................................................................................
1899..............................................................................................................
1900.............................................................................................................
1901..............................................................................................................
1902..............................................................................................................
1903..............................................................................................................
1904..............................................................................................................
1905..............................................................................................................
1906..............................................................................................................
1907............................................................. .........................................................
Total______

Nonfatally.

Total.

101
83
107
93
106
85
56
75
72
85
87
95
97
120
126
109
104
93
100
130

694
686
729
756
894
950
654
737
C97
825
738
832
850
872
1,123
1,105
903
927
795
864

795
769
836
849
1,000
1,035
710
812
769
910
825
927
947
992
1,249
1,214
1,007
1,020
895
994

1,924

16,631

18,555

These statistics show a remarkable evenness for the period, con
sidering the fact that so many changes have been wrought both in the
matter of safety appliances and in the increase in traffic and in the
number of employees during the two decades. The returns indicate
that the one class of changes has offset the other, to a considerable
extent at least. Unfortunately, accurate statistics of the number of
men employed in the service of the railroads of New Jersey during
this period are not available. The figures for the seven principal
railroads operating in the State are available, however, for the period
1898 to 1907, and those returns as made to the bureau of statistics
of labor and industries of New Jersey are presented in the following
table:
NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED ON THE SEVEN PRINCIPAL RAILROADS OF NEW
JERSEY, BY YEARS, 1898 TO 1907.
[From annual reports of the bureau of statistics of labor and industries cf New Jersey.]
Year ending Dec. 31—
1898........................................................
1899........................................................
1900.......................................................
1901........................................................
1902........................................................

Persons
employed.
30,863
33,121
31,245
32,405
34,809

Year ending Dec. 31—
1903.....................................................
1904 ........................................
1905.
.
1906.............................................
1907..................................................

Persons
employed.
38,363
37,654
37,953
42,702
45,810

These statistics show that during the ten-year period there was an
increase of 14,947, or 48.4 per cent, in the number of persons em
ployed in New Jersey by the seven principal railroads operating in
that State.
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The summary statistics of injuries to railway employees in New
Jersey indicate that approximately 100 railway employees are killed
in that State every year, and from 700 to 1,100 are nonfatally injured
every year. This basis of fact, in spite of many imperfections both
of commission and omission, is therefore sufficient to make the fol
lowing analysis of value.
For convenience it has been deemed advisable to group the em
ployees under general headings, a logical grouping being followed so
far as possible. In many cases, however, the placing of an employ
ment in a group or class has been arbitrary, because it might almost
equally well have been considered with another group.
The groups or divisional classes in the order considered are as
follows:
1. Station men, general officers, etc.
2. Trainmen, or men generally employed on trains.
3. Shopmen.
4. Roundhouse men.
5. Yard men, exclusive of trackmen, roundhouse men, and yard
trainmen.
6. Maintenance-of-way employees.
7. Employees in connection with floating equipment.
8. Miscellaneous and unclassified employees.
Each division or group of employees is prefaced with a brief
descriptive account of the employments in the group and this is
followed by the summary tables for such employments as were of
sufficient numerical importance to warrant the tabulation of the
injuries. Accompanying the tables are brief analytical comments.
Finally, in the appendix, and in the same order as in the text, the
details of all fatal accidents are presented in chronological order
under the various occupation titles. The nonfatal injuries are also
presented in detail in the appendix for all of the minor employments.
These have also been arranged chronologically. The appendix is
intended to supplement the tables in the text portion of the report
and to furnish a more complete picture of the various occupations
than is possible in a summary table or tables.
ACCIDENTS TO STATION MEN.
The higher officials in the main offices of railways and the men
employed as station agents, station agents' assistants, telegraph
operators and dispatchers, and clerical labor generally in terminal
offices and stations of railways are of all railroad employees the least
exposed to injury by accidents resulting from their occupations.
While the heads of the various railway departments must necessarily
go over the lines more or less frequently to keep in touch with the
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general organization of the service and to perform the higher super
visory functions necessary in the proper management of the system,,
this work usually does not involve any considerable personal danger.
Division superintendents, for example, go over their line frequently
to note what occurs on trains and at stations, and to keep in touch
with the employees, generally. They also supervise wrecking opera
tions. The larger part of the duties of the higher officials, however^
is of an office nature, or at least the greater part of their time is spent
in the main offices.
Station agents and their assistants are also, as a rule, quite freer
from exposure to accident liability while in the discharge of their
duties. The term station agent as used in this connection is applied
to men employed practically all of their time at stations or depots,,
and is exclusive of men employed in warehouses and as freight han
dlers, who are, as a rule, more or less continuously in and about*
railroad yards. At small stations the agent is both ticket agent and
telegraph operator, when an operator is necessary.
Telegraph operators and dispatchers are likewise practically free
from exposure to injury by accident while in the discharge of their
duties. The term telegraph operator, however, is a somewhat gen
eral one as used in the railroad service. The telegraph operators
may be at terminal points, at along-the-road stations, or in towers.
The majority of these men, however, are employed in stations, either
at terminals or along the road.
Another important occupation in this class is that of baggagemen
at stations. This occupation is very different, from the viewpoint
of accident exposure, from that of baggage masters or baggagemen
on trains. The accident liability in the one case is practically con
fined to the comparatively slight chances of injury from the handling
of baggage, while in the latter case there is exposure to injury
from the handling of baggage and to the more important haz
ards incident to all men employed on trains. In the returns of
the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller the distinction
between baggage masters or baggagemen at stations and baggagemen
on trains is not made, and therefore it has been impossible to separate
the two employments. In this review of railway accidents it has been
deemed advisable to consider the baggage masters or baggagemen,
so specified in the returns, in the group of trainmen. The details o f
the accidents clearly indicate that the majority of the baggage mas
ters injured were employed in train service. However, in this
group are included all injuries to men returned as baggage porters,,
for these men are employed mostly at stations or at terminal points,,
as is indicated in the returns as reported in detail in the appendix,.,
page 292.
16752—No. 84—10--- 2
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The following table is a summary of the number of persons injured
in this group of occupations during the period 1888 to 1907, with
distinction of whether the accidents were fatal or nonfatal:
STATIO N M EN, ETC., FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW
JERSEY, BY OCCUPATIONS, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Station men, etc., injured.
Occupation.

Fatally.

Nonfatally.

1
7
4
1

Treasurer.....................................................................................
Station agents..............................................................................
Telegraph operators.....................................................................
Ferry-ticket collectors.................................................................
Train caller.........................:.................................................... .
Special policemen or officers........................................................
Janitors........................................................................................
Baggage porters...........................................................................

2

Total..................................................................................

15

Per cent
killed
of total
injured.

Total.

15
12
2
1
2
2
32

1
22
16
3
1
4
2
32

100.0
31.8
25.0
33.3

G6

81

18.5

50.0

The numbers of employees injured in this group are too small for
individual employments to warrant tabulating the returns by speci
fied occupations. Nevertheless, for completeness, the details of all
the accidents, fatal and nonfatal, to persons injured in this class
are presented under each occupation title and in chronological order
in the appendix on pages 291 and 292.
The following table is a summary of the number of persons injured
in this group of railroad employees during the period 1888 to 1907,
classified by causes of accidents. The accidents to which this table
relates numbered 81, of which 15, or 18.5 per cent, were fatal and 66,
or 81.5 per cent, were nonfatal. The table is self-explanatory and
requires no further comment.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO STATIO N MEN, ETC., FATALLY AND NONFATALLY IN
JURED IN NEW JERSEY, WITH PER CENT FROM EACH CAUSE, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Station men, etc., injured.
Fatally.
Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling......................................
Collisions......... ...................................................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struek by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Injured by car doors............................................
Handling baggage................................................
Struck by objects from passing trains.................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified....... „.......
Objects thrown....................................................
Shot.....................................................................
Injured by switch lever.......................................
Injured by station gate.......................... ............
Injured by horses or wagons................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes—
Total...........................................................
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Nonfatally.

Total.

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

2
1
12

13.3
6.7
80.0

15

1C0.0

1
1
1
2
1
8
2
29
2
6
3
2
1
1
2
4

1.5
1.5
1.5
3.0
1.5
12.2
3.0
44.0
3.0
9.1
4.6
3.0
1.5
1.5
3.0
6.1

1
1
1
4
2
20
2
20
2
6
3
2
1
1
2
4

1.2
1.2
1.2
4.9
. 2.5
24.7
2.5
35.8
2.5
7.5
3.7
2.5
1.2
1.2
2.5
4.9

66

100.0

81

100.0
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In the next table the number of persons nonfatally injured in this
class of employees is shown by nature and extent of injuries.
This table also is self-explanatory.
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO STATION MEN, ETC., INJURED
IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Station men, etc., injured.
Part injured.

Head......... .......................................... .........................
Face................................................................................
A n a ................................................................................
Hand..............................................................................
Finger.............................................................................
Collar bone.. ...............................................................
B ib s.................................. .............................................
Trunk.............................................................................
Leg ............................. ................................... ...... . . . . .
Ankle..............................................................................
Foot.... .......... ...............................................................
Toe..................................................................................
Toes...............................................................................
Other specified combinations..........................................
Injuries unclassified................................................ * ___
Slight injuries unclassified..............................................
Severe injuries unclassified............................................
Total nonfatal injuries..........................................
a Not separately reported.

Braises,
cuts,
sprains,
etc.

Crushed.

Fractures.

1

7
3
4

9

1
1
4

2

1
6

1
1

1
2
4
3
11
1

(a)

(a)

(a)
(a)

(aS

(•>
6

6

1

7

2

39

3
1
3

1
1

4
4

(«)
(«)
<«)

8

1

3
5

4

Total.

e

i>66

&Including 15 injuries not classified.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO STATION M EN, ETC., BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Percent
of total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, e tc ......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed.............................................................................................
Fractures..................................................... ......................................... ...............
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

39
6
G
15

59.1
9.1
9.1
22.7

Total..............................................................................................................

6G

100.0

According to the returns for the employees in the service of one of the
largest railroads operating in New Jersey the average hours of labor
per day during the five years, 1903 to 1907, were as follows: Agents, 10;
assistant agents, 11; baggagemen, 10; clerks, 9; other depot men, 10.
The average number of days that the various employees in this
class were at work, according to the returns of this same railroad
during the period 1903 to 1907, was, for agents, 340 days; for assist
ant agents, 333; for baggagemen, 332; for clerks, 320; and for other
depot men, 312. In other words, the average number of days in the
calendar year during which these employees were not at work was,
for agents, 25; for assistant agents, 32; baggagemen, 33; clerks,
45; and other depot men, 53.
These statistics indicate that men employed as agents and assist
ant agents, or in other station service, are required to report for duty
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nearly every day in the working year, and the agents proper do not
have, on an average, more than 25 days off duty in the year, including
Sundays. (a) This class of employees constituted 15.2 per cent of the
total number of persons employed by the same railroad in New
Jersey, during the five-year period, 1903 to 1907.
ACCIDENTS TO TRAINMEN.
No group of railway employees is so important either from the
viewpoint of mere numbers or from the viewpoint of accident lia
bility as trainmen. By trainman is meant any person directly
engaged in the movement of traffic and more or less continuously
employed on trains while performing his duties. Trainmen are
composed of several different classes of employees, each having quite
different exposure to accident liability, and it is important, therefore,
that the elements of the group be considered rather than the group
as a whole in any discussion of their accident liability.
Conductors have general charge of trains. They are responsible,
with the engineman, for the safety of the train and for keeping to th ^
time schedule as nearly as possible* The engineman must carry out
the conductor’s instructions under all ordinary circumstances.
Sometimes, however, the engineman will find it necessary either to
disobey instructions or to use his own judgment in an emergency of
which he has first cognizance. Conductors usually begin their rail
road careers as brakemen and are promoted through the various
grades, the highest being that of conductor on one of the first-class
express trains. Some railroads promote freight conductors to be pas
senger conductors. Sometimes also brakemen are promoted to be
baggagemen, and baggagemen are advanced to be passenger con
ductors. Freight conductors are also in line of promotion for the
position of yardmaster. According to an investigation made by
the bureau of statistics of labor and industries of New Jersey in
1892, of the 368 railway conductors considered, 360 began service
as brakemen and 8 as engine wipers. The work of the freight con
ductor is quite different from that of the passenger conductor. In
the former case the conductor is exposed to hazards practically never
encountered by the passenger conductor. Freight trains must be
broken, cars switched from them to sidings, and more or less cou
pling, switching, etc., done. What are known as “ way freights” are
local freight trains which drop cars at various stations, or deliver
freight at small stations from a car or cars. The freight brakemen
do the larger part of this work, but the conductor often lends a hand
and is frequently injured while thus employed, as the accident returns
clearly indicate.
a A tower-man and operator on one of the large roads is allowed one day off per
month, with pay, but gets no other vacation time.
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Yard conductors, sometimes termed drillmasters, do work differ
ing from that of either passenger or freight conductors. Yard con
ductors have charge of the so-called yard engine which switches or
“ drills” cars. These trains are continually engaged in shifting cars
from point to point in the yards. The crew of the yard engine con
sists of an engineman, a fireman, a conductor, and at least one brakeman, and the work is so specialized that the exposure to accident of
all four classes of employees on these engines is probably different
from that of employees on trains engaged principally in local or
through traffic.
Freight conductors and yard conductors report to the yardmasters,
and passenger conductors make their reports at terminal points, and
in case of accident they report to the division superintendent, usually
by wire, then in writing on special printed forms. All conductors
must obey the orders of the division superintendent and the train
master, and when in a yard they are subject to the orders of the
yardmaster. Terminal station masters also have certain authority.
Conductors, in common with other trainmen, work on an average
from ten to twelve hours per day. The hours vary with the kind of
train and other circumstances, such as volume of traffic. In New
Jersey the average working period of all conductors is about eleven
hours. (a)
Enginemen, or locomotive engineers, are responsible for the ma
nipulation and care of the engines while on duty. They start, stop,
shift, and make up trains subject to the conductors' orders, but are
not compelled to obey orders which would endanger the safety of
trains or involve a violation of rules. They report to the conductor.
The duties of the engineman are those demanding intelligent action at
all times and the exercise of quick and sound judgment in case of
emergency. Besides operating the mechanism necessary to run the
engine, the engineman must watch his boiler and lubricator, see that
th6 train air brakes work properly, keep a sharp lookout for signals,
blow the whistle at the proper points, and keep as nearly as possible
to schedule time, if his train is a passenger train, regulating the speed
according to long experience and a thorough knowledge of the road.
These various duties require the strictest attention, especially on a
fast train, where a momentary lapse of attention might mean a dis
astrous accident. At stopping points the engineman oils the engine
and does more or less wiping of the same. The engineman also
directs the work of his fireman.
Enginemen work long hours as a rule, especially on freight trains.
On the fast trains the strain is too great to make long hours possible
a By the federal act of March 4, 1907, the hours of service of railway employees
engaged in interstate traffic are defined and limited. This law, however, did not go
into effect until March 4,1908.
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without disaster, because of the dulling effect on the attention facul
ties. (°) Usually on the fast trains the enginemen either have short
daily runs, or if they have long runs they are given intervals off, with
pay, every other day, or if the run is unusually long one day’s work
is followed by two days off. In New Jersey the average hours per day
for all enginemen has been about eleven. (6)
The duties of the engineman are so arduous and responsible that
promotion to the position of even a freight engineman is through a
long series of promotions in the lower grades of the railway service.
According to the investigation made by the New Jersey bureau of
statistics of labor and industries in 1892, of 448 enginemen considered,
202, or 45.1 per cent, began service as firemen; 160, or 35.7 per cent,
as brakemen; 79, or 17.6 per cent, as engine wipers; and 7, or 1.6
per cent, as switchmen. The direct promotion, however, is always
from fireman.
Enginemen, like conductors, are differently exposed to accident
liability according to the kind of trains which they haul. Just what
the difference is it is difficult to determine, since the accident data
are not usually obtainable with distinction of kind of trains—passen
ger, freight, yard, work, wreck, etc. Such data are difficult to secure
because among other reasons there are many mixed trains, made up
of both passenger and freight cars, and enginemen may be called to
take out extra trains, freight or passenger, especially in rush seasons
or days. Conductors and enginemen must report all defects of train
or track noticed and any observed neglect of duty by watchmen, sig
nalmen, switchmen, or other employees.
Locomotive firemen are under orders from the enginemen, who are
their superiors in grade. The principal duty of the fireman is to
regulate the fire so that there will always be enough steam pressure
to make the engine perform the service required of it. He also wipes
the engine, at stopping points, and in general acts as a helper to the
engineman. The work is arduous and apparently somewhat more
hazardous than that of the engineman. The work of the fireman is
physically more exhausting than that of the engineman, but men
tally it is considerably less so.
The fireman works on an average the same number of hours as the
engineman, or, in New Jersey, about eleven hours per day, according
to the returns of one of the largest railroads operating in the State. (6)
Firemen sometimes reach their positions by promotion from brakemen, engine wipers, hostlers, etc.; some have had shop experience as

a By the federal act of March 4, 1907, the hours of service of railway employees
engaged in interstate traffic are defined and limited. This law, however, did not go
into effect until March 4, 1908.
b From returns of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company to the New Jersey bureau
of statistics of labor, 1903 to 1907.
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mechanics. According to the investigation made by the New Jersey
bureau of statistics of labor in 1892, of the 411 firemen considered, 85
began as wipers, 155 as brakemen, and 171 as firemen. This last
figure must have been an error or the result of a misunderstanding
of the question, for firemen must have preliminary training before
taking up the work of firing a locomotive. They might, however,
have had experience firing on railroads of another State.
Brakemen, while on duty, are subject to the orders of the conductor.
Their duties are probably less hazardous now than in the earlier days
of railroad service, principally because of the two great improve
ments—train air brakes and automatic couplers. That the dangers are
still very real, particularly in yards and on freight trains, is apparent
from the most casual survey of the data published by the Interstate
Commerce Commission in Statistics of Railways. As the term
implies, brakemen apply hand brakes to cars to assist in bringing a
train to a stop. They also couple or connect, and uncouple or cut, cars.
They signal the enginemen when to start and when to stop in shifting
cars, and when on the main track are often required to throw or turn
switches and protect their trains by going back a specified distance
with the necessary signals in case of a stop at any given point.
The hazards of a brakeman’s life vary according to the kind of
train on which he is employed. Freight brakemen, yard brakemen,
and passenger brakemen are very differently exposed to accident
liability. Nowadays the passenger brakeman as a rule is exposed to
comparatively little danger, for with the train air brake and the auto
matic coupler his duties are principally those of assistant to the con
ductor. In fact on some roads passenger brakemen are now desig
nated trainmen, and in the West are sometimes termed ticket collect
ors. On the other hand, brakemen on freight and yard trains are
still required to brake and couple, walk over trains while in motion,
and perform other hazardous service. Brakemen may begin rail
road service as brakemen and are promoted according to years of
service and ability, first to flagmen, then to conductors. In New
Jersey their average working day is about eleven hours.
Switchmen are responsible for the safe condition of the switches
under their charge. They throw the switches in such manner that
the trains or cars may pass safely over them and on the proper tracks.
They must also see that the switches are kept in good repair and are
oiled and kept free from obstructions, such as ice, snow, or stones. The
term switchmen is used in a different sense by different roads. Some
roads apply the term switchman to a yard brakeman or a man engaged
in shifting, shunting, running, or drilling or switching cars, particu
larly in yards. This work is really braking and the more proper term
to apply to a person engaged in it is brakeman or yard brakeman.
There appear to be two kinds of switchmen, more or less generally
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recognized, however, and these are ground switchmen or switch
tenders and train switchmen, more properly designated as yard brakemen. Yard brakemen are also termed drillers by one of the principal
railroads in New Jersey.
Flagmen on trains are required to protect the train by going a cer
tain distance in front or behind it with a flag, fusee, torpedo, lantern,
or other required signal when for some reason the train is required
to stop between stations on the main line of track. Brakemen per
form this service in large part, but on some trains the term flagman is
perhaps more properly descriptive of the duties performed. Every
road or track gang, however, must have a member who is designated
a flagman.
Baggagemen on trains have charge of the baggage which is carried
in the baggage car. They are exposed to train accidents and to dan
gers incidental to the handling of baggage.
This brief outline of the general duties of trainmen is followed by
a consideration of the accidents reported in New Jersey during the
period 1888 to 1907, inclusive, under the various occupation titles in
this group of railroad employees. In the following table is presented
a summary of the trainmen reported injured fatally or nonfatally
in New Jersey from 1888 to 1907:
TRAINM EN FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY,
BY OCCUPATIONS, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Trainmen injured.
Occupation.

Per cent
killed
of total
injured.

Fatally.

Non
fatally.

2
13
12
5
62
70
69

8
158
94
74
809
671
738
33
962
781
3,133
455
129
85
493

25.0
8.2
12.8
6.8
7.7
10.4
9.3

8,623

8.5

Passenger conductors..................................................................
Freight conductors.......................................................................
Yard conductors..........................................................................
Drillmasters.................................................................................
Conductors (not specified)...........................................................
Enginemen..................................................................................
Firemen.......................................................................................
Passenger brakemen....................................................................
Freight brakemen........................................................................
Yard brakemen and drillers........................................................
Brakemen (not specified)............................................................
Switchmen...................................................................................
Flagmen.......................................................................................
Baeeasemen.................................................................................
Trainmen (not specified).............................................................

103
49
265
41
26
5
8

6
145
82
69
747
601
669
33
859
732
2,868
414
103
80
485

Total..................................................................................

730

7,893

Total.

10.7
6.3
8.5
9.0
20.2
5.9
1.6

These statistics constitute 46.5 per cent of the 18,555 accidents con
sidered in this investigation. They do not include all trainmen,
however, because many trainmen were injured and reported under
the indefinite term “ employee.” If such persons could be definitely
assigned to this group, it is probable that at least 50 per cent of all the
injured railway employees were of this group. This assumption is
supported by the statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission
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and by other data. The percentage of fatal accidents is high for this
group, averaging 8.5, or 1 fatal injury to every 11 nonfatal injuries.
PASSENGER* CONDUCTORS.

There were only 8 passenger conductors reported as having been
injured in New Jersey during the period 1888 to 1907 under th at
specific title. It is probable, of course, that the actual number was
considerably larger, many of the injuries having been reported under
the general title of “ conductor” without it being specified whether the
person injured was a passenger, freight, or yard conductor. Of the
8 passenger conductors injured 2 were killed. The details of the inju
ries, fatal and nonfatal, to passenger conductors are given in the
appendix, page 293.
As previously stated, passenger conductors are much less liable to
accidental injury than conductors on other trains. Of course, in the
comparatively rare cases of derailment or collision they, like all other
persons on the train affected, are liable to injury; but aside from these
causes passenger conductors are, generally speaking, exposed to only
slight injuries, due to the closing of windows, doors, etc.
FREIGH T CONDUCTORS.

In the following table are given the causes of accidents to persons
reported under [the occupation title of “ freight conductors” during;
the period 1888 to 1907:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO FREIG H T CONDUCTORS FATALLY AND NONFATALLY
INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data com piled from the annual reports of the railroads of N ew Jersey to the state comptroller.]

Freight conductors injured.
Nonfatally.

Fatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Derailments.........................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Falls on or in trains, locomotives, or cars............
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Injured by car doors............................................
Injured drilling....................................................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling switches...............................................
Handling tools or m achinery.................................
Handling freight..................................................

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

2
2

15.4
15.4

3

23.1

1

7.7

5

38.4

13

100.0

Falls, miscellaneous and not specified..................

Objects thrown....................................................
Other miscftmuftons and not specified causes.
Total..........................................................
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26
9
2
2
20
20
13
2
5
3
1
8
2
1
9
16
2
4

17.9
6.2
1.4
1.4
13.8
13.8
9.0
1.4
3.4
2.1
.7
5.5
1.4
.7
6.2
11.0
1.4
2.7

28
11
2
2
23
20
13
2
6
3
1
13
2
1
9
16
2
4

17. T
7.0
1.3
1.3.
14.5
12.7
8.2'
1.3
3.8
1.0
.6
8.2
1.3
.6
5.7
10.1
1.3
2.5

145

100.0

158

100.0-
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The figures presented in the above table indicate that the great
majority of accidents to freight conductors are to be classed as
train accidents. In fact, all of the fatal accidents were due to train
accidents of one kind or another. Of the 158 accidents to freight
conductors 13, or 8.2 per cent, were fatal and 145, or 91.8 per cent,
were nonfatal. Of the freight conductors killed, 5 struck over
head or other obstructions; 3 fell from trains, locomotives, or cars;
and 1 was struck by a moving train. Two were killed while coupling
or uncoupling, and 2 were killed in collisions. The causes of the
nonfatal injuries to freight conductors are interesting as indicating
the more or less general nature of the duties of this class of railroad
employees. Coupling or uncoupling was the most important single
cause of nonfatal injuries to freight conductors, 17.9 per cent of the
total being charged against that cause. The other relatively important
causes, in the order of their importance, were falls from trains,
locomotives, or cars; falls on or in trains, locomotives, or cars;
falls, miscellaneous and not specified; and getting on or off trains,
locomotives, or cars.
The next table summarizes the nonfatal accidents to freight con
ductors during the period 1888 to 1907, classified by the nature and
extent of the injuries:
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO FREIG H T CONDUCTORS
INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Freight conductors injured.
Part injured.

Head...........................................................................
Face............................................................................
Nose............................................................................
Jaw..............................................................................
Arm...................... .....................................................
Wrist...........................................................................
Hand...........................................................................
F inger........................................................................
Fingers........................................................................
Collar bone..................................................................
Ribs.............................................................................
Trunk..........................................................................
H ip..............................................................................
L e g ............................................................................
Knee............................................................................
Ankle..........................................................................
Foot.............................................................................
Toe..............................................................................
Other specified combinations.....................................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Slight injuries unclassified..........................................
Severe injuries unclassified.........................................
Total nonfatal injuries.......................................
a Not separately reported.
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Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.

Frac
tures.

8
4

i
1
3

5
2
5
3
2
25
2
4
2
9
6
1
23
(«)
(a)
(a)

101

Loss of
part.

1
1
1

i

1„
2
4

(a)
(a)
(a)
3

8
4
1
1
9
2
6
4
3
2
4
25
2

1

(a)
(a)
(a)

Total.

5
2
9
6
1
23
14
11
3

(a)
(a)
<®>
12

&Including 28 injuries not classified.

1
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SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO FREIG H T CONDUCTORS, BY NATURE OF
THE INJURY.
Number
injured.

Nature of injury.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains etc........................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Fractures.................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

101
3
12
1
28

69.6
2 .i
8.8
.7
19.3

Total..............................................................................................................

145

100.0

The figures in the above table clearly indicate that the nonfatal
injuries to freight conductors are often serious and frequently in
volve permanent disability. Twelve, or 8.3 per cent of all the non
fatal injuries, were fractures and all of the fractures involved serious
injury. One of the nonfatal injuries involved the loss of an arm.
Y A R D CONDUCTORS.

Yard conductors, like freight conductors, are exposed to various
hazards, as is clearly indicated in the statistics presented in the two
tables which follow:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO YARD CONDUCTORS FATALLY AND NONFATALLY
INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Yard conductors injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Falls on or in trains, locomotives, or cars............
Getting on or oft trains, locomotives, or cars____
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling tools or machinery........ \ ...................
Shifting of lading.................................................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified................
Objects thrown....................................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified injuries...

6

Total...........................................................

12

50.0

38
2
6
2
5
2
8
3
9
1
1
2
3

46.4
2.4
7.3
2.4
6.1
2.4
9.8
3.7
11.0
1.2
1.2
2.4
3.7

43
2
7
2
5
2
14
3
9
1
1
2
3

45.7
2.1
7.5
2.1
5.3
2.1
14.9
3.2
9.6
1.1
1.1
2.1
3.2

100.0

82

100.0

94

100.0

5

41.7

1

8.3
I

The figures in the above table indicate that yard conductors, like
freight conductors, are specially liable to train accidents. Of the
94 accidents to yard conductors 12, or 12.8 per cent, were fatal and
82, or 87.2 per cent, were nonfatal. Of the 12 yard conductors killed
all were killed in train accidents; 6 were struck by trains, locomotives,
or cars; 5 were killed while coupling or uncoupling; and 1 by a fall
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from a train. Of the nonfatal injuries, coupling or uncoupling was
by far the most serious cause. Of the 82 nonfatal injuries 38, or
46.4 per cent, were charged to that cause. Another relatively
important cause of nonfatal injuries was that of being struck by
trains, locomotives, or cars.
In the next table the nonfatal accidents to yard conductors during
the period 1888 to 1907 are classified by the nature and extent of the
injuries:
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO YARD CONDUCTORS INJURED
IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Yard conductors injured.
Part injured.

Head...........................................................................
Face............................................................................
Arm............................................................................
Hand...........................................................................
Finger.........................................................................
Fingers........................................................................
Collar bone..................................................................
Ribs............................................................................
Trunk.........................................................................
H ip.............................................................................
Leg..............................................................................
Knee...........................................................................
Ankle..........................................................................
Foot............................................................................
Other specified combinations.....................................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Slight injuries unclassified..........................................
Total nonfatal injuries......................................
a Not separately reported.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.
4
1
5
7
5
3

(a)
(a)

2
3
5
2

6
1
1
2
5
1
7

Loss of
part.

2

1

1

4

1
1

1
(a)
(«)

<«)
(«)
48

Frac
tures.

12

(«)
(«>
5

6

Total.

4
1
10
10
15
5
1
1
6
1
1
2
5
2
7
9
2
6 82

6 Including 11 injuries not classified.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO YARD CONDUCTORS, BY NATURE OF TH E
INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Bruises cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Fractures.................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

48
12
5
6
11

58.6
14.6
6.1
7.3
13.4

Total..............................................................................................................

82

100.0

The figures indicate that a considerable proportion, at least 30 per
cent of all the nonfatal injuries, involved more or less severe or
serious injury. One represented the loss of an arm and 1 the loss of
a foot; there were 5 fractures, 2 of which were of an arm, 1 of a collar
bone, and 1 of two or more ribs.
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D R ILLM ASTERS.

Some railroads in New Jersey report employees who apparently
do about the same work as yard conductors under the title of drillmasters. By this term is meant, as nearly as can be determined, the
men who have charge of yard or drill trains. The drillmaster has
charge of what some roads call drill crews, or what are usually termed
switching or yard-train crews. The injuries to this class of employees,
during the period 1888 to 1907 have been kept separate and are. pre
sented in the following tables. The tables are self-explanatory and
require no comment, for the reason that the general nature of the
statistics is similar to that of those presented under the heading
yard conductors. The percentage of fatal injuries in this occupa
tion was considerably smaller than for men specified as yard conduct
ors. Of the 74 accidents to drillmasters, 5, or 6.8 percent, were fatal,
and 69, or 93.2 per cent, were nonfatal, against 12.8 per cent fatal
and 87.2 per cent nonfatal injuries for yard conductors.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO DRILLM ASTERS FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED
IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the animal reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Drillmasters injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................

Collisions.................................................................

Derailments.........................................................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Getting on or oft trains, locomotives, or cars.........
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Injured by car door.............................................
Striking overhead or other obstructions...............
Shifting of lading.................................................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified................
Other miscellaneous and not specified injuries.. ..
Total..............................................................

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

1

20.0

3

60.0

1

20.0

5

100.0

3
1
2
1
2
10

43.5
4.3
7.2
11.6
5.8
4.3
1.5
2.9
1.5
2.9
14.5

31
3
5
11
4
4
1
2
1
2
10

41.9
4.1
6.8
14.9
5.4
5.4
1.3
2.7
1.3
2.7
13.5

69

100.0

74

100.0

30
3
5
8

4

The nature and extent of the injuries in the 69 cases of nonfatal
accidents to drillmasters during the period 1888 to 1907 may be seen
in the next table.
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO D R ILLM A STER S INJURED IN
ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.

[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Drillmasters injured.
Bruises.
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.

Part injured.

TTftad ... ... .............................................................
Face.................... .................. ......... ..........................
Shoulder.......................................................... ..........
Arm ........................................................................
Hand..........................................................................
Finger......................................................................
Fingers.......................................................................
Trunk..........................................................................
H ips....... ............................... ...................................
Leg.......................................................................
Ankle..........................................................................
Ankles........................................................................
F o o t................ .................................................. .
Other specified combinations....................... .... ........
Internal injuries.........................................................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Total nonfatal injuries......................................
a Not sepafately reported.

2
1
1
3
6
3
1
3
2
2
3
1
3
3
(«)

Frac
tures.

i
2
5
1

1

1

1

Total.

2
1
1
4
8
9
2
3
2
5
3
1
3
4
1
20

1

1
(•)

34

Loss of
part.

(*)

(•)
10

1

3

&C9

& Including 20 injuries not classified and 1 internal injury.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO DRILLM ASTERS, BY NATURE OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc............................................... .......................................
Part or parts crushed.............................................................................................
Fractures............ ...................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts...............................................................................................
Internal injuries......................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

34
10
3
1
1
20

49.3
14.5
4.4
1.4
1.4
29.0

Total..............................................................................................................

69

100.0

CONDUCTORS (NOT SPE C IFIED ).

Unfortunately in the returns of railroad accidents in New Jersey
the classification of employees is frequently not so exact as would be
desirable. As has been previously, pointed out, the statistics of
accidents to railway employees would be greatly improved, and the
information obtainable by the compilation of the same would be
much more valuable, if greater care were taken to give the specific
or definite occupation of the injured person in each and every case.
Not fewes than 809 conductors, not otherwise specified, were returned
as injured in New Jersey during the twenty-year period 1888 to 1907.
Of this number of accidents, 62, or 7.7 per cent, were fatal, and 747,
or 92.3 per cent, were nonfatal. These data are compiled in the usual
form in the following tables:
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CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO CONDUCTORS (NO T SPECIFIED) INJURED IN NEW
JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.

[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Conductors (not specified) injured.
Nonfatally.

Fatally.

Number.

Per
cent
from
each

17
6

27.4
9.7

7

11.3

2
3
20

3.2
4.8
32.3

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions.............................................................
Derailments.........................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines...............................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Falls on or in trains, locomotives, or cars.........................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.........
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.........
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars..................
Injured braking locomotives or cars...............................
Striking overhead or other obstructions...............
Handling switches.........................................................
Handling tools or machinery.........................................
Struck by objects from passing trains...........................
Falls, miscellaneous ana not specified...........................
Objects thrown..............................................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes.................
Total.

1

6

1.6

9.7

Number.

359
33
7
17
77
13
67
16
18
7

10

18
17

2

1

62

100.0

Total.

Per
Per
cent
cent
from Number. from
each
each
cause.
cause.
48.1
4.4
.9
2.3
10.3
1.7
9.0

2.1
2.4
.9
1.3
2.4
2.3
.3

.1

376
39

8

17
84
13
69
19
38

7
10

24
17
2

1

34
14
37

4.6
1.9

34
14
37

747

100.0

809

46.5
4.8

1.0

2.1

10.4

1.6

8.5

2.4

4.7
.9
1.2

3.0

2.1

.2

.1

4.2

1.7

4.6

100.0

The above table indicates that conductors of all classes are spe
cially liable to train accidents, the accidents from other causes being
relatively insignificant. Of the 62 fatal injuries all were due to
train accidents; a large proportion were the result of being struck by
trains, locomotives, or cars, the second most important cause being
that of coupling or uncoupling. Of the nonfatal injuries to conductors
(not specified) 48.1 per cent were inflicted while the conductor was
coupling or uncoupling. The causes of accidents indicate that the
great majority of the conductors (not specified) were either freight or
yard conductors, for, as previously pointed out, passenger conductors
seldom do coupling and they are not very liable to injury by being
struck.
In the next table the nonfatal accidents to conductors (not speci
fied) during the period 1888 to 1907 are classified by the nature and
extent of the injuries. The table calls for little comment.
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CONDUCTO RS (NO T
SPECIFIED) INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.

[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.!
Conductors (not specified) injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
Disloca
cuts,
sprains, Crushed. tions.
etc.

Head..........................................................
Face............................................................
Eve.............................................................
Eyes...........................................................
Nose...........................................................
Shoulder.....................................................
Arm............................................................
Wrist..........................................................
Hand..........................................................
Finger........................................................
Fingers.......................................................
Collar bone.................................................
Ribs...........................................................
Trunk.........................................................
H ip.............................................................
Hips...........................................................
Leg.............................................................
Legs............................................................
Knee...........................................................
Ankle..........................................................
Foot...........................................................
Feet............................................................
Toes............................................................
Other specified combinations.....................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unclassified........................
Severe injuries unclassified.......................

Frac
tures.

26
12
2
1

9
16
4

2

a Not separately reported.

297

4
1

2
7
2

9
18
5
12
19
24

Total nonfatal injuries.. .................

28
12
2
1
3
5
31
9
39
44
9
2
7
38
2
9
27
8
13
21
34
1
1
49
257
85
10

3
3
5
2

1

6

38

(a)
(a)
(a)

Total.

2

2
19
7
30
22
4

1
46

Loss of
part.

3

6
2
1
2
3

7
1
(a)

1

(a)
(a)

(a)
(«)

(a)

(®)
(o)
47

2

(a)

(«)
(a)

(a)

1

1

44

6

*>747

&Including 352 injuries not classified.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CONDUCTORS (NO T SPECIFIED), BY
NATURE OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Dislocations.............................................................................................................
Fractures.................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts...............................................................................................
Injuries unclassified......._........................................................................................

297
47
1
44
6
352

39.8
6.3
.1
5.9
.8
47.1

Total..............................................................................................................

747

100.0

The large number of defective reports of the injuries to this class
of railway employees is indicative of the more or less indefinite man
ner in which the railroads of New Jersey conform to the law, which
specifically states that the return of an accident shall indicate the
nature and extent of the injury. Not fewer than 257 of the injuries
to conductors (not specified) were reported simply as injuries, with
no statement as to what part was affected or whether the injury
was slight or severe.
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ENGINEM EN.

Locomotive engineers, or enginemen, are subject to quite different
accident exposure from that of conductors, as is clearly indicated in
the following table. The accidents to enginemen during the period
1888 to 1907 numbered 671, of which 70, or 10.4 per cent, were fatal
and 601, or 89.6 per cent, were nonfatal.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO ENGINEM EN FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN
NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
IData compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Enginemen injured.
Fatally.
Cause.
Number.

Nonfatally.

Per
Per
Per „
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

5
25
9
9
3

7.1
35.7
12.9
12.9
4.3

9
7

12.9
10.0

Oiling cleaning, or repairing locomotive..............
Shot ...........................................................................
Suicide ....................................................................
Found dead in ca b ..................................................

1
1
1

1.4
1.4
1.4

Total..........................................................

70

100.0

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................

Collisions...................................................................

Derailments.........................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................

Cutting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Caught, hpt.wp.fvn trains, locomotives, or cars___

Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Fells miscellaneous ar\d not .specified..................

Other miscellaneous and not specified injuries...

Total.

50
120
12
58
86
51
4
11
70
19
28
6
40

8.3
20.0
2.0
9.6
14.3
8.5
.7
1.8
11.6
3.2
4.7
1.0
6.7

46

7.6

55
145
21
67
89
51
4
20
77
19
28
6
40
1
1
1
46

C01

100.0

671

8 .2
21.0
3.1
10.0
13.3
7.6.0
3 .0
11.0
2.S
4.2
.0
6 .0
.1
.1
.1
6 .0
100.0

The above table is of special interest because it shows that enginemen are particularly liable to fatal accidents as the result of col
lisions. Of the 70 enginemen killed, 25, or 35.7 per cent, were killed
in collisions. The next most important causes of fatal injury were
derailments, breaking of parts of cars or engines, and being struck by
trains, locomotives, or cars. Each of these causes was responsible
for 9 deaths. Of the nonfatal injuries, 20 per cent were caused b y
collisions, 14.3 per cent by falls from trains, locomotives, or cars, and
11.6 per cent by striking overhead or other obstructions. Enginemen are expected to haul their trains on schedule time, and are, there
fore, frequently tempted to take chances which would not otherwise
be taken. For example, the engineman might have knowledge of a,
hot box on a car and yet keep the train in motion with the hope th a t
the wheel would not set, at least not before the next station was
reached. In the meantime the engineman would, if possible, watch,
the wheel or journal, and to do this it would be necessary to lean ou t
16752—No. 8 4 - 1 0 --- 3
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of the cab window. Quite a few of the injuries from striking outside
obstructions have been received while the enginemen were so engaged.
Injuries from striking outside obstructions are comparatively numer
ous with enginemen, and of the 70 killed, 7 were killed as the result of
this cause; and of the 601 nonfatally injured, 70 were injured in this
manner. The table is an interesting one as indicating, in a general
way at least, the duties of the engineman and his exposure to injury
from various causes.
In the next table are shown the nature and extent of the nonfatal
injuries to enginemen reported as injured in New Jersey during the
twenty years 1888 to 1907:
NAT U R E AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO ENGINEM EN INJURED IN
ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Enginemen injured.
Bruises,
cuts,
sprains,
etc.

Part injured.

Head
Face
ghOTll

46
16
6
9
17
3
27
7

___ ______________
- - - _____________...

___________

- - ......................................
____ ________ . . . ____ ...
................................................
Wrist
Hand
................................
Finger . ........................ ............ .........
Collar bone................................................
■ Ribs .
Tmnlr
............. .......... .......... ............
Hip
.............................................
Leg ...........................................................
Knee......................... -..............................Ankle.........................................................
Foot...........................................................
Feet ..........................................................
T o e ..................................................... ....
Other specified combinations.....................
Internal i njuries.........................................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unciassPed.........................
Severe injuries unelassiced........................
Total nonfatal injuries......................
« Not separately reported.

Crushed. Disloca
tions.

Frac
tures.

1

1

2
4
1 I

2

1

1

1
75
(a)
(a)
(a)
304

Total.

i
4 1________
4
1
1
2 i
2
1
6

2
6

35
7
22
4
17
12

Loss of
part.

2
(a)
(a)
(a)

(a)
(«)
(a)
10

(a)
(a)
(a)
3

(«)
(a)
(a)

27

4 j

46
16
6
10
21
7
30
17
1
6
35
10
27
7
17
13
1
1
77
2
191
40
20
&601

& Including 251 injuries not classified and 2 internal injuries.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO ENGINEM EN, BY NATURE OF THE INJURY.
Nature cf injury.

Number Per cent
injured. of total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc............................................... .............................................
Part or parts crushed....................................................................................................
Dislocations...................................................................................................................
Fractures.......................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts......................................................................................................
Internal injuries............................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified.......................................................................................................

304
10
3
27
4
2
251

50.6
1.7
.5
4.5
.7
.3
41.7

Total....................................................................................................................

001

100.0
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Of the 601 nonfatally injured, a considerable proportion suffered
severe, not to say serious, injuries. For example, 27 represented
fractures, and of these 6 were of two or more ribs, 4 of an arm, 4 of a
wrist, 4 of a leg, 2 of a hip, and 1 of a shoulder. Of the 4 injuries
representing lost parts, 1 was of a hand and 1 of both feet,
FIR EM EN .

In the next table the accidents to locomotive firemen during the
20-year period 1888 to 1907 are classified by causes in the usual
manner:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO FIREM EN FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN
NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads cf New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Firemen injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Derailments.........................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Striking overhead and other obstructions...........
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Objects thrown....................................................
Falling piece of coal............................................
Burned while firing............................................
Miscellaneous injuries while firing.......................
Other injuries while working on engine..............
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes__

3
10
5
13
10
2
2
9
14
1

4.4
14.5
7.2
18.8
14.5
2.9
2.9
13.0
20.3
1.5

15
82
19
34
123
50

2.3
12.3
2.8
5.1
18.4
7.5

17
57
46
1
27
25
79
57
37

Total..........................................................

C9

100.0

669

2.5
8.5
6.9
.2
4.0
3.7
11.8
8.5
5.5

18
92
24
47
133
52
2
26
71
47
1
27
25
79
57
37

2.4
12.5
3.3
6.4
ia o
7.0
.3
3.5
9.6
6.4
.1
3.7
3.4
10.7
7.7
5.0

100.0

738

100.0

Firemen are exposed in a general way to about the same causes of
accidents as enginemen, but are somewhat more exposed to certain
causes, such as falls from trains, locomotives, or cars, by reason of
the fact that their duties require them to be more or less outside of
the engine proper and at work between the tender and the engine.
During the period 1888 to 1907 there were 738 accidents to firemen
reported in New Jersey, and of this number 69, or 9.3 per cent, were
fatal, and 669, or 90.7 per cent, were nonfatal. The large majority of
the accidents, both fatal and nonfatal, were due to train accidents.
Firemen are exposed to injury in the firing of their engines, as is
clearly shown by the table, but injuries due to this cause are generally
slight and seldom fatal. In the opening of the fire box, in the poking
of the fire and in the raking of the same, the tools used often slip,
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with consequent injury to the hands or fingers. Firemen are specially
liable to falls from trains, locomotives, or cars, and of the 69 fatal
injuries 10, or 14.5 per cent, were due to that cause. Breaking of
parts of cars or engines was also an important cause of injury to fire
men, as well as to enginemen. Under this head are included, among
others, accidents due to the bursting of boilers, flues, cylinders, etc.
Firemen are exposed in practically the same way as enginemen in
case of accidents involving collisions. Ten, or 14.5 per cent, of the
firemen killed were killed in collisions, and of the 669 nonfatal injuries
to firemen 82, or 12.3 per cent, were due to collisions.
In the next table the nonfatal injuries to firemen during the period
1888 to 1907 are classified according to the nature and extent of the
injuries:
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO FIREM EN INJURED IN ACCIDENTS
IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Firemen injured.
Bruises,
cuts,
Disloca
sprains, Crushed. tions.
etc.

Part injured.

Head...........................................................
Face............................................................
Eye.............................................................
Shoulder.....................................................
Arm............................................................
Wrist..........................................................
Hand ........................................................
Finger.........................................................
Collar bone.................................................
Ribs............................................................
Trunk.........................................................
H ip.............................................................
Leg.............................................................
Knee...........................................................
Ankle.........................................................
Foot...........................................................
Toe.............................................................
Other specified combinations.....................
Internal injuries.........................................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unclassified.........................
Severe injuries unclassified........................
Total nonfatal injuries......................
a Not separately reported.
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Total.

2
14

6

1
3
3

1

3
4
(a)

(«)
(«)
(a)
28

2
4

3
2
6

2

(a)
?a)
(a)

1

1
3
3

4
3

3

78
10
26
6
25
26
12
69

458

Loss of
part.

4

51
38
10
9
22
13
29
34

(a)
?aj
(a)

Frac
tures.

(a)

W
W

W
8

31

11

& Including 129 injuries not classified and 4 internal injuries.

55
38
11
14
31
16
33
55
2
6
78
10
34
6
30
29
15
73
4
106
15
8
6 669
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SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO FIREM EN, BY NATURE OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent of
total. .

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Dislocations............................................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts................................................................................................
Internal injuries......................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

458
28
8
31
11
4
129

68.5
4.2
1.2
4.6
1.6
.6
19.3

Total..............................................................................................................

669

100.0

At least 15 per cent of the nonfatal injuries to firemen involved
more or less serious disability. Of the lost parts, 1 was of an eye, and
2 of a hand. Of the 31 fractures, 4 were fractures of the skull, 6 of a
rib, 6 of a leg, 3 of an arm, 3 of a wrist, 3 of an ankle, 2 of a collar
bone, and 1 of a shoulder. Of crushed parts, some represented very
severe injuries and probably permanent disability. Of the 28 injuries
reported as crushed parts, 3 were of an arm, 3 of a foot, 2 of a leg,
and 2 of a hand. The statistics clearly indicate that firemen are
subject to exceptional hazards and that to a great extent the injuries
to this class of employees are likely to be serious, if not fatal.
P A SSE N G E R BR A K E MEN.

Passenger brakemen are apparently not very liable to fatal injury.
All the brakemen of this class, however, are not reported under a
title sufficiently defined to enable them to be classified as passenger
brakemen. In fact, there were only 33 passenger brakemen so speci
fied in the returns, and of these none was fatally injured. The details
of the nonfatal injuries are presented in the appendix, page 296.
FREIGHT BRAKEM EN.

Freight brakemen, like freight conductors, are considerably more
exposed to accidental injury than passenger brakemen, and the per
centage of fatal injuries is considerably higher. Of the 962 accidents
to freight brakemen 103, or 10.7 per cent, were fatal and 859, or 89.3
per cent, were nonfatal. In the following table the causes of the
accidents to this class of railroad employees during the period 1888
to 1907 are presented in the usual manner.
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CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO FREIG H T BRAKEMEN FATALLY AND NONFATALLY
INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compile! from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Freight brakemen injured.

Cause.

Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Per cent Num Per cent Num Per cent
Num from
each ber. from each ber. from each
ber.
cause.
cause.
cause.
Coupling or uncoupling................................
Collisions...................................................... .
Derailments..................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines..............
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars..........
Falls on or in trains, locomotives, or cars__
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars..........
Injured by car doors.....................................
Injured drilling.............................................
Injured braking........................................... .
Striking overhead or other obstructions.......
Handling switches....................................... .
Handling freight.......................................... .
Shifting of lading......................................... .
Shot.............................................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___
Total.

1

1.0

35

27.5
.9
.1
.5
24.4
4.0
4.8
2.0
.3
1.2
.5
1.0
15.9
.9
7.8
4.0
.1
4.1

103

100.0

859

100.0

18

3

17.5
1.9
2.9

34

33.0

2

12
28

8

1
4

210

11.7

34
41
17
3

27.2

4
9
137

2

3

236

10

8

67
34

1

254
10
4
4
244
34
43
20
15
10
4
9
165
8
67
34
1
36

26.4

962

100.0

1.0

.4
.4
25.4
3.5

1.6

1.0

.4
.9
17.2

.8

7.0
3.5

.1

3.8

The statistics show that freight brakemen are injured principally
in train accidents, although a fair proportion of the nonfatal injuries
were the result of other accidents, such as handling switches, handling
freight, etc. It is important to note that of the nonfatal injuries, 34,
or 4 per cent, were due to the shifting of lading. With the intro
duction of the automatic coupler enginemen do not use the same
caution as was used previously in the connecting of cars. Also, men
who are employed in the switching of cars do not use the same
caution in bringing cars together as was necessary when a brakeman
had to stand between the cars to make the coupling. Partly as the
result of the automatic coupler, cars are frequently brought together
in freight yards or on sidings with greater momentum now than was
true in the earlier days. Often a brakeman’s position on a car is
such that he is caught by the freight when it shifts or slides as the
result of the severe bumping together of the cars. Incidentally it
may be remarked that unless there is strict supervision of enginemen and switchmen, or yard brakemen, the damage to rolling stock
and freight is likely to be an important item in the expense account
of a railroad.
Coupling or uncoupling is still an important cause of injury to
freight brakemen, the next most important cause being that included
under falls from trains, locomotives, or cars. As a rule, there are
telltales in front of overhead bridges, tunnels, etc., but in spite of all
precautions and warnings, freight brakemen, particularly on box cars,
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frequently meet with fatal or serious injuries by striking overhead
obstructions. Of the 103 freight brakemen killed, 28, or 27.2 per
cent, were killed in this manner.
In the next table the nonfatal accidents to freight brakemen during
the period 1888 to 1907 are classified according to the nature and
extent of the injuries:
NATURE AND EXTENT OP NONFATAL INJURIES TO FREIG H T BRAKEM EN INJURED
IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Freight brakemen injured.
Bruises,
cuts,
Disloca
sprains, Crushed. tions.
etc.

Part injured.

Head...........................................................
Face............................................................
E ye.............................................................
Jaw.............................................................
Shoulder.....................................................
Arm............................................................
Wrist..........................................................
Hand..........................................................
Finger.........................................................
Fingers.......................................................
R ib ............................................................
Ribs............................................................
Trunk.........................................................
Hip.............................................................
Leg.............................................................
Legs............................................................
Knee...........................................................
Ankle..........................................................
Foot...........................................................
Toe..........................................................
Toes............................................................
Other specified combinations.....................
Internal injuries.........................................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unclassified........................
Severe injuries unclassified.......................

11
4
1

4
24
40
12

86
12
33
2
17
41
51
6

75
20
1
1
8
50
15
95
68
29
2
7
86
15
44
3
17
42
56
7
1
104
1
63
21
28

1

3
1

i

1

1
(a)
(«)
(«)

91

2
1

2
4

4
1
1
1
(a)
va)
(a)

4

2
7

4

99

C04

Total.

1

8
31
11
70
26
16

(a)
(a)
(a)

Loss of
part.

1

74
20
1

Total nonfatal injuries......................
a Not separately reported.

Frac
tures.

(a)

1

3
(a)
(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)
35

&859

15

&Including 112 injuries not classified and 1 internal injury.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO FREIG H T BRAKEMEN, BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.
Nature of injury:

Number
injured.

Per cent of
totsd.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Dislocations.............................................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts................................................................................................
Internal injuries......................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

604
91
1
35
15
1
112

70.3
10.6
.1
4.1
1.8
.1
13.0

Total..............................................................................................................

859

100.0

The table requires little comment. The figures show that a con
siderable proportion of the nonfatal injuries represent serious if not
permanent disability. Of the lost parts, for example, 4 represented
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an arm, 3 a leg, 1 both legs, and 1 a foot. Of the fractures, 11 repre
sented an arm, 7 two or more ribs, 4 a leg, 4 a wrist, 2 a hip, 1 a frac
ture of the skull, 1 of a jaw, 1 of an ankle, and 1 of a hand.
Y A R D BR A K E MEN.

Yard brakemen, like freight brakemen, are considerably more ex
posed to accidental injury than passenger brakemen. The general
causes of accidents to this class of railroad employees are similar to
those of freight brakemen, but a somewhat larger proportion of in
juries to yard brakemen are due to coupling or uncoupling, owing to
the fact that yard brakemen are almost continually employed in the
coupling or uncoupling of cars, and when not on the train they are
more exposed to being struck by moving engines or cars, because in
the yards there are usually a large number of tracks, with resulting
greater confusion and a greater liability of stepping in front of one
train or car from behind another. The tables are presented in such
manner that they require little comment; nevertheless it may be
pointed out that all of the fatal accidents to yard brakemen during the
period 1888 to 1907 were the result, of train accidents, and the great
majority of the nonfatal injuries were due to the same class of causes.
Of the 781 accidents to yard brakemen, 49, or 6.3 per cent, were fatal
and 732, or 93.7 per cent, were nonfatal.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO YARD BRAKEM EN FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED
IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Yard brakemen injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Derailments.........................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Falls on or in trains, locomotives, or cars...........
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Injured by car doors............................................
Injured drilling....................................................
Injured braking...................................................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling switches...............................................
Handling freight..................................................
Shifting of lading.................................................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Other miscellaneous and not specified ca u se s__
Total...........................................................
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Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

12

24.5

2

4.1

9

18.4

2
6
18

4 .i
12.2
36.7

49

100.0

313
11

42.8
1.5

2
94
3
79
16
25
1
21
11
34
7
1
14
4
96
732

.3
12.8
.4
10.8
2.2
3.4
.1
2.9
1.5
4.6
1.0
.1
1.9
.6
13.1

325
11
2
2
103
3
81
22
43
1
21
11
34
7
1
14
4
96

41.6
1.4
.3
.3
13.2
.4
10.4
2.8
5.5
.1
2.7
1.4
4.3
.9
.1
1.8
.5
12.3

100.0

781

100.0
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In the next table the nonfatal accidents to yard brakemen during
the period 1888 to 1907 are classified according to the nature and ex
tent of the injuries:
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO YARD BRAKEMEN INJURED IN
ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Yard brakemen injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
Crushed.
sprains, etc.

Head.......................................
Face........................................
E ye..........................................
Shoulder..................................
Arm........................................
Wrist.......................................
Hand.......................................
Finger.....................................
Fingers....................................
Collar bone...............................
R ib..........................................
Ribs........................................
Trunk.....................................
Hip..........................................
Hips........................................
Leg..........................................
Legs.........................................
Knee........................................
Ankle......................................
Foot........................................
Toe..........................................
Toes .......................................
Other specified combinations..
Internal injuries...'..................
Injuries unclassified................
Slight injuries unclassified......
Severe injuries unclassified. . . .

16
10
3
8
41
8
57
37
23

i
5
1
3
1

<•)

2

2
2
1

5
(0)

(a)
(a)

16
10
3
9
57
9
71
81
53
2
3
4
33
14
4
28
5
18
38
35
2
4
50
7
26
9
141

2
3
4

6
1

Total.

2

4
1
2
3
4

4
1

(°)

Loss of
part.

7
1

12
37
25

44
(a)

Fractures.

1

7

33
14
4
16
4
15
37
28
1

(«)

Disloca
tions.

(a)
(a)
(a)

(°)

(a)
(a)

(°)
<«)

35

5732

399

a Not separately reported.

&Including 176 injuries not classified and 7 internal injuries.

97

2

16

Total nonfatal injuries...

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO YARD BRAKEMEN, BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed.............................................................................................
Dislocations............................................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts...............................................................................................
Internalinjuries.....................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

399
97
2
35
16
7
176

54.5
13.2
.3
4.8
2.2
1.0
24.0

Total.............................................................................................................

732

100.0

Yard brakemen, like freight brakemen, are subject to severe non
fatal injuries, which frequently result in permanent disability. .This
fact is clearly illustrated in the number of injuries resulting in loss of
parts, in the number of fractures, and in the number of injuries re
ported as crushed parts.
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BR A K EM EN (NOT SPEC IFIED ).

Brakemen (not specified) constituted by far the most important
occupation, numerically, in the group of trainmen. Not fewer than
3,133 accidents to brakemen of this class were reported in New Jersey
during the twenty-year period 1888 to 1907, and of this total, 265,
or 8.5 per cent, were fatal, and 2,868, or 91.5 per cent, were nonfatal.
The great majority of these brakemen were freight and yard brakemen, and the causes of accidents and the nature and extent of injuries
were, therefore, similar to those reported under the specific titles
“ Freight brakemen” and “ Yard brakemen.” For this reason it is not
necessary to comment upon the tables here submitted.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO BRAKEM EN (NO T SPECIFIED) FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Brakemen (not specified) injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. . from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

6.8

1,521
68
15
19
404
19
225
42
45
23
53
77
85
34
3
1
234

53.0
2.4
.5
.6
14.1
.6
7.8
1.5
1.6
.8
1.8
2.7
3.0
1.2
.1
.1
8.2

1,580
78
19
23
490
19
237
54
97
23
53
77
93
34
3
1
252

50.4
2.5
.6
.7
15.6
.6
7.6
1.7
3.1
.7
1.7
2.5
3.0
1.1
.1
.1
8.0

100.0

2,868

100.0

3,133

100.0

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Derailments i .......................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Falls on or in trains, locomotives, or cars...........
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars......
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars................
Injured by car doors............................................
Injured drilling....................................................
Injured braking...................................................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling switches...............................................
Handling freight..................................................
Shot....................................................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___

59
10
4
4
86

22.3
3.8
1.5
1.5
32.5

12
12
52

4.5
4.5
19.6

8

3.0

18

Total...........................................................

265

The nature and extent of the injuries in the 2,868 cases of nonfatal
accidents are presented in the next table:
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO BRAKEM EN (NOT SPECIFIED)
INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.

[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Brakemen (not specified) injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
Disloca
sprains, Crushed.
tions.
etc.

H e a d .......................................................
Face............................................................
E ye.............................................................
Nose...........................................................
Shoulder.....................................................
Shoulders...................................................
Arm............................................................
Arms..........................................................
Wrist..........................................................
Wrists........................................................
Hand..........................................................
Hands........................................................
Finger........................................................
Fingers.......................................................
Collar bone.................................................
R ib.............................................................
Ribs............................................................
Trunk.........................................................
H ip.............................................................
H ips...........................................................
Leg.............................................................
Legs............................................................
Knee...........................................................
Knees.........................................................
Ankle........................................... ;............
Ankles........................................... ............
Foot............................................................
Feet............................................................
Toe.............................................................
Toes............................................................
Other specified combinations....................
Internal injuries.........................................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unclassified........................
Severe injuries unclassified........................
Total nonfatal injuries......................
a Not separately reported.

Frac
tures.

23
8
160
1
25

41

315
1
146
54

12

2
3

2

27

1

4
1
1

105
179
131

151
26
17
89
5
49
2
102
2
109
5
5
1
175

1,609

Total.

3

88
47
3

(«)
(a)
(a)

Loss of
part.

1

3

2

35
2
8

1

2

4
7
9

1
1
9

514

33
10

8
3

3

29

(a )
(a)

‘7

13
3
15
9
10

9

(a)

8

10
1
1
5
4

(a )

(a )
(a )

(a)

(a)

}a)

(a)

19

(«)

155

91
47
3
2
38
8
238
1
30
1
428
1
371
198
15
9
10
151
30
17
141
10
59
2
106
2
150
6
11
14
197
10
.370
71
30
b 2,868

90

&Including 471 injuries not classified and 10 internal injuries.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO BRAKEMEN (NOT SPE C IFIE D ), BY NATURE
OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed...................................... .......................................................
Dislocations.............................................................................................................
Fractures.................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts................................................................................................
Internal inj uries.............. •„......................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

1,609
514
19
155
90
10
471

56.1
17.9
.7
5.4
3.1
.4
16.4

Total..............................................................................................................

2,868

100.0
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SWITCHMEN (NOT SPE C IFIED ).

In New Jersey there seems to be a difference in the meaning and
usage of the term switchman. Some roads apply the term switch
man to a man who only tends switches and sees that the trains or
cars pass safely over them. Tending a switch means not only the
throwing of the same, but in keeping it in good condition—that is,
free from obstructions, such as snow and ice, and in keeping it well
oiled. Switch tenders in this strict sense of the term, when reported
in such a manner as to indicate that their duties were principally on
the ground, are considered with the group of employees engaged in
the maintenance of way. The causes of accidents to switchmen
(not specified) so clearly indicate that the large majority of such
employees were engaged on trains or cars that they have been con
sidered as trainmen and the statistics are presented in this group.
In the following table, for example, it is shown that of the 455 switch
men (not specified) reported as injured during the twenty-year
period, 216, or 47.5 per cent, were injured in the coupling or uncoup
ling of cars; 91 were injured by falls from trains, locomotives, or cars.
Of the 41 fatal injuries to switchmen (not specified) all were due to
train accidents of one kind or another. The figures show that 9 per
cent of the injuries were fatal and 91 per cent were nonfatal.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO SW ITCHM EN (NO T SPECIFIED) FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.)
Switchmen (not specified) injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

22.0

Coupling or uncoupling....................................
Collisions......................................................... .
Derailments......................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines..................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars.............
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars...
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.............
Striking overhead or other obstructions..........
Handling materials or supplies........................
Handling switches............................................
Handling tools or machinery...........................
Struck by objects from passing trains..............
Falls, miscellaneous ana not specified............
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes..
Total.......................................................
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Per
cent
from Number,
each
cause.

26.8
9.8
39.0
2.4

207

2

1
1

80
24
60

12
1
4

3

1
9
9

41

100.0

414

Per
cent
from
each

Number.

Per
cent
from
each

60.0

216

47.

.2

1
1

.5

.2
19.3

5.8

14.5
2.9
.2

1.0
.8
.2
2.2
2.2
100.0

2

91
28
76
13

1
4

3

1

20.
6.1
16.7
2.9
.2
.9
.7

.2

9

2.0
2.0

455

100.0
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In the next table the nonfatal accidents to this class of railway
employees during the period 1888 to 1907 are classified by the nature
and extent of the injuries:
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO SW ITCHMEN (NOT SPECIFIED)
INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Switchmen (not specified) injured.
Bruises,
Dislocar
cuts,
sprains, Crushed. tions.
etc.

Part injured.

Head..........................................................
Face...........................................................
Nose...........................................................
Shoulder.....................................................
Arm...........................................................
Wrist..........................................................
Hand..........................................................
Finger........................................................
Fingers.......................................................
R ib.............................................................
Ribs............................................................
Trunk.........................................................
Hip.............................................................
Hips...........................................................
Leg............................................... :............
Legs............ ...............................................
Knee...........................................................
Ankle..........................................................
Ankles........................................................
Foot...........................................................
Toe.............................................................
Toes...........................................................
Other specified combinations....................
Internal injuries.........................................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unclassified.........................
Severe injuries unclassified........................

6
3
2
25
3
32
47
17

291

6
3
1
6
36
5
43
74
44
1
6
32
6
4
23
2
7
23
1
16
6
2
54
2
9
1
1

5
2
1
2
2
1
6

1
2

5

3

2

1
1
1

1

1

2
1
2

53
(a)
(a)
(a)

Total nonfatal injuries......................
a Not separately reported.

10
24
23

32
5
4
15
2
6
21
1
12
5

Total.

1

4

4

Less of
part.

Frac
tures.

(a)
(a)

. l
(a)

66

(a)
(a)
(a)

(°)
(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)

(a)

1

6

28

5 414

10

b Including 11 injuries not classified and 2 internal injuries.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO SW ITCHM EN (NOT SPECIFIED), BY NATURE
OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Dislocations............................................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts...............................................................................................
Internal injuries.....................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

291
66
6
28
10
2
11

70.3
15.9
1.4
6.8
2.4
;5
2.7

Total.............................................................................................................

414

100.0

The figures indicate that switchmen on trains are exposed to about
the same degree of injury as freight and yard brakemen and drillers.
Of the 414 nonfatal injuries, 6.8 per cent represented fractures, 2.4
per cent the loss of a part or parts, and 15.9 per cent represented a
crushed part or parts. These figures clearly indicate that the injuries
to switchmen are frequently severe, and result in permanent disability.
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FLAGM EN.

In the following table the accidents during the period 1888 to 1907
reported under the occupation title of flagman are presented by causes,
in the usual manner. Flagmen on trains perform service similar to
that of brakemen; in fact the brakemen frequently perform the work
that is sometimes assigned to rear-end flagmen. That flagmen are
exposed to about the same hazards as brakemen is plain from the
data in the table.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO FLAGM EN FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN
NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Flagmen injured.
Nonfatally.

Fatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Derailments.........................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars__
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Striking overhead or other obstructions.............
Shifting of lading.................................................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes__
Total.

2

1
1
1
2

18

Per
cent
from Number.
each
cause.
7.6
3.9

31
3

3.9
3.9
7.6
69.2

9
5

1
5
8
6

1

3.9

2
15
18

26

100.0

103

Per
cent
from
each

Number.

30.1
2.9

33
4

25.6
3.1

4.9
8.7
4.9
7.8
5.8
1.9

6
10

4.6
7.8
5.4

1.0

100.0

1

7
26

6
2

15
19
129

Per
cent
from
each
cause.

.8

20.2
4.6

1.6
11.6
14.7

100.0

The figures in this table show that 25.6 per cent of all the injuries
were caused by coupling or uncoupling, and 20.2 per cent were caused
by the injured employee being struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.
Train accidents were responsible for the great majority of both the
fatal and the nonfatal injuries to this class of railroad employees.
Of the 129 accidents reported, 26, or 20.2 per cent, were fatal and
103, or 79.8 per cent, were nonfatal.
In the next table the nonfatal accidents to flagmen during the
period 1888 to 1907 are classified by the nature and extent of the
injuries. Comment on this table is unnecessary, since the degree of
injury is very similar to that of brakemen.
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO FLAGM EN INJURED IN ACCI
DENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Flagmen injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.
4
4
1
1
6
4
6
2
2

Head .....................................................................................
Face........................................................................................
E ye .........................................................................................
Shoulder............ .............. .................................................
A rm ........................................................................................

Wrist......................................................................................
Hand ......................................................................................
Finger........................................................................... ..
Fingers...................................................................................
Collar hone__ ...................................................................
R ib ....: .................................................................................
Trunk..................................... ..............................................
Hip
.................................................................................
Leg..........................................................................................
K n ee., .... ..............................................................................
Ankle. ...................................................................................
Foot.......................................................................................
Toe..........................................................................................
Other specified combinations...........................................
Internal injuries..................................................................
Injuries unclassified............................................................
Slfeht injuries unclassified ...............................................
Total nonfatal injuries......................................
a Not separately reported.

Frac
tures.

2

1

3

2
(a)
(a)
9

O)
(a)
9

0

4
4
1
1
7
4
9
6
5
2
2
10
2
11
3
2
9
1
11
1
6
2

2
2

. . i ............

(»)
(•)
73

Total.

1
3
2
3

10
2
7
3
2
9
1
9
(a)
<•>

Loss of
part.

&1Q3

3

& Including 8 injuries not classified and 1 internal injury.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO FLAGMEN, BY NATURE OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed.............................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts..............................................................................................
Internal injuries....................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

73
9
9
3
1
8

70.9
8.7
8.7
2.9
1.0
7.8

Total.............................................................................................................

103

100.0

BAGGAGEMEN (NOT SPE C IFIED ).

Injuries to baggagemen (not specified) appear to refer, in the
New Jersey statistics, principally to baggagemen employed on trains.
This occupation is therefore considered in the group of trainmen and
the statistics are presented in the following tables. The figures in
the first table, in which the accidents during the period 1888 to 1907
are classified by causes, indicate that at least one-half of the injuries
to baggagemen (not specified) were the result of train accidents, all
of the fatal injuries having been due to that class of causes. Of the
85 accidents reported, 5, or 5.9 per cent, were fatal and 80, or 94.1 per
cent, were nonfatal.
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CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO BAGGAGEMEN (NOT SPECIFIED) FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Baggagemen (not specified) injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

60.0
20.0

11
12
1
1
4
6
3
3
19
11
9

13.8
15.0
1.2
1.2
5.0
7.5
3.7
3.7
23.8
13.8
11.3

11
13
1
1
4
9
4
3
19
11
9

12.9
15.3
1.2
1.2
4.7
10.6
4.7
3.5
22.4
12.9
10.6

100.0

80

100.0

85

100.0

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Derailments.........................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Handling baggage..............._...............................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes.......

1

20.0

3
1

Total...........................................................

5

In the next table the nonfatal accidents to baggagemen (not
specified) during the period 1888 to 1907 are classified according
to the nature and extent of the injuries. The table is self-explanatory
and requires no comment.
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO BAGGAGEMEN (NOT SPECI
FIED) INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Baggagemen (not specified) injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
Dis
sprains, Crushed. locations.
etc.

H ead ...........................................................................

2
1
2

Face............................................................................
Shoulder.....................................................................

Collar bone.......................................................................

Total nonfatal injuries.......................................
a Not separately reported.
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1

1

3

1
2

7
1

7

1

3

2

(o)

(a )
(a )

(a )

3

1

(a)
(a)
(a)

(a )

(«)

(a)

46

4
4

10
2
2

7
8

4

7

2

?a)
(a)

2

2

7
4

Total.

2

3
4
7
1

Hand...........................................................................
Fingers........................................................................

R ib s ...........................................................................
Trunk..........................................................................
Leg..............................................................................
Knee...........................................................................
Ankle .
......................................................
Foot............................................................................
Toe
.............................................
Other specified combinations.....................................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Shght injuries unclassified.........................................
Severe injuries unclassified........................................

Frac
tures.

1

2

5
10

4
4

12

&Including 18 injuries not classified.

680

ACCIDENTS TO RAILROAD EMPLOYEES IN NEW JERSEY.
SUMMARY OF NONFATAL

INJURIES TO BAGGAGEMEN (NOT
NATURE OF THE INJURY.

Nature of injury.

225

SPECIFIED), B Y

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed.............................................................................................
Dislocations............................................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified..............................................................................................

46
3
1
* 12
18

57.53.7
1.5
15.0
22.5.

Total.............................................................................................................

80

100.0

It would have been desirable to classify separately injuries to
baggagemen at stations from those to baggagemen on trains, but this
distinction is seldom made in the returns of accidents. The above
statistics, however, indicate that the majority of the baggagemen
(not specified) injured in New Jersey were undoubtedly baggagemen
on trains. Of course, the exposure to accidental injury is greater for
baggagemen on trains than for baggagemen at stations. It is pre
cisely for this reason that careful distinction should be made between
the two classes in all returns of accidents to this group of railway
employees. Baggage porters are considered on page 292.
TRAINM EN (NOT SPE C IFIED ).

In the returns of injuries to railway employees, 493 represented
trainmen not otherwise designated. This term is indefinite, since
it may include conductors of the various classes, enginemen, firemen,
brakemen of the various classes, flagmen, switchmen on trains, and
baggagemen on trains. The term trainman, therefore, is too ambiguous
to be of much practical use for statistical purposes. I t may be stated
that the term trainmen in some instances means a specific employ
ment. For example, the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad
uses the term trainmen to designate the men usually called passenger
brakemen; the occupation in that case is identical with that usually
termed passenger brakeman. This fact is only another illustration
of the lack of uniformity among railroads in the use of terms or
titles to designate the men employed in the various departments of
the railway service. A driller with the Central Railroad of New
Jersey is a yard brakeman with the Pennsylvania Railroad; a train
man with the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad is a
passenger brakeman with most other roads; a switchman on some
roads represents apparently identically the same occupation as a
yard brakeman or driller with other roads. These illustrations of the
use of various terms by the different railroads to represent the same
employment could be carried still further. The result of this lack of
16752—No. 84—10--- 4
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uniformity is confusing in any consideration of accident returns, and
it must also be more or less confusing in railroad practice, especially
when men who have been employed by one road for one reason or
another engage in service with another road.
The following tables for trainmen (not specified) are presented to
give completeness to this statistical study of accidents to railway
employees, but comment upon the statistics would be of little value,
owing to the fact that the occupation itself is such an indefinite one.
Out of a total of 493 accidents reported, only 8, or 1.6 per cent, were
fatal; 485, or 98.4 per cent, were nonfatal.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO TRAINM EN (NO T SPE C IFIE D ) FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
{Data compiled from the annual reports ol the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Trainmen (not specified) injured.
Nonfatally.

Fatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Derailments.........................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Passing from car to car........................................
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Injured by car doors............................................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling materials or supplies...........................
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___

2

25.0

2

25.6

3

37.5

1

12.5

Total...........................................................

8

100.0

eo

13
9
2
137
22
3
7
4
3
13
5
1
8
198

12.4
2.7
1.9
.4
28.3
4.5
.6
1.4
.8
.6
2.7
1.0
.2
1.7
40.8

62
13
9
2
139
22
3
7
7
3
14
5
1
8
198

12.6
2.6
1.8
.4
28.2
4.5
.6
1.4
1.4
.6
2.9
1.0
.2
1.6
40.2

485

100.0

493

100.0

The nature and extent of the injuries in the 485 cases of nonfatal
accidents to this group of employees during the period 1888 to 1907
may be seen in the next table:
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO TRAINM EN (NO T SPECIFIED)
INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled fronLthe annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Trainmen (not specified) injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
Dis
sprains, Crushed. locations.
etc.

Head..........................................................
Face............................................................
Arm............................................................
Wrist..........................................................
H an d .. ............................. _......................
‘Finger . _ ..................................................
Fingers.... ...................................................
Collar bone.................................................
R ib .............................................................
R ibs...........................................................
Trunk........................................................
Hip ...........................................................
L eg ............................................................
K n e e .........................................................
Ankle........................................ ................
Foot...........................................................
F eet............................................................
Toe.............................................................
Toes....... -...................................................
Other specified combinations.....................
Internal injuries.........................................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unclassified.........................

6
4
4
3
6
7
1

Total nonfatal injuries......................
a Not separately reported.

6
4
9
5
7
10
2
2
1
1
12
4
13
9
20
12
1
2
4
34
1
320
6

2
1
1
1

3
2
2
1
1

1
(a)
(a)

(a)
(4

(«)
(®)
131

Total.

2
2

1
3
1

12
4
9
9
18
10
1
2
3
32
(4

1

2

Loss of
part.

Frac
tures.

8

1

(a)
(4
17

6 485

1

&Including 326 injuries not classified and 1 internal injury.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO TRAINM EN (NO T SPECIFIED), BY NATURE
OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Braises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed........-....................................................................................
Dislocations............................................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts...............................................................................................
Internal injuries.....................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

131
8
1
17
1
1
326

27.0
1.7
.2
3.5
.2
.2
67.2

Total.............................................................................................................

485

100.0

ACCIDENTS TO SHOPMEN.
In the construction, repair, and adjustment of the rolling stock
and other equipment of railroads, employment is found for a large
number of more or less skilled men; but the classification of this
group of railroad employees on a uniform basis is, for special reasons,
extremely difficult if not impossible. The principal employments
are machinists and their helpers, boiler makers and their helpers,
car builders and repairers, air brake and hose repairers, tinsmiths,
pipe fitters, and painters. Kepair work is done both in shops and
on sidings in yards. Machinists work in shops, in ' roundhouses, or
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along the line, or in yards, as occasion requires. Just so with car
penters and painters. Carpenters may be required to build or mend
crossing gates and planking, fences, tool houses, switch shanties, tow
ers, water tanks, stations and platforms, or other structures either
along the road or at terminals. Work along the track is more haz
ardous than work confined to shops, since in the latter case there is
less exposure to moving trains, engines, or cars. In roundhouses, too,
generally speaking, there is greater danger from certain hazards, such,
for example, as the movement of engines, which in the shops would
be incidental rather than important from the viewpoint of the rela
tive exposure of the employees to the liability of accidental injury.
In New Jersey there are no strictly manufacturing railroad shops
of sufficient importance to require special consideration; yet in the
group of railroad shopmen the number of men employed in the
State in one capacity or another is considerable. According to the
railway statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission for 1907
there were 89,421 shopmen, including machinists, carpenters, and
other shopmen, employed in Group II in that year, or 22.3 per cent
of the total number of railroad employees in that group. For the
United States as a whole the corresponding percentage was 20.8.
Group II, however, embraces the States of New York and Pennsyl
vania, in which some of the most extensive railroad shops in the
United States are located. In New Jersey, according to the returns
made by the seven principal roads operating there, the shopmen con
stituted, on an average during the period 1900 to 1908, only 15.3 per
cent of all their employees. These figures, like those quoted for
Group II and for the United States, include bridge carpenters, car
repairers, and other employees, many of whom are not, strictly speak
ing, men employed in shops. As a matter of fact, relatively few of the
railroad carpenters employed in New Jersey are shop carpenters, but
they are principally employed in repair work out along the line,
either in the building and repair of side-of-the-track structures or of
bridges, trestles, culverts, etc. Obviously, the exposure to acci
dental injury is much greater to carpenters working on and along
tracks than to carpenters who work in shops.
Car repairers and car builders in New Jersey are also largely em
ployed along the line rather than in shops. The details of the inju
ries to these men, as reported by the railroads of New Jersey, clearly
reveal this fact. The expression “ car builders” is more or less of a
misnomer in New Jersey, for the employees so designated are prob
ably—the injuries so indicate—principally engaged in repair work.
In this study of railroad accidents carpenters are not, for the reasons
just set forth, considered in the group with shopmen, but all carpen
ters, and painters also, are considered in the maintenance-of-way
group. Car repairers and car builders are separately considered but
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are classed with shopmen; yet it is important to note that the details
of the injuries to these men clearly indicate that they work a con
siderable part of their time in yards and on sidings, where they are
exposed to a greater or less degree to the hazards of moving trains
and cars, in addition to the accidents common to all shop employees
of this class.
I t has not been possible to differentiate machinists and their help
ers in shops, in yards, and in roundhouses. Machinists in round
houses are subject to practically the same accident liability, as far
as can be judged from observation, as machinists employed in car
shops. Sometimes the quarters may be a little more cramped in
the roundhouses than in the well-equipped shops, and the mechanical
facilities may be less satisfactory in the former than in the latter, but
just how far these possible differences affect the injury rate of machin
ists of the two classes it is impossible to say from the facts available.
Machinists may also do some work in yards and on sidings, when, as
in the roundhouse, the repairs necessary are of a comparatively
trivial nature.
The following table is a summary of the injuries to railroad shop
employees, as far as they were returned under titles which permit of
their proper classification, for the period 1888 to 1907:
RAILROAD SH O PM EN FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN
NEW JERSEY, BY OCCUPATIONS, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Railroad shopmen injured.
Occupation.
Fatally.
Shop foreman..............................................................................
Bolt inspector..............................................................................
Car builders.................................................................................
Car repairers................................................................................
Machinists and their helpers.......................................................
Blacksmiths and their helpers....................................................
Boiler makers and their helpers..................................................
Helpers (not specified)................................................................
Plumbers.....................................................................................
Tinsmiths....................................................................................
Messenger boys............................................................................
Shopmen (not specified)..............................................................
Total..................................................................................

1

Non
fatally.

Total.

Per cent
killed of
total
injured.

1
1
21
169
155
22
24
7
8
4
3
308

100.0

7

1
19
163
149
22
24
7
7
4
3
301

33

690

723

4.6

2
16
6
1

9.5
9.5
3.9
12.5
2.3

During the period 1888 to 1907, there were 723 railroad employees
injured in New Jersey and reported under specific occupation titles,
which made possible their classification in this group of shopmen.
Of the total, 33, or 4.6 per cent, were fatally injured and 690, or 95.4
per cent, were nonfatally injured. More than one-half of the fatal
accidents and about one-fourth of the nonfatal accidents in this group
were to car repairers and car builders. As previously pointed out,
this relatively large number of injuries to car repairers and car
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builders is, in part at least, due to the fact that their work is frequently
done outside of shops, where the danger of serious or fatal injury is
much greater than in shops. As far as it is possible to judge, car
repairers and car builders in shops are not more exposed to accidental
injury than are other shopmen. Referring to the table on page 186
the fatal accident rates per 1,000 employees for the specified occupa
tions of this group were as follows: Machinists and helpers, 0.12;
blacksmiths and helpers, 0.51; car builders and repairers, 0.86;
and other shopmen, 0.35. The number of fatal accidents was small,
however, and it was impossible to separate the car repairers in yards
from the car repairers in shops.
CAB R E P A IR E R S.

In the following table are given the causes of accidents to persons
injured in the repairing of railroad cars in New Jersey during the
period 1888 to 1907. All persons reported as car repairers are in
cluded in the table. It is quite probable that in a considerable num
ber of cases the definite occupation was not reported for this class of
men, and when such injured persons were returned simply as em
ployees, or under some other indefinite title, it has been impossible to
include them in this table. Car builders, too, were excluded from
the table, but the details of 21 accidents to car builders (2 fatal and
19 nonfatal) are given in the appendix, page 303. The accidents to
which the following table relates numbered 169, of which 16, or 9.5
per cent, were fatal and 153, or 90.5 per cent, were nonfatal.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO CAR REPAIRERS FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED
IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Car repairers injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Handling materials or supplies...........................
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Cave-in.................................................................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Caught under cars...............................................
Falling car body..................................................
Falling of other objects........................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___
Total..........................................................
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Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

1

6.3

3

18.8

5

31.3

1

6.2

1
4
1

6.2
25.0
6.2

16

100.0

1
1
6
10
9
4
26
1
7
8
1
28
51

0.7
.7
3.0
6.5
5.9
2.6
17.0
.7
4.5
5.2
.7
18.3
33.3

2
1
9
10
14
4
27
1
8
12
2
28
51

1.2
.6
5.3
5.9
8.3
2.3
16.0
.6
4.7
7.1
1.2
16.6
30.2

153

100.0

169

100.0
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Of the 169 car repairers reported as injured, 27, or 16 per cent,
were injured by handling tools or machinery; 14, or 8.3 per cent, were
struck by cars; 10, or 5.9 per cent, were caught between cars; and 9,
or 5.3 per cent, were injured by falling from engines or cars. It is of
special interest to note that 12 were caught underneath cars, 4 of
these being killed. Falling objects caused 30 injuries, all but 1 being
nonfatal. As near as can be determined from these data about onefourth of all the injuries to this group of railway employees resulted
from train accidents. Of the 16 fatal accidents, however, fully threefourths may be charged to the movement of trains or cars. These
facts clearly show that car repairers in New Jersey do their work
largely in yards and on sidings, where they are exposed to the hazards
of railway traffic.
In the next table the 153 nonfatal injuries received by this class of
railway employees during the period 1888 to 1907 are classified by
the nature and extent of the injuries received:
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CAR REPAIRERS INJURED IN
ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Car repairers injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.

Head...........................................................................
Face............................................................................
E ye.............................................................................
Nose............................................................................
Shoulder.....................................................................
Arm............................................................................
Wrist..........................................................................
Hand..........................................................................
Finger.........................................................................
flnllar br»nr»
*
Ribs____________________________
Trunk.........................................................................
H ip.............................................................................
Leg..............................................................................
Knee...........................................................................
Ankle..........................................................................
Foot............................................................................
Feet.....................
................................................
Toes....................
..........................................
Other specified combinations.....................................
Internal injuries.........................................................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Slight injuries unclassified..........................................
Severe iniuries unclassified______________________
Total nonfatal iniuries________
a Not separately reported.
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10
2
7
1
5
3

1

11
8

3
6

Frac
tures.

1
1
2
1
3

(a)
(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)
(a)
11

1

2

1

6
2
4
1
12
3
8

93

Total.

1

10

(a)
(a)
(«)

Loss of
part.

(a)
(°)
(*)
10

2

i>Including 36 injuries not classified and 1 internal injury.

10
2
8
1
5
5
2
14
15
1
2
10
1
10
2
4
1
12
3
8
1
7
26
3
&153
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SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CAB REPAIRERS, BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.
Number
injured.

Nature of injury.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed.............................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts................................................................................................
Internal injuries................................. / . .................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

93
11
10
2
1
36

60.8
7.2
6.5
1.3
.7
23.5

Total..............................................................................................................

153

100.0

The statistics show that a considerable proportion of the injuries
(15 per cent) were serious enough to be reported as part or parts
crushed, part or parts fractured, or loss of part or parts. Of the
parts crushed, however, 9 of the 11 cases were hands or fingers. All
of the 10 fractures, with the exception of 1 which was a finger, were
serious or bad fractures. Of the 2 parts lost 1 was an eye and 1 an
arm. Some of the 93 cases of bruises, cuts, sprains, etc., were severe
and entailed considerable loss of time, and possibly in some instances
resulted in permanent disability.
M ACHINISTS A N D TH EIR H E L P E R S.

Machinists and their helpers, as has already been shown, during the
period 1888 to 1907 suffered a total of 155 injuries, of which 6, or
3.9 per cent, were fatal, and 149, or 96.1 per cent, were nonfatal.
In the following table the causes of the accidents, the fatal and
nonfatal accidents being shown separately, are given. The table is
arranged in a manner similar to that for car repairers and is selfexplanatory.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO M ACH INISTS AND TH EIB H ELPERS FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Machinists and their helpers injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or ears.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling materials or supplies............................
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___
Total...........................................................
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Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

1

16.7

2
2

33.3
33.3

1

16.7

6

100.0

7
6
1
8
1
5
52
10
59

4.7
4.0
.7
5.4
.7
3.3
34.9
6.7
39.6

1
7
6
3
10
1
6
52
10
59

0.6
4.5
3.9
1.9
6.5
.6
3.9
33.5
6.5
38.1

149

100.0

155

100.0
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The nature and extent of the injuries in the 149 eases of nonfatal
accidents during the period 1888 to 1907 may be seen in the next
table:
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO M ACH INISTS AND THEIR
H ELPERS INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Machinists and their helpers injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.
8
4
6

Head...........................................................................
Face............................................................................
E ye.............................................................................
Nose............................................................................
Shoulder.....................................................................
Arm.............................................................
Hand...........................................................................
Hands.........................................................................
Finger.........................................................................
Fingers........................................................................
Ribs............................................................................
Trunk..........................................................................
H ip.............................................................................
Ankle..........................................................................
Foot.............................................................................
Toe..............................................................................
Toes.............................................................................
Other specified combinations.....................................
Internal injuries..........................................................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Slight injuries unclassified..........................................
Severe injuries unclassified.........................................
Total nonfatal injuries.......................................
a Not separately reported.

Frac
tures.

10
4
6
2
1
4
25
1
33
10
1
2
1
4
3
15
2
4
13
2
4
1
1

2

2
1
4
3
13
1
1
13

109

Total.

2

1
3
22
1
18
8

(a)
fa)
(a)

Loss of
part.

1
2

1

0
2

2

7

1

1

1
1
3
fa)
fa)
(a)

fa)
fa)
(a)

16

(«)

fa)
(a)

8

8

&149

&Including 6 injuries not classified and 2 internal injuries.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO M ACH INISTS AND THEIR H ELPERS, BY
NATURE OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed.............................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts................... ...........................................................................
Internal injuries....................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

109
16
8
8
2
6

73.2
10.7
5.4
5.4
1.3
4.0

Total..............................................................................................................

149

100.0

Fully 18 per cent of the 155 railroad machinists reported injured
in New Jersey during the period 1888 to 1907 were injured by train
accidents. Ten, or 6.5 per cent of the total, were struck by engines,
cars, or trains, 2 being fatally injured. The handling of tools and
machines was naturally the most important single cause of injury
to this group of railway employees.
Of the 149 nonfatal injuries certainly more than one-fifth and
probably more than one-fourth were severe if not serious. Of the
more serious injuries, 2 were fractures of the skull, 2 of the nose, 1
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of tlie hand, and 1 of two or more ribs; of crushed parts, 1 was an
arm, 2 a hand, 1 a foot, and 12 were finger or fingers and toe or toes;
of lost parts, 1 was a foot and 7 a finger.
SHOPMEN (M ISCELLANEOUS A ND NOT SPE C IFIED ).

In the following tables the injuries to all other shopmen (not
including car repairers and machinists) during the period 1888 to
1907 are presented in the usual manner. The miscellaneous but
specified employees were shop foreman, 1; boiler makers, 24; black
smiths, 22; car builders, 21; plumbers, 8; tinsmiths, 4; pumpmen
(not at roundhouses), 4; painters, 19; messenger boys, 3; and bolt
inspector, 1. The injuries to which the table relates numbered 415,
of which 14, or 3.4 per cent, were fatal, and 401, or 96.6 per cent, were
nonfatal.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO SH O PM EN (M ISCELLANEOUS AND NOT SPECIFIED)
FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Shopmen (miscellaneous and not specified) injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling materials or supplies...........................
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Falling car body..................................................
Other shop accidents (unclassified).....................
Injured by drawbridge........................................
Drowned..............................................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___
Total..........................................................

1
6

Per
cent
from
each
cause.

Number.

7.2
42.8

5
2
12
8
4
14
1
40
82
34

1.2
.5
3.0
2.0
1.0
3.5
.2
10.0
20.5
8.5-

167
2

41.6
.5

1

7.2

2
1
1

14.2
7.2
7.2

2

14.2

14

100.0

Per
cent
from
each
cause.

Number.

30

7.5

5
2
12
8
5
20
1
41
82
36
1
168
2
2
30

401

100.0

415

Per
cent
from
each
cause.
1.2
.5
2.9
1.9
1.2
4.8
.2
9.9
19.8
8.7
.2
40.5
.5
.5
7.2
100.0

In the next table are shown the nature and extent of the injuries
in the 401 cases of nonfatal accidents which occurred in this group
during the period 1888 to 1907:
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO SH O PM EN (MISCELLANEOUS
AND NOT SPECIFIED) INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.}
Shopmen (miscellaneous and not specified) injured.
Part injured.

H ead...........................................................................
Face............................................................................
E y e............................................................................
Eyes............................................................................
Nose............................................................................
Shoulder.....................................................................
Shoulders...................................................................
Arm............................................................................
Wrist...........................................................................
Hand..........................................................................
Unger.........................................................................
Fingers........................................................................
Collar hone..................................................................
R ibs............................................................................
. Trunk.........................................................................
H ip.............................................................................
H ips............................................................................
Leg..............................................................................
Legs............................................................................
Knee ..........................................................................
Ankle..........................................................................
Foot.................................................................... .......
Toe..............................................................................
Toes............................................................................
Arm and leg................................................................
Other specified combinations.....................................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Slight injuries unclassified..........................................
Severe injuries unclassified........................................
Total nonfatal injuries.......................................
a Not separately reported.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.

Frac
tures.

1

15
10
32
1

2

2
1
11
8
67
16
3

2
4
6
1

14
5
1
16
3
1
9
30
2
1
(a)
h
(«)

19

267

Loss of
part.

2

4
1

2
2

1
1

4

1

5
1
1

1
(a)
(a)
(a)

(a\
\aS
20

(®)
(a)
(a)
15

7

Total.

16
10
32
1
2
2
l
13
8
71
28
5
2
2
14
5
1
22
4
1
0
35
3
2
1
19
14
71
7
&491

6 Including 92 injuries not classified.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO SHOPM EN (M ISCELLANEOUS AND NOT
SPECIFIED), BY NATURE OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Bruises, cuts, snrains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed.............................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts......... .....................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

267
20
15
7
92

66.6
5.0
3.7
1.8
22.9

Total.............................................................................................................

401

100.0

Train accidents were a prominent factor in the causes of accidental
injury to this group of railroad shopmen, and a considerable number
of the injuries were severe or serious enough to result in permanent
disability. In one instance the injured person lost an arm and a leg
and in another case suffered the loss of a leg. Of the 20 fractures, at
least 13 were quite serious; 7 were of finger or fingers.
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ACCIDENTS TO ROUNDHOUSE MEN.
Roundhouses are so called because they are built in circular shape
with engine stalls on the circumference and an engine turning table
or turntable in the center. Turntables are also often located else
where than at roundhouses. The arrangement of the roundhouse is
admirably adapted to accommodate the largest number of engines
in the least possible area, with due allowance for space to handle the
engines, and room between when in their stalls to admit of making
minor repairs, oiling, wiping, etc., without undue danger of injury
from engines on adjoining tracks. The turntable makes it possible to
shift the locomotives from one stall track to another with little loss
of time, and, as a rule, crippled engines that can be repaired in the
roundhouse are run on to tracks reserved specially for repair work,
alongside of which are lifting cranes to facilitate the handling of
heavy parts when the machinists find it necessary to remove them
to make the repairs required. For illustration, if a steam-chest
valve were broken, it would be necessary to lift off the jacket, which
can be easily and quickly removed by the mechanical means available
in the well-equipped roundhouse. The engines do not come from
the road direct to the stall, but first are run on or over what is termed
the ash pit. The ash pit is simply a pit or trench which extends
between rails so that when the engine is over it the ashes from the
ash pan and the cinders from the spark arrester may be shaken or
dumped from the engine into the pit with the least labor and the
greatest dispatch possible. There are ash pits at other points than
at roundhouses, and turntables at various local terminal points along
the line of any important railroad, but these accessories are neces
sary, and always form a part of the equipment of every roundhouse.
At the roundhouse the engines are cleaned, coaled, and supplied
with water and sand. This involves various kinds of labor, and in
the most important and busiest roundhouses there is greater differ
entiation of labor than is required in roundhouses where the engines
are moved less frequently.
At terminal roundhouses, especially on the big railroads, different
men or sets of men perform the various more or less distinct duties
connected with the handling and care of the engines. In such a
roundhouse there is a foreman with general supervision, and an
engine dispatcher to see that the engines are ready for service on
schedule time, and that, as far as possible, they are manned with
the same crews from day to day. This function is important, for the
crews become attached to an engine and take better care of it when
they feel that, in a sense at least, it is their own. The engine dis
patcher’s duties are largely of an office nature. He has a clerk or
messenger who calls the crews at their homes at the proper time. In
recent years the telephone is used when the employee has one.
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The hostler handles the engine after the regular engineman has
brought it to the roundhouse. The hostler runs it over the ash pit,
runs it to the sand house, takes it to the water tank, standpipe,
plug, or other source of water supply, runs it on the turntable, and
then into the stall assigned to it. In brief, he moves the engine
from place to place, as required, while it is at the roundhouse.
Engine preparers see that the locomotives are provided with fuel,
water, sand, etc., and watch them while in the roundhouse to see
that the fires are properly banked, the boilers filled, etc. These men
are also termed engine watchmen.
Engine wipers go over the engines with waste or other similar
material and remove the excess oil and dirt from the working and
other parts of the engine. On the road this work is also done more
or less by the firemen while the engine is temporarily at rest at sta
tions, in yards, or elsewhere. The engineman also wipes the main
parts when he oils the engine. In the roundhouse engine wiping is
an important part of the work in connection with the general care
of the engines.
Engine cleaners may or may not be wipers. When the work in
the roundhouse is differentiated the engine cleaners are not, as a
rule, much above the grade of common labor. They clean the cinders
from the spark arresters and the ashes from the ash pans of the
engines. In fact, in the busiest roundhouses the smokestack cleaners
and ash-pan cleaners are separate employments.
The ash-pit cleaner shovels the ashes out of the pit. In the up-todate roundhouses dump cars are placed in the ash pits and are drawn
or lifted out when filled. This method obviates rehandling the ashes
by manual labor. There is always some spill, however, which requires
to be shoveled out of the pit. The cleaning of the ash pit is done
by low-grade labor.
The turntable operator, when power is used, occupies a little cabin
at the edge of the turntable and operates the table with a lever.
Tables which are seldom used are turned by manual labor by means
of a long lever against which several men push when an engine
requires to be turned. Such turntables are usually located at local
terminal points where only one or two engines lay up.
In roundhouses many of the smaller repairs or adjustments of the
parts of the locomotive can be made with economy of time, both to
men and engines. Machinists and their helpers, therefore, form an
essential and indispensable part of the labor force of every modern
roundhouse. Sometimes important repairs can be completed while
the locomotive is being wiped and otherwise prepared for its next
trip. In this way the railroad equipment is made to serve at its
highest capacity—an important economy when in rush days or
seasons the road, at its best, is severely taxed to do the work required.
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The hours of labor in the roundhouse are, as a rule, a full day of
eleven or twelve hours, with the necessary intermission for the mid
day or midnight meal. Machinists, however, are often paid on the
piecework plan. This system is said to be economical and generally
satisfactory, with proper supervision to see that the work is not
slighted. According to the returns made by the principal railroads
of New Jersey to the bureau of statistics of labor and industries of
that State, the class of labor included under the title engine wipers,
etc., is employed, on an average, eleven or twelve hours per day,
and the days that they are not on duty during the year average less
than 50 out of the 365.
During the twenty years, 1888 to 1907, there were 195 injuries
reported as having occurred to persons employed in the roundhouses
of New Jersey, and of this number 13, or 6.7 per cent, were fatal
and 182, or 93.3 per cent, nonfatal. Some of the injuries were prob
ably the result of accidents at ash pits and turntables outside of
roundhouses, and some of the engine cleaners, wipers, etc., also were
probably injured while at work elsewhere than at roundhouses. The
labor, however, is much the same whether done in or out of the
roundhouse, and as it was not possible always to separate the injuries
occurring at the roundhouse from those occurring elsewhere, they
have all been grouped under the general heading of roundhouse
employees.
The following table shows the number of injuries during the period
1888 to 1907 reported under titles indicating that the employees were
engaged in roundhouse duties. The table shows the injuries by
specific occupation titles, as far as reported, and the percentage of
fatal of total injuries for each particular employment.
ROUNDHOUSE M EN FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW
JERSEY, BY OCCUPATIONS, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Roundhouse men injured.
Occupation.
Fatally.
Roundhouse foremen............... ..........
Engine dispatchers..............................
Engine hostlers and hostlers’ helpers..
Engine wipers.....................................
Engine cleaners...................................
Ash-pan cleaners................................
Ash-pit cleaners...................................
Fire cleaners........................................
Coal-chute foreman..............................
Engine preparers or engine watchmen,
Turntable operators............................
Pumpmen at roundhouse....................
Boiler washers.....................................
Janitor at roundhouse.........................
Roundhouse men (not specified)........
Total,
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2
4

2
1
3

1

13

Nonfatally.

1

2

39
24
29
3

21
1
11
5

28

3
3

Per cent
killed
of total
injured.

Total.
3

66.7

39
28
31
4
24
28

14.3
6.5
25.0
12.5

2

1

11

6

3
3

1
11

1
11

182

195

16.7

6.7
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Although the numbers of injuries reported under the specific occu
pation titles are too small to warrant a final conclusion as to the
relative dangers, it is significant that the fatal accidents have been
so largely among men employed in engine wiping and cleaning and as
ash-pit cleaners. Of the three fatal accidents outside of those occu
pations, two were roundhouse foremen and the other was a turn
table operator. On the other hand, engine hostlers appear to escape
fatal accidents, and the group of employees (including fire cleaners,
engine coalers, pumpmen, and boiler washers) which may collectively
be considered as engine preparers had no fatal injuries reported,
although there were 46 nonfatal injuries reported for that group of
roundhouse men. Men employed on the engine appear to be less
liable to fatal injury in the roundhouse than men employed about
the engine.
In this connection it may be well to state that engine wipers are
in line for promotion to be enginemen, after having first served an
apprenticeship as firemen. Engine hostlers are usually, or at least
frequently, men who have previously served as regular enginemen.
In the following table are presented the causes of the injuries to
roundhouse employees in New Jersey during the period 1888 to 1907:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO RO UNDHOUSE MEN FATALLY AND NONFATALLY IN
JURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Roundhouse men injured.
Fatally.
Cause
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines...................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Falls into turntable p it.......................................
Falls into ash p it.................................................
Getting on or oft trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Other injuries by engine moving.........................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Falling coal and other material...........................
Injuries from turntable........................................
Electric shock......................................................
Bums, scalds, etc................................................
Explosion of gas tank..........................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___
Total..........................................................

Nonfatally.

Total.

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

1

7.7

1
8
1

7.7
61.5
7.7

1

7.7

1

7.7

13

100.0

28

15.4

48

26.4

7
3
14
7
3
7
27
10
9
4
8
12
6
1
28
1
48

182

10G.0

195

7
3
13
7
3
6
19
9
9
4
8
12
C

3.8
1.6
7.2
3.8
1.6
3.3
10.4
5.0
5.0
2.2
4.4
6.6
3.3

3.6
1.5
7.2
3.6
1.5
3.6
13.8
5.1
4.6
2.1
4.1
6.2
3.1
.5
14.4
.5
24.6
100.0

These statistics are indicative of the real source of fatal injuries in
roundhouses. The great majority, or 8 out of the total of 13, were
the result of the employees being struck or run over by an engine.
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In fact, all but 2 of the fatal accidents were due to the victims being
struck or run over in one way or another. One death was caused by
electric shock and 1 by the explosion of a gas tank.
In the next table the nonfatal injuries to roundhouse employees
as a group are classified by their nature and extent, as far as this
information was reported in New Jersey during the period 1888 to
1907:
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO RO UNDH O USE M EN INJURED
IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Roundhouse men injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains,
etc.

Head..........................................................
Face............................................................
Eye.............................................................
Shoulder.....................................................
Arm............................................................
Wrist..........................................................
Hand..........................................................
H an d s.......................................................
Finger........................................................
Fingers.......................................................
Trunk.........................................................
H ip.............................................................
Leg.............................................................
Legs............................................................
Knee...........................................................
Ankle.........................................................
Foot............................................................
Toe.............................................................
Foot and fingers.........................................
Other specified combinations.....................
Internal injuries.........................................
Overcome by heat......................................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unclassified........................
Severe injuries unclassified.......................

Burns
and
scalds.

8
6
1
2
3
1
14

1
1

2

2

4
1
1

6
1

1

2

i

1

(&)
(>)

3

(6)
(&)
(&)

30

1

2

al

i

1

16

10

86

Loss of
part.

1

2

5
2
1
1
4
8
11
2

Total nonfatal injuries......................

Frac
tures.

5

7

(&)
(&)
(»)

Crushed.

(&)
(&)
W

<*)
(&)
(&)
12

9

5

Total.

8
11
2
2
12
2
16
1
13
3
5
2
6
1
4
8
13
3
1
26
1
2
34
4
2
c 182

a Foot cut off and arm broken.
&Not separately reported.
c Including 37 injuries not classified, 1 internal injury, and 2 overcome by heat.
SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO RO UNDHOUSE MEN, BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Burns and scalds....................................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts...............................................................................................
Internal injuries......................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

86
30
12
9
5
1
o39

47.3
16.5
6.6
4.9
2.8
.5
21.4

Total..............................................................................................................

182

100.0
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This table shows that of the 182 nonfatal injuries, 9, or 4.9 per
cent, represented fractures and 5, or 2.8 per cent, loss of parts. Of
the 9 fractures, 7 were of some part of the upper limbs and 2 of the
lower limbs—1 of the leg and 1 of the toe. Of the 5 lost parts, 1 was
an eye, 1 an arm, 1 a foot, and 2 cases represented the loss of two or
more fingers each. Burns and scalds are relatively frequent as
injuries among roundhouse men, those reported constituting 16.5
per cent of all the nonfatal injuries. Finally, the fatal accidents
numbered 13 out of a grand total of 195 injuries, or 6.7 per cent.
ACCIDENTS TO YARD EMPLOYEES.
Men employed in railroad yards in New Jersey are an important
element in the grand total of railway employees in the State. Exclud
ing the roundhouse men, yard trainmen, and yard-track or maintenanee-of-way employees, there still remains a numerically important
group which may be separately considered as yard men. In New
Jersey, owing to the several terminals with their necessarily big
yards, a large proportion of the total mileage is yard track and sid
ings, or, according to the state board of assessors, 36.2 per cent, in
1906. In territorial group II the proportion was only 31.4 per cent
in 1907,(°) while in the United States as a whole the proportion was
only 23.7 per cent in 1907. This means that a comparatively large
number of men are required in the railway yard service, in one capacity
or another, in New Jersey.
Exclusive of yard trainmen, roundhouse men, and yard trackmen,
there is a considerable number of distinct employments which may
be grouped under the general title of yard men. The yardmaster
has general supervision of the yard work, including the movement
of the freight cars and the placing of the same at the proper points.
Freight conductors report to him, and thus he knows at any given
moment just what cars are in the yard, their contents, and their
destination. He has several clerks in his office, if the yard is an
important one, and an assistant. The yardmaster is responsible
for the movement of traffic in the yard, but the section foreman and
the road master are responsible for the proper maintenance of the
yard track and structures. In the yards, too, many of the minor
repairs to rolling stock can be made more economically than in
shops. Car examiners, air-brake inspectors, car cleaners, etc.,
therefore form an important element in yard service. Usually, how
ever, there is at least a small shop in the larger yards, and in the
roundhouse there are usually facilities for minor repair work on
engines.
« See page 189.
16752—No. 84—10--- 5
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Car, train, air-brake, steam heat, etc., inspectors examine the
incoming rolling stock and if defects are found in the equipment
either make the repairs themselves or report the defects, so that the
engine or car can be temporarily taken out of service and placed on
a yard siding or in a roundhouse or shop until the necessary repair
work is completed. These inspectors of rolling stock and equipment
are specially exposed to the danger of train accidents. The men
sometimes disobey or fail to observe the strict rules and go under or
between cars without displaying the necessary warning flag or signal.
An engine under such circumstances may bump the car and fatally
or seriously injure the inspector or examiner.
Passenger-car cleaners are an important element at terminal points.
They clean both the outside and inside of passenger cars. Women
do a large part of the inside work but men usually do the outside
work, most of which consists of window cleaning. Accidents to this
class of employees are principally from falls from ladders or falls in
cars, due to the cars being bumped by an engine or by other cars
while the cleaners are at work.
I t is necessary that freight cars be moved in yards with as great
expedition as possible to avoid congestion and to get the largest
service from the rolling stock. The yardmaster, therefore, must
keep himself informed as to the movement of the cars in his yard.
The clerks under his supervision must secure this information, in part
at least, by actual observation of the cars in the yard at stated inter
vals. It is not enough to get reports from conductors of the arrival
of cars, but the cars must be checked and watched from the time they
arrive in the yard until they go out. To do this there are carnumber takers and car checkers. If a car is expected and it does
not arrive, or if it is in some manner temporarily lost, it must be
traced by a car tracer.
Freight cars when loaded are not locked but sealed. This work is
done by a yard clerk called a car sealer. While en route the sealed
cars are regularly inspected at various points by the seal inspector
In this manner if a freight car is tampered with it can readily be
determined between what localities along the line the seal was broken.
Freight handlers and warehousemen work more or less in and
about yards and are therefore considered in this group. Yard watch
men are required to guard against fire and thieves.
In the following table is presented a summary of the injuries to
yard employees (not including trainmen, roundhouse men, and track
men) in New Jersey during the period 1888 to 1907:
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XABD EMPLOYEES FATALLY ANB NONFATALLY INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW
JERSEY, BY OCCUPATIONS, 1888 TO 1907.
{Bata compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of Near Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Yard employees injured.
Occupation.
Fatally.

Noniatally.

2
5

29
12
3

Yardmasters................................................................................
Assistant yardmasters........................ -.......................... ......*..
Yard foramen.....................................................................................
Train inspectors..........................................................................
Air-brake inspectors.. ............................. ...................................
Car examiners or inspectors........................................................
Steam inspectors..... ....................................................................
Hose cutters................................................................................
Car oilers.....................................................................................
Car cleaners.................................................................................
Call boys.....................................................................................
Car checkers................................................................................
Car markers..............................................................................,.
Car-number takers......................................................................
Car tracers...................................................................................
Car sealers....................................................................................
Seal inspectors.............................................................................
Yard clerks (not snecified)..................................... ....................
Yard messengers. t ............................................ ......... ...............
Water boys..................................................................................
Weighmasters' assistants_________ ___________________ ____
Freight handlers..........................................................................

"Warehousemen _ ................................................... ........................

1
2
16
2
12
1
1
1
1
3
3
4

Yard porters................................................................................
Yard watchmen.............. ...........................................................

1
5

Total..................................................................................

60

Total.

4

31
17
3
1
13
87
3
6
11
148
4
7
1
2
1
4
2
13
6
1
1
140
14
1
9

466

526

11
71
3
6
9
136
3
6
1
2
3
2
10
3
1
1
136
14

Per cent
killed of
total
injured.
6.4
29.4
100.0
15.4
18.4
18.2
8.1
25. D
14.3
100.0
25.0
23.1
50.0
2.9
100.0
55.0
11.4

In this group of railroad employees there were 526 persons returned
as injured, and under a specific occupation title. Of the total number
injured, 60, or 11.4 per cent, were fatally injured. Car cleaners,
freight handlers, car inspectors, and yardmasters were numerically
of most importance and in the order named.
A reference to the details of injuries to yardmasters, assistant yardmasters, and yard foremen (presented in the appendix, pages 309 and
310) shows that these men are injured in the main by train acci
dents. Their duties require that they be on and about tracks and
moving traffic and they are thus considerably exposed to injury from
moving trains, locomotives, or cars.
CAR EX A M IN E R S.

The consideration of the statistics of car examiners as presented
in the following pages will be sufficient to indicate the causes of
injury to this class of railroad employees and the nature and extent
of the injuries suffered.
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CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO CAR EXAM INERS FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED
IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Car examiners injured.
Fatally.
Cause.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
Number. from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Fails from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Cars moving while at work under them..............
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Handling materials or supplies...........................
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Fails, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___
Total...........................................................

1

6.2

2

12.5

1
3
7

6.3
18.7
43.7

1
1
16

6.3
6.3

4
4
2
2
5
10
13
2
6
4
19

5.6
5.6
2.8
2.8
7.1
14.1
18.3
2.8
8.5
5.6
26.8

5
4
4
2
6
13
20
2
6
5
20

5.7
4.6
4.6
2.3
6.9
15.0
23.0
2.3
6.9
5.7
23.0

100.0

71

100.0

87

100.0

The figures in the table show that train accidents were responsible for
over 60 per cent of all of the injuries to car examiners or inspectors.
No less than 15 per cent of the injuries were due to cars moving
while the inspectors were underneath them. Of the fatal accidents,
3 of the 16, or 18.7 per cent, were due to this cause. Of the 16 fatal
accidents, 7, or 43.7 per cent, were caused by the victim being struck
by moving engines, trains, or cars. Of the 87 accidents to employees
of this class, 16, or 18.4 per cent, were fatal and 71, or 81.6 per cent,
were nonfatal.
In the next table the nonfatal injuries to car inspectors are classi
fied by the nature and extent of the injuries reported in New Jersey
under this occupation title during the period 1888 to 1907:
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CAR EXAM INERS INJURED IN
ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.)
Car examiners injured.
Part injured.

Head...........................................................................
Pace.............................................................................
Jaw..............................................................................
Shoulder.....................................................................
Hand...........................................................................
Finger.........................................................................
Trunk..........................................................................
Lee..............................................................................
Ankle..........................................................................
Foot.............................................................................
Tne .
..................................................
Other specified eomhinations__
. . . .
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Slight injuries unclassified..........................................
Severe injuries unclassified........................................
Total nonfatal injuries.......................................
•N o t separately reported.
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Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.

Frac
tures.

3
3

1

1
4
3
2
2
1
1
20
(«)
(a)
(«)

1
2

1
2
1

2

(a)
(a)
5

1
(")
(«)
(«)

(«)
(*)
(«)

(a)

40

Loss of
part.

4

2

6 Including 20 injuries not classified.

Total.
3
3
1
1
6
5
2
6
2
1
1
20
17
2
1
6 71
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SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CAR EXAM INERS, BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.
Number
injured.

Nature of injury.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc............................... .......................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

40
5
4
2
20

56.3
7.1
5.6
2.8
28.2

Total.............................................................................................................

71

100.0

These statistics show that not a few of the nonfatal injuries to
this class of railway employees are serious and result in permanent
disability. One represented the loss of a foot and 1 of a hand; 1 was
a fracture of the jaw, 2 of a leg, and 1 of an ankle; of parts crushed,
1 was of a hand and 2 of a leg.
Of the total nonfatal injuries, over 15 per cent were severe and
under the heading “ Bruises, cuts, and sprains” there were several
injuries of a severe, not to say serious, nature.
CAR CLEANERS.

In the following tables the injuries to car cleaners in New Jersey
during the period 1888 to 1907 are summarized in the usual way:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO CAR CLEANERS FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED
IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Car cleaners injured.
Nonfatally.

Fatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars......
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Injured by car doors............................................
Handling materials or supplies...........................
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Falls from ladders................................................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___
Total..........................................................

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

1

8.3

2
39
1
10
12
3
19
3
2
2
5
12
26

12

100.0

136

2
1
8

16.7
8.3
66.7

1.5
28.7
.7
7.3
8.8
2.2
14.0
2.2
1.5
1.5
3.7
8.8
19.1

2
39
1
10
14
4
27
3
2
2
5
12
27

1.4
26.3
.7
6.7
9.5
2.7
18.2
2.0
1.4
1.4
3.4
8.1
18.2

100.0

148

100.0

The table shows that train accidents were responsible for over 65
per cent of all the injuries to car cleaners and for about 92 per cent
of the fatalities to this class. Car cleaners in walking across tracks
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to and from their work are exposed to injury from moving trains,
and 8 of the 12 car cleaners killed were struck by engines, trains, or
ears. The table clearly indicates the dangers to which employees
of this class are specially exposed. Car cleaners suffered a total of
148 accidents, of which 12, or 8.1 per cent, were fatal, and 136, or
91.9 per cent, were nonfatal.
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CAR CLEANERS INJURED IN
ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Car cleaners injured.
Part injured.

Head...........................................................................
Face............................................................................
E ye.............................................................................
Jaw..............................................................................
Shoulder......................................................................
Arm............................................................................
Wrist......................................................................... .
Hand...........................................................................
Finger.........................................................................
Collar bone..................................................................
R ib..............................................................................
Trunk..........................................................................
H ip.............................................................................
Leg..............................................................................
Knee...........................................................................
Ankle..........................................................................
Foot....................................................... ....................
Other specified combinations.....................................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Slight injuries unclassified..........................................
Severe injuries unclassified.........................................
Total nonfatal injuries.......................................
©Not separately reported.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, 'Crushed.
etc.
5
2
1
2
4
2
3
4
3

Loss of
part.

Frac
tures.

5
2
1
2
4
6
5

1

3
2

i
3

Total.

5

1
1
1

6
3
6
2

7
1
1
6
3

6
2
5

5

(a)
(a)
(a)

5
14

67

(a)
(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)
(a)
4

5
15
42
12
1

1
(®)
(«)
(a)
9

1

6 136

& Including 55 injuries not classified.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CAR CLEANERS, BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.

Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Fracture?................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

67
4
9
1
55

49.3
2.9
6.6
.7
40.5

Total..............................................................................................................

136

100.0

Of the 136 car cleaners nonfatally injured, 14, or 10.3 per cent,
were severely or seriously injured in some specified part of the body.
One of these represented the loss of an arm, 3 the fracture of an
arm, 2 the fracture of a wrist, 1 of a collar bone, and 1 of a rib. Of
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course, some of the injuries tabulated under the heading bruises,
cuts, and sprains were severe, and even serious in a few cases.
Y A R D CLERKS.

The injuries to which yard clerks are specially liable indicate that
railroad employees of this class are generally injured by train acci
dents. In crossing tracks, while walking on tracks, or while between
cars, these men are struck, squeezed, or run over. The data also
indicate that yard clerks frequently perform trainmen’s duties, such
as coupling or uncoupling, and are injured while performing such
extra service. During the twenty-year period, 1888 to 1907, there
were 13 accidents to yard clerks, 3 of which were fatal and 10 were
nonfatal.
FREIGHT H A N D LER S.

The injuries to freight handlers reported in New Jersey during
the period 1888 to 1907 are presented in tabular form as follows:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO FREIG H T HANDLERS FATALLY AND NONFATALLY
INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Freight handlers injured.
Fatally.
Cause.
Number.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars..................
Falls while handling freight................................
Handling freight..................................................
Dropped dead while handling freight.................

1

25.0

1
1

25.0
25.0

1

25.0

Total..........................................................

4

100.0

1
5
1
1
9
16
103

0.7
3.7
.7
.7
6.7
11.8
75.7

2
5
1
2
10
16
103
1

1.4
3.6
.7
1.4
7.2
11.4
73.6
.7

136

100.0

140

100.0

The figures in the table show that the great majority of the non
fatal, and generally slight, injuries were due to falling freight or to
other causes incident to the handling of the same. There were
comparatively few fatal injuries, but of the 4 reported, 3, or 75 per
cent, were the result of train accidents. Of the 136 nonfatal injuries,
at least 17, or 12.5 per cent, were the result of train accidents. Of
the 140 injuries to freight handlers, 4, or 2.9 per cent, were fatal
and 136, or 97.1 per cent, were nonfatal.
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In the next table the nonfatal injuries to freight handlers in New
Jersey during the period 1888 to 1907 are classified by their nature
and extent:
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO FREIG H T H ANDLERS IN JURED
IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Freight handlers injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.
3
3
2
1

Head...........................................................................
F a c e ...........................................................................
Shoulder.....................................................................
Wrist...........................................................................
Hand...........................................................................
Finger.........................................................................
Fingers........................................................................
Trunk.........................................................................
H ip.............................................................................
Leg..............................................................................
Knee . .....................................................................
Ankle..........................................................................
Ankles........................................................................

Total nonfatal injuries......................................
a Not separately reported.

(o)
(a)

Total.

2
1
1
8
9
4
6
2
25
2
8
1
26
1

1

1
3
1

1

3
1
2
3

4
2
2
(c)
(a)

(®)
(a)
95

Loss of
part.

3
3

7
5
3
6
2
22
1
6
1
19
1
1
1
11

Feet.............................................................................
Toe..............................................................................
Other specified combinations................................... Internal injuries.........................................................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Slight injuries unclassified..........................................

Frac
tures.

13

3

1

4
11
1
10
5

1

6136

(a)
(a)
11

6 Including 15 injuries not classified and 1 internal injury.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO FREIG H T H ANDLERS, BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.

Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts...............................................................................................
Internal injuries......................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

95
13
11
1
1
15

69.0
9.6
8.1
.7
.7
11.0

Total..............................................................................................................

136

100.0

According to the figures in this table it is seen that crushed parts
constituted 9.6 per cent of the nonfatal injuries, but 8 of the 13
were of fingers and toes. Fractures constituted 8.1 per cent of the
nonfatal injuries, and of these 1 was of a wrist, 3 of a leg, 1 of a knee,
2 of an ankle, and 3 of a foot. Freight handlers are also liable to
internal injury through sprains while lifting or otherwise handling
heavy freight.
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Y A R D WATCHMEN.

Yard watchmen are liable to fatal injury by train accidents, and
5 of the 9 injuries reported to this class of employees were fatal, 4
of the fatalities resulting from being struck by engines or cars.
Summarizing the injuries to yard employees, it may be observed
that the accidents quite frequently resulted from needless exposure
on the part of the employee or to his carelessness and failure to
observe the rules of the road. On the other hand, the necessity for
crossing and walking on tracks while going to and from and about
their work means exposure to the ever-present danger of accident
from moving trains. In foggy weather, or at night, and especially
in the winter when the tracks are slippery, these yard dangers are
increased. Again, in terminal yards, where the traffic is heavy and
the movement of trains frequent, the danger to employees at work
on or about yard trains or cars is correspondingly increased.
ACCIDENTS TO MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY EMPLOYEES.
One of the most important divisions of the railway service is that
technically known as maintenance of way. By maintenance of way
is meant the construction, repair, and general care of the permanent
way of the railroad. The permanent way includes everything con
nected with the roadbed and its necessary accessories, including
ballast, cross-ties and tie plates, rails and rail joints, fish plates,
railroad spikes; switches, frogs, various switch attachments, such
as switch rods, switch stands, guard rails, head-blocks, interlocking
switch devices, etc.; water tanks; signals and signal devices, includ
ing semaphore signals, banjo signals, etc.; culverts, bridges, trestles,
crossing gates, fences, stations, towers, and in brief all stationary
structures and parts of the general equipment of the railroad track.
I t is quite apparent th a t a very considerable number of men are
necessary for the proper performance of the various duties in con
nection with the extension, repair, and general care of the permanent
way.
For the better organization and control of the large number of
employees in the maintenance-of-way department on any great
railroad, subdivision of the system is necessary. A trunk line, for
example, would be divided into grand divisions and divisions.
The divisions would be further divided into subdivisions, and the
subdivisions into sections. The length of a division is usually such
that it is possible for a train crew to make a return trip over the
same in one day, at least on passenger trains. Interdivisional crews
are not unknown. For example, the Pennsylvania Railroad Com
pany has certain trains which run between Jersey City and Wash
ington without change of crews, although the first division ends at
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West Philadelphia. The length of a subdivision is largely dependent
upon the importance of the stretch of track; that is, upon whether
it is single track, two track, three track, or four track, and whether
the amount of traffic carried is heavy or light. The length would
also depend to a certain extent upon the general character of the
country through which the track is laid. In the same manner the
length of a section, which is the unit of the permanent way for
maintenance purposes, is also dependent upon the importance of
the stretch of track; that is, whether it is single or multiple track,
and whether it is a heavy or light traffic-carrying part of the system.
In yards where there are many sidings, switches, etc., the section
would be comparatively short. It is usually estimated that from
3 to 5 miles of single track is a fair average length for a section, and
at certain points a mile or 2 miles, or perhaps even less, would con
stitute the section or unit for maintenance purposes.
For the present purpose it is not necessary to consider at any
length the question of railroad construction in new country, for in
New Jersey the railroad construction during the last twenty years
has been principally in the form of extension, elevation, etc., of
already existing railroads. In the making of extensions, however,
civil engineers are required to lay out the road, determine the proper
grades, curves, etc. These men are not, as a rule, exposed to any
exceptional accident liability and they have the advantage of being
men of superior intelligence and therefore likely to take the neces
sary precautions for their personal safety at the more dangerous
points where they may be called upon to work.
The construction part of the maintenance-of-way work is usually
under the supervision of a division engineer, and the assistant engi
neers, who are more actively engaged in the field operations, are
responsible and make their reports to him. On some railroads the
man responsible for the maintenance of yarious structures, such as
bridges, culverts, trestles, water tanks, stations, etc., is called a
master carpenter, and the various assistants or foremen in charge of
this kind of work are responsible and report to the master carpenter
either directly or through the track supervisor or road master. Some
of the larger railroads do not have road masters/the division engineer
being the recognized head of the maintenance-of-way department.
The track supervisor or road master usually has general charge of
the maintenance-of-way work on a subdivision; the subdivision, as
before stated, being made up of several sections. The duties of the
track supervisor require that he do both office and field work. He
has assistance in the office work, and it is usually considered desirable
that the road supervisor or road master be relieved as much as pos
sible from the merely clerical labor of the office, so that the larger
part of his time and attention can be devoted to the supervision of
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the field or maintenance-of-way work. It is his primary duty to
make himself thoroughly familiar with all the details of the con
struction and repair work on the subdivision over which he has
charge. To do this it is necessary that he make more or less frequent
inspections of the whole stretch of track under his care, and how
frequent these inspections are depends on various conditions, such
as amount of traffic carried, general character of the permanent way,
etc. The track supervisor, in the performance of his out-on-the-road
duties, can make his inspections either by riding over the road or by
walking over the same. In fact, the inspections are made in both ways
and necessarily so, in order that all the possible defects may be de
tected. Certain defects can be detected only by riding over the
track on a fast train, while minor defects can more easily be dis
covered and the general supervision of the repairs can best be made
by walking over each section of the subdivision.
The section foreman is responsible to the track supervisor or road
master and reports to him. The section foreman is usually em
ployed the year round and has with him at least one section hand or
man, and one or more of the section hands are also continuously
employed the year round, the number increasing with the importance
of the section. The section foreman, among his other duties, hires
laborers to perform the work necessary to keep the section in a
proper condition of repair. Generally speaking, the section gang is
larger in the spring and summer than in the winter, although this
depends upon the general conditions of traffic and on the general
character of the particular section. For example, in yards or where
the traffic is very heavy on a three or four track railroad, the work in
winter may possibly be even greater on a given section than in the
summer; this is so because it is necessary and highly important that
the various signal devices and switches, frogs, etc., be kept free from
snow and ice.
The general duties of a section foreman are to keep the permanent
way in repair, and in the permanent way is included all the various
fixtures already enumerated. The section foreman and his gang
must keep the roadbed properly ballasted, that is, must add new
ballast when necessary; must replace cross-ties which have become
worn or rotten; must keep the rails straight and spiked or other
wise fastened firmly to the ties, and replace worn or broken rails;
must see that culverts, etc., are properly repaired, and also that
fences, crossing gates, etc., are properly mended and kept in good
condition. In addition, the section foreman and his gang must
keep the ditches alongside the track clear of rubbish, weeds, etc.,
and in brief must keep all parts of the permanent way between
and including the fences in a good state of repair. Finally, the track
foreman is responsible on most sections for the proper care of the
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switches, including the necessary repair and oiling of the same, the
lighting of switch lamps, etc.
I t is not necessary to enumerate the duties of section hands or
section men, as these have already been considered in preceding
paragraphs. It may be pointed out, however, that the section hand
is more irregularly employed, as a rule, than most other classes
of railroad labor. The work of the section hand depends consider
ably upon varying conditions, and the section foreman increases or
decreases the size of his gang as the requirements of the road repairs
necessitate. According to the returns made by the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company to the bureau of statistics of labor and industries
of New Jersey, the average annual number of days at work for all
trackmen in New Jersey during the period 1903 to 1907 was 268,
against an average of from 300 to 340 for most other railroad em
ployees.
As a necessary part of the labor on a section the track must be
regularly inspected at least once a day (with the possible exception
of Sunday on stretches where traffic is light), and often the inspection
is made at least twice a day where traffic is heavy or where the
stretch of road is, for various reasons, more or less exposed to ex
ceptional danger, including curves, deep cuts, tunnels, etc. The
track walker is usually assigned from the section gang to do this
particular work of inspection. When the work of inspection is
comparatively light and when not engaged in patrolling the track
the track walker can assist in the regular work of a section gang.
The track walker carries light tools, usually including a wrench,
hammer, bolts, nut locks, and spikes, and in daytime he also carries
a flag for signaling purposes. When he finds a slight defect in the
track he must repair it, and if he discovers a more serious defect it
is his duty to report the same at once to the section foreman, who
sees tq it that the defect is immediately remedied. Where the
traffic is dense and there is considerable night traffic the section,
must be inspected by a track walker or patroller during the night.
The night track walker carries a lantern and torpedoes for signaling
purposes. The track walker should be thoroughly familiar with the
general duties of road repair, and for this reason he is usually an
experienced section hand. When there is a particularly dangerous
point on the section a watchman is sometimes posted at the point,
especially when the traffic is heavy and the movement of trains
consequently frequent.
As a necessary part of construction and repair work, there are
work-train crews and gangs assigned to a subdivision, or several
subdivisions, the length of track covered by any given crew depending
upon the amount of work necessary for this particular department or
branch of the maintenance-of-way service. The work-train crew
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as a whole is composed of the work-train crew proper and the con
struction gang. The work-train crew is usually made up of four
men—the conductor, engineman, fireman, and at least one brakeman
or flagman. Sometimes the work-train crew and the working force
are in charge of one man, called either a conductor or foreman, this
man being responsible both for the running of the train and the
supervision of the wTork gang. The purpose of the work train is to
distribute the materials necessary in the repair work on the various
sections. It distributes ties, rails, ballast, and other materials
required. The duties of the work gang are quite similar to those
of section hands generally, and while at work on and about tracks
their exposure to accident is similar to that of the section hands.
Whenever a wreck occurs it is necessary that the track be cleared
as soon as possible. When the wreck is at all serious, special tools
and machinery are required for this kind of work. A so-called wreck
train is kept in readiness at division headquarters for the special
purpose of removing debris and clearing tracks whenever there is a
wreck on the division of sufficient importance to require its services.
The wreck-train crew is composed of the men necessary for the running
of the train, and in addition, men especially skilled in the work of
clearing up wrecks, usually including a hoisting engineer and a
derrick foreman, and other skilled workmen, including shopmen. In
all cases of wreck the section foreman and his gang are required to
assist in removing the debris and in making the necessary track
repairs. Also if a work train is accessible it is required to assist in
clearing up the wreck, and generally the work-train crew and the
section gang are at the wreck before the wreck train arrives.
Bridge foremen have supervision over bridge construction and
repair on the stretches of permanent way under their immediate
supervision. As before stated, the general work of structure con
struction, repair, and care is usually in charge of a master carpenter.
Bridge carpenters do the necessary repair or construction work in
connection with railroad bridges and trestles. Besides being exposed
to the dangers incident to the duties of carpenters generally, they are
exposed to more or less danger from the movement of trains, and to
considerable danger from falls, due to the fact that they frequently
work on high structures and in positions more hazardous than those
generally met with in carpenter work.
Closely related to the work of the carpenter is that of the painter.
Painters are required to work not only on wooden structures but on
iron structures as well. They are exposed to practically the same
dangers as bridge carpenters.
Switch repairs are usually made by section hands under the super
vision of the section foreman. Sometimes, however, particularly
at terminals, there is so much of this particular kind of work to be
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done that it is economy to differentiate the labor to the extent that
the switch repairing is done by a particular set of men called switch
repairers. The exposure of switch repairers to the hazards incident
to moving trains is considerable. Switch cleaning and oiling is also
dangerous because of exposure to moving trains.
On all important stretches of track it is necessary to have more or
less elaborate devices for the proper signaling of trains, in order that
like engmemen may always know whether or not the track is clear.
The construction, maintenance, and repair of the various signal
devices, which is to some extent skilled work, is done by men called
signal repairers. These men are in charge of a supervisor of signals
who is responsible for all the signal apparatus on his division. The
men employed at this labor are also, like switch repairers, exposed to
the danger of injury by moving trains.
Men known as crossing-gate tenders or crossing flagmen are sta
tioned at grade crossings for the purpose of warning street traffic of
the approach of trains; or, if the crossing is a railroad junction point,
it is the duty of the crossing flagman to see that proper warnings are
given, so th at there will be no collision at the point of intersection
of the two or more railroads. This occupation exposes to considerable
danger, particularly from moving trains.
Drawbridge tenders are stationed at drawbridges, and it is their
duty to see that the drawbridge is in position before trains are allowed
to cross it. On railroads where traffic is heavy the drawbridges are
opened and closed by steam or electric power operated by the bridge
tender from a cabin built above the bridge. If the drawbridge is
turned for the passage of shipping, the tender must give proper
warning to approaching trains by means of signals attached to the
bridge. These men, like crossing tenders, are exposed principally
to the dangers incident to men employed on or about the tracks.
The majority of the accidents to this class of employees are froip
moving trains, although a few have been injured by being caught ip.
the draw.
With this brief introductory statement of the general duties of men
employed in maintenance of way, consideration will be given to the
injuries reported under specific occupation titles in this department
of railway service in New Jersey during the twenty years 1888 to
1907. The summary tables which follow are for such of the occupa
tions as proved to be of sufficient numerical importance to warrant
the tabulation of the injuries.
In the following table is presented a summary of the accidents to
employees in the maintenance-of-way department, which have been
reported by the railroads of New Jersey under specific occupation
titles during the twenty-year period 1888 to 1907. The arrangement
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of the occupations in the table is more or less arbitrary but fairly
logical, on the basis of the work performed by the employees.
MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY EM PLOYEES FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN
ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, BY OCCUPATIONS, 1888 TO 1907.
{Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Maintenanee-of-way em
ployees injured.
Occupation.
Fatally.
Civil engineers, rodmen, etc........................................................
Track supervisor........ /...............................................................
Assistant track supervisor...........................................................
Section foremen.. t ........................................... ;.........................
Section hands or section m en ......................................................
Tunnel laborers, etc.....................................................................
Track walkers or patrollers..........................................................
Bridge watchman........................................................................
Bridge inspector........................................................................
Bridge foreman..........................................................................
Bridge carpenters, etc..................................................................
Carpenters (not specified)............................................................
Masons...................................................... .......................
Painters........................, .............................................................
Wreck master...............................................................................
Derrick foreman...........................................................................
Hoisting engineer........................................................................
Wreck removers (not specified)...................... ............................
Foremen, pile drivers..................................................................
Iron workers................................................................................
Drawbridge tenders.....................................................................
Crossing gatemen and flagmen....................................................
Electricians..................................................................................
Switch tenders.............................................................................
Switch repairers...........................................................................
Switch oilers........................................ „....................................
Switch cleaners...........................................................................
Supervisor of signals....................................................................
Signal foreman.............................................................................
Signal inspector...........................................................................
Signal repairers............................................................................
Tower-men....................................................................
Lamp m en...................................................................................
Signalmen (not specified)............................................................
Total....................................................................

2

Non
fatally.
4
1
1
31
653
9
30

Total.

6
4

1
1
13
4
15
7

6
1
1
39
866
16
87
1
1
1
74
179
3
19
1
1
1
27
2
8
13
83
17
81
14
3
7
1
1
1
15
4
21
11

400

1,206

1,606

8
213
7
57
1
9
10
2

6
7
42
2
15
1
5
1
2

i
l
65
169
3
17
1
1
1
27
2
2
6
41
15
66
13
3
2

Per cent
killed of
total .
injured.

33.3
20.5
24.6
43.8
65.5
100.0
12.2
5.6
10.5

75.0
53.8
50.6
11.8
18.5
7.1
71.4
100.0
13.3
28.6
36.4
24.9

The table shows that there were 1,606 employees specified as in
spme employment connected with maintenance of way, and that of
tliis total, 400, or 24.9 per cent, were fatally injured, and 1,206, or
75.1 per cent, were nonfatally injured.
During the period 1888 to 1907 there were 6 civil engineers, rodmen,
etc., reported injured in the railway service in New Jersey, and of
this total 2 were killed and 4 were more or less seriously injured.
One track supervisor and 1 assistant track supervisor were reported
injured. There were 39 injuries to section foremen reported, and 8,
or 20.5 per cent, of these were fatal. All of the 8 section foremen
killed were struck or run over by trains, cither while in the perform
ance of their duties or while walking on the track to or from their
work.
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SECTION H A N D S.

Section hands constitute the most important occupation, numeri
cally, in this group of classified railway employments. Not fewer
than 866 injuries to section hands or section men were reported, and
of this total 213, or 24.6 per cent, were fatal and 653, or 75.4 per cent,
were nonfatal. In the following table is presented a summary state
ment of the injuries to section hands, classified by causes of accidents:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO SECTION H ANDS FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED
IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Section hands injured.
Nonfatally.

Fatally.
Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Derailments..........................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling materials or supplies...........................
Handling tools, machinery, etc...........................
Cave-ins................................................................
Struck by objects from passing trains.................
Falls, miscellaneous ana not specified.................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___
Total...........................................................

Total.

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

1
1

0.5
.5

.5
3.3

17
4
1
50
39
153
2
205
46
14
13
16
93

2.6
.6
.2
7.7
6.0
23.4
.3
31.4
7.0
2.1
2.0
2.5
14.2

1
18
4
2
59
45
336
2
205
46
18
13
17
100

0.1
2.1
.5
.2
6.8
5.2
38.8
.2
23.7
5.3
2.1
1.5
2.0
11.5

1
9
6
183

.5
4.2
2.8
85.9

4

1.8

1
7
213

100.0

653

100.0

866

100.0

The table shows that of the 866 section hands injured, 336, or 38.8
per cent, were injured by being struck by trains, locomotives, or cars:
The next most important cause of injury was the handling of ma
terials or supplies, to which were attributed 205, or 23.7 per cent, 0f
the total injuries. All the injuries of this class, however, were
nonfatal. The third numerically most important specific cause of
injuries was falls from trains, locomotives, or cars; this was respon
sible for 59 of the injuries, or 6.8 per cent of the total. Other im
portant causes of injury to this class of employees were, in the order
named, handling tools, machinery, etc.; getting on or off locomotives
or cars; collisions; cave-ins of gravel banks, cuts, etc.; and falls other
than those specified as being falls from trains, locomotives, or cars.
The table requires no extended comment. I t may be added, how
ever, that section hands, especially in the Eastern States, are com
posed largely of a foreign element, and as a result the men are often
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so ignorant of the English language that the foremen find it difficult
to make their warnings understood in time to prevent serious or
fatal injuries to one or more members of the gang when danger is
imminent, especially when the dangers are incident to the movement
of trains. Some of the most disastrous accidents of the kind in
railroad history have occurred in the State of New Jersey. In 1898,
for example, there was an accident which caused the death of 12
section hands and the more or less serious injury of at least three
others. A rapidly moving train struck a gang of section laborers
before sufficient warning could be given of its approach. Another
unfortunate accident of this class occurred on June 29, 1900, when
3 section hands were killed by being struck by a train. Again, as
recently as November 8,1907, a gang of section hands was struck by
a train while at work on the track, and 3 were killed.
Section hands are especially exposed to the dangers incident to
moving trains when they are employed in tunnels or when, owing to
foggy weather conditions, it is impossible to get a clear view of
approaching trains.
From the best returns available the annual fatal accident rate of
trackmen, including section hands, section foremen, construction,
gangs, etc., is on an average about 3.55 per 1,000 in the State o i
New Jersey. (a) The fatal-accident rate for employees of this class
varies considerably in different parts of the United States, and from
the statistics in the reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
their fatal-accident rate appears to be higher in the Southern and
Western States than in the Eastern States, which would indicate that,
the hazards incident to track work are increased when the larger part
of the mileage is single track. I t is important to note also that the
comparatively high fatal accident rate for section hands is in spite of
the fact that this group of employees is employed fewer days per year
on an average than almost any other class of railroad men.
Nonfatal injuries to section hands are also comparatively frequent,
and the average annual nonfatal accident rate in New Jersey for
trackmen was 22.89 for the period 1900 to 1908, according to the re
ports made to the state bureau of statistics of labor by the prin
cipal railroads operating in the State.
In the next table is presented a summary of the nonfatal injuries
to section men or section hands, classified by nature and extent of
the injuries.
«See tlie table on page 186. There were 48,146 men of'this class exposed to therisk of injury, with 171 fatally injured and 1,102 nonfatally injured.
16752—No. 8 4 - 1 0 --- 6
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO SECTION H A N D S INJURED IN
ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Section hands injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains,
etc.

Head................. -.......................................
Face....................... ...................................
Eye.............................................................
Jaw.............................................................
Shoulder.....................................................
Arm...... ........ ..........................................
Wrist..................... *................. •................
H and.................................................. .......
Hands.........................................................
F in ger.......................... ............................
Fingers.......................... ......... ..................
Collar bone.................................................
R ib.............................................................
B ib s...........................................................
Trunk........................................................
H ip.............................................................
Leg.............................................................
Legs..........................................................
Knee...........................................................
Ankle...........................................................
Foot........................................ ...... ............
F eet............................................................
Toe.............................................................
Toes.................. .................................... ..
Other specified combinations.....................
Internal injuries......... ...............................
Injuries unclassified.. .............................
Slight injuries unclassified.........................
Severe injuries unclassified........................

Frac
tures.

44
16
8

1

19
9

&
1

15
6
38

7
2
2

372

5
3
3
2
I

2

(a)
(a)
(a)
56

5
1

29
2
3

i
1
2

2
1
10

1

(a)
(*)
(a)

(a)
(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)
(a)

4

47
16
10
2
9
13
5
32
3
45
26
3
3
2
37
8
69
9
5
16
78
1
26
9
51
2
72
36
18

1

2

13

(a)

Total.

2

2
1
6

i
1

37
7
33
6
5
13
64

(a)
(a)

Loss of
part.

3

7
5
5
29
3
20
11

Total nonfatal injuries......................
a Not separately reported.

Crushed. Disloca
tions.

72

&653

21

&Including 126 injuries not classified and 2 internal injuries.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO SECTION H ANDS, BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Dislocations............................................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts...............................................................................................
Internal injuries......................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified.................................. ..............................................................

372
56
4
72
21
2
126

57.0
8.6
0.6
11.0
3.2
.3
19.3

Total..............................................................................................................

653

100.0

This table is self-explanatory and requires little comment. The
figures clearly show that a considerable proportion of the nonfatal
accidents to this class of railway employees are so serious as to result
in permanent disability. For example, 72, or 11 per cent, of the
653 nonfatal injuries were fractures of one or more parts of the body,
and 21, or 3.2 per cent, resulted in. the loss of one or more parts
of the body. Of the lost parts, 2 were of eyes, 1 of an arm, 1 of a
hand, 6 of one finger and 1 of two or more fingers; 5 represented the
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loss of a leg and 1 the loss of both legs; 1 represented the loss of a
foot and 1 of both feet.
As previously stated, section hands, generally speaking, are em
ployed in larger numbers in the spring and summer months than in
the winter. In New Jersey, however, this general rule does not seem
to apply, or at any rate there are more section hands injured in the
winter season than in the other seasons of the year. Of the fatal
injuries, for example, 30 per cent were in the winter, as compared
with 19 per cent in the spring, 23 per cent in the summer, and 28
per cent in the autumn.
It has been possible to consider separately injuries to 16 tunnel
laborers. These men were section hands, track laborers, or track
watchmen, but exposed to exceptionally hazardous conditions. Of
the 16 injuries specified as having occurred to tunnel workers, 7, or
43.8 per cent, were fatal.
TRACK WALKERS.

The accident liability of track walkers or patrollers presents some
interesting features. Of the 87 injuries reported as having occurred
to track walkers, 57, or 65.5 per cent, were fatal, and 30, or 34.5 per
cent, were nonfatal. The great majority of the accidents, both fatal
and nonfatal, to this class of railway employees were the result of
the injured persons being struck by trains, engines, or cars. The
following table is a summary of the accidents occurring to track
walkers in New Jersey during the twenty-year period 1888 to 1907,
classified by principal causes:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO TRACK WALKERS FATALLY AND
INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 .TO 1907.

NONFATALLY

[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Track walkers injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Collisions........................ ................ ..................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Struck by trains, locomotives, or care.................
Struck by ear door........................... ..................
Struck by objects from passing trains.................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified................
Shot.....................................................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___
Total..........................................................
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Per
Per
Per
• cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

1
58

i.8
98.2

57

100.0

1

3.3

18
1
4
2
1
3

60.0
3.3
13.4
6.7
3.3
10.0

30

io a o

1
1
74
1
4
2
1
3
87 .

1.2
1.2
85.0
1.2
4.5
2.3
1.2
3.4
100.0
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The figures in the table show that 56 of the 57 track walkers fatally
injured were killed by being struck by trains, engines, or cars. Of
the nonfatal accidents to track walkers, 18 of the 30, or 60 per cent,
were due to the same cause. These statistics indicate that the injuries
to track walkers are likely to be very severe, if not fatal. As stated
in the introduction to this part of the article, track walkers are a
select class of section hands assigned to the particular work of
patrolling or inspecting the section, either by day or by night. I t
is highly important that these men perform their work with effi
ciency; otherwise the danger of railroad travel is greatly increased.
In this connection it may be of interest to recall that one of the
important railroads of New Jersey within the past year made a
special effort to determine whether its track patrollers were per
forming the duties expected of them. It was discovered that a
considerable proportion of the total number of track walkers were
idling away their time instead of performing their duties, and several
were discharged for neglecting their work.
For completeness the following table is added. It shows the
nature and extent of the 30 nonfatal injuries to track walkers in
New Jersey during the period 1888 to 1907.
NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO TRACK WALKERS INJURED IN
ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Track walkers injured.
Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.

Part injured.

Head...................................................................... ....................
Arm.............................................................................................
Hand...........................................................................................
Ribs.............................................................................................
Trunk..........................................................................................
Leg...............................................................................................
Ankle...........................................................................................
Foot.............................................................................................
Other specified combinations......................................................
Injuries unclassified.....................................................................
Serious injuries unclassified.........................................................
Total nonfatal injuries.......................................................
a Not separately reported.

4
1
1
1
2
2
1
4
(<0
(a)

Frac
tures.

Total.

1

1
(a)
(a)

16

(«)
(a)
1

1

4
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
4
11
1
6 30

&Including 12 injuries not classified.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO TRACK WALKERS, BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.
Nature of injury.
Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................
Total

........................................................................................................
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Number
injured.

Per cent of
total.

16
1
1
12

63.4
3.3
3.3
40.0

30

100.0
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BR ID G E C A RPENTER S, ETC.

During the period 1888 to 1907 there was 1 bridge watchman
reported fatally injured, and 1 bridge inspector and 1 bridge foreman
nonfatally injured. Bridge carpenters and bridge workers so specified
suffered a total of 74 injuries, of which 9, or 12.2 per cent, were fatal,
and 65, or 87.8 per cent, were nonfatal. The details of the accidents
to bridge carpenters and other bridge workers, not including watch
men, inspectors, and foremen, are presented in the following tables,
which are self-explanatory and require little comment:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO BRIDG E CARPENTERS, E T C , FATALLY AND NONFATALLY
INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of thejrailroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Bridge carpenters, etc., injured.
Nonfatally.

Fatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Handling materials or supplies...........................
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Falls from bridges................................................
Falling materials.................................................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___
Total..........................................................

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

2

22.2

2
10
3
5
13
14
2
16

9

100.0

65

4

44.5

2
1

22.2
11.1

3.1
15.4
4.6
7.7
20.0
21.5
3.1
24.6

2
14
3
5
15
15
2
18

2.7
18.9
4.0
6.8
20.3
20.3
2.7
24.3

100.0

74

100.0

NATURE AND EXTENT OP NONFATAL INJURIES TO BRIDG E CARPENTERS, ETC*,
INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Bridge carpenters, etc., injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
Disloca
sprains, Crushed. tions.
etc.

Head...........................................................................
Arm...........................................................................
Hand..........................................................................
Finger.........................................................................
Fingers........................................................................
Collar bone..................................................................
R ib..............................................................................
Ribs............................................................................
Trunk.........................................................................
H ip.............................................................................
Leg..............................................................................
Knee...........................................................................
Ankle..........................................................................
Foot............................................................................
Other specified combinations.....................................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Slight injuries unclassified..........................................
Severe injuries unclassified........................................
Total nonfatal injuries......................................
o Not separately reported.
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Frac
tures.
2

4

1
3
2

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

4

1

4

1
3
5
(a)

4

h

1

1

1

4

1
7
2

4

6

5
9
2

(«)

(a)

(a)
(a)

(«)
3

6
1
5
2
2
2
1
1
1

4

(o)

(a)
(a)
(a)

33

3

Total.

3

&Including 16 injuries not classified.

10

6 65
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SUMMARY OF NONFAT A lt INJURIES TO BRIDGE CARPENTERS, ETC., BY NATURE
OF THE INJURY.
Number
injured.

Nature of injury.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Fart or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Dislocations............................................................................................................
Fractures.................................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

33
3
3
10
16

50.8
4.6
4.6
15.4
24.6

Total..............................................................................................................

65

100.0

The statistics here presented show that railroad bridge carpenters
and other bridge workers are especially liable to injury by falls from
bridges, by falling material, and by being struck by trains, loco
motives, or cars. Of the 9 fatal injuries, 4 were due to the lastnamed cause. As would be expected where one of the principal •
causes of injuries was falls, the number of fractures was compara
tively high among the nonfatal injuries to this class of railroad
employees. Of the 65 nonfatal injuries, 10, or 15.4 per cent, were
fractures
C A R PE N T ER S (NOT SPE C IFIED ).

I t has been considered advisable to. include carpenters (not speci
fied) in the group of employees occupied in the maintenance-of-way de
partment. The great majority of the carpenters employed by railroads
in New Jersey are employed out on the line rather than in shops.
During the period 1888 to 1907 there were 179 injuries reported as
having occurred to carpenters, exclusive of bridge carpenters, and
of this total, 10, or 5.6 per cent, were fatal, and 169, or 94.4 per cent,
were nonfatal. The facts are summarized in considerable detail
in the following tables, which are self-explanatory and require little
comment:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO CARPENTERS (NOT SPECIFIED) FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Carpenters (not specified) injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Collisions..............................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, ©rears................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Handling materials or supplies...........................
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Struck by objects from passing trains.................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Falling body of car..............................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes__
Total..........................................................
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Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

1

io.o

1
6
1

10.0
60.0
10.0

1

io.o

10

100.0

4
1
2
7
8
47
43
3
24

2.4

30

17.8

4
2
2
8
14
48
43
3
24
1
30

169

100.0

179

0.6
1.2
4.1
4.7
27.8
25.4
1.8
14.2

2.2
1.1
1.1
4.5
7.8
26.8
24.0
1.7
13.4
0.6
16.8
100.0
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CARPENTERS (NOT SPECIFIED)
INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.

[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Carpenters (not specified) injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts, .
sprains, Crushed.
etc.
9
6
2
2
2
3
17
1
4
3
20
1
1
12
4
22
2
1
6

Head...........................................................
Face............................................................
Eye.............................................................
Shoulder.....................................................
Arm............................................................
Wrist..........................................................
Hand..........................................................
Hands.........................................................
Finger.........................................................
Fingers.......................................................
Trunk............... . • ......................................
H ip.............................................................
Leg.............................................................
Ankle................................................... .
Foot.......... .’...............................................
Toe.............................................................
Toes............................................................
Other specified combinations........... .
Internal injuries.........................................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unclassified.........................
Severe injuries unclassified........................

(a)
(a)
(a)

Total nonfatal injuries......................
« Not separately reported.

118

Disloca
tions.

Frac
tures.

2

Total.

9
6
2
4
4
4
18
1
10
6
20
1
1
19
5
26
6
1
8
1
10
3
4

2

i

1

Loss of
part.

2

1

1

0
1
2
1

2
3

3
3

2
(a)
(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)
(a)

(«)
(«)
(a)
9

3

(°)
(«)
(a)

15

6

6 169

6 Including 17 injuries not classified and 1 internal injury.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CARPENTERS (NO T SPE C IFIE D ), BY NA
TURE OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed............................................................................... .............
Dislocations........................................................................... ................................
Fractures......................................................................................... '.....................
Loss of part or parts...............................................................................................
Internal injuries................................................................. ...................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

118
9
3
15
6
1
17

69.8
5.3
1.8
8.9
3.5
.6
10.1

' Total.............................................................................................................

169

100.0

It is significant to note that 6 of the 10 fatal accidents to carpen
ters (not specified) were the result of being struck by trains, loco
motives, or cars. Of the nonfatal injuries, the majority resulted
from the handling of materials or supplies, or of tools and machinery.
Of the 169 nonfatal injuries to this class of railroad employees, 15,
or 8.9 per cent, were fractures of one or more parts of the body, and
6, or 3.5 per cent, represented the loss of one or more parts of the
body. All of the latter injuries, however, were to the fingers,
3 representing the loss of one finger, and 3 the loss of two or more
fingers.
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MASONS.

In connection with maintenance-of-way work masons are required
for the construction of foundations for bridges or other permanent
way structures. Only 3 cases of injuries to masons were reported,
and all of these were nonfatal injuries.
PA IN TER S.

Painters are required to assist in keeping in good condition the
various permanent-way structures, such as fences, crossing gates,
bridges, stations, tool houses, towers, switch shanties, etc. Painters
are also employed in the repair and construction of cars in shops,
but in New Jersey the most of the painters in the railroad service
are engaged in work along the line. There were 19 injuries to
painters returned under that specific occupation title during the
period 1888 to 1907. Of the 19 cases, 2 were fatal and 17 were non
fatal injuries. The injuries to painters, in New Jersey, at*least, are
principally* caused by the movement of trains and by falls. The
exposure of painters to accidental injury is apparently about the
same as that of carpenters.
WRECK EM PLOYEES.

In the statistics of injuries to railway employees in New Jersey
during the period 1888 to 1907, there were 30 injuries reported as
having occurred to men employed in the work of removing or clear
ing wrecks. One was a wreck master, one a derrick foreman, and
one a hoisting engineer. These 3 were nonfatally injured. In addi
tion 27 wreck removers (not otherwise specified) received nonfatal
injuries. There were no fatal injuries to men employed in the clear
ing of wrecks, but it is quite probable that some men employed at
this work were injured, fatally or nonfatally, and were returned
either as laborers or as section hands.
PILE D R IV E R S.

There were 2 foremen pile drivers nonfatally injured.
IRON WORKERS.

In bridge and other large construction work structural-iron workers
are required in railroad service. There were 8 of these returned as
having been injured during the 20-year period, and of these 6 were
killed and 2 were nonfatally injured.
DRAW BRIDGE T E N D E R S.

During the 20-year period, 1888 to 1907, there were 13 draw
bridge tenders returned under that title as having met with injuries*
Of this number, 7 were killed and 6 were nonfatally injured. The
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details of these accidents indicate that there are two principal
causes of accidents to this class of railway employees; they are
specially liable to injury from movement of trains and from the
movement of the draw itself.
CROSSING GATEMEN AND FLAGM EN.

Railroad-crossing tending or guarding is an important occupation
in the railroad service. Wherever the population is dense, and street
traffic correspondingly so, or wherever there is intersection of one
railroad with another, a crossing gateman or flagman is required to be
on duty when the crossings are at grade. Some of the larger roads
in New Jersey, particularly the Morris and Essex division of the
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western, the Pennsylvania Railroad,
and the Central Railroad of New Jersey, have elevated their tracks
in some of the more congested sections within a comparatively recent
period, and this has eliminated to a considerable extent the necessity
for employing gatemen and crossing flagmen. During the -twenty
years, 1888 to 1907, there were 83 crossing gatemen and flagmen
returned as injured in New Jersey, and of these, 42, or 50.6 per cent*
were killed and 41, or 49.4 per cent, were nonfatally injured.
The following table gives a convenient summary of the accidents
to this group of railway employees, classified by causes of accidents:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO CRO SSIN G GATEM EN AND FLAGM EN FATALLY AND
NONFATALLY INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Crossing gatemen and flagmen injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Per
cent
from Number.
each
cause.

Per
cent
from Number.
each
cause.

Per
cent
from
each
cause.

derailments.........................................................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or care.................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or care.................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Struck by runaway teams...................................
Injured by gates..................................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes.__

i

40
1

2.4
95.2
2.4

2
2
3
23
4
2
4
1

4.9
4.9.
7.3
56.0
9.8
4.9
9.8
2.4

2
2
4
63
5
2
4
'1

2.4
2.4
4.8
75.9
6.1
2.4
4.8
1.2

Total..........................................................

42

100.0

41

100.0

83

100.0

The table shows that 40, or 95.2 per cent, of all the fatal accidents
were caused by the victims being struck by trains, engines, or cars.
Of the 41 nonfatal injuries, 23, or 56 per cent, were due to the same
cause. Also, it is interesting to note that 2 of the nonfatal injuries
resulted from the injured persons being struck or otherwise injured
by runaway teams. Other details of the table are self-explanatory.
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In the next table are presented the summary statistics of non
fat al injuries to crossing gatemen and flagmen, classified by nature
and extent of the injuries:
NATURE AND EX T EN T OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CROSSING G ATEM EN A N D
FLAG M EN IN JURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Crossing gatemen and flagmen injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains,
etc.

Head............................................................... ...............
Face................................................................................
Arm................................................................................
Hand..............................................................................
F in g e r ..........................................................................
Rib..................................................................................
Trunk.............................................................................
Leg..................................................................................
Knee............................................................... . , ...........
Other specified combinations.........................................
Injuries unclassified........................................................
Slight injuries unclassified.............................................
Severe injuries unclassified............................................
Total nonfatal injuries..........................................
a Not separately reported.

Fractures.

5
1
1
1

1

(a)
(a)
(a)

24

Total.

1
1

i
1

4
1
11

Loss of
part.

1
(o)
(a)
(a)

1

(a)
(a)
(aj

5
1
3
2
1
1
4
1
1
12
2
4
4

5

2

b 41

& Including 10 injuries not classified.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO CROSSING G ATEM EN A N D FLAG M EN, BY
NATURE OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts...............................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

24
5
2
10

58.5
12.2
4.9
24.4

Total.............................................................................................................

41

100.0

ELECTRICIANS.

For various purposes, and particularly in connection with signjai
apparatus, etc., electricians are employed in railway service. Dur
ing the twenty years, 1888 to 1907, there were 17 electricians returned
as injured, of whom 2 were fatally injured.
SWITCH TE N D E R S.

In connection with the maintenance of way it is often necessary
to employ special men, particularly in large yards and at terminal
points, to tend switches. In other words, where the movement of
cars, freight and passenger, is sufficiently frequent to warrant it, the
labor is differentiated in such manner that the brakemen are not
required to throw switches except occasionally, but special men,
sometimes termed ground switchmen, are stationed at switching
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points and throw the switches by manual labor. In some cases
switches are thrown by operators in towers or switch stations, and this
is coming to be the usual method where there are a large number of
tracks requiring more or less continuous switch-throwing operations.
From a tower or switch station the operator or leverman can control
a considerable number of switches with comparative ease and with
considerably less danger than if the work were done from the ground.
During the twenty years, 1888 to 1907, there were 81 switch tend
ers, so specified, who were injured while in the performance of their
duties, of whom 15, or 18.5 per cent, were fatally injured, and 66, or 81.5
per cent, were nonfatally injured. The statistics, tabulated in the
usual form, are presented in the following tables:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO SW ITCH TE N D ER S FATALLY AND NONFATALLY
IN JURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Switch tenders injured.
Nonfatally.

Fatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Per
cent
from Number.
each
cause.

Per
Per
cent
cent
from Number. • from
each
each
cause.
cause.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Handling switches..............................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes. . . .

1

6.7

ii

93.3

1
2
15
47
1

1.5
3.1
22.7
71.2
1.5

2
2
29
47
1

2.5
.2.5
35.8
58.0
1.2

Total..........................................................

15

100.0

66

100.0

81

100.0

NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO SW ITCH TENDERS INJURED
IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Switch tenders Injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.
1
1
8
1
1

Face............................................................................
Arm.........................................................................
Hand...........................................................................
Finger.........................................................................
Fingers........................................................................
Rib...........................................................................
Trunk........................................................................
Leg..............................................................................
Knee.....................................................................
Ankle.......................................................................
Foot..........................................................................
Other specified combinations.....................................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Slight injuries.............................................................
Total nonfatal injuries.......................................
a Not separately reported.
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Frac
tures.

x
!

2
1

5

(a)

1
2
2
1
0

<*)

1

** *

1

(a)

1i
i
!

1
(«)
<«)
5

i
!
|[

2 ...........

(«)
29

Loss of
part.

2,

i
(«>
<«>

1

6 Including 27 injuries not classified.

3 :

Total.

l
2
8
3
1
1
5
2
1
2
5
1
7
24
3
&66
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SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO SW ITCH TENDERS, BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed.............................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

29
5
2
3
27

43.9
7.6
3.0
4.6
40.9

Total..............................................................................................................

66

100.0

From these returns it appears that of the 15 fatal accidents to
switch tenders, 14, or 93.3 per cent, were killed by being struck by
trains, locomotives, or cars. The other fatal injury was by coupling.
Of the 66 nonfatal injuries, 15, or 22.7 per cent, were due to the in
jured persons being struck by trains, locomotives, or cars, and 47, or
71.2 per cent, resulted from the handling of switches.
The statistics showing the classification of the accidents by nature
and extent of the injuries indicate that at least 15 per cent were more
or less serious and involved permanent disability. One of these, for
example, was the loss of an arm, 1 the loss of a leg, and 1 the loss of a
foot; 1 was a fracture of a rib, and 1 a fracture of a leg. Of crushed
parts, 2 were of a finger and 2 were of a foot. The other details of
the tables are self-explanatory.
SWITCH R E P A IR E R S, OILERS, A N D CLEANERS.

The repairing, oiling, cleaning, and general care of switches, par
ticularly at terminal points or in large yards, is an important part of
the work of maintenance of way. During the period 1888 to 1907,
14 switch repairers, 3 switch oilers, and 7 switch cleaners were re
turned as having been injured. Of the 24 cases of injury, 6 repre
sented fatal accidents. I t may be pointed out that, as a general thing,
switch repairing and oiling is done by section hands, and under the
supervision of the section foreman. Where switches are numerous^
however, and where it is especially important that they be kept in
excellent condition because of the volume of traffic, the labor c^f
repairing, oiling, cleaning, etc., is differentiated.
EM PLOYEES OPERATING, R E P A IR IN G , ETC., SIGNALS.

Finally, under this group of maintenance-of-way employees we
have to consider the men engaged in the operation, repair, and gen
eral care of signals. This department of railway service is assuming
more and more importance. The so-called block signal system is of
comparatively recent development. The signal systems used on the
railroads may be entirely automatic, in part automatic and in
part manual, or entirely manual. The signal system of a given sec
tion of the permanent way is under the supervision of either a super
visor of signals or an engineer of signals. Different roads use differ
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ent terms in this as in other departments of the railway service. The
supervisor of signals, as the term indicates, has general supervision
of the signal system for the protection of trains on that part of the
permanent way assigned to him. The signal inspector’s work is to
regularly inspect the signals and to see that they are kept in good
working condition. Signal repairers are more or less skilled men and
it is their duty to make the necessary repairs to the apparatus along
the line, and this work involves more or less exposure to moving
trains. The men who actually control the signals are often stationed
in towers and are then termed tower-men. They may, however, be
stationed in what are called switch or signal stations on stretches of
track where it is not necessary to have a general view of the road.
Towers are used at junction points, at terminal points, and in yards
where a commanding view of the track or tracks is essential. The
switch or signal stations are employed where there are not more than
three or four tracks and the necessary view can be secured from a
lower elevation than a tower. The duties of signalmen and towermen, however, are practically the same.
Lamp men are required to keep the signal or switch lights in ex
cellent condition, and to see that they are kept properly filled and
clean.
In the following tables all employees operating, repairing, etc.,
signals have been grouped, because otherwise the numbers would be
too small to warrant the tabulation of the statistics. The next table
shows that during the twenty-year period, 1888 to 1907, this group
of employees suffered a total of 54 accidents, of which 13, or 24.1
per cent, were fatal and 41, or 75.9 per cent* were nonfatal.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO SIGNALM EN, ETC., FATALLY AND
INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.

NONFATALLY

[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Signalmen, etc., injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

Derailments.........................................................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Falls from signal poles.........................................
Falls from towers....................................... ^.......
Falls from ladders...............................................
Falls from trestles................................................
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Striking overhead and other obstructions..........
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Handling baggage................................................
Struck by objects from passing trains.................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Injured by switch................................................
Breaking lamp globes..........................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes....

i
1

7.7
7.7

10

76.9

1

7.7

Total..........................................................

13

100.0
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2
1
2
1
1
1
2
7
3
1
1
3
1
1
5
9

4.9
2.4
4.9
2.4
2.4
2.4
4.9
17.1
7.4
2.4
2.4
7.4
2.4
2.4
12.2
22.0

2
2
3
1
1
1
2
17
3
1
1
3
2
1
5
9

3.7
3.7
5.5
1.9
1.9
1.9
3.7
31.5
5.5
1.9
1.9
5.5
3.7
1.9
9.2
16.6

41

100.0

54

100.0
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NAT U R E AND EXTENT OP NONFATAL INJURIES TO SIG NALM EN, ETC.* INJURED IN
ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Signalmen, etc., injured.
Part injured.

Head............................................................................
E y e.............................................................................
Jaw..............................................................................
Arm1.............................................................................
H and...........................................................................
Finger.........................................................................
Trank..........................................................................
Ribs............................................................................
Leg..............................................................................
K nee...........................................................................
Ankle..........................................................................
Foot............................................................................
F eet........................................... ........ .........................
Ribs and arm..............................................................
Other specified combinations.............. .....................
Injuries unclassified....................................................
Slight injuries unclassified..........................................
Total nonfatal injuries......................................
a Not separately reported.

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crashed.
etc.

Frac
tures.

3
1
4

1

2
21

1
1

1
1
1

1

3
3

1
2

3
2
1
1

(a)

Total.

3

3
1

(®)

Loss of
part.

i

1
(a)
(a)

I
(a)
<«>

(«)
<W
2

4
1
6
2
1
2
1
I
2

1

7

4

5
2

& 41

&Including 9 injuries not classified.

SUMMARY OF THE NONFATAL-INJURIES TO SIGNALM EN, ETC., BY NATURE OF THE
INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc
Part or parts crushed___
Fractures.........................
Loss of part or parts.......
Injuries unclassified........

21
2
7
2
9

51.2
4.9
17.1
4.9
21.fr

Total......................

41

100.0

These returns indicate that a considerable proportion of the inju
ries sustained by signalmen were due to train accidents. Of the 13
fatal accidents to this group of railroad employees, 10, or 76.9 pe,r
cent, were the result of the victims being struck by trains, locomotives,
or cars. Of the other 3 fatal accidents, 1 was due to a fall from a
train, 1 to a fall from a signal pole, and 1 to a fall not specified.
As regards the nature and extent of the injuries received, 7, or 17-1
per cent of the total of nonfatal injuries, represented fractures. I t is
of interest also to note that the fractures among this group were
serious, 1 being of the jaw, 1 of an arm, 1 of two or more ribs, 2 of a
leg, and 1 of an arm and two or more ribs. Of the nonfatal injuries
representing losses of parts, 1 was of a leg and 1 was of afoot. These
facts are sufficient to indicate that the nonfatal injuries to this class
of railroad employees often represent serious, if not permanent,
disability.
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In concluding the review of the accidents to men employed in the
maintenance-of-way department of the railway service in New
Jersey, it may be said that the tables and other facts set forth in the
preceding descriptive and statistical statements clearly prove that
men engaged in almost any employment in this branch of railroad
work are exposed to more than average liability to fatal and nonfatal
injuries. I t is also important to note that the various safety devices
which are adapted to the possible saving of life among trainmen are
not likely to result in any material reduction in the number of ac
cidents to men employed in the maintenance-of-way service. The
increased speed of trains probably has made the work of the section
hand more dangerous, and what applies to the section hand applies
equally to other men at work in positions where they are exposed to
the hazards incident to moving trains, locomotives, or cars. As a
matter of fact some of the trains move so fast at the present time
that men working alongside the track are not infrequently injured by
objects sent flying by the passing trains. Sometimes the force of the
wind or air currents generated by the train is sufficient to pick up
pieces of ballast or wood and hurl them with such violence that men
are injured. If a steam hose or any similar part of the train by
chance gets loose and drags, the ballast is thrown in such manner
that men working on or along the track are seriously injured.
This statement is made to illustrate how in two of many ways the
increased speed of trains tends to increase the danger of injury to men
working on or along the track. Of course, the danger of being struck
by trains, especially in foggy weather or at night, is proportionately
increased with the speed of the trains. On the other hand, it is
generally considered safer for men to work on or along a multiple
track than a single track, for the reason that in the one case they
have, as a rule, to watch for trains coming from only one direction,
while in the other case the approaching trains may come from either
lirection.
The facts set forth are sufficient to demonstrate that in any con
sideration of accidents to men employed on the permanent way of
railroads it is essential that the different employments, which .often
involve very different exposure, should be clearly differentiated;
otherwise the statistics are likely to be either of no value, or, what is
perhaps worse, entirely misleading.
ACCIDENTS TO FLOATING EQUIPMENT EMPLOYEES.
Railroads which connect with ports usually possess more or less
floating equipment, so that the movement of passengers and freight
across rivers, bays, or harbors may be effected with the greatest
possible economy and dispatch. Sometimes one railroad uses
another road's floating equipment, in part at least, when both use
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the same terminal site. In a State like New Jersey the railroads,
taken together, have a comparatively large amount of floating
equipment, and the employees are carried on the pay rolls of the
various roads owning the equipment.
In 1907 the number of men reported by the railroads with inter
state business in Group II (a) as having been employed in connection
with floating equipment was 5,537, and it is safe to say that the
proportion of such employees to the total was greater for New Jersey
than for any other one State in the group.
Ferryboats, barges, and floats make up the larger part of the floating
equipment of railroads, and New Jersey lying next to New York
City and having the terminal sites of several of the trunk railroads—
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia and Reading, Central Railroad of New
Jersey, Delaware, Lackawanna and Western, Erie (including the
New York, Susquehanna and Western), Lehigh Valley, and the
West Shore division of the New York Central—this equipment is
necessarily quite extensive to facilitate the handling of the heavy
passenger and freight traffic in its movement to and from the metropo
lis or other points east of New Jersey. Possibly this equipment will
eventually be considerably reduced, particularly that required for
passenger service, on account of the tunnels which already serve an
important purpose as a partial substitute for the ferry in the han
dling of passenger traffic. It is very doubtful, however, if this change
in the method of transporting persons and goods across waterways
will result in a saving of life among employees engaged in the work.
Already several employees occupied in the handling of tunnel and
subway trains and in the repair of tunnel and subway tracks in New
York and vicinity have been killed, and several have been more or
less seriously injured.
Men employed on shipping are not, properly speaking, railroad
employees, but since they are carried on the pay rolls of the railroads
those injured in the floating equipment service are reported, i
part at least, by the railroads in their returns of accidents to tk
state comptroller of New Jersey. As only 32 floating equipment
employees under specific titles were reported by the railroads as
having been injured in New Jersey during the period 1888 to 1907,
it is doubtful whether the returns of the injuries to this class of
employees have thus far been made with even approximate com
pleteness. Injuries to New Jersey railroad employees on the shipping
in New York Harbor and on the North River maybe considered by
the railroads as not having occurred in New Jersey, although the
accidents may have occurred while the vessels were plying on the
waters within the Stated territorial jurisdiction. Some of the inju« Comprising the States of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and
Maryland.—Statistics of Railways, Interstate Commerce Commission 1907, page 57.
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ries to employees of this class were also probably reported simply
as 11employees’’ without other qualification, making classification
by specified employments impossible. But with full allowance for
these omissions there certainly would have been a showing of more
than 32 injuries in New Jersey to specified employees in the floating
equipment service of the railroads of the State if the accidents had
been fully returned. The employees on account of floating equip
ment of railroads in Group I I averaged 4,209 per year during the
last ten years, and if one-third were credited to New Jersey it can
readily be seen that the accidents to this class of employees have
not been completely reported, because the injury rate per 1,000
would otherwise be lower than in any occupation or industry for
which accident statistics are available. Unfortunately the Inter
state Commerce Commission’s annual reports, Statistics of Railways,
throw no light on the accident liability of this class of employees,
for no attempt is made to collect the statistics. (a)
There are other persons employed on account of floating equip
ment besides those actually in service on board the shipping; men
employed, for example, in the loading and unloading of barges, tugs,
etc., and men employed on docks, piers, etc., in work on account of
floating equipment. But, making due allowance for all the injuries
to these men reported as employees not specified and under other
titles, the following table would appear to represent only a fragment
of the probable actual number of injuries that have occurred to
floating equipment employees of the railroads of New Jersey during
the two decades, 1888 to 1907:
FLOATING EQUIPM ENT EM PLOYEES INJURED FATALLY AND NONFATALLY IN
ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Floating equipment em
ployees injured.
Occupation.
Fatally.
Wharf captain.............................................................................
Ferry bridge m en........................................................................
Ferry slip men.............................................................................
Ferryboat fireman.......................................................................
Ferryboat deck hands.................................................................
Tugboat captain..........................................................................
Tugboat pilots.............................................................................
Tugboat engineers.......................................................................
Tugboat fireman..........................................................................
Tugboat employees (not specified).............................................
Barge captains...........................................................................
Float m en....................................................................................
Pilot (not specified).....................................................................
Boatmen (not specified)..............................................................
Deck hands (not specified)..........................................................
Total..................................................................................

Nonfatally.
1
3

21
2
1
2
21
4

2

Total.

Per cent
killed
of total
injured.

1
3

21
2
1
2
21
4

2

i

3
1
1

2

50.00

l

31

32

3.13

5

3

1

5

a “Accidents to employees on boats, in shops, or on wharves or other places remote from the railroad,
should not be reported.”—Interstate Commerce Commission. Instructions to be followed in filling up
blanks. Form of 1905.

16752—No. 8 4 - 1 0 --- 7
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Of the 32 employees of this class injured, only 1, a boatman, was
killed. He was killed while taking up a towline, but further par
ticulars were not given in the report. Five other employees were
more or less seriously injured by towlines. A float man had his
thigh fractured while handling a towline, and a tugboat employee,
probably a deck hand, had his right foot pulled off at the ankle by
getting it caught in a turn of the line in such a manner that he was
drawn around the steam head several times.
Injuries from falls were also relatively frequent in this group of
employees, and of the total of 32 injuries 7 were due to that cause.
The full particulars of all the injuries to this class of employees as
reported in New Jersey during 1888 to 1907 are given in convenient
form under the occupation titles in the appendix, pages 325 to 327.
ACCIDENTS TO

MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCLASSIFIED
EMPLOYEES.

The employments of 6,777 of the persons employed by the rail
roads of New Jersey and returned as injured during the period 1888
to 1907 were more or less ill defined. Of this total, however, 667
were reported as laborers and 128 as topmen. Laborers on track
are trackmen, and probably many returned as laborers were track
men, but such a classification would have been doubtful when there
was no specific statement to indicate the character of the service
performed.
Topman is a term applied to men employed principally at South
Amboy on the coal docks. I t is apparently a local term and means
practically a laborer on coal docks or piers whose work is to transfer
coal from cars into boats.
Coal trimmers are men employed to trim or level the coal in the
holds of the boats.
Employees (not specified) numbered 5,811, or about one-third of
the grand total of railroad employees injured in New Jersey during
the period 1888 to 1907. Of this total, 3,043 were returned as have
ing been injured while coupling or handling cars. This fact indicates
that the larger part of the employees (not specified) were brakemen
or other trainmen.
The following table gives a summary of the employees injured in
New Jersey during the twenty-year period, 1888 to 1907, whose occu
pations were either not specified or not readily classifiable in the other
groups previously considered:
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MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCLASSIFIED EM PLOYEES FATALLY AND NONFATALLY
INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Miscellaneous and unclassified
Per cent
employees injured.
killed of
total
injured.
NonTotal.
Fatally. fatally.

Occupation.

1
3
IS
7
12
2
23
3
2
667
41
1
9
4
1
128
44
5,811

100.0

3
15
544

3
17
6
11
1
18
2
2
567
36
1
9
4
1
125
29
5,267

678 j

6,099

6,777

10.0

1.

Bellman.......................................................................................
Chain m en ......................................................................... .........
Clerks (not specified)...................................................................
Coal heavers................................................................................
Coal trimmers..............................................................................
Door swingers..............................................................................
Foremen......................................................................................
Assistant foremen........................................................................
Inspectors (not specified)............................................................
Laborers (not specified)..............................................................
Pier and dock laborers................................................................
Messenger.....................................................................................
Porters (not specified).................................................................
Pump men (except in roundhouses)..........................................
Superintendent (not specified)....................................................
Topmen.......................................................................................
Watchmen (not specified)...........................................................
Employees (not specified)...........................................................

1
1
1
1
5
1

!

100
5

Total...................................................................................

5.6
14.3
8.3
50.0
21.7
33.3
15.0
12.2

2.3
34.1
9.4

For three of these occupation titles the numbers were sufficiently
large to warrant their tabulation in the usual manner, and the injuries
to laborers (not specified), topmen, and employees (not specified) are
therefore presented in the following tables, with distinction of causes
of accidents and nature and extent of the injuries.
LA BO R ER S (NOT SPEC IFIED ).

The following table, in which are presented the causes of accidents
to laborers (not specified), shows that this group of employees suffered
a total of 667 injuries, of which 100, or 15 per cent, were fatal and
567, or 85 per cent, were nonfatal:
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO LABORERS (NOT SPECIFIED) FATALLY AND NONFATALLY
INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Laborers (not specified) injured.
Nonfataily.

fatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions..............................................................
Derailments.........................................................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Getting on or oil trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, locomotives or cars.................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling materials or supplies............................
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Struck by objects from other trains....................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes___
Total.
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Per
Per
Per
rent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

2
5
7
79

2.0
5.0
7.0
79.0

1

1.0

2
3

2.0
3.0

30
11
3
36
39
11
72
2
157
31
21
63
91

100

100.0

567

1

1.0

5.3
1.9
.5
6.3
6.9
1.9
12.7
.4
27.7
5.5
3.7
11.1
16.1

100.0

30

12

3
38
44
18
151

2

4.5

1.8
.5
5.7

6.6

2.7

22.6

21

65
94

.3
23.5
4.8
3.2
9.7
14.1

667

100.0

157
32
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NATURE AND E X T EN T OF .NONFATAL INJURIES TO LABORERS (NO T SPECIFIED)
INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.

[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Laborers (not specified) injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
Disloca
sprains, Crushed. tions. Fractures.
etc.

Head...........................................................
Face............................................................
E ye.............................................................
Shoulder.....................................................
Arm............................................................
Arms..........................................................
Wrist..........................................................
Hand..........................................................
Finger........................................................
Fingers.......................................................
Collar bone.................................................
R ib .............................................................
Ribs............................................................
Trunk.........................................................
H ip.............................................................
Leg.............................................................
Legs............................................................
Knee...........................................................
Knees.........................................................
Ankle..........................................................
Ankles........................................................
Foot............................................................
Toe............................................................
Toes............................................................
Other specified combinations.....................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unclassified.........................
Severe injuries unclassified........................

8
19

41
20
18

(a)
(a)
(a)

Total nonfatal injuries......................

Total.

3

30
18
3
6
23
1

45
7
29
1
5
1
11
•1
52
2
2
36

LOSS Of
part.

2

1
7

---y ---

2
2
6

1

2
1
1

4
3
4
1
1
17

4

33
18
5
9
32
1
2
51
46
17
5
3
4
46
8
52
1
7
1
14
1
71
6
3
47
68
13
3

2

2

2

(a)
(a)
(a)

350

1

2

16
3
1
1

1
1

53

(a)
(®)
(•)

(a)

10

(a)
(a )

(«)

(a)

(a )

3

2

10

67

6 567

& Including 84 injuries not classified.

o Not separately reported.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO LABO RERS (NOT SPECIFIED), BY NATURE
OF THE INJURY.

Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Dislocations............................................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

350
53
3
67
10
84

61.7
9.4
.5
11.8
i-ai
14.3

Total..............................................................................................................

567

100. oi

TOPMEN.

In the tables which follow are presented the accident statistics of
the group of employees known as topmen. During the twenty-year
period, 1888 to 1907, 128 employees of this class were reported as
having been accidentally injured. Of this total number of injuries,
3, or 2.3 per cent, were fatal, and 125, or 97.7 per cent, were nonfatal.
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CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO TOPM EN FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN NEW
JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.

[Data compiled from tlie annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Topmen injured.
Nonfataily.

Fatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Coupling or uncoupling.......................................
Collisions.............................................................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Struck by trains, locomotives, or cars.................
Striking overhead or other obstructions.............
Injured by coal chute..........................................
Injured by coal....................................................
Handling materials or supplies...........................
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Falls, miscellaneous and not specified.................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes....
Total..........................................................

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.

1

33.4

1

33.3

1

33.3

3

100.0

12
2
2
8
1
7
19
4
42
22
6

9.6
1.6
1.6
6.4
.8
5.6
15.2
3.2
33.6
17.6
4.8

12
3
2
9
1
7
19
4
42
23
6

9.4
2.3
1.6
7.0
.8
5.5
14.8
3.1
32.8
18.0
4.7

125

100.0

128

100.0

NATURE AND EXTENT OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO TOPM EN INJURED IN ACCI
DENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Topmen injured.
Part injured.

Bruises,
cuts,
Crushed.
sprains, etc.

Head...............................................................................
Face................................................................................
Nose................................................................................
Shoulder..........................................................................
Arm................................................................................
Wrist...............................................................................
Hand...............................................................................
Finger.............................................................................
Trunk.............................................................................
H ip.................................................................................
Leg..................................................................................
Knee...............................................................................
Ankle..............................................................................
Foot................................................................................
Toe..................................................................................
Other specified combinations.........................................
Internal injuries.............................................................
Injuries unclassified........................................................
Total nonfatal injuries..........................................
a Not separately reported.

Fractures.

9
1
1

2

3

1
1

2
3
1

12
(o)
107

9
1
1
2
8
1
18
11
20
2
9
5
1
18
3
13
1
2

1

2
5
1
18
7
20
2
9
4
1
16
(a)

Total.

(a)
10

5

6125

& Including 2 injuries not classified and 1 internal injury.

SUMMARY OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO TOPM EN, BY NATURE OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent of
total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed.............................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Internal injuries.....................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified...............................................................................................

107
10
5
1
2

85.6
8.0
4.0
.8
1.6

Total.............................................................................................................

125

100.0
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EM PLOYEES (NOT SPEC IFIED ).

The causes of accidents to the class reported simply as “ employees”
are shown in the following table. Of the total of 5,811 injuries
reported, 544, or 9.4 per cent, were fatal, and 5,267, or 90.6 per cent,
were nonfatal.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO EM PLOYEES (NOT SPECIFIED) FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1S07.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Employees (not specified) injured.
Fatally.

Nonfatally.

Total.

Cause.
Number.

Coupling, uncoupling, or “ handling” cars.......
Collisions..............................................................
Derailments.........................................................
Breaking of parts of cars or engines.....................
Falls from trains, locomotives, or cars................
Falls on or in trains, locomotives, or cars............
Getting on or off trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Caught between trains, locomotives, or cars.......
Struck by trains, etc., while walking on track...
Struck by trains, etc., while crossing track.........
Struck by trains, etc., unclassified......................
Injured by car door or window...........................
Striking overhead or other obstructions..............
Handling materials or supplies............................
Handling tools or machinery...............................
Shifting of lading.................................................
Struck by objects from passing trains.................
Falls, miscellaneous and not snecified.................
Working on or about engine. T............................
Working under cars.............................................
Hand-car injuries................................................
On floating equipment........................................
Drowned..............................................................
Found dead........................................................
Other miscellaneous and not specified causes__
Total

Per
Per
Per
cent
cent
cent
from Number. from Number. from
each
each
each
cause.
cause.
cause.
3,009
126
29
4
323
30
206
50
25
49
166
76
116
181
87

131
14
3
10
43

33.3
2.6
.5
1.8
7.9

12
21
43
44
120

2.2
3.8
7.9
8.1
22.1

8

1.5

2

.4

2
8
2
4

.4
1.5
.4
.7

5
1
21

.9
.2
3.8

377

544

100.0

5,267

57.1
2.4

.6

.1

6.1

.6
3.9
3.2
1.4

11

.2

83
152
93

6

1.9
.4

23
40

100.0

3,190
140
32
14
366
30
218
71
68
93
236
76
124
181
89
11
85
160
100
10
23
40
5
1
393

54.9
2.4
.6
.2
6.3
.5
3.8
1.2
1.2
1.6
4.9
1.3
2.1
3.1
1.5
.2
1.5
2.8
1.7
.2
.4
.7
1
(a)
6.8

5,811

100.0

a Less than one-tenth of 1 per cent.
NATURE AND EXTENT OF INJURIES TO EM PLOYEES (NO T SPECIFIED) INJURED
IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907.
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Employees (not specified) injured.
Part injured.

Head...........................................................
Face............................................................
Eye.............................................................
Nose...........................................................
Jaw.............................................................
Shoulder.....................................................
Arm............................................................
Wrist..........................................................
Hand..........................................................
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Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.

Disloca
tions.

CO
41
25
21
90
15
240

28
47

8
1

Frac
tures.

1
1
4
19
4

Loss of
part.

1

Total.

CO
41
26
1
1
33
138
19
287
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NATURE AND EXTENT OP INJURIES TO EM PLOYEES (NOT SPECIFIED) INJURED
IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907-Concluded.
Employees (not specified) injured.
Bruises,
cuts,
Disloca
sprains, Crushed.
tions.
etc.

Part injured.

Finger........................................................
Fingers......................■ ................................
Collar bone.................................................
R ib.............................................................
Ribs...........................................................
Trunk........................................................
Hip.............................................................
H ips...........................................................
Leg.............................................................
Legs...........................................................
Knee..........................................................
A nkle .........................................................
Foot ........................................................
Feet ........................................................
Toe
........................................................
Toes...........................................................
Heat stroke................................................
Other specified combinations....................
Internal injuries.........................................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unclassified.........................
Severe injuries unclassified........................
Total nonfatal injuries.. .•................

79
22

69
57

62
12
15
48
3
14
44
123
2
3

1

6
4

74

20
3

5
1

3

7
(a )

(a )

(a )

(«)

250

2
1

(a)

993

14
3

3

(a)

Loss of
part.

5
1
9
5
4

2
23
2
7
2

(a)

(a)

Frac
tures.

(a)

(a)
(a)

(a )

10

1
(a )
(a )
(a )

86

Total.

167

83

9
5
4
62
12
15
80
11
14
49
148
4
10
3
1
85
5
2,719

987
18S

28

&5,267

a Not separately reported.
&Including 3,894 injuries not classified, 5 internal injuries, and 1 heat stroke.
SUMMARY OP NONFATAL INJURIES TO EM PLOYEES (N O T SPECIFIED), BY NATURE
OF THE INJURY.
Nature of injury.

Number
injured.

Per cent
of total.

Bruises, cuts, sprains, etc.......................................................................................
Part or parts crushed..............................................................................................
Dislocations............................................................................................................
Fractures................................................................................................................
Loss of part or parts...............................................................................................
Internal inj uries......................................................................................................
Injuries unclassified................................................................................................

993
250
10
86
28
5
o3,895

18.9
4.7
.2
1.6
.5
.1
74.0

Total..............................................................................................................

5,267

100.0

a Including 1 heat stroke.

EM PLO Y EES (NOT SPE C IFIE D ) IN JU R E D WHILE COUPLING OR
H A N D LIN G CARS.

Employees (not specified) who were injured while “ coupling or
handling cars” have been separately tabulated according to the
nature and extent of the nonfatal injuries. For comparative pur
poses, statistics of a similar kind presented in the accident bulletins
of the Interstate Commerce Commission have been compiled for the
four-year period 1905 to 1908, and will be found in the appendix,
page 289.
Of the 3,190 injuries reported as having occurred to this group of
employees while “ coupling or handling cars,” 181, or 5.7 per cent,
were fatal and 3,009, or 94.3 per cent, were nonfatal.
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The nature and extent of the nonfatal injuries are shown in the
following table:
NATURE AND EX T E N T OF NONFATAL INJURIES TO EM PLOYEES (NO T SPECIFIED)
INJURED IN ACCIDENTS WHILE “ COUPLING OR HANDLING CARS” IN NEW
JERSEY, 1888 TO 1907. («)
[Data compiled from the annual reports of the railroads of New Jersey to the state comptroller.]
Employees (not specified) injured.
Part injured.

Head...........................................................
Face............................................................
Shoulder.....................................................
Arm............................................................
Wrist..........................................................
Hand..........................................................
Finger.........................................................
Fingers.......................................................
Collar bone.................................................
Ribs............................................................
Trunk.........................................................
H ips...........................................................
Leg.............................................................
Legs............................................................
Ankle..........................................................
Foot............................................................
Toe.............................................................
Other specified combinations.....................
Internal injuries.........................................
Injuries unclassified...................................
Slight injuries unclassified.........................
Severe injuries unclassified........................
Total nonfatal injuries......................

Bruises,
cuts,
sprains, Crushed.
etc.
5
4
11
61
5
137
50
20
17
15
11
6
19

Frac
tures.

1
1

25

2
1
6
2
1

3
2
7
1
3

371

CO
co
(»)
198

Loss of
part.

2
11
3

43
62
52

10
CO
CO
CO

Disloca
tions.

7

(*0
(*)
(*)

CO
(*)
(*)

10
3

3

CO
(*)
CO
34

13

Total.

5
4
14
98
8
180
124
76
6
2
17
15
22
2
6
26
1
13
1
1,719
570
100
c3,009

o These statistics are included in the previous tables for all employees (not specified).
6 Not separately reported.
cIncluding 2,389 injuries not classified and 1 internal injury.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
A careful survey of the returns of accidents as made by the rail
roads of New Jersey to the state comptroller has indicated that
compliance with the requirements of the law is not so complete as it
ought to be in respect to the reporting of accidents to employees. The
provision of the law that the nature and extent of the injury shall
be reported is continually disregarded, and in some instances the
accidents to employees have been reported by groups of employees
with distinction only of fatal and nonfatal injuries. The causes of
accidents are also reported in many instances in a very unsatisfac
tory manner. This may be due in part to the fact that no particular
use has been made of the returns and consequently that there has
been little supervision to determine the quality of the data submitted
by the railroads.
If the law could be modified to the extent of requiring the railroads
to report the specific occupation of the injured employee, the returns
would be greatly improved in value and at little or no extra expense
or trouble to the railroads.
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The statistics based upon the New Jersey'returns clearly demon
strate that any railroad employee working on or about tracks or
on or about trains, engines, or cars is exposed to more than normal
accident liability. After consideration of every reported injury
(18,555 in number) to the railway employees of New Jersey during
the twenty years 1888 to 1907, the writer is convinced that a con
siderable proportion of the employees injured were injured because
of their own carelessness or because of the carelessness of their fellowemployees. This is apparent from the causes of the accidents as
given in detail. In any consideration of safety appliances, and in
any criticism of railroad management from the viewpoint of acci
dents, it should always be borne in mind that American workmen
are notoriously indifferent to their own safety. This is quite as true
of structural-iron workers, miners, and employees in other hazardous
undertakings as of railway employees, but it is a striking fact which
should never be lost sight of by the student of American industrial
conditions.
The following summary shows, for each specified occupation, the
number and per cent of fatal, of nonfatal, and of all accidents to
railway employees in New Jersey due to each specified cause, for
the period 1888 to 1907. The figures include a total of 18,002
accidents for which the causes were reported in detail.
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CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO RAILWAY EMPLOYEES IN NEW JERSEY, BY OCCUPA
TIONS, 1888 TO 1907.
F A T A L ACCIDENTS—N U M B ER D U E TO EA C H CAUSE.
Movement of trains.

Occupation.

Station m en.................
Freight conductors.......
Y ard conductors..........
Drillm asters................
Conductors (n. s.)........
Enginemen. . . . . 1........
Firemen.......................
Freight brakemen........
Yard brakemen...........
Brakemen (n. s.)..........
Switchmen (n. s.)........
Flagmen.......................
Baggagemen (n. s.)......
Trammen (n. s .)..........
Car repairers.................
Machinists and helpers.
Shopmen (n. s.)...........
Roundhouse m en.........
Car examiners..............
Car cleaners..................
Freight handlers..........
Section hands...............
Track walkers..............
Bridge carpenters.........
Carpenters (n. s .).........
Crossing gatemen and
flagmen.....................
Switch tenders.............
Signalmen....................
Laborers (n. s.)............
Topmen....... ...............
Employees not specified
Total...................

Han
dling Han
ma dling
All
Coup
Get Strik
terials, tools Other
ling Falls Struck ting ing
mar caus caus
Oth
Colli
sup
ob
or un from by on or struc sions. er. Total. plies, or
es.
es.
chincou trains. trains. off tions.
or
ery.
trains.
pling.
freight.
2
5
1
17
5
3
18
12
59
9
2

3
1
3
7
3
10
34
9
86
11
1

2
1
1

2
3

1

1
2

1
1

1
9
1

1
181
322

1
2
43
233

12
1
6
1
20
9
9
12
18
52
16
18
3
3
5
2
6
8
7
8
1
183
56
4
6
40
14
10
79
1
207
817

2
2
2
2
2
12
4
2

5

2

6
7
14
28

6
25
10
2

8
1

10

1
1

1

4
18
20
6
8
20

1
1

1

• 2

1

1

1
1

2
1

6

1

1

1

1
5
12
58

8
79

1
1
14
74

7
38
128

15
13
12
5
62
67
68
102
49
247
41
25
5
8
9
5
7
10
11
11
3
201
57
4
8
41
15
11
94
2
503
1,711

3
1
1
18
1
1
1
2

1

5

ol

4
3
5
1

1

12

1
2

4
1
1
2
5

8

2
5
1
39
106

15
13
12
5
62
70
69
103
49
265
41
26
5
8
16
6
14
13
16
12
4
213
57
9
10
42
15
13
100
3
544
1,830

F A T A L ACCIDENTS—P E R CENT D U E TO E A C H CAUSE.
Station men.................
Freight conductors.......
Y ard conductors..........
Drillmasters................
Conductors (n. s.)........
Enginemen..................
Firemen.......................
Freight] brakemen.......
Y ardbrakemen...........
Brakemen (n. s.)..........
Switchmen (n. s.)........
Flagmen.......................
Baggagemen (n. s ) .......
Trainmen (n. s.)..........
Car repairers................
Machinists and helpers.
Shopmen (n. s.)...........
Roundhouse men.........
Car examiners..............
Car cleaners..................
Freight handlers..........
Section hands...............
Track walkers..............
Bridge carpenters.........
Carpenters (n. s.).........
Crossing gatemen. and
flagmen.....................
Switch tenders.............
Signalmen....................
Laborers (n. s.)............
Topmen......... ............
Employees not specified
Total...................

15.4
41.7
20.0
27.4
7.1
4.4
17.5
24.5
22.3
22.0
7.6

23.1
8.3
60.0
11.3
4.3
14.5
33.0
18.4
32.5
26.8
3.9

25.0
6.3
16.7

25.0
18.7

6.2

7.7
12.5

25.0
.5

25.0.
4.2
1.8

6.7
33.3
17.6
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7.7
2.0
7.9
12.7

80.0
7.7
50.0
20.0
32.3
12.9
13.0
11.7
36.7
19.6
39.0
69.2
60.0
37.5
31.3
33.3
42.9
61.5
43.7
66.7
25.0
85.9
98.2
44.5
60.0

13.3

95.2
93.3
76.9
79.0
33.3
38.0
44.7

2.4

3.2
2.9
1.9
4.1
4.5
9.8
7.7

38.4

15. 4

9.7
10.0
20.3
27.2

9.7
35. 7
14.5
1.9

3.0
2.4

3.8

20.0
12.5

3.9
20.0

33.3

6.4
25. 7
29.0
5.8
16.3
7.5
3.9

6.3
8.3

16.7
2.8

.5

.5
10.0

10.6

5.0
1.4
4.3

1.0
33.4
2.6
4.0

300.0
300.0
300.0
100.0
100.0
95. 7
98.6
99.0
100.0
93.2
100.0
96.2
100.0

ioo.o

7.1

7.7

2.2
3.2

6. 7

7.0
7.0
7.0

a Shop accident not classified.

56.3
83.3
50.0
76.9
68.7
91.7
75.0
94.4
100.0
44.5
80.0

97.6
100.0
84.6
94.0
66.7
92.4
93.5

4.3
1.4
1.0
6.8
3.8
6.2
6.2
36.7
14.3 a 7.1
25.0

'

31.3
28.6
23.1
31.3
8.3
5.6

11.1
20.0

44.4
2.4
1.0

.4

.4
.3

15.4
5.0
33.3
7.2
5.8

100.0
100.0
100.0
300.0
300.0
300.0
300.0
300.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
300.0
300.0
300.0
300.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
300.0
100.0
100.0
300.0
100.0
100.0
300.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
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CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO RAILWAY EMPLOYEES IN NEW JERSEY, BY OCCUPA
TIONS, IS88 TO 1937-Continued.
NONFATAL ACCIDENTS—NUM BER DUE TO EACH CAUSE.
Movement of trains.
Occupation.

Coup
Get
ling Falls Struck ting
or un from
by on or
cou trams. trains. off*
pling.
trains.

1
Station m en.................
26
Freight conductors.......
38
Yard conductors..........
30
Drillmasters.................
Conductors (n. s.).......
359
50
Enginemen.'___1.........
15
Firemen.......................
Freight brakemen........ 236
Yard brakemen........... 313
Brakemen (n. s.).......... 1,521
Switchmen (n. s.)........ 207
Flagmen.......................
31
Baggagemen (n. s.)......
11
Trainmen (n. s .)..........
60
1
Car repairers................
Machinists and helpers.
Shopmen (n. s.)...........
5
7
Roundhouse m en.........
Car examiners..............
4
Car cleaners..................
2
1
Freight handlers..........
Section hands...............
Track walkers..............
Bridge carpenters........
Carpenters (n. s .).........
Crossing gatemen and
flagmen.....................
Switch tenders.............
1
Signalmen..................
Laborers (n. s.)............
30
Topmen......................
12
Employees not specified 3,009

1
20
6
8
77
86
123
210
94
404
80
9

8
5
8
3
18
11
17
3
25
45
60
8
6
4
9
8
14
19
13
19
9
153
18
10
8

2
13
5
4
67
51
50
41
79
225
24
5
4
22

1
36
2
323

23
15
7
72
8
240

3
2
2
39

Total.................. 5,970 1,723

866

137
6
6
12
13
2
10
1
50
2
2
2

Han
dling
ma
terials,
Strik
sup
Oth
Colli
ing obstmc- sions. er. Total. plies,
or
tions.
freight,

8
3
2
18
70
57
137
34
85
12
6
3
13

1
8
6
2
12

1
1
9

39

2

7

1
9
2
3
33
120
82
8
11
68
2
3
12
13

39
5
17
1

6
32
4
6
88
114
214
87
61
282
7
6
2
24
11
7
6
3
9
7
1
18
5

4

4
2
47
6
35

19
113
66
56
660
502
558
722
617
2,630
392
68
38
273
27
23
46
57
30
89
17
279
24
12
25

27
101
15
3
1
3
2
19
3
5
1
33
26
5
52
40 o249
4
12
2
6
2
2
103
205
46
5
17
47
43

18
66
22
145
82
6
12
69
747
85
601
80
669
84
859
36
732
100
235 2,868
414
18
103
33
20
80
206
485
153
67
149
69
401
66
109
182
71
33
136
43
16
136
123
653
Q
30
3t
65
54
169
11
1
20
154
28
598

29
9
1
1

206

3
2
1
116

11
2
126

30
65
19
225
25
4,390

1
157
30
192

919

583

572 1,464 12,097

1,059

370

Hanaling Other All
tools
caus
orma- caus
es.
chin- es.
ery.

1
9
2
19

i
31
42
87

41
66
41
567
125
5,267

632 2,384 16,172

NONFATAL ACCIDENTS—PER CEN T DUE TO EACH CAUSE.
Station m en .................
Freight conductors.......
Yard conductors..........
Drillmasters.................
Conductors (n. s.)........
Enginemen..................
Firemen.......................
Freight brakemen........
Yard brakemen............
Brakemen (n. s.)..........
Switchmen (n. s.)........
Flagmen.......................
Baggagemen (n. s.)___
Trainmen (n. s .)..........
Car repairers................
Machinists and helpers.
Shopmen (n. s.)............
Roundhouse men.........
Car examiners..............
Car cleaners..................
Freight handlers..........
Section hands...............
Track walkers..............
Bridge carpenters.........
Carpenters (n. s.).........
Crossing gatemen and
flagmen.....................
Switch tenders.............
Signalmen....................
Laborers (n. s.)............
Topmen.......................
Employees not specified

12.1
3.4
9.8
4.3
2.4
1.8
2.5
.4
-3.4
1.6
14.5
7.8
7.5
.8
5.9
5.4
3.5
1C 4
18.3
14.0
6.7
23.4
60.0
15.4
4.7

3.1
9.0
6.1
5.8
9.0
8.5
7.5
4.8
10.8
7.8
5.8
4.9
5.0
4.5

5.3
9.6
57.1

2.4
6,3
1.6
6.1

56.1
22.7
17.1
12.7
6.4
4.6

7.3
3.1
4.9
6.9

Total.................. 36.9

10.7

5.4

1.5
1.5
17.9 13.8
46.3
7.3
43.5 11. C
48.1 10.3
8.3 14.3
2.2 18.4
27 5 24.4
42.8 12.8
53.0 14.1
50.0 19.3
30.1
8.7
13.8
12.4 *28*2’
.6
3.9
4.0
1.2
3.0
7.1
3.8
5.6
2.8
1.5
7.3
.7
.7
7.7
3.1
1.2
1.5
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4.9

5.5
3.7
2.9
2.4
11.6
8.5
15.9
4.7
3.0
2.9
5.8
3.7
2.7

.7
2.0
3.3
2.8
8.8

.7
.3
5.0

6.0

.3

4.1

28.7
3.7
2.6
3.3

9.1
22.1
4.9
8.7
11.7
19.0
32.0
10.1
8.3
9.8
1.7
5.8
2.5
5.0
7.2
4.7
1.5
1.7
12.7
5.1
.7
2.7
16.7

2.4

2.4

1.5
6.2
2.4
4.3
4.4
20.0
12.3
.9
1.5
2.4
.5
2.9
15.0
2.7

3.9

7.3
.4
.8
2.2

1.9
1.6
2.4

5.7

3.6

3.5

28.8
77.9
80.5
81.1
88.3
83.5
83.4
84.0
84.3
91.7
94.7
66.0
47.5
56.3
17.6
15.5
11.5
31.3
42.2
65.4
12.5
42.7
80.0
18.5
14.8

43.9
6.2
1.2
1.5

11.0

26.1
27.8

7.0

73.2
98.5
46.4
39.7
20.0
83.3

9.0

74.8

4.9
71.2
14.7
6.2

o Including 167 shop accidents not classified.

7.7
25.4

27.3
15.2
7.3
17.4
11.4
13.3
12.6
4.2
13.7
8.2
4.4
32.0
25.0
42.5
43.8
46.3
16.4
59.9
46.5
31.6
11.8
18.9
20.0
47.7
32.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

2.4
27.7
24.0
3.6

2.4
5.5
33.6
1.7

26.8
1.5
48.8
27.1
22.4
11.4

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

6.6

3.9

14.7

100.0

0.7

...... .

.3
3.2
4.0
11.8
2.0
.1
.2
.7
2.0
23.8
3.7
1.0
.2
21 6 17.0
3.3 34.9
10.0 ©62.1
6.6
2.2
2.8
8.6
1.5
75.7
31.4
7.0
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CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS TO RAILWAY EMPLOYEES IN NEW JERSEY, B Y OCCUPA
TIONS, 1888 TO 1907—Concluded.
FATAL AND NONFATAL ACCIDENTS—NUM BER DUE TO EACH CAUSE.
Movement of trains.

Occupation.

Han
dling Han
ma dling
Coup
Get
terials, tools Other All
ling Falls Struck ting Strik
sup
or ma caus caus
es.
or un from . b7 on or ing ob- Colli Oth Total. plies, chin es.
cou trains. trains. off s trac sions. er.
ery.
or
tions.
pling.
trains.
freight.

Station men.................
1
Freight conductors.......
28
Yard conductors..........
43
Drillmasters................
31
Conductors (n. s.)........ 376
Enginemen..................
65
Firemen.......................
18
Freight brakemen........ 254
Yard brakemen............ 325
Brakemen (n. s.).......... 1,580
Switchmen (n. s.)........ 216
Flagmen.......................
33
Baggagemen (n. s.)......
11
Trainmen (n. s.)...........
62
Car repairers.................
2
Machinists and helpers.
1
Shopmen (n. s.)...........
5
Roundhouse men.........
7
Car examiners..............
5
Car cleaners..................
2
Freight handlers..........
2
Section hands...............
1
Track walkers..............
Bridge-carpenters.........
Carpenters (n. s.).........
Crossing gatemen and
flagmen.....................
Switch tenders.............
2
Signalmen....................
Laborers (n. s.)............
30
Topmen.......................
12
Employees not specified 3,190

1
23
7
11
84
89
133
244
103
490
91
10

20
6
14
4
38
20
26
15
43
97
76
26
9
7
14
10
20
27
20
27
10
336
74
14
14

4
13
5
4
69
51
52
43
81
237
28
7
4
22

2
38
2
336

63
29
17
151
9
447

4
2
2
44

Total................... 6,292 1,956

1,683

139
9
6
12
14
4
10
2
59
1
2
2
2

13
3
2
24
77
71
165
34
93
13
6
4
14

3
8
7
2
14

1
1
9

45

2

8

1
11
2
3
39
145
92
10
11
78
2
4
13
13

39
5
18
1
4

7
34
32
126
4
78
6
61
92
722
132
589
234
626
824
93
666
69
302 2,877
7
433
7
93
2
43
24
281
11
36
7
28
7
53
67
3
41
10
100
8
1
20
480
19
5
81
16
5
33
2
47
6
42

29
9
1
1

i
9

18
49

5
43

18
81
22
158
6
94
12
74
85
809
83
671
85
738
37
962
100
781
253 3,133
18
455
34
129
20
85
206
493
72
169
69
155
70
415
112
195
38
87
44
148
16
140
135
866
Q
87
35
74
54
179

1
32
42
89

12
1
22
159
29
637

2
19
27
101
15
3
1
3
2
19
3
5
1
27
34
6
52
42 a 250
12
4
6
2
2
2
104
205
46

218

3
2
1
124

12
3
140

71
80
30
319
27
4,893

1
157
30
192

977

662

648 1,592 13,808

1,067

408

83
81
54
667
128
5,811

637 2,490 18,002

FATAL AND NONFATAL ACCIDENTS—PER CENT DUE TO EACH CAUSE.
Station m en ................
Freight conductors.......
Yard conductors..........
Drillmasters................
Conductors (n. s.)........
Enginemen..................
Firemen.......................
Freight brakemen........
Yard brakemen...........
Brakemen (n. s.)..........
Switchmen (n. s.)........
Flagmen.......................
Baggagemen (n. s.)......
Trainmen (n. s.)..........
Car repairers................
Machinists and helpers.
Shopmen (n. s.)............
Roundhouse m en........
Car examiners..............
Car cleaners..................
Freight handlers..........
Section hands...............
Track walkers..............
Bridge carpenters........
Carpenters (n. s.).........
Crossing gatemen and
flagmen.....................
Switch tenders.............
Signalmen....................
Laborers (n. s.)............
Topmen.......................
Employees not specified

1.2
17.7
45.7
41.9
46.5
8.2
2.4
26.4
41.6
50.4
47.5
25.6
12.9
12.6
1.2
.6
1.2
3.6
5.7
1.4
1.4
.1

1.2
14.6
7.5
14.9
10.4
13.2
18.0
25.4
13.2
15.6
20.0
7.8

24.7
3.8
14.9
5.4
4.7
3.0
3.5
1.6
5.5
3.1
16.7
20.2
10.6
1.4
8.3
6.5
4.8
13.9
23.0
18.2
7.2
38.8
85.0
18.9
7.8

5.0
8.2
5.3
5.4
8.5
7.6
7.1
4.5
10.4
7.6
6.2
5.4
4.7
4.5

4.5
9.4
54.9

3.7
5.7
1.6
6.3

75.9
35.8
31.5
22.6
7.0
7.7

4.8
2.5
3.7
6.6

Total................... 35.0

10.9

9.4

2.5
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......
28.2
5.3
3.9
2.9
7.2
4.6
6.7
1.4
6.8
1.2
2.7
1.1
2.4

8.2
3.2
2.7
3.0
11.5
9.6
17.2
4.4
3.0
2.9
4.6
4.7
2.8

2.0
1.9
3.6
2.3
9.5

.6
.3
4.6

5.2

.2

4.5

1.2
7.0
2.1
4.0
4.8
21.6
12.5
1.0
1.4
2.5
.4
3.1
15.3
2.6

26.3
3.6
2.1
1.2

8.7
20.3
4.3
8.1
11.3
19.7
31.7
9.6
8.8
9.6
1.5
5.4
2.4
4.9
6.5
4.5
1.7
1.5
11.5
5.4
.7
2.2
5.7

2.2

2.8

......

3.8

5.5
.3
.8
2.1

1.8
2.3
2.4

5.4

3.6

3.6.

42.0
79.8
83.0
82.4
89.2
84.8
84.8
85.7
85.3
91.8
95.2
72.1
50.6
57.0
21.3
18.1
12.8
34.4
47.1
67.5
14.3
55.4
93.1
21.6
18.4

6.8
24.0

22.2
13.9
6.3
16.2
10.5
12.4
11.5
3.8
12.8
8.1
3.9
26.3
23.5
41.8
42.6
44.5
16.9
57.4
43.7
29.7
11.4
15.6
6.9
47.3
30.2

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1.9
23.6
23.4
3.3

1.9
4.8
32.8
1.5

14.5
1.2
40.7
23.8
22.7
11.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

5.9

3.6

13.8

100.0

35.8
5.7
1.1
1.4

0.6
9.6

24.3
27.4

7.0

85.5
98.8
55.5
47.8
21.1
84.2

8.8

76.7

2.4
58.0
11.1
6.3

a Including 168 shop accidents not classified.

.3
2.8
3.7
10.5
1.9
.1
.2
.7
1.6
22.4
3.5
.2
1.0
20.1 16.0
3.9 33.5
10.1 o60.2
6.2
2.0
2.3
6.9
1.4
1.4
74.3
23.7
5.3
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The above table clearly indicates that in New Jersey train acci
dents are responsible for the great majority of the fatal injuries to
employees in nearly all of the various divisions of the railway service.
Of the fatal accidents to employees other than station men, shop
men, and trackmen, 93.9 per cent were caused by moving trains,
locomotives, or cars. To this cause was due 95.6 per cent of the
deaths of trackmen (shown in the table as section hands and track
walkers), 100 per cent of the deaths of station men, and 58.3 per
cent of the deaths of shopmen (shopmen, not specified, machinists
and helpers, and car repairers). Of the total fatal railway accidents
reported for all occupations 93.5 per cent were due to the movement
of trains, locomotives, or cars.
These statistics are fully confirmed by those collected by the Inter
state Commerce Commission, which have been compiled for a series of
years and in such detail by employments as has been possible. The
tables for the United States as a whole and separately for Group II
(New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland) are
presented in the appendix, pages 287 to 290. The tables compiled from
the Interstate Commerce Commission reports show that in the United
States as a whole 96.7 per cent of the fatal accidents to employees,
other than trackmen, station men, and shopmen, were caused by
moving trains, locomotives, or cars. To this cause was also attributed
91 per cent of the deaths of trackmen, 72.4 per cent of the deaths of
station men, and 62.3 per cent of the deaths of shopmen. For all
employees the ratio was 93.9 per cent. In Group II the ratios were
not materially different.
What is needed is a clearer idea of the purposes which accident
statistics may serve. The greatest advantage of safety devices, for
example, and their relative advantages in the saving of life and the
reduction of injuries can not be definitely determined without full
details of how accidents are caused, to whom they occur, and under
what circumstances. I t is essential also to know whether the injury
is serious, severe, or slight, and what part or parts of the body are
injured. Obviously, such returns should be of value to railroad com
panies also; for, as a general rule, a high accident liability to railroad
employees means a correspondingly high damage liability to railroad
equipment. Accidents to employees also often means the loss,
temporarily or permanently, to the railroad of the efficient service
of old and experienced employees. That full statistics of accidents
would benefit the employees both directly and indirectly appears to be
a fact not requiring explanation. From the viewpoint of life and
accident insurance alone, such returns would be of benefit to railroad
employees in the less hazardous branches of the service; for if the
facts were known it is quite probable that insurance would be granted
by the companies where now it is refused, or it would be furnished at
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lower rates than is possible without more definite information as to
the accident liability than is now available. Finally, any means by
which greater safety can be secured for the railway employee would
redound immeasurably to his personal benefit, to say nothing of those
dependent upon him for support.
Lack of accurate information may be set down as one of the prin
cipal reasons why conditions are as bad, from the viewpoint of acci
dents, as they notoriously are in the industries of America to-day.
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APPENDIX.
LAW U N D E R WHICH THE R AILROADS OF NEW JE R S E Y ARE
R E Q U IR E D TO REPORT IN JU R IE S.
ACTS OF NEW JERSEY, 1903.
Ch a p t e r

257.—An act concerning railroads (revision of 1903).

78. Every railroad company in this State shall, on the first Tuesday of January in
each year, make to the legislature a report, under oath of the president of the company,
containing an account of capital stock paid in, the amount of funded and other debts
of the company, the cost of the road, the cost of equipment, also of the operation of
the company during the year preceding up to the first day of January aforesaid;
also the expenditures for working said road, including repairs, maintenance of way,
motive power, and contingencies; also income from passengers, freight, and other
sources; also amount of dividends and how paid; also the accidents that have occurred
during said year on the road, and the cause of the same, with the names of the persons
injured and the nature and extent of their injuries; also the names of the engineers
and conductors under whose management such accidents have occurred, and whether
such engineers and conductors are still retained in the employ of said companies;
said reports shall be filed with the comptroller of the treasury, to remain in his office
of record, and he shall transmit copies thereof to the legislature on the first Tuesday
of February of each year; on the willful failure of any railroad company of this State
to make such report by the first Tuesday of February in each year, such company
shall forfeit and pay to the State for every such omission the sum of ten thousand
dollars, to be recovered in an action on contract, with costs of suit, and to be added
to the public school fund of the State.
STATISTICS OF RAILW AY ACCIDENTS IN THE U N IT E D STATES.
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF ACCIDENTS TO RAILROAD EMPLOYEES IN THE UNITED
STATES DUE TO MOVEMENT OF TRAINS, LOCOMOTIVES, OR CARS, BY SPECIFIED
GROUPS OF OCCUPATIONS, 1901 TO 1907.
[From the annual reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the Statistics of Railways in the
United States.]
Accidents due to movement of trains, locomo
tives, or cars.
Number of accidents.
Occupation.

Per cent.

Fatal. NonfaTotal.
tal.

Fatal. NonfaTotal.
tal.

Fatal. NonfaTotal.
tal.

315 19,845 20,160
Station men..........................
Shopmen............................... 1,024 99,825 100,849
Trackmen............................. 4,510 61,297 65,807
Other employees.................. 18,857 2C9,425 288,282

228
1,887 2,115
638
4,820
5,458
4,102 14,044 18,146
18,237 226,328 244,565

72.38
62.30
90.95
96.71

9.51
4.83
22.91
84.00

10.49
5.41
27.57
84.84

23,205 247,079 270,284

93.92

54.86

56.89
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All employees............. 24,700 450,392

00
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NUMBER AND PER CENT OF ACCIDENTS TO RAILROAD EMPLOYEES IN TERRITO*
RIAL GROUP II(«) DUE TO MOVEMENT OF TRAINS, LOCOMOTIVES, OR CARS, BY
SPECIFIED GROUPS OF OCCUPATIONS, 1901 TO 1907.
[From the annual reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the Statistics of Railways in the
United States.]
Accidents due to movement of trains, locomo
tives, or cars.
Number of accidents.
Occupation.

Number.
Total.
Fatal. Nonfatal.

Station men..........................
Shopmen...............................
Trackmen.............................
Other employees...................
All employees.................

Per cent.

Fatal. NonfaTotal.
tal.

Fatal.

Nonfa- Total.
tal.

6,708
27,753
11,846
73,778

60
211
1,424
5,084

446
1,794
3,537
58,121

506
2,005
4,961
63,205

73.17
68.06
96.15
97.88

6.73
6.54
34.12
84.74

7.54
7.22
41.88
85.67

7,067 113,018 120,085

6,779

63,898

70,677

95.92

56.54

58.86

82
310
1,481
5,194

6,626
27,443
10,365
68,584

a Comprising the States of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland.
NUMBER OF RAILROAD EMPLOYEES IN THE UNITED STATES AND NUMBER AND
RATE PER 1,000 FATALLY AND NONFATALLY INJURED, CLASSIFIED BY GROUPS
OF OCCUPATIONS, 1901 TO 1907.
[From the annual reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the Statistics of Railways in the
United States.]
Fatally injured.

Nonfatally injured.

Occupation, group.

Number of
employees.

Accidents resulting from the movement of trains,
locomotives, or cars:
Trainmen..........................................................
Switch tenders, crossing tenders,and watchmen.
Station m en......................................................
Shopmen...........................................................
Trackmen..........................................................
Telegraph operators and dispatchers................
Other employees...............................................

1,810,498
342,893
1,512,240
1,888,639
2,396,550
223,505
1,270,442

14,232
1,339
228
638
4,102
98
2,568

7.86
3.91
.15
.34
1.71
.44
2.02

198,766
10,055
1,887
4,820
14,044
660
16,847

109.79
29.32
1.25
2.55
5.86
2.95
13.26

Rate per
Rate per
Number. 1,000 em Number. 1,000 em
ployees.
ployees.

Total..............................................................

9,444,767

23,205

2.46

247,079

26.16

Accidents from other causes:
Station m en......................................................
Shopmen...........................................................
Trackmen..........................................................
Other employees...............................................

1,512,240
1,888,639
2,396,550
3,647,338

87
386
408
620

.06
.20
.17
.17

17,958
95,005
47,253
43,097

11.88
50.30
19.72
11.82

Total..............................................................

9,444,767

1,501

.16

203,313

21.53
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RAILROAD EMPLOYEES INJURED IN THE UNITED STATES WHILE COUPLING OR
UNCOUPLING CARS, BY NATURE OF INJURIES, 1905 TO 1908.
[From accident bulletins of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Nos. 15 to 30.]
Employees injured.
Nature of injury.

Loss of—
Feet......................................................................
Legs......................................................................
Arms.....................................................................
Hands...................................................................
Fingers.................................................................
Toes......................................................................
Fractured—
Skull.....................................................................
Leg.......................................................................
Arm........... ..........................................................
Collar bone or ribs................................................
Other bones. ........................................................
Contusion of head or body..........................................
Contusion or laceration of—
Feet......................................................................
Toes......................................................................
Legs.....................................................................

Train
men, (c)

Yard
Train
train
men in
yards.(&) m en^ c)

Other
employ
ees.

Total.

59
27
38
18
186
29

29
21
20
22
103
17

81
34
55
26
193
25

3
4
7
1
17
1

172
86
120
67
499
72

2
35
63
79
84
410

4
13
41
43
51
318

4
40
79
125
128
835

1
5
9
13
6
61

11
93
192
260
269
1,624

Internal injuries..........................................................
Sprains....... ................................................................. ....
Shocks.........................................................................
Miscellaneous................................................. ............

357
88
113
214
561
1,304
19
95
114
2
73

254
49
89
129
449
807
12
64
59
2
62

564
117
340
325
856
2,008
24
159
268
1
87

15
5
9
18
60
92
6
12
12
1
9

1,190
259
551
686
1,926
4,211
61
330
453

Total nonfatal injuries* (d).................................
Total fatal injuries (e) ......................................

3,970
320

2,658
213

6,374
456

367
56

13,369
1,045

Total injuries.....................................................

4,290

2,871

6,830

423

14,414

Hands...................................................................
Fingers..................................................................

D islocation.......................................................................

6

231

a Trainmen includes engineers, firemen, conductors, brakemen, baggagemen, and rear-end flagmen
engaged in road service, that is, in the operation of trains on the road.
b The classification trainmen in yards is intended to cover the class of trainmen when they are em
ployed occasionally in switching service; for instance, train crews are sometimes required to make up
then own trains at some division points where no regular yard crews are employed. They are also required
to do the necessary switching at way stations. For the purpose of separating accidents occurring to train
men while engaged in regular road service from those occurring while engaged in this occasional switching
service, the classification of trainmen in yards was established.
c Yard trainmen includes members of switching crews, such as switchmen, foremen of switching
crews, yardmasters, and assistant yardmasters. These persons are engaged wholly in the making up of
trains in yards and the switching of cars about yards.
d Accidents to employees resulting in slight injuries which do not prevent the employee injured from
performing his accustomed service for more than three days, in the aggregate, during the ten days imme
diately following the accident, are not reported.
« “ Accidents to persons resulting in immediate death, or in death within twenty-four hours from the
time the accident occurred, should be reported in the column headed *killed/ All other accidents to
persons, including those resulting in the death of the person injured after an interval of more than
twenty -four hours from the time the accident occurred, should be reported in the column headed
‘injured.’ ’’—Interstate Commerce Commission. Instructions to be followed in filling up blanks. Form
of 1905.
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P E R CENT OF RAILROAD EMPLOYEES IN THE UNITED STATES SUSTAINING E A C ^
SPECIFIED KIND OF INJURY WHILE COUPLING OR UNCOUPLING CARS, 1905 TO 1908.
{From accident bulletins of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Nos. 15 to 30.}
Per cent of employees sustaining each
kind of injury.
Nature of injury.

Loss of—
Feet......................................................................
Legs......................................................................
Arms.....................................................................
Hands...................................................................
Fingers..................................................................
Toes......................................................................
FracturedSkull.....................................................................
Leg....................................................................
Arm......................................................................
Collar bone or ribs................................................
Other bones..........................................................
Contusion of head or body..........................................
Contusion or laceration, of—
Feet......................................................................
Toes......................................................................
Legs......................................................................
Arms.....................................................................
Hands...................................................................
Fingers..................................................................
Dislocation..................................................................
Internal injuries..........................................................
Sprains........................................................................
Shocks........................................................................
Miscellaneous..............................................................

Train
Train men
in
men. (a) yards.
(6)

Yard
train
men, (c)

Other
employ
ees.

Total.

1.4
.6
.9
.4
4.3
.7

1.0
.7
.7
.8
3.6
.6

1.2
.5
.8
.4
2.8
.4

0.7
1.0
1.7
.2
4.0
.2

1.2
.6
.8
.5
0.5
.5

.1
.8
1.5
1.8
2.0
9.6

.1
.5
1.4
1.5
1.8
11.1

.1
.6
1.2
1.8
1.9
12.2

.2
1.2
2.1
3.1
1.4
14.4

.1
.7
1.3
1.8
1.9
11.3

8.3
2.1
2.6
5.0
13.0
30.3
.4
2.2
2.7
.1
1.7

8.8
1.7
3.1
4.5
15.6
28.1
.4
2.2
2.1
.1
2.2

8.2
1.7
5.0
4.8
12.5
29.3
.4
2.3
3.9

8.3
1.8
3.8
4.8
13.3
29.2
.4
2.3
3.1

1.3

3.6
L2
2.1
4.3
14.2
21.8
L4
2.8
2.8
.2
2.1

Total nonfatal injuries (d ).................................
Total fatal injuries.............................................

92.5
7.5

92.6
7.4

93.3
6.7

86.7
13.3

92.8
7.2

Total injuries.....................................................

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1.6

o Trainmen includes engineers, firemen, conductors, brakemen, baggagemen, and rear-end flagmen
engaged in road service, that is, in the operation of trains on the road.
b The classification trainmen in yards is intended to cover the class of trainmen when they are employed
occasionally in switching service; for instance, train crews are sometimes required to make up their own
trains at some division points where no regular yard crews are employed. They are also required to do the
necessary switching at way stations. For the purpose of separating accidents occurring to trainmen while
engaged in regular road service from those occurring while engaged in this occasional switching service, the
classification of trainmen in yards was established.
c Yard trainmen includes members of switching crews, such as switchmen, foremen of switching crews,
yardmasters, and assistant yardmasters. These persons are engaged wholly in the making up of trains in
yards and the switching of cars about yards.
d Accidents to employees resulting in slight injuries which do not prevent the employee injured from per
forming his accustomed service for more than three days, in the aggregate, during the ten days immediately
following the accident, are not reported.

D E T A IL E D STATEM ENT OF ACCIDENTS TO RAILW AY EM PLO Y EES
IN NEW JE R S E Y .

The data in the following detailed statement of injuries to em
ployees of the railroads of New Jersey during the twenty-year period
1888 to 1907 were compiled from the annual reports of the rail
roads of New Jersey to the state comptroller. The data are classi
fied by specific occupations and arranged chronologically under each
occupation title.
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ACCIDENTS TO RAILROAD EMPLOYEES IK HEW JERSEY.

5£91

IN JURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED B Y
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907.

STATION MEN, ETC.
TREASURER.
Date of injury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

FATAL.

Mar. 30,1906

Struck by train.
STATION AGENTS.
FATAL.

Apr. 17,1892
Fbb. 4,1897
May 20,1898
Sept. 10,1898
Nov. 9,1898
May 2,1900
Feb. 24,1905

n o n f a t a l —con clud ed .

Walked off platform in front of
gravel train.
Killed by passing train.
Stepped directly in front of train;
came out of station and walked up
platform and on to track.
Run over by train at station.
Run over by cam at station.
Struck while standing on track.
Struck by train at station.
NONFATAL.

May 29,1889
Oct. 19,1892

Slight; injured by stone thrown
through window of station house
by unknown person.
Two scalp wounds and badly
bruised; struck by train while at
tempting to cross tracks ahead of
it; age 50.

June 7,1894
Sept. 14,1894
Jan. 16,1895
May
June
June
Nov.
Feb.
Feb.
July
May
Aug.
Oct.

Thumb crushed, coupling.
Hand hurt by baggage.
Badly injured; struck by train while
removing flag from track.
7,1895 Finger hurt by car door.
21,1897 Face slightly cut; struck by train.
15,1898 Toes injured; caught under barrel.
1,1898 Leg severely injured; stepped
through hole in car floor.
20^ 1900 Head slightly cut; ear door came off,
hitting him.
2,1901 Scalp wound; struck by stone
thrown by boy.
11,1901 Shot himself in thigh, accidentally,
while sealing cars.
15,1903 Ribs broken by fall.
16,1904 Injured by
wedge, from passmg train.
10,1904 Slightly injured; struck by train.

TELEGRAPH OPERATORS.
FATAL.

May 27,1889

Fell under train while stealing ride

Feb.

Attempted to cross tracks in front
of train and was struck; age 19.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.

7,1890

Feb. 6,1907
Feb. 27,1907

NONFATAL.

Apr. 28,1888
Aug. 39,1890
May 18,1892

Leg broken; walking on track.
Face and leg cut and back injured;
tram struck car on switch and
shoved it into the station building.
Leg broken by fell.

n o n fa t a l —con clud ed .

Cut on nose by glass from car win
dow broken by a stone.
Apr. 24,1895 One foot slightly injured; caught be
tween cars.
Dec. 30,1896
en switch at junction
for a train; he slipped on ice and
Apr. 7,1900
fell across rail; leg cruised.
Mar. 15,1962 Foot badly bruised; struck by train.
Sept. 27,1902 Shot in neck at coal docks.
Jan. 14,1904 Ear cut; jumped from moving train.
Feb. 10,1904 Injured by fall from train.
Slightly injured by failing coal from
passing train.
Oct. 5,1906
Face injured b y switch lever.
July 24,1893

FERRY TICKET COLLECTORS.
FATAL.

June 15,1907

While passing between two cars,
engine backed some cars down on
track, and he was caught between
ears.
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NONFATAL.

Feb. 16,1900
July

4,1901

Tripped over signal wires; fell and
broke arm.
Horse stepped on toe, mashing same.
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907—Continued.

STATION MEN, ETC.—Concluded.
TRAIN CALLER.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Feb. 23,1901

Middle finger of right hand squeezed
in closing gates in passenger sta
tion.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

NONFATAL.

SPECIAL OFFICERS.
FATAL.

Aug. 31,1902
Sept. 13,1907

NONFATAL.

Killed; “ getting on or off train.”
Found dead; “ probably struck by
train.”

Apr. 8,1888
Mar. 8,1906

Finger injured; cause not reported.
Fracture of frontal bone and scalp
wound; struck by train.

JANITORS.
nonfatal—concluded.

NONFATAL.

July 31,1899

Chin cut and chest bruised by fall
from ladder in passenger station.

Oct.

2,1900

Slightly injured about the head and
shoulders by jumping off a moving
train. (Ferry-house cleaner.)

BAGGAGE PORTERS.
NONFATAL.

Mar. 31,1888
Apr. 30,1888
May

2,1888

June 11,1888
June 29,1888
July 21,1888
Feb. 1,1889
Jan. 24,1890
May 2,1890
Aug. 28,1890
Dec. 25,1890
Aug. 3,1891
Jan. 17,1892
Mar. 27,1892
May 24,1892

n o n f a t a l —con clud ed .

Finger bruised, unloading baggage. Sept. 8,1892
Right hand slightly injured, han Nov. 29,1892
dling baggage.
Oct. 16,1893
Right heel injured by wheel of bag
gage truck.
May 2,1894
Foot bruised, handling baggage.
Feb. 16,1896
Thumb slightly injured, handling
June 20,1896
baggage.
Squeezed between baggage trucks.
Foot slightly injured, handling bag Sept. 13,1898
gage.
Aug. 27,1900
Slightly injured, handling baggage. Sept. 22,1901
Left heel slightly bruised, caught Mar. 21,1902
Nov. 12,1904
under baggage truck.
Slightly injured, handling baggage. Sept. 3,1906
Right ankle bruised; struck by bag Oct. 3,1906
gage truck.
Slightly injured, loading baggage on July 5,1907
car.
Aug. 1,1907
Slightly injured, handling baggage.
Finger crushed between trunk and Aug. 9,1907
Oct. 11,1907
door jamb.
Slightly injured, handling baggage.

Slightly injured, handling baggage.
Slightly injured, handling baggage.
Injured; baggage truck struck by
train.
Finger mashed, unloading baggage.
Breastbone broken; struck by load
ed truck.
Hand cut by broken chimney of
lamp.
Foot crushed; trunk fell on it.
Back bruised; trunk fell against it.
Toes hurt; trunk fell on them.
Back injured at passenger station.
Thigh hurt by tallyho.
Head injured by baggage crate.
Arm and leg injured, handling bagead injured by falling baggage.
Right side injured, handling bag
gage.
Finger crushed, loading baggage.
Back injured; struck while crossing
track ahead of train.

PORTERS (NOT SPECIFIED).
NONFATAL.
Apr.

6,1888

Mar. 12,1891
Apr. 29,1893
Nov. 18,1898
Dec. 5,1899

Fell over guard chain on ferryboat;
leg bruised.
Two ribs broken; knocked down in
car by collision.
Sprained his ankle by jumping from
train.
Eye injured in collision.
Head hurt; “ coupling or handling
cars.”
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NONFATAL—concluded.
July 20,1900
Dec. 11,1900
Sept. 22,1901
Apr. 13,1902

Caught betweenjbaggage truck and
bridge at ferry slip; right eye badly
bruised.
Run into by team; rib fractured and
body severely bruised.
Stepped from moving train; leg
broken.
Fell from moving train; hip bruised.
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY U N DER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907—Continued.

TRAINMEN.
PASSENGER CONDUCTORS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Oct. 21,1893

Struck by passenger train while
. handing his engineer orders.
Killed while “ boarding or alighting
from train.”

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

June 21,1898

While stooping to throw switch
lever flew up; nose fractured and
face cut.
Fingers caught in door and crushed.
Leg injured; cause not reported.
Elbow dislocated getting ofl baggage
car.

FATAL.

Mar. 25,1907

NONFATAL—co n clud ed .

NONFATAL.

Aug. 21,1889
Nov. 23,1890

Oct. 15,1899
Dec. 12,1902
July 4,1903

Fingers crushed by car door.
Ankle sprained; caught in guard rail
of switch.
FREIGHT CONDUCTORS.
FATAL.

Dec.

5,1889

Sept. 20,1890
Mar. 28,1891
July 17,1891
June 24,1892
Aug. 7,1898
Apr. 11,1899
Mar. 13,1900

fa ta l —co n clu d ed .

Struck by overhead bridge while
walking over car.
Collision of freight trains.
Fell through bottom of car, canal
trestle*
Struck by overhead bridge while
walking over train.
Fell between cars while walking
over train.
Struck overhead structure.
Killed on tracks while making fly
ing switch.
Stepping from pilot of engine to
couple to a box car, made a mis
step, fell in front of engine, and run
over.

May 30,1900
Sept. 3,1902
Mar. 17,1904
Dec. 31,1904
Dec.

6,1905

Fell between cars while uncoupling
and run over; attempted to cut
moving cars.
Struck overhead bridge while on top
of box car.
Struck top of tunnel while on top of
box car.
Coal car had just been placed on
trestle; blocking gave way; car
collided with engine.
Killed while coupling.

YARD CONDUCTORS.
fa t a l — concluded.

FATAL.

Feb.

4,1889

Nov. 30,1890
Apr.

7,1891

May 15,1891

Attempting to pull a pin between
two cars, caught his foot in guard
rail, was thrown down, and run
over; age 23.
Right foot caught in switch, causing
him to fall while attempting to
pull a pin between cars, was run
over.
Foot caught in guard rail while un
coupling between cars, he fell and
was run over; age 35.
While working on his own engine in
yard stepped in front of another,
struck, and run over; age 35.

Feb. 15,1895
Aug. 27,1895
Sept. 18,1897
Sept. 22,1897
Jan. 26,1901
June 9,1903
June 13,1905
Dec. 29,1905

Uncoupling between cars in motion,
fell under train, and was run over.
Run over while drilling cars.
Fatally injured while drilling cars.
Fell from car and was run over while
making a flying drill.
Struck by train.
While coupling was caught between
bumpers.
Struck by engine while crossing
tracks.
Struck by engine or cars.

DRILLMASTERS.
fatal—concluded.

FATAL.

July 18,1891
Oct. 11,1905
Dec. 1,1905

Fell from car.
Struck by train.
Fell from engine.
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Feb. 17,1906
July 25,1906

Caught uncoupling cars.
Fell from car.
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T R A I N M E N — Continued.
CONDUCTORS (NOT SPECIFIED).
Date of in
jury*

Nature, extent, and eause of injury

Date of in
jury.

FATAL.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
f a t a l —con clud ed .

Walking on track carrying um
brella, was struck; age 66.
Sept. 5,1888 Head came in contact with watchhouse.
Nov. 7,1888 Attempting to board moving train,
was run over.
Dec. 4,1888 Waiting to let westbound train pass
at east end of tunnel, then stepped
over on eastbound track ana was
struck; age 37.
May 20,1889 Fell off cars while putting on brakes.
July 12,1889 Climbing on train.
Sept. 18,1889 Fell between cars.
Dec. 29,1889 “ Coupling or handling cars."
Mar. 11,1890 “ Coupling or handling cars."
May 31,1890 Collision.
July 16,1890 Leaning out of cab window, struck
box car standing on siding.
Sept. 29,1890 “ Coupling or handling cars."
Dee. 5,1890 Killed in wreck at street crossing,
caused by misplaced switch.
May 18,1891 “ Coupling or handling cars."
Oct. 6,1891 “ Coupling or handling cars."
Aug. 30,1892 Collision.
Aug. 30,1892 Struck and instantly killed.
Decs, 3,1892 “ Coupling or handling ears."
Sept. 20,1893 Collision.
Oet. 8,1894 “ Coupling- or handling cars."
Oct. 17,1894 “ Coupling or handling cars."
Feb. 17,1896 “ Coupling or handling cars.”
May 19,1896 Foot caught in frog, run over.
June 15,1896 Thrown from train.
Jan. 23,1897 “ Coupling or handling cars."
Oct. 21,1897 Stepped in front of moving train.
Nov. 20,1897 Stepped in front of engine.
Sept. 9,1898 “ Coupling or handling cars."
Sept. 11,1898 Collision.
Apr. 11,1899 Fell from moving train.
Apr. 14,1899 Stepped on side track on which a
locomotive was backing.
July 27,1888

Oct. 17,1899
Oct. 28,1899
Dec. 13,1899
Jan. 23,1900
Mar. 17,1900
Feb. 20,1901
Mar. 23,1901
Apr.
Apr.
Nov.
Dec.

16,1901
24,1901
2,1901
14,1901

Jan.

9,1902

May
Oct.
Dec.
May
Jan.
May

26,1902
11,1902
1,1902
11,1903
31,1904
11,1904

Sept.
Dec.
Apr.
to y

10,1904
14,1904
27,1905
18,1905

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
May
May
July
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

29,1905
1,1905
2,1905
12,1900
22,1906
30,1906
19,1906
9,1907
25,1907

Fell from train.
Struck b y train in yard while on his
way to work,
Attempted to cross track ahead of
train; was struck.
Caught between cars.
Struck by car while train was being
backed.
Fell from train.
Stepped between, cars while train
was being made up.
Struck by engine.
Struck while crossing tracks.
Collision.
Thrown under car wheels by colli
sion of cars in flying switch.
Struck by train while standing
between tracks.
“Coupling or handling cars."
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Caught between cars.
Struck by train.
Coupling cars; was fr tally injured as
the result of his own carelessness.
Run over at junction.
“ Coupling or handling cars."
Fell from train.
Supposed to have been struck by
train.
Caught between couplings.
Struck b y rail.
Struck by train.
“ Coupling or handling cars."
Struck by intertrack fence.
Struck by bridge.
Caught between cars.
Struck and fatally injured.
“ Coupling or handling cars."

EKGINEMEN.
f a t a l —con tin u ed .

FATAL.

Jan. 12,1888
Mar. 13,1888
Sept. 13,1888
Nov. 26,1888
May 17,1889
Jan. 7,1890
Apr. 12,1890
Aug. 20,1890
Aug. 23,1890
Jan.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Mar.
Apr.
Nov.

1,1891
11,1891
25,1891
30,1892
11,1892
28,1893
10,1893
19,1893

Struck on head by signal semaphore,
leaning out of cab window; age 50.
Engine turned over in snowdrift.
To avoid collision jumped from his
engine and was struck by another;
age 50.
Got off his engine and was struck by
another, at junction.
Struck by ladder of semaphore
signal.
Collision.
Collision.
While acting as pilot was struck by
some object projecting or falling
from passing freight train.
Struck nead against signal while
leaning out of cab window looking
down at driving boxes.
Collision; misplaced switch.
Caught between cars.
Struck a standpipe.
Collision.
Collision.
Struck a standpipe.
Struck by a “ telltale" post.
Collision.
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Collision.
Boiler explosion.
Collision, caused by parting of coal
train.
May 18,1895 Train ran into a wreck.
Aug. 5,1895 Struck by car while oiling engine.
Nov. 2,1895 Suicide; threw himself in front of
engine.
Nov. 12,1895 Collision.
Dec. 23,1895 Boiler explosion.
Jan. 16,1896 Steam from engine.
Nov. 25,1896 Collision.
Nov. 28,1896 Attempted to cross track ahead of
approaching passenger train, was
struck; bell was ringing.
Feb. 27,1897 Struck by car while sitting on track.
Mar. 8,1898 Run over by engine.
Feb. 4,1899 Engine jumped track.
Feb. 9,1899 Stepped in front of locomotive.
Dec. 12,1899 Collision.
July 28,1900 Collision.
Sept. 25,1900 Fell from engine.
Oct. 11,1900 Collision.
Dec. 3,1900 Collision.
Feb. 21,1901 Collision.
Feb. 21,1901 Collision.

Nov. 26,1893
Oct. 12,1894
Mar. 1,1895
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UN D ER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907—Continued.
T R A I N M E N — Continued.

ENGINEMEN—Concluded.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

fa ta l —con clud ed .

fa ta l —co n tin u ed .

Mar.
June
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
June
July

21,1901
22,1901
12,1902
8,1902
27,1902
28,1902
28,1902
15,1902

Sept.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
May

13,1902
27,1903
17,1903
17,1903
10,1903
11,1903

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Collision.
Engine turned over.
Collision.
Found dead in passenger yard.
Fell from engine and run over.
Boiler exploded and derailed train.
* ‘Coupling or handling cars.”
While “ crossing o u t” immediately
ahead of express train (running on
schedule) was caught in wreck of
collision.
Bolier explosion.
Collision.
Collision.
Collision.
Derailment.
Derailment.

June 29,1903
Aug. 13,1903
Dec. 17,1903
Aug. 14,1904
Oct. 1,1904
Nov. 24,1904
Jan. 26,1905
Aug. 4,1905
Sept. 17,1905
Oct. 29,1905
Aug. 14,1906
Jan. 20,1907
Mar. 11,1907
Oct. 29,1907
Nov. 29,1907
Dec. 20,1907
Dec. 31,1907

Struck by train.
“ Coupling or handling cars.”
Struck by train.
Derailment.
Collision.
*8Coupling or handling cars.”
Derailment.
Derailment.
Fell from engine.
Boiler explosion.
Escaping steam.
Boiler explosion.
“ Coupling or handling cars.”
Collision.
Struck by train.
“ Coupling or handling cars.”
Explosion of cylinder head.

FIREMEN.

FATAL.
Dec.

4,1888

Dec. 20,1888
July 12,1889
Dec. 16,1889
Feb.
Mar.
Sept.
Dec.

21,1890
7,1890
19,1890
8,1890

Jan. 1,1891
June 9,1891
Sept. 28,1891
Oct. 9,1891
Sept. 2,1892
Sept.
Oct.
Aug.
Sept.

17,1892
12,1894
28,1895
2,1895

Nov. 22,1895
Feb.

7,1896

Apr. 7,1896
June 30,1897
July 14,1897
Sept.
Oct.
Mar.
Apr.
July
Apr.
Sept.

3,1897
18,1897
17,1899
15,1899
18,1899
6,1900
8,1900

Nov. 22,1900
Dec. 23,1900

Stepped out from tank house di
rectly in front of train; age 28.
Went off engine, crossed track, and
on returning to engine was struck
-by train; age 22.
Collision; train ran into open switch.
Leaned out over tank to look for hot
box; was struck by corner of cattle
pen; thrown under train.
Run over.
Injured fatally at coal elevator.
Stepped in front of engine.
Attempting to get on engine, caught
between engine and post at round
house; age 21.
Collision; misplaced switch.
Burned, opening fire box; fire forced
out by escaping steam; age 24.
Stuck head out of cab window; hit
by bridge; age 26.
Collision; age 43.
Rounding curve, fell ofl engine; age
31.
Collision.
Boiler explosion.
Scalded.
Derailment caused by collision with
trolley car.
Scalded fatally; side-rod strap broke
and crushed water grates.
Fell backward from engine tank
and run over.
Caught between ears at water tank.
Fell under engine.
Water grate oi engine burst; fatally
scalded.
Fell from engine and was run over.
Fell from engine; fractured skull.
Jumped from locomotive.
Struck by locomotive.
Engine derailed.
Scalded by flues blowing out.
Struck by truss of bridge while
draining water from tank of
engine.
Leaning out of cab, struck by box
car.
Boiler exploded; no water on crown
sheet.
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fatal—concluded.

Jan. 13,1901 Left train to get drink of water;
struck by train on opposite track.
Feb. 6,1901 Struck by train.
Dec. 21,1901 Train struck rock in tunnel.
Jan. 7,1902 Side rod of engine broke.
Mar. 27,1902 Fell from engine.
Apr. 28,1902 Fell from engine.
Aug. 12,1902 Train ran into open draw.
Aug. 17,1902 Struck by overhead bridge while
standing on hood of engine.
Oct. 6,1902 Coupling ears.
Dec. 19,1902 Collision.
Dec. 19,1902 Collision.
Dec. 19,1902 Collision.
Dec. 22,1902 Headlight exploded while fireman
was lighting it.
Apr. 10,1903 Derailment.
July 8,1903 Fell from bridge and was drowned.
July 11,1903 Struck by overhead obstruction.
Nov. 17,1903 Fatally scalded by escaping steam.
Feb. 12,1904 Caught between engine and coal bin.
May 16,1904 Fell from engine.
Sept. 2,1904 Struck by overhead obstruction.
Sept. 23,1904 Fell from engine and was run over.
Oct. 2,1904 Collision.
Oct. 21,1904 Collision.
Jan. 3,1905 Fell from engine (supposedly).
Jan. 19,1905 Head crushed between cars in yard.
Mar. 8,1905 Struck by train.
Sept. 5,1905 Struck by train.
Oct. 5,1905 Coupling.
Jan. 17,1906 Derailment.
Mar. 3,1906 Collision.
July 5,1906 Overhead or other obstruction.
July 10,1906 Coupling or handling cars.
July 27,1906 Overhead or other obstruction.
Aug. 14,1906 Escaping steam.
Sept. 25,1906 While going through tunnel, stuck
his head out of cab window; was
struck by wall; fell out and was
run over.
Dec. 31,1906 Boiler explosion.
Mar. 5,1907 Attempting to board moving train,
fell under wheels.
July 31,1907 While changing markers on rear of
engine tender, fell under.
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PASSENGER BRAKEMEN.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

NONFATAL.

Dec. 23,1888
Mar. 20,1889
June 6,1889
Dec.

4,1890

Apr. 15,1891
Dec. 30,1891
May 19,1892
June 16,1893
July 14,1893
Nov. 6,1893
May 31,1896
Aug. 24,1896
June 30,1897
Aug. 25,1897

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
NONFATAL—con clud ed .

Face, neck, and hands burned; ex Feb. 22,1898
plosion of gas when he attempted
to light coach in shed. '
July 15,1898
Groin injured; fell and struck end July 25,1899
sill of coach while releasing brake.
Foot bruised; piece of coal fell on it Nov. 19,1899
from engine.
Jan. 2,1900
Thumb bruised coupling cars; did
not use stick.
May 28,1900
Leg broken; jumped from train in
motion.
Apr. 5,1902
Leg hurt slightly; express matter
slid against it when coach was June 20,1902
derailed.
July 7,1902
Finger crushed; Pullman car door
closed on it.
July 7,1902
Ribs and collar bone broken; cou Dec. 21,1902
pling cars in yard. Jan. 23,1903
Severely injured; caught between Oct. 24,1903
buffers while coupling.
Mar. 27,1905
Fingers of hand lacerated and Oct. 11,1905
bruised, coupling.
Aug. 31,1906
Head severely contused; was cou
pling air hose and engine backed
against train so hard that brake Sept. 15,1906
Oct. 14,1906
staff broke.
Forehead cut by gas globe breaking. Aug. 24,1907
Finger cut; coach window broke.
Finger bruised; coach window fell
on it.

Wrist sprained; ejecting passenger
from train.
Arm badly squeezed; coupling.
Ann bruised; collision between en
gine and cars in yard.
Knee sprained; fell on steps of coach.
Slightly injured; slipped from step
of coach under tram.
Head and neck bruised; struck by
Slightly Injured, in shed; collision of
engine with cars.
Ribs injured; collision in yards.
Fingers mashed; no particulars re
ported.
Hand cut; no particulars reported.
Nose injured; coupling.
Injured; no particulars reported.
Knee injured; getting on coach.
Finger bruised b y car door.
Injured; struck by train.
Slightly injured; hit switch target
while shifting cars in passenger
yard.
Injured; no particulars reported.
Injured; coupling.
Injured in train shed; coupling.

FREIGHT BRAKEMEN.
FATAL.

Jan. 10,1888
Feb. 4,1888
Feb. 8,1888
Feb. 13,1888
Mar. 2,1888
Apr. 4,1888
June 21,1888
Aug. 15,1888
Oct. 31,1888
Nov. 20,1888
July

5,1889

Aug. 21,1889
Sept. 21,1889
Nov. 3,1889
Apr. 10,1890
Oct.

2,1890

Oct. 13,1890

While coupling cars fell and was Nov. 2,1890
fatally, injured.
Fell from box car and was run over. Mar. 1,1891
Fell from top of car and run over.
June 3,1891
In attempting to pull a pin between
two cars in a switch train, caught
his foot in guard rail, was thrown June 11,1891
June 17,1891
down and run over; age 27.
Crushed between locomotive ten Sept. 7,1891
der and a car of lumber.
Sept. 10,1891
Struck by overhead bridge.
Fell from top of train as it was Sept. 16,1891
entering tunnel, and was run over, Jan. 25,1892
11.45 p. m.; age 21.
Struck by overhead bridge; age 22. Feb. 10,1892
Making a coupling in switch train,
caught between engine and car; July 28,1892
Nov. 4,1892
age 21.
Fatally injured while connecting
cars in yard.
Fell from tank of engine at freight
house and was run over.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Jumped off construction train while Dec. 4,1892
in motion, fell and both feet and
Jan. 14,1893
one hand cut off; di ed.
Caught between cars while coupling.
Went in to get a link between two
cars in extra freight train; caught
Feb. 13,1893
between bumpers; age 22.
While coupling caboose to his train Mar. 28,1893
was run into by another train
June 19,1893
which backed up same track.
Lost his balance while standing on
a flat car in work train, fell to
ground and evidently struck by
truck of car.
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fa ta l —co n tin u ed .

Supposed to have fallen asleep on
track; struck by engine.
Fell from a box car.
While taking the numbers of some
cars was struck by train; was not
seen in time by engineman; age 50.
Fell from train, under wheels.
Fell from top of box car.
Struck by truss of bridge.
While coupling, caught between
bumpers.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Fell from top of moving car to
ground; fractured skull.
“ Coupling or handling cars” in
yard.
“ Coupling or handling cars.”
After having pulled a pin, started
to climb up ladder of one of the
cars, when he lost his balance,
fell down, and was run over;
accident occurred at 4 a. m.;
age 25.
Struck by engine while walking on
track.
Remains found near street crossing;
evidently fell from freight train;
no witnesses; age 40; accident oc
curred 10.55 p. m.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Knocked down by cars and run
over while getting off caboose.
While making a flying drill, en
deavored to catch a coupling pin
which had rolled off end sill of
car; lost his balance and fell un
der car.
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCU
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T R A I N M E N — Continued.
FREIGHT BRAKEMEN—Concluded.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Sept. 24,1893

Fell under pilot of engine of work
train.
Collision of cut-off cars with engine;
brakeman to blame, as he was told
to apply brakes to hold cars; age
27.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Fell from top of box car.
Supposed to have fallen from train.
Found killed on track.
Fell from train and truck passed
over him.
Coupling cars.
Reached down to take out link, fell,
and car passed over his thighs.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Fell from train and run over in some
unknown manner.
Alighted from caboose and stepped
in front of approaching passenger
train.
Struck by overhead bridge and
knocked from car.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Attempted to repair a drawhead of a
freight car without using repairer’s
ls or otherwise protecting
elf; an extra freight train
shoved some cars against those
between which brakeman was at
work; he was knocked down and
fatally injured; age 40.
Fell from top of car and run over.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Fell while passing from car to car
and went under wheels.
While drilling cars along platform
was caught between platforms and
side of car while descending side
ladder of car.
While walking out of caboose door
was struck h y engine, knocking
him through door to track, car
passing over him.
While pulling pin between cars fell
down and was run over.
Was found fatally injured under
cars which were being drilled;
accident was not witnessed, but
it was supposed that he fell from
the cars and was run over.
Fell from freight train.
Struck by caboose.
Struck by overhead bridge, riding
on box car.
Found dead in water between piers
by switching crew.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Jan. 5,1900
Feb. 2,1900
May 18,1900

Struck by overhead bridge.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Fell from end of box car and run
over while riding draft of cars in
on siding.
Fell from freight car being drilled.
Fell from moving freight car.
While standing on track in yard was
struck by passenger train.
Fell from car and run over while
riding a draft of cars in yard.
Struck oy overhead bridge.
Struck by caboose on the fly.
Fell from freight train.
Struck overhead obstruction.
While attempting to couple moving
freight cars.
Struck by overhead bridge.
While shifting ears at freight house
was thrown under wheels.
Struck by overhead bridge.

fa t a l —co n tin u ed .

Jan. 16,1894

May
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
June

12,1894
12,1895
26,1895
28,1895
16,1895

Sept. 5,1895
Dec. 11,1895
Dec. 17,1895
Dec. 28,1895
Feb.

1,1896

Apr. 10,1896
July 31,1896
Sept. 10,1890

K

Jan. 8,1897
Oct. 6,1897
Oct. 14,1897
Jan. 10,1898
Oct. 29,1898
Dec. 23,1898
Dec. 27,1898

Feb. 9,1899
Feb. 22,1899
Dec. 17,1899
Dec. 29,1899

fa ta l —concluded.

Jan. 3,1901
Jan. 5,1901
Feb. 13,1901
Mar.

6,1901

Mar.
June
June
July
July

11,1901
18,1901
23,1901
22,1901
31,1901

Sept. 13,1901
Oct. 19,1901
Nov. 19,1901
Nov. 30,1901
Jan. 8,1902
Feb. 12,1902
July 13,1902
July 25,1902
Oct. 9,1902
Oct.
Mar.
May
June
Aug.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Dec.

26,1902
16,1903
29,1903
4,1903
15,1903
18,1904
18,1904
9,1904
25,1904
25,1904
11,1904
31,1904

Feb. 2,1905
Mar. 21,1906
June 16,1906
Nov.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Aug.
Sept.

10,1906
12,1907
1,1907
9,1907
19,1907
10,1907
20,1907

Struck by overhead bridge.

“ Coupling or handling cars” in
freight yard.
Fell from train in freight yard.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Fell from train in vard.
Supposedly fell from train while
switching.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Fell from engine while drilling cars.
Fell from cupola of caboose.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Fell from freight car in yard.
Burned to death in caboose.
Struck by overhead obstruction.
Burned in caboose after derailment.
Burned in caboose after derailment.
Struck by overhead obstruction.
Coal car, which had just been placed,
came down trestle, colliding with
engine.
“ Coupling or handling cars.”
Struck by overhead bridge.
While uncoupling cars at station
fell under wheels.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Caught between cars.
Fell under train.
Fell under car.
Fell under car.
Struck by train.
While riding on side of car struck
girder of drawbridge.

DRILLERS AND YARD BRAKEMEN.
FATAL.

Mar. 23,1888
July

2,1888

Nov. 10,1888
Sept. 20,1889
Oct. 5,1889

Killed by drill engine while drilling
in yard.
Caught between two cars and crushed
while drilling in yard.
Struck and killed by drill engine in
yard.
Fell under train in yard.
Attempted to cross track in yard in
front of drill engine; was run over.
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fatal—continued.

Nov. 16,1889 While uncoupling cars in yard
caught his foot in frog and was run
over by train.
Dec. 25,1889 While pulling a pin in yard was
thrown down in some way and
run over by cars; age 35.
Jan. 28,1890 Run over by yard train while
switching cars.
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DRILLERS AND YARD BRAKE MEN—Concluded.
Date of in
jury-

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

fa t a l —con tin u ed .

fa t a l —con clud ed .

Attempted to cross between two Jan. 28,1898
cars in a train, was caught be
tween bumpers; age 22.
Aug. 3,1891 "Coupling or handling cars.”
Apr. 12,1898
Dec. 15,1891 While between two cars, coupling, Jan. 31,1900
his head was caught between a
protruding broken stake and other Mar. 4,1900
car; age 40.
Feb. 17,1892 Fell from drill engine.
Jan. 11,1901
Mar. 3,1892 Stepped between cars to pull a pin, Mar. 26,1901
slipped, fell down, ana was run
over; age 23.
June 11,1902
Mar. 28,1892 Run over in yard by unknown July 17,1902
train; age 22.
July 19,1902
Apr. 28,1892 Caught between cars and fatally in
Jan. 15,1903
jured while drilling.
May 3,1892 While cars were being switched he Mar. 17,1904
stepped on track, was knocked
Mar. 21,1904
down and run over; age 22.
Aug. 23,1892 While polling a pin in yard, fell
down and was run over; age 36.
Oct. 25,1905
Sept. 24,1892 Stepped on track in front of train.
Mar. 25,1906
Oct. 28,1892 Caught between cars while coupling June 26,1906
Oct. 23,1906
without a coupling stick.
Nov. 12,1892 While riding a car without engine
attached he allowed it to run into
side of another car; he was caught
between the cars; age 44.
Dec. 13,1892 Run over by drill train.
Jan. 25,1895 Fell from footboard of car white Nov. 12,1906
switching cars; age 34.
May 15,1907
Jan. 29,1895 Struck by drill engine while walking May 20,1907
on track.
Mar. 5,1895 Killed while drilling. (Driller.)
Nov. 18,1895 Fell from car and run over.
July 22,1896 Struck by train white drilling in May 21,1907
yard. (Driller.)
Aug. 18,1907
Nov. 20.1897 Fell from car to ground and run over.
Jan. 17,1898 Running cars.
Dec. 10,1890

Attempted to alight from engine,
caught between engine and cars
on adjoining track.
"Coupling or handling cars.”
Caught between bumpers of cars
while switching.
Thrown from train while applying
brakes.
Run over in freight yard.
Struck by car being drilled in yard.
(Driller.)
Struck by train. (Driller.)
" Getting on or off train.” (Driller.)
While switching in yard was caught
between cars.
Car turned over on him in yard.
Caught between tank of engine and
drawhead of car while coupling.
Fell from end of car, wheels of which
passed over him.
Struck by train. (Driller.)
Struck by train in yard.
"Coupling or handling.”
"While endeavoring to uncouple
cars by reaching for cutting lever
on opposite side from where he
was working his foot was caught
in open switch point, causing him
to fall, and cars ran over him.”
Fell from car.
Fell from car. (Driller.)
"Piece of flange of wheel of car
which he was riding broke off,
causing car to tip over, and he
was caught under heavy timbers.”
Killed at yard. (Driller.)
"Struck b y train while crossing
tracks.”

BRAKEMEN (NOT SPECIFIED).
fa t a l —co n tin u ed .

FATAL.

Jan. 14,1888
Apr. 24,1888
May 26,1888
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

8,1888
5,1888
2,1888
6,1888
3,1888
26,1888

Jan.

5,1889

Jan. 20,1889
Feb. 15,1889
June 3,1889
Sept. 14,1889

Sept. 14,1889

Struck by train while walking on
track.
Fell from train.
Struck while standing on another
track while his tram was being
made up; whistle sounded, bell
rung; age 38.
Fell from train.
Fell from train and was run over.
Fell between engine and car.
Climbing on train.
Fell from train.
While pulling pin in train, fell down
and was run over; age 23.
Fell from train, run over, both legs
cut off; injury was fatal; age 21.
Attempting to get on car, fell under
train; age 31.
Riding on pilot of engine; engine
struck cars with such force as to
knock pilot off.
Caught between cars.
Fell from train and was run over;
age 40.
Run over and killed by some un
known train; age 21.
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Oct. 29,1889
Nov. 12,1889
Nov. 19,1889
Dec. 30,1889
Jan. 2,1890
Jan. 20,1890
Apr. 16,1890
Apr. 24,1890
May 14,1890
May 22,1890
June 3,1890
June 7,1890
June 11,1890
Aug. 29,1890
Sept. 26,1890
Oct. 15,1890
Oct. 23,1890

Caught in frog.
Fell from train while intoxicated
and was run over; age 25.
Fell white making a coupling; run
over by two cars.
Fell white making a coupling and
was run over; age 27.
Fell from car and was run over.
White coupling engine to cars.
While connecting cars.
Caught between cars and fatally
crushed.
Fell from car and was run over.
Coupling.
Brake staff broke while he was set
ting up brake. He fell in front of
cars and was run over.
Struck by cars.
White changing a link between two
cars fell down and was run over,
9.40 p. m.; age 27.
White pulling a pin caught his foot
in frog and was run over; age 30.
Coupling cars.
While shifting cars.
Fell from train, was run over; age 28.
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BRAKEMEN (NOT SPECIFIED)—Continued.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

fatal —con tin u ed .

Nov. 7,1890
Dec. 8,1890
Dec. 12,1890
Dec. 18,1890
Dec. 19,1890
Jan. 2,1891
Jan. 20,1891
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

2,1891
16,1891
7,1891
29,1891

Aug. 12,1891
Aug. 17,1891
Aug. 23,1891
Aug. 30,1891
Oct. 3,1891
Oct. 20,1891
Nov. 11,1891
Nov. 15,1891
Nov. 19,1891
Nov. 28,1891
Dec. 10,1891
Dec. 20,1891
Feb. 10,1892
Feb. 12,1892
June 2,1892
June
June
July
Aug.
Aug.

22,1892
28,1892
4,1892
5,1892
21,1892

Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

26,1892
30,1892
22,1892
25,1892
30,1892

Dec. 17,1892
Feb.
Feb.
June
July
July
July
Aug.
Sept.

2,1893
24,1893
1,1893
15,1893
28,1893
30,1893
25,1893
18,1893

Sept. 27,1893
Oct. 1,1893
Oct. 11,1893
Nov. 9,1893
Nov. 39,1893
Nov. 24,1893
Dec. 26,1893

Fell between cars and was run over*
Coupling.
Stepped from his train at end of tun
nel directly in front of another
train, 9.22 p. m.; age 25.
Climbing on train.
Stepped in front of train.
Fell from train.
Climbing on ear while it was in mo
tion.
Fell from moving train in yard.
Fell from train.
While drilling fell in front of cars.
While coupling was caught between
cars.
Fell from car and was run over.
Killed while standing on track.
While alighting from train was fa
tally injured.
Fell from train.
While attempting to make coupling,
fell and was run over; age 23.
Struck by bridgo.
Found along the track.
Fell from train and was run over;
age 24.
Was talking with men near track,
stepped in front of engine; age 30.
Fell from train.
Climbing on moving train.
Attempted to board a moving
switching train, fell under wheels;
age 22.
Struck by a passing train.
While applying brake, fell between
cars.
While pulling a pin, tripped on rail,
fell and was run over; age 25.
Struck by engine.
Coupling cars; head crushed.
Cause not stated.
Fell from train and was run over.
Stepping between cars to make a
coupling, caught between bump
ers; age 18.
Struck by engine aud run over.
Found dead along track.
Run over.
Caught between cars while coupling.
While coupling,was caught between
cars.
While coupling, was caught between
cars.
Killed by engine.
Fell from car.
Fell from car.
Coupling.
“ Coupling or handling cars.”
Fell from car.
Struck while on track.
While stepping from one car to
another, slipped and fell between
cars, train running over him.
Fell from train.
Attempting to pass between cars,
they came together and he was
caught.
Fell from car.
Fell under train, both legs cut off;
injury fatal.
Fell from car.
Stepped in front of engine.
Coupling.
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Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
fata ]y—continued.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

25,1894
29,1894
1,1894
22,1894
12,1894
26,1894
11,1894
14,1894

Apr. 21,1894
July 20,1894
Aug. 2,1894
Aug. 23,1894
Aug. 25,1894
Aug. 31,1894
Sept. 17,1894
Oct. 19,1894
Oct. 22,1894
Oct. 2G, 1894
Oct.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.

26,1894
12,1895
21,1895
25,1895

Aug. 15,1895
Aug. 17,1895
Aug. 20,1895
Sept. 16,1895
Sept. 30,1895
Oct.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

22,1895
16,1896
12,1896
13,1896

Mar. 14,1896
Mar. 20,1896
Mar. 27,1896
Apr.

1,1896

Apr. 8,1896
Apr. 15,1896
June 4,1896
July 23,1896
July
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

23,1896
7,1896
10,1896
13,1896

Oct. 17,1896
Feb. 23,1897
Mar. 8,3897
May 4,1897
July 1,1897
Sept. 1,1897
Sept. 7,1897

“ Coupling or handling cars.”
Crushed between cars.
Run over while cutting cars.
Run over.
Coupling.
Dropping cars.
Fell from engine.
Jumped from train in front of an
other.
Coupling.
Fell from train and was run over.
Coupling.
Fell from train.
Jumping on train.
Fell from train. '
Squeezed between cars.
Thrown to the ground by car jump
ing track.
Caught between cars.
Run over by cars while lighting
lamp: age 30.
Coupling.
Caught between cars.
“ Coupling or handling cars. ”
Struck by butt ing stick which broke
while being used to push cars off
siding.
Caught between cars while coupling.
Struck by butting slick which
slipped off staple white being used
to push cars off siding.
Caught between bumpers; coupling
without a stick; age 38.
Coupling.
While applying brakes, fell and was
run over.
Foot caught in frog and was run over.
“Coupling or handling cars. ”
“Coupling or handling cars.”
While getting off train, fell between
While coupling caught foot in guard
rail and was i un over.
“ Coupling or handling ears.”
In disconnecting hose, caught be
tween engine and ear.
While standing on rear steps of
tender of engine, coupling ears, 60
pound lump of coal rolled on him;
he was knocked off the engine,
dragged 80 feet by cars, both legs
run over; injuries fatal.
While coupling, was run over.
“ Coupling or handling cars. ”
Found lying across track, dead; sup
posedly he fell from train.
Engine struck him while he was sit
ting on track.
Struck by passiag engine.
Fell between cars and was run over.
“Coupling or handling cars. ”
Found dead along track; how killed,
unknown.
Caught foot in guard rail and thrown
under cars.
Fell from train.
Fell under train.
While coupling cars was struck b y
air hose.
Caught between bumpers.
Fell from train and run over.
Going from one car to another, fell
under moving train.
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BRAKEMEN (NOT SPECIFIED )-Continued.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

fa ta l —con tin u ed .

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

4,1897
11,1897
22,1897
6,1897
24,1897
10,1898

Apr.
Apr.
Oct.
Dec.
Dec.

16,1898
29,1898
5,1898
12,1898
28,1898

Dec. 28,1898
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
June
June
Aug.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9,1899
14,1899
12,1899
13,1899
22,1899
20,1899
4,1899
5,1899
24,1899
31,1899

Nov. 1,1899

Coupling cars.
Crushed while coupling.
Found killed; how killed, unknown.
Collision of engines.
Collision.
Fell while trying to board moving
train.
Killed; cause unknown.
Killed; cause unknown.
Fell under train in yard.
Fell from cars and was run over.
Found lying under cars at terminal;
fatally injured.
Struck while attempting to cross
tracks.
Run over.
Fell from train and was run over.
Caught between cars,
Fell from car.
Struck by cars.
Caught between cars.
Fell from moving engine.
Caught between cars. %
Fell from train.
While coupling, caught between
dead blocks.
While cutting train, fell between

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
fatal —c o n tin u ed .

Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
May
May
June

24,1902
30,1902
18,1902
18,1902
1,1902
20,1902
4,1902

June 11,1902
June 21,1902
Aug. 8,1902
Aug. 10,1902
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Dec.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

12,1902
13,1902
10,1902
21,1902
5,1903
15,1903
18,1903
24,1903

Apr. 10,1903
June 16,1903
June 27,1903

Fell between cars and was run over.
“ Coupling or uncoupling.”
Fell from car, under tram.
Collision.
Fell from train.
Struck by overhead obstruction.
“ Struck by train, locomotive, or
cars.”
“ Handling cars.”
Body found in river; fell from train
and drowned.
Struck by overhead obstruction.
Washout caused engine to leave
track and turn over.
Train ran into open draw.
“ Handling cars. ”
“ Handling cars.”
Coupling cars.
Struck by train.
Run over by car.
Struck by engine.
Body found on track; supposed to
have been struck by train during
night.
Derailment.
Struck by train.
Cause not stated; “ on or about
trains.”
Cause not stated; “ on or about
trains.”
Struck by train.
Fell from car and was run over.
Collision.
Struck by train.
Slipped from platform of car to
ground and was run over.
Run over by train.
“ Fell from train, locomotive, or
cars.”
Cause not stated; “ killed in train
accident.”
Run over by train.
Cause not stated; “ on or about
trains.”
“ Coupling or handling cars.”
Fell from car.

Fell from moving engine.
July 4,1903
Fell from moving engine.
Fell from moving train.
July 7,1903
Struck by locomotive while work July 15,1903
ing on track.
Sept. 16,1903
Oct. 6,1903
Nov. 21,1899 Fell from train.
Nov. 22,1899 Fell from train by reason of collision. Dec. 15,1903
Nov. 24,1899 Fell from engine.
Jan. 11,1900 Fell from train.
Dec. 26,1903
Mar. 8,1900 Caught between drawheads while Dec. 31,1903
coupling.
Mar. 10,1900 Attempted to jump on engine, fell Jan. 31,1904
under.
Feb. 1,1904
Mar. 10,1900 Collision between cars.
Mar. 15,1900 While leaving his engine was struck Feb. 16,1904
by another and thrown back
Feb. 23,1904
against his; fatally injured.
Apr. 11,1900 While standing on brake platform, Apr. 5,1904
May 30,1904 W h ile leaning from baggage-car door
fell beneath car.
of m o v in g train w a s Killed.
May 18,1900 Fell from moving train.
June 1,1904 Fell from car and was run over.
June 17,1900 Fell from train.
July 1,1904 Run over.
June 21,1900 Struck by train.
Aug. 21,1904 Cause not stated; “ on or about
Oct. 11,1900 Fell under moving locomotive.
trains.”
Dec. 1,1900 “ Coupling or handling cars.”
Dec. 10,1900 Fell through trestle while drilling Aug. 30,1904 Fell from cars and was run over.
Sept. 12,1904 Struck by train.
Oct. 6,1904 Struck by chain from wrecking car.
Feb. 8,1901 Run over by train.
Oct. 14,1904 Fell while boarding engine.
Feb. 21,1901 Collision.
Jan. 1,1906 “ Overhead or other obstruction. ”
Mar. 5,1901 “ Coupling or handling cars.”
Jan. 15,1906 Caught between cars while opening
Apr. 3,1901 Run over.
knuckle.
Apr. 24,1901 While coupling air hose was run
Jan. 16,1906 While cutting cars and hanging on
over.
to side of car was struck by switch
June 19,1901 “ Coupling or handling cars.”
stand and thrown under cars.
June 22,1901 Fell between cars, head caught be
Jan. 16,1906 Fell from car.
tween bumpers.
Feb. 13,1906 Fell under cars.
July 15,1901 Fell between cars.
Sept. 29,1901 Train parted and two parts came Mar. 5,1906 Struck by train.
Mar. 12,1908 Fell while uncoupling.
together.
May 9,1906 Crushed between cars.
Oct. 7,1901 Fell from back of train.
May 11,1906 Struck by train.
Dec. 27,1901 “ Coupling or handling cars.”
Dec. 28,1901 Caught between side of car and July 17,1906 Coupling.
July 27,1906 Fell from car.
post.
Jan. 2,1902 Fell in front of moving car and was Sept. 3,1906 Jump
hed while coupling cars.
run over.
Oct. 16,1906

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

2,1899
12,1899
14,1899
17,1899
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T R A I N M E N — Continued.
BRAKEMEN (NOT SPECIFIED )-Concluded.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Nov. 17,1906
Dec. 31,1906
Jan. 17,1907

Collision of engine with tank car.
Boiler explosion.
“ Boarding or alighting from trains,
etc.”
Crown sheet of engine blew out and
buried him in tank of engine.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Found killed; probably struck by
train.
Struck by train.
“ Coupling or uncoupling” in yard.
“ Overhead or other obstruction.”

Date of in
jury.

fa ta l —con tin u ed .

Feb.

6,1907

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

9,1907
11,1907
26,1907
13,1907

Mar. 22,1907
Apr. 5,1907
Apr. 12,1907

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
fa ta l —con clud ed .

May 15,1907
May 20,1907
May 30,1907
June 4,1907
June 10,1907
June 12,1907
Aug. 14,1907
Sept. 20,1907
Nov. 15,1907

Fell from car.
Cause not stated; “ on or about
trains. ”
Fell while attempting to get on en
gine.
Cause not stated; “ on or about
trains.”
Struck by train.
Fell from cars.
Cause not stated; “ on or about
trains.”
Overhead or other obstructions.
Fell from train.

SWITCHMEN.
FATAL.

Run over.
Struck by switch train in yard;
stepped in front of cars that were
being backed down on track;
age 39.
Aug. 22,1888 In stooping down to couple air pipes,
head was caught between end
sills; age 25.
Dec. 27,1888 While walking over top of a train in
yard, fell between cars; age 26.
Dec. 28,1888 While riding some cars in yard, lost
his balance and fell to ground;
age 30.
Jan. 18,1889 Stepping from one car to another,
slipped and fell to the ground;
age 35.
Apr. 17,1889 Struck by engine in yard.
Apr. 26,1889 Attempted to get on engine, his foot
caught in switch rail and engine
ran over him; age 25.
May 20,1889 Stepped in front of moving car.
June 15,1889 Attempted to pull a pin in yard
train, caught his foot in guard rail
and was run over; age 22.
Sept. 14,1889 While coupling in yard he was
fatally crushed; age 40.
Oct. 14,1889 Stepped between two cars in a
switching train, on elevator dock,
to pull a pin, fell down and was
run over; age 48.
Jan. 17,1890 While pulling a pin in yard train he
was killed; just how, not known,
as the accident occurred in the
dark; age 28.
Mar. 28,1890 Struck while crossing track; age 33.
Sept. 12,1890 While climbing up ladder of box car
fell and was ran over; age 28.
Dec. 22,1890 While pulling a pin, in yard, in train
handled by a yard engine, caught
his foot in guard rail and was run
over; age 27.
Apr. 3,1888
July 16,1888
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f a t a l —con clud ed .

Sept. 25,1891
Mar.

4,1892

Dec.

4,1892

Apr.

8,1893

Oct. 30,1893
July 2,1894
Dec. 19,1895
Apr. 10,1896
Oct.

8,1896

Nov. 7,1897
Nov. 13,1897
Dec. 4,1897
Apr. 2,1898
May 9,1898
Sept. 24,1900
Nov.
June
Feb.
May
Nov.
Jan.
June
Nov.
Mar.
Aug.

16,1900
20,1901
14,1902
9,1902
29,1902
12,1903
4,1903
30,1903
19,1904
27,1904

While riding on front end of yard
engine fell off and was run over;
age 28.
Jumped from moving train and wa3
run over.
Climbed on some cars, struck against
switch shanty, was knocked down
and run over; age 28.
While cutting cars loose in yard
caught his foot in guard rail and
was ran over.
Struck by train.
Attempted to board a moving yard
engine; age 34.
Struck by engine.
Fell in front of engine and was run
over.
Attempted to cross track ahead of
passenger train in yard, was struck
and thrown against another train;
age 63.
Struck by engine.
Fell from train.
Attempted to jump on moving cars,
fell, and was run over.
Uncoupling cars.
Run over by cars.
Climbed up embankment and rolled
down in front of engine.
Struck by train.
Fell from engine.
Fell from car.
Caught between cars while coupling.
Fell from train in motion.
Fell under cars.
Run over by train.
Thrown from car.
Struck by switch engine.
Struck by engine while throwing
switch.
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T R A I H M E N — Concluded.
FLAGMEN (NOT SPECIFIED).
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

FATAL.
Feb. 27,1889
Mar. 25,1889
Nov. 1,1889
Jan. 30,1890
Apr. 29,1890
Sept. 14,1890
May 30,1895
Mar. 24,1896
Apr. 24,1897
Juno 1,1898
Aug. 8,1899

fatal —concluded.

Fatally injured while connecting Aug. 23,1899
cars,
Train flagman, attempting to board Sept. 15,1899
caboose of work train, was run June 20,1900
over.
Nov. 20,1900
Struek and killed by train; it was
supposed that he fell asleep on Sept. 20,1901
tracks while out with his flag.
Oct. 18,1901
While cutting loose between two
cars he fell and was run over;
May 3,1902
age 23.
Standing between tracks in yard, Oct. 13,1902
stepped in front of train; age 21.
Nov. 10,1902
Run over while flagging, on account June 28,1903
Sept. 3,1903
of a wreck.
Oct. 1,1904
Killed while drilling cars.
Dec. 5,1904
Struck and run over by engine.
Struck and instantly killed by step May 2,1906
ping in front of engine.
Struck by engine.
July 19,1906

Struek by train.

Struck by train while flagging trains
near quarry.
Fell from car.
Run over by train.
Struck and instantly killed while
flagging a train.
Killed while flagging a train.
Signaled engine to back, but failed
to notice which track it was on;
was struck and killed.
Killed at draw by parting of train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck while flagging a train.
Killed in collision.
Struck by train while flagging.
Struck and run over by train.
Killed ‘‘boarding or alighting from
train.”
Struck by train.

BAGGAGE MASTERS.
FATAL.

May 12,1890

fatal —con clud ed .

Train hit truck on which he was . July 1,1895
seated, slued it around, and Feb. 21.1901
threw Mm under the wheels; both June 19.1901
legs were cut off and ho died May Apr. 19,1904
24; age 40.

Killed b y drill engine.
Killed hr collision.
Struck by false bridge.
Struck and killed at station.

TRAINMEN (NOT SPECIFIED).
fatal—concluded.

FATAL.

Aug.
-----O ct
June
Sept.

24,1897
— 1902
— 1903
25,1903
13,1905
10,1905

Struck by train in tunnel.
Fell from train.
Coupling.
Struck by train.
Struck by bridge.
Fell under engine.

Nov. 21,1906
Apr. 13,1907

While uncoupling ears his fingers
were bruised; he was taken to a
hospital and died from the effects
of ether during the operation.
Fell from car and under train.

SHOPMEN.
SHOP FOREMAN.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

FATAL.
Feb. 12,1904

Struck by train.

BOLT INSPECTOR.
NONFATAL.

Aug. 25,1906

Right hand injured handling tools.
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S H O P M E N — Continued.
CAR BUILDERS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Sept. 23,1889

Attempted to cross track ahead of
car that was being switched; was
knocked down and run over; age
49.
Car that had been jacked up fell on
him.

Date of in*
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

FATAL.

Feb.

4,1899

n o n f a t a l —co n clu d ed .

May 17,1893
June 19,1894
Oct. 11,1894

July 13,1898
Jan. 18,1899
Feb. 28,1899
Mar. 12,1900

NONFATAL,

Nov. 23,1892
Jan. 20,1893

June 2,1895

Hand crushed by car at shops.
Right foot sprained; fell while re
pairing platform of car.
Received scalp wound; stepped out
from between cars be had been re
pairing and was struck by engine.
Right thumb broken; was riding in
baggage car; his hat blew off; in
reaching for it his thumb hit signal
pole.
Leg hurt by fall.

Apr.
Sept.
Sept.
Dec.
Sept.
Oct.
Feb.
June
Feb.

26,1900
12,1900
14,1900
31,1900
9,1902
29,1902
15,1905
17,1905
15,1906

Face, hand, and knee bruised; at
tempted to jump on ear.
Ankle sprained; fell from car.
Thumb crushed; stick of timber fell
on it.
Wrist bruised and sprained while
alighting from moving train.
Right arm fractured; caught be
tween cars while making inspec
tion.
Ann and leg cut off; struck by train.
Face bruised repairing cars.
Head slightly cut; bolt struck it.
Ankle sprained at shops.
Hand hart at shops.
Hand hurt by car truck.
Thumb cut handling tools.
Leg bruised handling tools.
Face cut by fall at shops.

CAR REPAIRERS.
FATAL.

Jan.

5,1889

July 13,1889
Jan. 23,1890
Dec. 19,1891
June 19,1892
Dec. 17,1894

Truck repairer, while at work in
yard between two coaches with
no signal out, the cars were backed
together by switch engine; the re
pairer was caught between the
coaches and squeezed so badly
that he died in thirty minutes;
age 35.
While at work under a car in yard,
engine backed against it, catching
the repairer under the brake beam;
he died the same day; age 22.
Killed repairing cars.
Struck and instantly kilted.
Jumped from train, fell, was run
over, and died the next day; age
52.
Run over b y float drill.

f a t a l —con clud ed .

Jan. 20,1899
Jan. 20,1900
Feb. 15,1900
July 3,1901
Aug. 27,1901
Sept. 15,1902
Feb. 3,1903
May 27,1905
June 5,1907
Aug. 21,1907

Struck by train.
Fatally injured while coupling.
Found dead near car in yard; Slight
contusion on bead.
Fell from car while unloading poles.
Struck by engine while walking on
track.
Killed while handling cars.
Fell through trapdoor of moving
car, in yard.
Was thrown from cars by jerk and
fell under same.
Run over; stepped in front of engine
while switching.
While jacking up car to get truck
under, jaok slipped, catching re
pairer between car and float ridge,
instantly killing him.

MACHINISTS AND THEIR HELPERS.
FATAL.

Nov. 19,1891
May 19,1893
Oct. 10,1893

Jumped from train directly in front. Sept. 9,1895
of another; age 55.
Struck by train while " co u p lin g or
handling cars.”
Attempted to cross track ahead of Mar. 8,1905
yard engine. "Bell was ringing June* 27,1907
and headlight burning brightly;"
age 56.
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fatal—concluded.

Derrick slipped off smokestack to
which it was attached to lift off
steam-chest cover of engine; skull
was fractured.
Struck by train.
Slipped and fell across rail while
attempting to board pilot step of
engine; engine passed over him.
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SHOPMEN—Continued.
BLACKSMITHS AND THEIR HELPERS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Feb. 9,1891
June 1,1898
Aug. 19,1898

Arm hurt by tool.
Toe badly bruised; struck by sledge.
Hand cut; struck by chip of steel.
(Helper.)
Eye bruised; fell, walking through
yard.
Hand crushed; piece of iron fell on it.
Eye burned; hot metal flew in it.
Eye contused; hit by piece of chisel,
which flew off.
Thumb crushed; hit with sledge.
(Helper.)
Left foot slightly bruised; rail which
he was cutting fell. (Helper.)
Eye burned by flying sparks from
welding heat.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

May 25,1901

Left forearm fractured; jumped from
moving train. (Helper.)
Eye inj ured at shop. (Helper.)
Breast injured at shop.
Wrist injured at shop.
Shoulder hurt by bucket.
Foot bruised at shop.
Arm injured at shop.
Finger injured at shop. (Helper.)
Hand hurt at work.
Right arm squeezed while putting
dead engine in engine house.
Hand cut handling tools. (Helper.)
Thumb crushed handling material.
(Helper.)

nonfatal—concluded.

NONFATAL.

Dec.

9,1898

Sept. 22,1899
June 22,1900
Dec. 22,1900
Dec. 26,1900
Jan.

4,1901

Apr.

9,1901

June
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Nov.
Dec.
May
Apr.

10,1902
6,1902
4,1902
9,1902
9,1902
12,1902
29,1902
22,1903
2,1904

July 27,1905
Aug. 30,1905

BOILER MAKERS AND THEIR HELPERS.
NONFATAL.

May

4,1889

Aug. 24,1889
May

4,1898

July

2,1900

Aug.

6,1900

Nov. 2,1900
Feb. 8,1901
Mar. 18,1901
May

8,1901

Left arm slightly injured, cutting
rivets out of boiler.
Slightly scalded, taking off hand
hole plate of boiler.
Eye injured by chip of iron.
(Helper.)
Eve injured by piece of metal which
broke off tool.
Finger bruised; hit it with hammer.
(Helper.)
Ear punctured, struck by hammer
of another workman.
Finger mashed; hit it with hammer.
Great toe and side injured; stepped
in front of engine.
injured between the eyes while
punching out stay bolts. (Helper.)

n o n f a t a l —con clud ed .

Nov.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
July
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
July

3,1901
10,1902
13,1902
19,1902
12,1902
19,1902
22,1902
10,1902
16,1902
15,1902
10,1905

July 10,1905
Feb. 8,1906
Mar. 12,1906

Side injured; ash pan fell on him.
Legs hurt; boiler plate fell on them.
Eye injured at shop.
Eye injured at shop.
Hand hurt by grate.
Finger injured at shops.
Forehead cut at shops.
Forehead injured at shops.
Hand injured at shops.
Hand injured at shops.
Eye injured at shop.
Hand injured, handling tools.
(Helper.)
Little finger crushed, handling tools.
(Helper.)
Head cut, handling tools. (Helper.)
Head injured, handling material.

HELPERS (NOT SPECIFIED).
NONFATAL.
July
Mar.
Apr.
June

20,1893
20,1894
19,1894
27,1901

Foot hurt b y engine pilot.
A nkle hurt b y fall.
H and hurt; how, not reported.
Leg cut off; fell from a coach which
was being switched.

NONFATAL—concluded.
Apr. 29,1903
June 23,1907
Sept. 23,1907

H and hurt b y baggage.
Injured at passenger yard.
B oth hands and arms bruised by
jumping from train w hile it was
in m otion.

PIPE FITTERS OR PLUMBERS.
nonfatal—concluded.

FATAL.

Apr.

9,1888

Fell into river and drowned while
repairing gas pipe at bridge.
NONFATAL.

Apr. 28,1896
Dec. 17,1896

Scalded by bursting of reducer at
head of main steam pipe.
Right ankle sprained, stepping from
a coach.
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Apr.

8,1901

May

1,1901

July 15,1902
Dec. 20,1902
Apr. 20,1905

Thumb mashed, cleaning brake
cylinder.
Scalp cut open; struck head against
a bolt in yard.
Injured; particulars not reported.
Back injured; other particulars not
reported.
Wrist sprained; uncoupling cars.
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SHOPMEN—Concluded.
TINSMITHS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury

NONFATAL.
May 14,1894
Nov. 16,1900

NONFATAL—concluded.

Hand cut; cause not reported.
Internal injuries; fell from staging.

Apr. 25,1902
Nov. 13,1905

Leg bruised; fell from engine.
Arm and leg bruised b y fall.

MESSENGER BOYS.
NONFATAL.
Apr. 2,1902
Aug. 27,1902

NONFATAL—concluded.

Eyes injured at shops.
Finger injured at shops.

Sept. 11,1902

Fingers crushed at shops.

SHOP EMPLOYEES (NOT SPECIFIED).
FATAL.
Feb. 27,1888
Aug. 4,1890

fatal —concluded.

Fell from scaffold at shops.
Car loaded w ith lumber was being
pushed off turntable; the jar broke
stakes holding lumber, and lum 
ber fell on him.

Sept.
June
Nov.
Oct.
Jan.

8,1895
23,1899
19,1903
14,1904
10,1905

Fell from coal trestle.
Killed in shops.
Killed between cars.
Struck b y train.
Struck b y train.

ROUNDHOUSE MEN.
ROUNDHOUSE FOREMEN
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

June 18,1901

Knee sprained; stepped into small
hole in ash pile.

FATAL.
Dec.,

1894

Sept. 27,1907

NONFATAL.

Struck b y engine; was night fore
man.
B illed by explosion of gasolene tank.

ENGINE DISPATCHERS.
NONFATAL.
May 31,1894

Foot bruised; caught under pilot of
engine.

NONFATAL—concluded.
July

5,1903

Foot bruised; caught between en
gine pilot and rail.

ENGINE HOSTLERS AND HOSTLERS’ HELPERS.
NONFATAL.
N ov. 30,1888
Sept. 30,1892
Jan. 13,1893

Jan. 26,1833

Head hurt handling engine.
Squeezed between cab window and
engine-house door; leaned out of
window as engine came out.
Shoulder, hip, and thigh contused:
cab of engine came down on him
when cab struck roof of oil house;
was backing engine on oil-house
track.
H ip bruised, slipped on ice and fell
against engine.

16752—No. 84—10--- 9
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NONFATAL—continued.
Mar. 17,1893

June 5,1893
Jan. 18,1895
Feb. 16,1895
July

5,1895

Hand bruised and cut; caught be
tw een valve handle and brake
lever when brake applied itself
while he was turning triple valve.
Legs injured; struck in yard.
Arm broken; jumped from engine.
Thumb injured while chocking en
gine over ash pit.
Finger crushed; was applying brake
shoe.
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ROUNDHOUSE MEN—Continued.
ENGINE HOSTLERS AND HOSTLER’S HELPERS—Concluded.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Feb. 8,1897

Head slightly injured; struck by hoe
while assisting in cleaning an en
gine.
Foot hurt by fall from engine.
Ankle slightly injured by fall into
pit.
Foot crushed; while unloading
wheels one dropped.
Right arm broken; was taking en
gine on ash pit.
Hose burst; head and face scalded.
Finger cut; water glass on engine
broke.
Injured; engine moved while he
was under it.
Face and neck scalded; accidentally
ushed cylinder cocks open in tryig to place frog under derailed
engine.
Groin injured; slipped on ice while
getting off engine and fell into ash
pit.
Hand and shoulders bruised by
scraper which was caught and
dragged by engine passing on side
track.
Arm scalded; hand-hole plate blew
,open.
Right foot injured; cover of manhole
fell on it.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Sept. 14,1902

Foot bruised; no particulars re
ported.
Side and wrist sprained; fell between
rails.
Hand injured; no particulars re
ported.
Toe broken; dropped grate on it.
Hand bruised; opening fire box.
Burned while working on engine.
Head and body contused; fell from
endue.
Hand caught on apron of cod chute.
Head and back bruised; struck by
engine while throwing switch.
Ankle sprained; jumped off train
while m motion.
Side bruised; fell off engine.
Injured by falling off engine.
<Helper.)
Finger bruised; shaker bar slipped.
{Helper.)
Face burned; kindling fire in engine.
Ankle sprained while getting on en
gine.
Concussion of brain; caught between
telegraph pole and engine.
Right arm broken; caught between
sand house and arm rest of cab
while moving engine along coal
trestle track.

n o n f a t a l —co n clud ed .

n o n f a t a l —con tin u ed .

June 2,1897
Jan. 1,1899
Aug. 23,1899
Feb.

5,1900

July 17,1900
Nov. 7,1900
Jan. 28,1901
Feb.

4,1901

Feb. 15,1901
Feb. 28,1901
Mar. 11,1901
June 9,1901

g

Sept. 29,1902
Sept. 30,1902
liar.
June
Oct.
Dec.

15,1903
7,1903
24,1903
22,1903

Jan. 6,1904
Sept. 24,1904
May 13,1905
Sept. 1,1905
Sept. 21,1905
Mar.

9,1906

Nov. 28,1906
Apr. 7,1907
May 16,1907
June 2,1907

ENGINE WIPERS.
FATAL.

Aug. 16,1889
July 19,1890

Jan. 25,1894
Feb. 27,1900

Fell off train.
While astride a bar placed between
spokes of back driving wheels and
frame of engine his head came in
contact with bracket under run
ning board of engine; the engine
was not permanently placed and
it started.
Struck by engine while walking on
tracks.
Struck while standing on track giv
ing signal.
NONFATAL.

A.pr. 3,1889
June
July
July
Apr.
Mar.

12,1892
19,1892
19,1892
29,1893
28,1894

Sept. 28,1894

Was riding on engine going to round
house; struck switch stand and
arm cut off when he fell under en
gine; age 18.
Slightly injured while wiping.
Slightly injured while wiping.
Slightly injured while wiping.
Fell from engine; leg crushed.
Right hand laeerated; caught be
tween side rod and main driver;
engine started while he was at
work; age 60.
Right leg crushed, trying to make
coupling.
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n o n f a t a l —con clud ed .

Dec. 15,1895
June 6,1897
Apr. 23,1897
Dec.

5.1899

Mar.

5.1900

Nov. 5.1901
Feb. 11.1902
July 31.1902
Aug. 17.1902
Nov.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

26.1902
14.1903
24.1904
23.1905
17.1905

Oct. 25.1905
Nov. 16.1905
Mar. 30.1906

Eve cut; fell off engine.
Fingers mashed, loading wheels on
car.
Foot bruised; caught between turn
table and rail.
Two fingers cut oft, coupling engine
to train.
Struck while walking on track; right
foot cut off and arm broken.
Hand severely burned; was carrying
can of crude oil and lighted torch
in same hand, gas from oil ex
ploded.
Injured; no particulars reported.
Injured by fall from engine.
Face and hand burned while at
work.
Ankle sprained.
Injured; struck by train.
Injured; no particulars reported.
Injured; no particulars reported.
Head and neck burned; fell against
smokestack.
Hand burned; waste took fire.
Hand and face badly burned; put oil
on fire to start It.
Finger broken; caught it in air
brake.
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ROUNDHOUSE HEN—Continued.
ENGINE CLEANERS.
Rate ©f in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, andeause of injury.

Mar. 15,1896

Big toe bruised; wheel which he was
helping to move fell on it; age 19.
Hand-injured while coupling ecus.
Neck bruised; Slipped and fell
against engine.
Hand severely injured -while clean
ing-engine.
Leg -scalded; steam escaped from
cylinder eoeks.
Face burned b y explosion of-oil can.
Face burned b y explosion of oil can.
Cut over eye; shpped while raking

FATAL.
Dec.

5,1895

Jan.

1,1901 Struck by train.

■ NONFATAL—con clud ed .

Attempted to get on rear-step of-drill
engine; fed and was -dragged 240
feet; his head was found wedged
between whedlandside of track.

Aug. 19,1898

tNGNFATAIL.
Mar. 3,1890
Jan. 2,1894
Jan. 2Q, 1894
May 15,1894
Aug. 2,1894
Sept. 2,1894
Sept. 2,1894
Bept. 18,1894
Jan. 14,1896
Mar. 13,1896

June '2,1896
May 18,1898

Bruised by fall from engine.
Nose bruised .and left eye hurt; fell
into pit while helping to turn en
gine; age 21.
Left wrist broken ;fell vhfieeleanmg
engine.
Right Mp sprained; alighting from
engine.
Injured, cleaning engine.
Big toe bruised; binder fell on it;
age 17.
Ankle badly bruised; fell while
climbing over cars .on his way
home; age 17.
Left foot bruised; caught between
tread of back tender wheel and
block at end of track.
Wrist sprained; fell while getting
down off engine at rest; age 17.
Hands, wrist, and leg burned; over
alls caught fire from blare made of
refuse; age 18.

Dec.

1,1898

Feb. 1,1899
Feb. 1,1899
Mar. 6,1899
Feb.

1,1900

July 18,1900
June 19,1902
Oct. 27,1902
July .21,1903
Aug. 10,1903
Jan. 27,1904
May 11,1904
May 25,1904
Jan. 6,1905
Jan. 23,1905

Bcalded slightly b y steam from en
gine.
Overcome by heat while cleaning
engine.
Knee contused; crowbar flew back
when he was prying ash can.
Foot hurt by fall.
Forearm and face burned, explosion
of gas in lire box.
Hand hurt while cleaning engine.
Face burned while building fire in
engine.
Foot hurt by turntable.
Head cut by piece of coal.
Thumb cut, cleaning engine.
E.ye cut by glass.

ASH PAN CLEANERS.

fvOJvFATAL—concluded.

FATAL.
Jan. 28,1889 > Killed b y engine which was m oved. Feb. 4,1890
while he was cleaning ash pan.
July 18,1899

JfONFATAL.

Aug. 8,1888

Severely injured, struck by train
While cleaning.ash pan.
Hand -injured; -caught it under
wheel while cleaning ash pan.

Overcome b y heat while cleaning.
ash pan.

ASH PIT CLEANERS.

NGNFATAL.
Jan. 19,1893
Nov. 7,1894
May

3,1895

Aug. 9,1895
Jan. 24,1896
Mar. 10,1896
Aug. ,7,1896
Aug. 27,1898

NONFATAL—con clud ed .

Left arm bruised; slipped on ice in Oct.
tank of engine while coaling en
Jan.
gine.
an kle sprained; ju m p e d off

Foot and fingers crushed; run into
by engine while he was cleaning
ash pit.
Right side bruised; struck against
car while riding on tank step of
•engine.
While shaking grates, caught his
hand between shaking bar and
boiler head; little finger cut.
Knee bruised; while cleaning out
spark arrester struck his knee
against engine.
Right arm badly scalded by hot
water from engine while he was in
the ash pit.
Face and arms burned by steam
from hot ashes.
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Apr.
.June
Nov.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Aug.
Sept.
Apr.
July
June

8,1898* Face, neck, and arms burned by
steam from ashes.
6,1899 Face and hands scalded Nby steam
from ash hex-of engine which was
being cleaned.
5,1899 Sprained back, shoveling ashes.
25,1900 Bruised over right eye; fell into .en
gine tank.
28,1900 Leg bruisedrcoa!ing up engine.
18,1901 Arm run over by engine.
18,1901 Left arm broken; fell into ash pit.
20,1901 Injured by engine while in ash pit.
3,1901 Struck while standing too close to
track.
27,1902 Ankle sprained; no particulars re
ported.
28,1904 Face, head, and shoulder contused;
struck by engine.
30,1904 Seriously injured by engine moved
by hostler.
16,1905 Injured, “boarding or alighting from
car.”
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ROUNDHOUSE MEN—Continued.
FIRE CLEANERS.
Date of in Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
jury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Nov. 8,1902
June 23,1903
Nov. 4,1903

Injured; no particulars.
Contusion o f left hand in grate.
Bums of back, neck, and arms; hot
water came from smokestack while
he was working around engine.
Scalp wound; fell from train.
Ankle sprained; fell in turntable pit.
Bone in hand broken; fell into ash
pit.
Iniured, cleaning fire.
Iniured, cleaning fire.
Iniured, cleaning fire.
Injured, cleaning fire.
Head injured, fell from engine while
shaking grates.
Iniured, cleaning fire.
Injured, cleaning fire.

NONFATAL.

Dec. 13,1888 Right hand slightly injured, clean
ing fire.
Sept. 10,1892 Slightly injured, cleaning fire.
Feb. 3,1893 Face and head injured; struck by
engine.
Apr. 12,1894 Injured, cleaning fire.
Apr. 6,1895 Iniured, cleaning fire.
June 21,1895 Iniured, cleaning fire.
Aug. 12,1895 Iniured, cleaning fire.
Nov. 23,1895 Injured, cleaning fire.
Dec. 16,1895 Injured, cleaning fire.
Dec. 27,1896 Injured, cleaning fire.
Dec. 31,1897 - Injured, cleaning fire.
Nov. 3,1898 Head injured, cleaning fire.
Mar. 16,1902 Left leg broken; other particulars
not reported.
May 28,1902 Shoulder wrenched, raking fire.
July 27,1902 Injured; no particulars.

non fa ta l —concluded.

Mar. 18,1904
Sept. 15,1906
Dec. [5,1906
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Aug.

8,1907
3,1907
30,1907
13,1907
2,1907

Dec. 11,1907
Dec. 21,1907

COAL CHUTE FOREMEN.
NONFATAL.

June 4,1904

Struck by engine at shops.

ENGINE PREPARERS OR ENGINE WATCHMEN.

NONFATAL.
Mar. 17,1891
Dec. 18,1896
Dec. 18,1896
Apr. 21,1900
July 24,1900

While assisting in repairing a broken
down engine his right thumb was
lacerated in machinery.
While tapping pipes conveying
steam to steam neat plant was
scalded on face and body.
While drawing coal from pockets,
lump rolled on his foot, bruising
the instep.
Sight of eye destroyed by piece of
coal he was breaking.
Lip cut; man on engine threw
empty pail for him to catch.

n o n f a t a l —con clud ed .

May 31,1901
Feb. 13,1902
Jan. 4,1904
May 30,1904
Feb. 5,1905

In coupling engines to cars his left
hana was caught between the
couplers, mashing little finger and
cutting index finger and thumb.
Broke rib and cut and bruised head
by falling into turntable pit.
Hurt internally by fall.
Body bruised by engine.
Two fingers taken off; frozen sand
fell from engine.

TURNTABLE OPERATORS.
FATAL.

Jan. 16,1906

Grasped arc-lamp wire, shocked fa
tally.

Dec.

Hand slightly injured, caught be
tween crosshead and guide of
turntable.

NONFATAL.

7,1889

n o n f a t a l —concluded.

Feb. 11,1890
Feb. 25,1901
Nov. 25,1905

Finger cut while turning engine.
Wrenched his knee going into pit to
oil wheels of turntable.
Hand injured by cogwheel of turn
table.

PUMP MEN AT ROUNDHOUSES.
nonfatal —concluded.

NONFATAL.

May 22,1894

Right hand and lee burned; after
fixing fire on engine went up in
cab, was overcome by coal gas and
fell against steam pipe; age 67.
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Jan. 17,1896

Oct.

9,1898

Arm cut and bruised; while helping
to Shove engine at roundhouse,
caught Ills arm between top guide
and crank pin of engine.
Slightly scalded while attempting
to wash out boiler.
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ROUNDHOUSE MEN—Concluded.
BOILER WASHERS.
Date of in Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
jury.

Date of in
jury.

nonfatal —concluded.

NONFATAL.

Sept. 2,1888
July 18,1898

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Arms and back scalded; how, not
reported.
Arm bruised, coupling.

Feb.

3,1901

Scalded on head and neck while un
screwing nuts of blowcock at en
gine house.

ROUNDHOUSE JANITOR.
NONFATAL.

Dec. 23,1904

Hand hurt by engine wheel.

ROUNDHOUSE EMPLOYEES (NOT SPECIFIED).
nonfatal—concluded.

NONFATAL.

Mar. 14,1888
Nov. 29,1894
Jan. 29,1895
Oct. 21,1900
Feb.

1,1901

Dec. 18,1901

Slight scalp wound, fell into turn
table pit.
Finger mashed, coupling.
Head cut and bruises; run down by
engine.
Right hip, right shoulder, and ab
domen contused and sprained, fell
into engine pit.
Left foot bruised; piece of iron fell
on it.
Three fingers mashed, trying to
couple engines.

Jan. 14,1902
June 18,1902
Feb. 19,1904
May 23,1907
May 24,1907

Severe contusion of shoulder, in
specting coupling of passenger en
gine.
Leg scalded; particulars not re
ported.
Caught between engine and post at
roundhouse.
Face and chest scalded by escaping
steam.
Face and arms burned.

YARD EMPLOYEES.
YARDMASTERS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Feb. 24,1896

Thumb bruised; caught between
oil box of car and wedge.
Thigh bruised, coupling.
Rib and breast bone fractured;
slipped on ice on step of engine
tank.
Shin bruised; fell over bumper
lying beside track.
Knee cap injured; fell, getting off
engine in motion.
Severe scalp wound and internal
injuries; fell from bridge.
Hip dislocated; caught between
cars while coupling.
Hip and ankle bruised at shops.
Back sprained, body bruised; struck
while getting off car.
Arm cut off, coupling cars.
Hand severely lacerated; torpedo
exploded.
Injured; fell from train.
Injured; no particulars.
Knocked down and body squeezed,
coupling.
Knee sprained; struck by girder
extending over side of car.
Lacerations and contusions of body;
struck while crossing track.

FATAL.

Nov. 25,1891
Nov. 15,1902

Ran over by cars.
Fatally injured in freight yard.
NONFATAL.

Feb.

Thumb slightly injured, uncoupling
engine.
Bad cut in scalp and hip badly
bruised; struck by engine.
12,1892 Right hand cut off, coupling cars.
17,1892 Collar bone broken, coupling cars.
15,1893 Slight concussion of brain; struck
overhead bridge.
2,1893 Right arm bruised while making up
train.
22,1893 Hand bruised while coupling.
30,1893 Right foot cut off; ran over,
attempting to board moving train.
3,1893 Left arm sprained; fell from rear
end of pusher.
12,1893 Forefinger, right hand, mashed,
coupling cars without stick.
26,1894 Two fingers right hand crushed,
coupling.
25,1894 Right forearm bruised, coupling
without stick.
1,1895 Finger mashed; turning air-brake
cock on engine.
2,1895 Right ankle sprained; jumped off
moving train.
3,1888

July 13,1890
May
Dec.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Nov.
Dec.
May
Aug.
Jan.
Dec.
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n o n f a t a l —con clud ed .

Oct. 10,1898
Jan. 3,1900
Sept. 3,1900
Dec. 14,1900
Feb. 12,1901
Jan. 22,1902
Feb. 4,1902
Aug. 26,1902
Apr. 9,1903
July 18,1903
Dec. 3,1903
Apr. 26,1904
Dec. 22,1904
May 12,1906
Jan. 13,1907
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YARD EMPLOYEES—Continued.
ASSISTANT YARDXASTERS.
Date of in Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
jury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Sept. 18,1897

Hand caught between step of engine
and switch lever, fracturing finger;
raised switch lever too soon.
Side and leg bruised; fell from
freight car.
Fell from train.
Toe hurt, throwing switch.
Injured; struck by train.
Wrist sprained; hit by switch lever.
Injured, coupling.
Left hip and left arm injured;
struck by engine while crossing
track.
Right knee cut; fell on rail while
crossing track.
Right hip injured handling ma
chinery.

nonfatal—concluded.

FATAL.

June 17,1892
Jan. 6,1897
May 13,1897
Nov. 23,1905
Nov. 29,1905

Stepped on track directly in front of
engine and was run over; age 45.
Fell under cars.
Fell from moving train under
wheels.
Caught between couplers while
coupling.
Jumped off car; was struck by other
cars which threw him back under
the one he jumped from.
NONFATAL.

Mar. 31,1893
Mar. 22,1897

Feb. 20,1899
Mar.
Jan.
Aug.
Feb.
Sept.
Jan.

6,1903
27,1904
2,1904
14,1905
29,1905
16,1906

Badly cut about the mouth while Jan. 31,1908
uncoupling ears.
Second finger of right hand cut off, Aug. 6,1907
pulling pin while making a run
ning drill.

YARD FOREMEN.
nonfatal —concluded.

NONFATAL.

Dec. 19,1893
Oct.

4,1898

Slightly injured; knocked down by
car.
Slightly injured; caught between
pile of brick and freight car.

Dec. 23,1904

Side hurt, running cars.

TRAIN INSPECTOR.
FATAL.

4,1891

Struck by engine while inspecting
train.

AIR-BRAKE INSPECTORS AND REPAIRERS.
n o n fa ta l —concluded.

FATAL.

Sept. 21,1904
Sept. 4,1906

Killed while examining brakes
under car.
Killed while working under car.
(Inspector.)
NONFATAL.

Jan.

1,1894

Dec. 10,1894
May

4,1897

Feb.

1,1S99

Feb. 23,1900

Hand crushed, coupling.
(In
spector.)
Hand bruised; wrench slipped.
(Repairer.)
Finger bruised, coupling. (Inspect
or.)
Shoulder dislocated and hip bruised;
fell from engine. (Inspector.)
Shoulders injured, repairing signal
hose. (Inspector.)
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May

2,1903

July 15,1903
June 10,1905
Apr. 10,1906
Aug. 3,1906
Apr. 30,1907

Right hip sprained while walking in
vard. (Inspector.)
Right foot crushed; train started
while he was repairing air hose.
(Inspector.)
Head badly cut; while examining
engine a lump of coal fell on him
from engine tank. (Inspector.)
Left leg bruised, repairing hose.
(Inspector.)
Toes crushed; caught between
bumpers of cars.
Hand injured by piston rod of
engine.
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YARD EMPLOYEES—Continued.
CAR EXAMINERS OR INSPECTORS.
Date of in Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
jury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
fatal—concluded.

FATAL.

Nov. 14,1890
Jan. 13,1891
Jan. 15,1894
Oct. 2,1894
Aug. 26,1897
Nov. 2,1897
Aug. 4,1898
Sept. 2,1901

Drowned; fell in canal while examin
ing car near the same.
Caught between dead woods of two
ears while standing between sameStruck by train while crossing track.
While working under car drill engine
switched other cars against it.
Struck while inspecting car.
Supposed to have been hit by engine.
Run over while working under box
ear.
Fell between moving cars while in
specting same.

July
July
Aug.
Sept.
Nov.
Mar.
Mar.

6,1903
15,1903
5,1905
19,1905
27,1905
18,1906
16,1907

Mar. 23,1907

Struck by engine.
Fell through car door of coal car.
Struck by train while off duty.
Struck b y train.
Killed wnile coupling.
Struck by engine while inspecting.
Cars under which he was at work ran
over him; they were moved while
he was at work; no blue flag was
out.
Killed in yards.

STEAM OR HEAT INSPECTORS.
nonfatal—concluded.

NONFATAL.

Jan. 19,1894
Oct. 30,1895

Slightly scalded about face while un Jan.
coupling steam hose.
Quite badly injured by fall from top
of Pullman car.

1,1899

Body slightly bruised; caught be
tween bumping block and car.

HOSE CUTTERS OR COUPLERS.
NONFATAL.

Apr. 13,1893
July 5,1895
Jan. 31,1901
Jan. 30,1902

Finger injured while coupling.
Finger bruised while coupling.
Scalded about lace while cutting
steam hose in train shed.
Finger fractured and bones bruised.,
“ coupling or uncoupling.”

Dec. 11,1902
Dec.

8,1905

nonfatal—concluded.
Head injured in train shed; “ on or
about trains.”
Injured; “ oner about trains.”

CAR OILERS.
FATAL.

Dec. 31,1890
Nov. 23,1839

June 5,1889
Aug. 12,1834

Found dead; supposed to have been
killed by falling under moving
cars while oiling cars on parallel
track.
Killed by passenger train while
packing a hot journal.

Dec. 15,1894

NONFATAL.

June 19,1899

Slightly injured by coming in con
tact with a lamp standard while
oiling a hot box on a moving train.
Left shoulder and side bruised;
jumped off moving engine.

June 1,1895
July 26,1895

Mar. 27,1901
Jan. 13,3902
Oct. 3,1905

NONFATAL—concluded.
Leg cut off and otherwise injured;
struck by train while walking on
track.
Finger crushed between bumpers.
Bruised about body; was struck by
yard engine while walking
through yard.
Arm and leg bruised; struck by en
gine.
Bruised his finger while placing
journal brass in engine.
Knee bruised in storeroom.
Chest bruised; caught between earand platform.

CAR CLEANERS.
FATAL.

Feb.

6,1890

Feb. 10,1894
Sept. 30,1S96
Feb. 8,1897

Attempted to run across track ahead
of caboose that was being backed;
struck, run over, and instantly
killed; age 42.
Struck b y train and killed while
crossing tracks." (Female.)
Struck by train. (Female.)
Jumped from moving train and
went under.
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Mar. 22,1898
Oct.
Feb.
July
Mar.
July
Oct.
July

5,1898
24,1902
17,1902
6,1905
1,1905
26,1905
31,1907

fatal—concluded.
Struck and instantly killed while
crossing tracks.
Caught between two cars.
Killed while getting on or off train.
Struck by engine.
Struck by train.
Cause not specified.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
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YARD EMPLOYEES—Continued.
CALL BOYS.
Date of in Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
jury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Jan. 19,1906

Injured, “ boarding or alighting from
train.”
Fingers lacerated; barrel fell on
them.

NONFATAL—concluded.

FATAL.

Dec. 10,1895

Struck by train.

Mar. 27,1903

Injured by being struck by train.

Apr.

NONFATAL.

5,1906

CAR CHECKERS.
nonfatal —concluded.

FATAL.

Feb.

Dec. 22,1905

Struck by train.

Nov. 20,1889

Thumb of right hand bruised; at
tempted to couple cars in motion,
without stick.
Fingers crushed; caught between
cars.

Mar. 30,1905

NONFATAL.

Nov. 24,1889

5,1891

July
Dec.

7,1905
6,1905

Head cut, arms and legs bruised; fell
from moving car.
Back sprained; attempted to hold
up car door.
Injured, “on or about trains.”
Injured, “boarding or alighting from
car.”

CAR MARKER.
NONFATAL.

June 18,1898

Arm slightly bruised; caught be
tween cars.
CAR HUMBER TAKERS.
nonfatal —concluded.

NONFATAL.

Nov. 26,1892

Had climbed up ladder on side of
car in freight yard; struck by train
and leg cut off.

Nov. 21,1899

Struck by train and injured while
taking numbers.

CAR TRACER.
FATAL.

Jan.

8,1900

Uncoupling cars.

CAR SEALERS.
nonfatal —concluded.

FATAL.

9,1907

Caught between cars while crossing
track.

Mar. 9,1893

Right ankle broken; struck by yard
engine; was applying seal and
stepped too close to next track;
ag9 60.

July

NONFATAL.
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Apr. 14,1895
Jan. 21,1901

Left foot crushed and back injured;
struck by train while walking on
track.
Shoulder sprained and bruised; at
tempted to jump to ground; foot
caught in door rest of car and he
was thrown.
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
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YARD EMPLOYEES—Continued.
SEAL INSPECTORS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Oct. 10,1898

H ip dislocated and fractured; fell
to pier.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

NONFATAL.

NONFATAL—concluded.
June

7,1900

Leg bruised; stepped through open
ing in platform.

YARD CLERKS (NOT SPECIFIED).
nonfatal —concluded.

FATAL.

May 24,1891
Jan. 21,1895
Jan. 26,1900

Struck by train while asleep on
track; age 28.
Struck by engine in yard.
Killed while marking cars.
NONFATAL.

Mar. 29,1892
Oct.

2,1895

Two toes of foot mashed; at
tempted to jump on moving train.
Slightly injured while marking coal
train.

Apr.
Aug.
May
Dec.
June
Aug.

10,1896
9,1901
23,1902
8,1904
19,1905
1,1905

Aug. 10,1905
Feb. 26,1907

Injured; struck by engine.
Shoulder fractured; fell from cars.
Arm hurt by fall in yard.
Internal injuries; struck by train.
Injured; fell on tie.
Leg injured; came in contact with
switch stand.
Groin injured; jumped from train
while it was in motion.
Injured; struck by train.

YARD MESSENGERS.
nonfatal —concluded.

FATAL.

July 27,1898
Mar. 2,1907
Dec. 1,1907

Struck by engine in yard.
Struck by engine in yard.
Attempting to board yard engine.

Mar.

5,1900

Mar. 23,1904

NONFATAL.

Sept. 10,1896

Foot injured; stepped on rusty nail
while walking through yard.
Injured by being caught between
cars.

Leg crushed; fell under train while
trying to board it.

WATER BOY.
NONFATAL.

Nov. 23,1896

Bruised by cars.

ASSISTANT WEIGHMASTER.
NONFATAL.

July 28,1905

Ankle sprained by misstep.

FREIGHT HANDLERS.
fa ta l —concluded.

FATAL.

Dec. 14,1891
Juno 6,1892
May 15,1893

Run over; fell on track while climb
ing between cars in motion.
“ Coupling or handling cars.”
Struck by car while “ coupling or
handling cars.”
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Feb. 13,1901

Dropped dead while carrying
cement from car to truck in freight
yard.
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YARD EMPLOYEES—Concluded.
WAREHOUSEMEN.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury, ;

Mar. 30,1893
Dec. 10,1898
June 28,1899

Broke his ankle at freight house.
Two toes injured loading car.
Neck badly injured; stepped from ;
car just as moving ears struck it;
the jar caused the door to Jail on
him.
Foot braised.
Foot injured.
Fingers injured.
Fingers bruised.
*

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

July 14,1902
July 15,1902
Aug. 4,1902
Oct. 14,1902
Oct. 23,1902
Sept. 4,1906

Toe mashed.
Leg injured.
Leg broken.
Foot injured.
Foot injured.
Leg fractured; fell from station
platform.
Toe crushed; dropped bundle of iron
pipe on foot.

n o n f a t a l —-concluded.

NONFATAL.

■ Jan.
Feb.
May
July

-30,1902
12,1902
9,1902
10,1902

Oct.

5,1907

YARD PORTER.
FATAL.

Oct.

6,1905' Struck by train in yard.

YARD WATCHMEN.
FATAL.

Jan. 21,1888
Feb. .28,1890
Oct. 30,1891
Dec.

4,1893

Oct. 14,1902

NONFATAL.

Attempting to cross track at 12.10
a. m., was struck by cars and run
over; age 06.
While examining seals on cars
stepped back in front of train;
age 42.
Ran over by car which was shoved
by s wi tch engine; was standing on
track.
Fell, striking end of tie; injury was
fatal.
Struck by train. (Night watch
man.)

Bruised about spine and head; fell
from top of box car while walking
over cans.
Foot crushed; -door of freight car fell
on it.
Two ribs broken, and injured inter
nally; caught between cars.
Head badly cut and body bruised;
struck by engine while walking
across track. (Night watchman.)

Nov. 2,1891
Mar. 29,1897
Dec. 27,1897
Sept. 14,1905

MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY EMPLOYEES, (a)
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND RODMEN.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in- : Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
jury.
NONFATAL—concluded.

FATAL.

May 24,1902
May 14,1903

Struck by train and killed.
Struck by train and killed.

Dec.

Struck by train and severely injured
while taking measurements.

NONFATAL.

6,1888

Injured in collision.
Struck by train and leg cut off.
Lip lacerated; struck by timber.

Sept. 5,1903
June 27,1905
Oct. 1,1906

TRACE SUPERVISOR.
NONFATAL.

June 24,1901

Struck by piece of exploded torpedo.

jI

a In the larger employments details for the fatal injuries only are given.
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED B Y
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MAINTENANCE-OE-WAY EMPLOYEES—Continued.
ASSISTANT TRACK SUPERVISOR.
Date of In
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

June 4,1892

While standing on track giving in
structions to foreman was struck
and badly cut about the head, and
his skull was fractured.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

NONFATAL.

SECTION FOREMEN.
NONFATAL—con clud ed .

FATAL.

Aug. 25,1891
Sept. 1,1897
Aug. 20,1898
Dec. 15,1898
Feb. 13,1900
Jan. 21,1901
Jan. 21,1905
Oct.

1,1907

Killed by passing train.
Stepped immediately in front of
train.
Crossing tracks in front of moving
train.
While attempting to get hand car
out of the way of a pay train was
struck by a passenger train.
Was struck by pusher engine as he
was getting on train.
Run over.
Struck by train which entered a
misplaced switch.
Struck and fatally injured.
NOKFATAL.

Apr. 3,1890
Aug. 10,1891
Jan. 10,1893
Jan. 29,1893
Dec. 30,1893
Feb.

7,1894

May

3,1895

May 18,1895
May 21,1895
June 8,1896

Struck and slightly injured by train.
While sitting asleep on end of tie
was hit b y yard engine; back
bruised and sprained.
Struck and slightly injured while
walking on the track.
While changing frogs in yard, he let
a frog slip from his hand; three
fingers of left hand crushed.
Stepped in way of tie thrown by
trackman; back b r u i s e d and
sprained.
Left ankle sprained, stopping band
car.
Middle finger of left hand crushed by
bar which slipped while he was
trying to raise a piece of switch
timber.
Ankle sprained while running a
grampus loaded with rail; caught
foot between grampus and cross
ing plank.
Foot crushed unloading ties.
Big toe broken; his men let one end
of a rail, which they were moving,
drop on his foot.

June 20,1896
Nov. 30,1897
Mar. 6,1898
May 23,1899
July 31,1899
Sept. 18,1899
Nov. 22,1899
Nov. 29,1899
Oct. 19,1900
June 18,1902
Oct. 26,1902
Nov. 10,1902
Oct. 5,1903
Mar. 15,1904
May 29,1905
Jan. 22,1906
Apr.

7,1906

Aug, 1,1906
Feb. 11,1907
Apr. 17,1907
Oct.

3,1907

While cutting a rail his men let it
fall on the large toe of his right
foot, bruising it.
Ear cut; bar which he was using fell.
Back bruised; fell from car.
Left arm dislocated, body and face
bruised; struck by engine in yard.
Ribs injured; was struck by a piece
of timber.
Head badly cut; struck by derrick.
End of finger cut oil while fixing
track.
Scalp cut; struck on head by crow
bar.
Badly bruised about the body;
struck while standing on track.
Thumb injured, working on track.
Ear injured and two teeth knocked
out by piece of flying coal, while
working along traek.
Eye injured, working along track.
Foot crushed; stepped from car in
motion.
Struck by rail; injured; no particu
lars.
Hip bruised, handling tools.
Struck by train; injured; no par
ticulars.
Body and head bruised; bank caved
in while working in a ditch.
Squeezed across stomach; engine
moved cars while he was unload
ing cans of milk.
Eye and nose cut while jumping off
Struck by train; injured; no par
ticulars.
Leg injured; struck by piece of pipe
which burst and flew from engine
of train.

SECTION HANDS.
fa t a l —con tin u ed .

FATAL.

June 2,1888
June 22,1888
Aug. 1,1888
Sept, 4,1888
Nov. 5,1888
Nov. 5,1888
Feb. 18,1889
May 29,1889

Thrown from work train while same
was in motion.
Struck by train while working on
track.
Killed while working on track.
Stepped in front of train and was
struck.
Struck by train while tamping ties.
Struck by train while tamping ties.
Struck by train while sitting on
track.
Struck by train; stood too near
track; age 35.
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Aug. 24,1889
Nov. 11,1889
Dec.

7,1889

Dec. 19,1889
Dec. 19,1889
Apr.

2,1890

Fell from car and was run over.
Struck by train while working on
track with gang; age 27.
Thrown from work train by sudden
jerk and was run over.
Jumped from hand car and was
killed.
Attempted to cross between two cars
of construction train and was
caught between bumpers; in yard
age 22.
Struck by cars w h i l e walking
through freight yard; age 30.
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SECTION H ANDS—Continued.
Date of In
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Nov. 15,1893

Struck by passenger train; was oil
ing switches and attempted to
cross track ahead of train; bell
rang, whistle blew; age 45.
Struck by train.
Body found; evidently struck by
unknown train; age 36.
Struck by train.
Killed by cars while at work on
track.
Struck while working on track.
Struck by train.
Stepped in front of engine and was
struck.
Struck by engine while walking be-*
tween tracks; age 33.
Struck by engine in yard; age 48.
Struck and run over while cleaning
snow from crossing.
Struck while working on track.
Struck while working on track.
Run over by drill engine.
Struck while at work on track.
Struck and run over by cars while
cleaning switches.
Struck and was run over; age 25.
Struck by train.
Struck while pulling weeds along

fa t a l —con tin u ed .

May

1,1890

Sept. 3,1890
Sept. 16,1890
Aug. 13,1890
Nov. 18,1890
Jan.

2,1891

Jan.

2,1891

Apr. 15,1891
Apr. 30,1891
May 26,1891
June 4,1891
June 19,1891
July 30,1891
Aug. 5,1891
Aug. 31,1891
Sept. 9,1891
Oct.

9,1891

Dec.

3,1891

Jan. 20,1892
Mar.

7,1892

May

3,1892

June 15,1892
Aug. 26,1892
Sept. 26,1892
Dec. 15,1892
Jan. 10,1893
Jan. 10,1893
Jan. 12,1893
Jan. 13,1893
Apr. 18,1893
Apr.
May
June
June

26,1893
12,1893
12,1893
14,1893

July

3,1893

Aug. 16,1893
Aug. 19,1893

Attempting to get on car of con
struction train; fell off and was
run over; age 34.
Struck by train while working on
track.
Struck by train while working on
track: age 35.
Struck by train.
Train backed against some cars he
was trying to move.
Caught between bumpers of engine
and flat car of work train; collison.
Struck by train while working on
track; it was very foggy; age 60.
Stepped from behind one train in
front of another; age 55.
Fell under train leaving gravel pit
while trying to get out of way of
sliding bank.
While trying to board train in yard
fell between cars and was run over.
Struck by train while working on
track; age 25.
Struck by train while oiling switches;
age 45.
Struck by train while working on
track; foreman shouted to him in
vain; age 23.
Struck by car of derailed train while
working on track.
Struck by train while working on
track.
Struck by train while working on
track.
Struck by a flying step which broke
from engine.
Attempted to get on train after it
started; fell and was run over;
age 22.
While cleaning snow from tracks in
yard was struck by engine; age 28.
Struck by train while working on
track in yard; whistle sounded
and bell rang; age 30.
Struck by engine while at work in
tunnel; bell rang and headlight
was burning; age 29.
Struck by freight train.
Struck while pulling spikes.
Struck by train while walking on
track picking up tools.
Struck while working on track.
Struck by train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by train while driving a dog
off the track.
Struck by train while shoveling
snow off the track.
Struck by train while at work on
tracks.
Struck while at work on tracks.
Coupling.
Struck by train.
Was crossing tracks after finishing
work; was struck by passenger
train; bell rang and whistle blew;
age 20.
Struck by passenger train while
working on track; bell rang and
whistle blew; age 25.
Killed while working on track.
Struck in yard.
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fa t a l —co n tin u ed .

Dec.
Dec.

1,1893
5,1893

Dec. 6,1893
Feb. 12,1894
Feb. 14,1894
Mar. 1,1894
Apr. 2,1894
Sept. 25,1894
Sept. 26,1894
Feb. 8,1895
May 11,1895
Sept. 23,1895
Jan. 11,1896
Mar. 15,1896
Mar. 24,1896
June 10,1896
June 20,1896
July 2,1896
Dec. 16,1896
Dec. 22,1896

Struck while at work on tracks.
Jumped off a work train while it was
in motion and was run over; age

Apr.
May
June
July
Sept.

29,1897
29,1897
18,1897
15,1897
3,1897

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Nov.
Jan.

4,1897
9,1897
11,1897
2,1897
20,1898

Struck by engine.
Struck while working along tracks.
Ran against side of moving train.
Fell from work train; back bruised.
Struck and instantly killed while
walking on track.
Struck while walking on track.
Struck by engine.
Struck by train.
Crossing under moving cars.
Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.
Run over.
Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by engine.
Struck while working on track.
Struck by an engine while at work
on tracks.
Struck by an engine while at work
on tracks.
Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.
Run over by engine.
Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.

Jan. 29,1898
Feb. 11,1898
Feb. 16,1898
Apr. 8,1898
May 20,1898
June 25,1898
July 7,1898
Aug. 6,1898
Aug. 26,1898
Sept. 9,1898
Sept. 17,1898
Nov. 18,1898
Nov. 18,1898
Nov. 18,1898
Nov. 18,1898
Nov. 18,1898
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MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY EMPLOYEES—Continued.
SECTION H ANDS—Continued.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

f a t a l —con tin u ed .

f a t a l —con tin u ed .

Nov. 18,1898

Struck by
tracks.
Struck by
tracks.
Struck by
tracks.
Struck by
tracks.
Struck by
tracks.
Struck by

Nov. 18,1898

Struck by a train while at work on

Nov. 30,1898

Struck by a train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by engine.
Struck while at work on track.
Struck while at work on track.
Fell from hand car while in motion.
Struck by train while working on
track.
Struck while at work on tracks.
Struck while at work on tracks.
Killed while at work on tracks.
Attempted to board a wild-cat
freight train.
Struck by train while at work on
tracks.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train while working on
tracks.
Struck by engine which backed
against him.
Struck by engine which backed
against him.
Struck by train while working on

Nov. 18,1898
Nov. 18,1898
Nov. 18,1898
Nov. 18,1898
Nov. 18,1898

Jan. 2,1899
Jan. 17,1899
Jan. 17,1899
Jan. 27,1899
Mar. 3,1899
June
June
Aug.
Aug.

19,1899
19,1899
1,1899
3,1899

Aug. 9,1899
Nov. 21,1899
Jan. 12,1900
Jan. 16,1900
Jan. 17,1900
Jan. 17,1900
Jan. 30,1900
Apr. 11,1900
May 9,1900
May 24,1900
June 29,1900
June 29,1900
June 29,1900
July 28,1900
Sept. 12,1900
Oct. 2,1900
Oct. 11,1900
Oct. 25,1900
Nov. 2,1900
Jan. 16,1901
Jan. 29,1901
Apr. 17,1901
Apr. 23,1901
Apr. 29,1901
May 6,1901
June 4,1901
Aug. 10,1901

tracks

a train while at work on
a train while at work on
a train while at work on
a train while at work on
a train while at work on
a train while«at work on

trdcfcs

Struck while working on track.
Struck by wild-cat engine while
walking on track.
Laborer on gravel train; stone rolled
on him.
Struck by train while working on
track.
Struck by train while working on
track.
Struck by train while working on
track.
Struck by train while standing too
close to track.
Struck by train.
Struck by train while standing too
close to track.
While loading gravel into work train
bank caved in on him.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train while working on
the track.
Struck by train.
Stepped from one train in front of
another.
Found dead near track; supposed to
have been struck.
Laborer on work train; struck by
passenger train.
Stepped on track in front of engine.
Fell from construction train while it
was in motion.
Struck by passenger train while
crossing track.
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Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Aug. 10,1901
Oct. 26,1901

Struck by passenger train.
Struck by engine while crossing
track.
Dec. 6,1901 While working in deep cut was
struck by passenger train.
Feb. 7,1902 Struck by engine.
Feb. 18,1902 Struck by train during snowstorm.
Feb. 19,1902 Struck by engine while working on
track.
Mar. 12,1902 Struck by train.
Apr. 16,1902 Struck by train.
May 15,1902 Struck by train while crossing track.
June 3,1902 Struck by train while working along
track.
July 10,1902 Struck and run over by car.
July 19,1902 Struck by train while walking on
track.
Aug. 4,1902 Was struck by train while working
on track at night.
Sept. 5,1902 Struck by engine.
Sept. 17,1902 Struck by train.
Sept. 23,1902 Fell from moving work train.
Oct. 7,1902 Struck by train while on hand car.
Dec. 6,1902 Struck by train during night.
Dec. 19,1902 Caught between gravel train and
gravel bank at gravel pit.
Jan. 14,1903 Struck by train.
Jan. 19,1903 Struck by switch engine.
Feb. 17,1903 Struck by train while clearing snow
from track.
May 13,1903 Struck by train while working on
track.
Aug. 18,1903 Struck by train.
Oct. 22,1903 Struck by train.
Oct. 28,1903 Struck by train.
Dec. 21,1903 Struck by train.
Dec. 22,1903 Struck by train.
Jan. 13,1904 Struck by train while working on
track.
Jan. 19,1904 Struck by train.
Jan. 21,1904 Struck by train.
Feb. 17,1904 Struck by train.
Feb. 19,1904 Laborer on work train; while load
ing dirt in cut was killed by land
slide.
May 12,1904 Struck by train.
May 12,1904 Struck by train.
Oct. 5,1904 Struck by train in tunnel.
Dec. 27,1904 Struck by train.
Jan. 13,1905 Struck by extra while working on
track.
Jan. 24,1905 Struck by car in yard.
June 29,1905 Struck by train while working on
track.
Sept. 30,1905 Struck by extra while working on
track.
Oct. 6,1905 Struck by train.
Jan. 22,1906 Struck by engine while working on
track.
Feb. 17,1906 Struck by train while working on
track.
Mar. 14,1906 Struck by train while working on
track.
May 29,1906 Thrown from hand car which was
derailed at bridge.
June 2,1906 Lump of coal fell on him.
June 6,1906 Struck by train.
July 12,1906 Struck by train.
Sept. 14,1906 Struck by train.
Sept. 16,1906 Struck by train while working on
tracks.
Oct. 3,1906 Struck by train while working on
tracks.
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SECTION H ANDS—Concluded.
Date,of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause .of injury.

June 27,1907

Laborer on work train; Jell between
cars.
Struck by train.
Struck by train while working on
track.
Struck by train in yard.
Struck b y train while :St work on
track.
•Struck b y train while at work -on
track.
Struck by train while at work .on
track.
Struck by traimin tunnel.
Struck by traiin.
S to c k by train.

•fatal—continued.
Oct. 19,1996
Jan. 18,1907
Jan. 19,11967
Jan. 19,1907
Feb. 19,1907
Apr. .2,1907
Apr. 8,1907
Apr. 12,1907

fatal—concluded.

July 5,1007
July 27,1907
Sept. 18,1907
Nov. •8,1907
Nov. 8,1907
Nov..

iO
Q

Mar. 25,1907

Struck by engine while working on
tracks.'
Struck while -Cleaning snow from
tracks.
Struck While cleaning snow from
ditch.
Struck by train while sweeping
trackatttower.
While working on trestle bridge, fell
Into ravine.
Struck .by .train while working .on
•track.
Struck b y .tram.
Struck by train while at work on
tracks.
Struck -by train while at work :«m
tracks.

Nov. 16,1907
Dec. 6,1907
Dec. 23,1907

TUNNEL WORKMEN,
FATAL.

Feb.
July
Nov.
Dee.

.7,1889
2,1890
2,1891
15,1892

Apr. 1,1894
---- —,1896
June 3,1902

Laborer; s to c k by train; age 32.
Watchman;-etruoK by train; age 48.
Watchman;.struck by train;.age .55.
Tunnel superintendent; struck by
passenger train.
Watchman; struck by train; age 57.
Watchman; struck by engine.
Watohman; struck by train.
NONFATAL.

Sept. 21,1889

Watchman; right arm broken, -side
bruised; struck by train.

.n o nf a t al —con clud e d .

.Sept. 20,1395 Laborer; Injured.; struck b y train.
Apr. 26,1896 Laborer; hand bruised; rail fell on it.
Nov. 23,1896 Watchman; left hip bruised; struck
by engine.
Dec. 7,1898 Laborer; hip bruised; id l from scaf
fold.
Ian. 17,1900 Section foreman; .slightly injured;
struck by engine.
Feb. 25,1903 WatGhman; three toes crushed;
June .22,1907

stone fell on them .

Laborer;ankle, cut and bruised; rock
fell as train-passed.

TRACK WALKERS, INSPECTORS, OR PATROLLERS.
FATAL.

Jan. 20,1888
Mar. 24,1888
Apr. 11,1888
May IQ, 1888
July 17,1888
Sept. 6,1888
Qct. 18,1888
Dec. 14,1888
July 15,1889.
Sept. 1,1889
Jan. 4,1890
Jan. 6,1890
Feb.
Sept.
Apr.
Aug.
Jan.
Nov.
May
May
July
Dec.
Feb.
Mar.
Nov.
Nov.

1,189019,1890
10,1891
6,1892
7,1893
8,1893
4,1894
5,1894
11,1894
12,1894
13,1895
5,1895
12,1895
14,1895

StruckWhile patrollingtrack.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck while patrolling .track.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck while patrollingtrack.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck while patrolling track.
.Struck whilepatrolling track.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck .while patrolling track.
(Track watchman.)
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck While patrollingtrack.
•Struck while patrolling track.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck While patrolling track.
Struck while patrolling track.
Struck while patrolling track.
Run over by gravel tram.
Struck while walking on track.
Struck while patrolling track.
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fatal —co n tin u e d .

May 6,1896, Struck while patrolling track.
July 15,1896 Stepped in front of an engine and
was run over.
Oct. 9,1896 ‘ Struck by train.
Feb. 2,1897, Struck by train. (Track watch
man.)
June 26,1897 Struck while patrolling track.
July 1,1897 Struck while crossing track.
Nov. 23,1897 Struck while patrolling track.
Mar. 27,1898 •Struck While patrolling track.
June 20,1888 Struck while patrolling track.
Apr. 3,1899 Struck while patrollingtrack.
Nov. 18,1899 Struck while .patrolling track.
Jan. 1,1900 Struck While patrolling track.
Mar. 15,1900 Struck while patrolling track.
June 14,1900 Struck while .patrolling track.
Oct. 29,1900 Struck while patrolling track.
Nov. 3,1900 Struck while patrolling track.
Dec. .21,1900 .Struck while patrolling track.
Oct. 9,1901 Struck while patrolling track.
Sept. 13,1902 Struck while patrolling track.
Sept. 18,1902 Struck while patrolling track.
Dec. 6,1902 Struck while .patrolling track.
Jan. 20,1903 Struck by train. (Track watch
man;)
May 18,1903 Struck while patrolling track.
Jan. 17,1905 Struck while patrolling track.
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907—Continued.
JttAINTENANCE-OE-WAY EMPLOYEES—Continued.
TRACE W ALEERS, INSPECTORS, OR PATROLLERS—Concluded.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause .of injury.
NONFATAL—concluded.

fatal—concluded.

Chest injured; tripped said fell over
wheelbarrow.
June 4,1895 Head cut and side bruised; struck
by engine.
Jan. 28/1897 Leg bruised and ankle sprained;
struck bv train.
Oct. 20,1898 Ann hurt by ear door.
Oct. 26,1898 Arm broken in two places; struck by
train.
NONFATAL.
-Get 7,1899 Injured while patrolling tracks;
was struck by train.
Apr. 12,1888 Struck and slightly injured while
patrolling tracks.
Aug. 9,1900 Slightly injured about head; struck
by object thrown from passing ex
Mar. 3,1890 Ankle xun over; struck by draft of
cursion train.
cars.
Jan. 16,1891 Accidentally shot in leg by police Dec. .24,1900 Leg slightly injured/struck by lump
man.
of coal from passing-train.
Feb. 25,1891 Right leg injured;fell through draw Dec. 28,1903 Slightly injured; hit by coal from
passing train.
bridge.
July 21,1891 Head and armhurt by passing train. Jan. 2,1904 Injured; struck by train.
Sept. 11,1891 Rib broken and other bruises; coHi-, Feb. 5,1904 Lacerated scalp wound; struck by
sion.
bolt from passing train.
Jan. 10,1892 Struck and slightly injured on side Apr. 13,1904 : Injured; struck by train.
ofhead.
Jan. 7,1906 Injured; struck by train.
Mar. 12,1892 Head, leg, and arm injured; struck Jan. 28,1906 Hand injured by car door.
b y cars in freight yard while per May 8,1906 Foot slightly injured by coal.
forming his duties.
July 20,1906 Seriously injured; struck by train.
May 13,1892 Struck and slightly injured.
Nov. 3,1906 Back sprained by fail.
May 6,1893 While in caboose engine hit same June 28,1907 Injured; struck by train.
and “ knocked him senseless/’
Sept. 17,1907 Injured; struck by train.
June 1,1893 Slightly injured while patrolling
tracks; struck by train.
Aug.
Jan.
Mar.
July
Sept.
Dec.
July

5,1905 Struck while patrolling track.
11,1906 Struck while patrolling track.
15,1306 Fell from train.
8,1906 Struck while patrolling track.
6,1906 Struck while patrolling track.
2,1906 Struck while patrolling track.
23,1907 Struck while patrolling track.

July 22,1893

BRIDGE WATCHMAN.
FATAL.
Oct. 11,1898

Struck and instantly killed while
walking on bridge.
BRIDGE INSPECTOR.
NONFATAL.

Dec.

4,1893

In stepping out of the way of a pas-:
sepger train he slipped and fell
from masonry of bridge, fractur
ing ribs and bruising head and
sides.
BRIDGE FOREMAN.
NONFATAL.

Dec. 18,1892

Foot and leg bruised; stick of tim
ber fell on foot.
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OP THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907—Continued.

MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY EMPLOYEES—Continued.
BRIDGE CARPENTERS AND WORKERS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

fatal—concluded.

FATAL.

Apr.

3,1890

Jan. 14,1892
Jan. 19,1897
Sept. 4,1900

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Struck by train while working on
a bridge.
Found dead along track; probably
jumped from moving tram.
Struck by train while working on
bridge.
Derrick car toppled over on him.

Apr.
Apr.
June
Apr.

8,1901
9,1901
8,1901
15,1903

May 18,1904

Fell from bridge.
Fell from bridge.
Struck by tram on bridge.
Struck by engine while at work on
bridge.
Struck in throat by falling timber.

CARPENTERS.
fatal—concluded.

FATAL.

May 16,1888
Dec.

1,1888

Sept 11,1889

While picking up spikes near bridge
was struck by train; “ whistle was
blown and bell rung, but he did
not get far enough out of the way.”
Found dead near crossing; “ It was
supposed that he was trying to get
on a coal train that was passing,
and fell under the wheels.
Was run over by locomotive in yard.

Feb. 13,1892
Feb. 6,1899
Oct. 16,1901
Sept. 6,1902
Feb.

9,1903

Sept. 25,1904

Struck while walking on track.
Struck while on tracks.
Struck by train while standing on
track.
Ship carpenter; explosion of gas in
pontoon.
Working under car when truss fell
and crushed him.
Struck by train.

MASONS.
NONFATAL— concluded.

NONFATAL.

Mar. 28,1903
Dec. 5,1903

Foot hurt by stone.
Leg broken by stone.

Aug. 14,1905

Left foot punctured by nail.

PAINTERS.
FATAL.

Mar. 30,1903
Oct. 5,1907

n o n f a t a l —con clud ed .

Found dead; struck by train.
Struck while painting fence.
NONFATAL.

June 25,1888
Oct. 18,1892
Mar. 13,1893
June 10,1893
Oct. 20,1893
Jan. 24,1898
Dec.

9,1898

Leg crushed; climbing on train.
Injured by fall from ladder while
painting.
Fell from top of car when ladder
slipped, and was injured (at
shops).
Leg broken by scaffold falling at
bridge.
Collarbone broken; caught between
draw and plank while he was
painting draw.
Ribs and hip injured; struck while
painting car in yard.
Bruised hip; fell from ladder.

Nov. 10,1899
Aug. 3,1900
Jan. 23,1901
June 24,1901
June 27,1901
May 16,1902
Aug. 30,1902
Oct. 9,1902
May 19,1906
Sept. 1,1906

WRECK-MASTER.
NONFATAL.

Oct. 25,1897

Hand injured, coupling cars.
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Hip bruised; fell while painting
smokestack.
Skull fractured; fell from bridge.
Slightly squeezed between cars in
yard.
Leg crushed so amputation was
necessary; caught in drawbridge
when it opened.
Leg broken; fell from plank.
Back and left shoulder sprained;
struck by train while painting
bridge.
Arm and side bruised; struck by
train.
Wrist cut (at shops).
Leg fractured by fall from ladder.
Right ankle sprained by fall.
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED B Y
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907—Continued.

MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY EMPLOYEES—Continued.
DERRICK FOREMAN.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury

NONPATAL.

Mar.

9,1901

Finger mashed while adjusting
blocking under jack; was struck
with sledge hammer.
HOISTING ENGINEER.
NONPATAL.

Aug. 29,1904

Wrist sprained by fall.
WRECK REMOVERS.
NONPATAL.

July

3,1888

July 27,1888
Feb.

8,1889

Nov. 16,1889
Nov. 28,1889
Dec. 4,1890
Jan. 14,1892
Mar. 29,1893
Mar. 29,1893
Mar. 29,1893
Mar. 29,1893
Mar. 29,1893
Mar. 29,1893
Mar.
Mar.

1,1895
2,1895

nonfatal—concluded.

Back and side injured; fell from
wreck train.
Thigh severely injured; struck by
tackle thrown from wrecking car.
Hand severely injured, assisting in
placing car on track.
Slightly injured, assisting in han
dling derrick car.
Slightly injured, assisting to clear
wreck.
Slightly injured working at wreck.
Slightly injured, assisting to clear
wreck.
Slightly injured; derrick car over
turned.
Slightly injured; derrick car over
turned.
Slightly injured; derrick car over
turned.
Slightly injured; derrick car over
turned.
Slightly injured; derrick car over
turned.
Slightly injured; derrick car over
turned.
Leg broken, clearing away wreck.
Thigh broken, clearing away wreck.

Aug. 18,1897
Dec. 15,1897
Feb. 24,1898
Feb. 24,1898
Nov. 22,1899
Aug. 28,1901
Oct. 14,1901
Oct. 14,1901
Oct. 14,1901
Oct. 14,1901
Mar. 23,1903
July 29,1909

Head cut, back bruised; fell from
wreck train.
Head hurt; fell getting off wrecktrain.
Back bruised; fell on rail while atwork at wreck.
Back and breast bruised; fell into*
overturned car while at work at*
wreck.
Finger broken, working with wreck;
gang.
Skull fractured; stake broke and
piece struck him while assisting:
in placing engine on rails.
Injured; jumped when wreck car
toppled over.
Injured; jumped when wreck car
toppled over.
Injured; jumped when wreck cartoppled over.
Injured; jumped when wreck cartoppled over.
Thumb bruised; lever slipped out.
of jack.
Fingers badly bruised; hand caught.
in wrecking machinery.

FOREMEN PILE DRIVERS.
NONPATAL.
Dec.

4,1902

NONFATAL—concluded.

Finger mashed at Passaic bridge.

July 17,1907

Thumb fractured; jack slipped and:
timber fell on thumb.

IRON WORKERS.
NONPATAL.
Sept. 22,1902
Oct. 5,1902
Oct.

5,1902

Foot injured while at work on bridge.
Leg bruised; loading timber at
bridge.
Foreman of iron gang; leg injured
loading timber at bridge.
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NONPATAL—concluded.
Feb.

1,1906

Feb. 17,1906

Leg broken; fell from terminal struc
ture.
Finger crushed; heavy iron fell on.v
same at terminal structure.
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MAINTEN ANCE- OF-WAY EMPLOYEES—Continued.
DRAWBRIDGE TENDERS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

June 16,1888
Aug. 12,1891
Oct. 1,1892

Head caught in drawbridge.
Struck by extra passenger engine.
Struck by an engine while sitting on
end of draw.
Caught between cars and float.
Struck by train at draw.
Struck by train and drowned at
draw.
Struck by train.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury

May 10,1888
July 29,1892

Fingers cut off while turning draw.
Gash cut in head and hand lacerated;
struck by car.
Ribs and leg broken; struck by
train.
Leg wrenched and bruised; was
riding on engine. (Assistant draw
tender.)
Hand cut by piece of wire which he
seized to save himself from falling
from ladder. (Drawbridge oiler.)

FATAL.

May 26,1894
Jan. 6,1904
June 6,1904
June 18,1904

NONFATAL—concluded.

Nov. 14,1892
Dec.

2,1898

Apr. 17,1899

NONFATAL.

Feb. 24,1888

Hand caught in hydraulic lift and
severely injured.
CROSSING GATEMEN AND FLAGMEN.
FATAL,

June 15,1888
Aug,
Nov.
Aug.
Mar.
Nov.

26,1888
8,1888
30,1889
5,1890
14,1890

Dec.

8,1890

Dec.
Jan.
Mar.
Sept.

30,1890
8,1891
17,1892
9,1892

Nov. 13,1892
Feb,

2,1893

May
May
July
June
Nov.
June

15,1893
31,1893
4,1893
26,1894
3,1894
21,1895

May 15,1896
Nov. 28,1896

Struck b y light engine which was
backing across main tracks; age
32.
Struck by extra at 8.50 p. m.; age 67.
Struck by train.
Struck by train; age 54.
Struck while walking on track.
Struck by train while on duty at
crossing.
Struck by light engine while getting
out of the way of one backing up.
Run over.
Struck by train.
Struck by extra engine.
While attempting to drive a cow
from the track was struck by en
gine running very slowly; age 60.
While avoiding cars backing up he
stepped in front of others; age 48.
Found dying, 12.05 a. m.; struek
probably by light engine; age 60.
Struck by train.
Struck by train at crossing.
Run over.
Struck by train.
Struck by train; age 57.
Struck by train; “ trespassing on
track."
Struck by train.
Found dead; it was supposed that
he was run over while attempting
to board a passenger train in mo
tion; age 29.

fa ta l —con clud ed .

Mar.
Mar.
July
Nov.

1,1897
3,1897
20,1897
10,1897

Dec. 3,1897
Nov. 19,1898
Dec. 17,1898
Aug. 8,1899
Nov. 7,1899
Jan. 27,1900
July 11,1900
Dec.

7,1902

May
Aug.
Sept.
Nov.
Nov.
Mar.
Oct.
Dec.
Feb.

31,1903
30,1903
21,1903
14,1903
22,1903
7,1904
18,1905
22,1905
15,1907

Stepped in front of train.
Struck while flagging at crossing.
Struck by train.
Struck while standing too close to
track at crossing.
Struck while walking on track.
Knocked down and run over by
train.
Struck by a shifting engine at cross
ing.
Struck by a passenger train.
Struck by engine while walking on
track.
Struck while flagging a train at cross
ing.
Struck while flagging a train at cross
ing.
Fell on crossing, collar bone frac
tured; died three days later.
Struck by train.
Struck by engine.
Struek by engine at crossing.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struek at crossing.
Struek by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train at crossing.

ELECTRICIANS, LINEMEN, ETC.
n o n f a t a l —continued.

FATAL.

Aug. 14,1900
June 29,1903

Dropped dead while repairing wires.
(Lineman.)
Electric shock. (Electrician.)
NONFATAL.

July

9,1889

Jan. 27,1891

Head cut; jumped in front of train.
(Telegraph lineman.)
Hip bruised; struck by passing
coach while repairing wires on
bridge.
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Jan.

6,1892

Dee. 19,1900
Mar. 6,1901

Slightly injured; thrown from stepladder while fixing electric wires
in train house.
Punctured wound of leg; spike
broke off o! pole he was climbing.
(Electrician.)
Both ankles sprained; was pulled
from p o le by engine which took
up slack of wire that he was hang
ing across track. (Wireman.)
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KAINTENANCE-OF-WAY EMPLOYEES—Continued.
ELECTRICIANS, LINEMEN, ETC.—Concluded.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Mar. 31,1902

Scalp wound and left foot lacerated;
fell from handcar. (Wireman.)
Arm bruised; thrown, against en
gine. (Wireman.)
Scalp wounds; struck by train.
(Lineman.)
Fracture of thigh; electric-light pole
broke.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

April 28,1905
June 7,1905
Sept. 10,1906

Foot cut while handling tools.
Both hands burned at switchboard.
Side and neck burned by electric
whe. (Electrician.)
Elbow dislocated; spurs slipped and
he fell from pole. (Lineman.)
Injured; thrown from small motor
car. (Lineman. )

nonfatal—continued.

June 23,1903
Sept. 15,1903
Oct. 21,1903

n o n fa t a l —concluded.

Jan. 30,1907
Mar. 31,1907

SWITCH TENDERS.
FATAL.

Oct. 13,1888
Nov. 23,1890
Dec. 16,1890
May 31,1891
Dec. 25,1891
June 4,1892
July 21,1892

fa ta l —concluded.

Struck by car while throwing
switch.
Found dead; supposed to have been
struck while attending switches.
Struck by a light engine while at
tending switches.
After having turned a switch in
yard, stepped back in front of
engine and was run over; age 26.
While tending switches in yard
stepped in front of engine and was
run over; age 28.
Stepped in front of some cars that
were being switched; was knock
ed down and run over; age 39.
Stepped on track in front of some
cars that were being switched and
was run over; age 42.

Sept. 13,1893
Nov. 26,1893
Dec. 28,1893
Dee. 14,1895
Oct. 10,1897
Nov. 9,1903
Dec. 15,1903
Aug. 27,1907

Stepped in way of cars in yard and
was run over; age 60.
Attempted to cross tracks ahead of
switch engine and was struck;
age 35.
Attempted to couple cars while in
motion; fell and was run over;
age 34.
Struck by yard engine; attempted
to cross track ahead of engine.
Struek by engine while attending
switches.
Struck by ears while throwing a
switch.
Struck by engine while throwing
switch.
Stepped in front of freight train and
was run over.

SWITCH REPAIRERS.
FATAL.

Nov. 27,1903

n o n f a t a l —concluded.

Struck and instantly killed by yard
engine while working on switches.
NONFATAL.

Feb. 6,1883
Nov. 1,1890
Aug. 6,1861
Aug. 18,1891
Sept. 16,1891
Feb.

7,1892

Right hand slightly injured while
assisting in repairing an interlock
ing switch.
Slightly injured while repairing an
interlocking switch.
Slightly injured by his hand being
caught while repairing a switch.
Slightly injured by his hand being
caught while repairing a switch.
Slightly injured while at work on
interlocking switches.
Slightly injured while repairing a
switch.

Mar. 17,1892
Aug. 3,1892
Jan. 23,1901
July 28,1901
June 18,1903
June 5,1906
Feb. 26,1907

Slightly injured while repairing a
switch.
Was struck and head eut open while
repairing a switch.
Injured while repairing switch.
Finger on left hand crushed by
plunger in interlocking switch
while repairing it.
Struek by car while repairingswiteh
in yard; nature of injury not re
ported.
Struek on head by car step while re
pairing switch.
Burned while filing switch blades
at substation.

SWITCH OILERS.
nonfatal —concluded.

NONFATAL.

Mar. 22,19G5
Apr.

8,1905

Struck b y light engine while oiling
switch; head injured.
Struck b y car while oiling switch;
nature of injury not reported.
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July 17,1906

Struck b y train w hile oiling
switches; nature of injury not
reported.
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MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY EMPLOYEES—Continued.
SWITCH CLEANERS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

FATAL.

Mar.

8,1890

Dec. 18,1901
July

7,1903

Jan. 4,1905
Nov. 16,1905

NONFATAL.

Found lying on track fatally in Nov. 7,1891
jured; supposed to have been
struck by train while cleaning
Sept. 20,1895
switches.
Struck and killed by train while
cleaning a switch.
Struck by engine and killed while
cleaning a switch.
Struck by train.
Struck by engine while cleaning
switch.

While cleaning switches stepped on
track in front of engine; received a
scalp wound over left eye.
While cleaning switches was struck
by engine; shoulder slightly in
jured.

SUPERVISOR OF SIGNALS.
FATAL.
July 31,1907

W hile on motor car near station was
struck and instantly killed b y
passenger train.

SIGNAL FOREMAN.
NONFATAL.
Feb.

6,1899

Piece of steel lodged in left eye; was
repairing signals.

SIGNAL INSPECTOR.
NONFATAL.
April 4,1902

Head cut; cause not reported.

SIGNAL REPAIRERS.

Jan. 1,1897
July 20,1907

FATAL.
Fell from signal pole.
Struck b y train.

Mar. 12,1901
Apr. 27,1901

NONFATAL.
May 23,1892
July

8,1892

July 23,1898
Jan. 29,1900

Slightly injured b y falling from a
signal pole.
W hile working on boxing for new
signals in freight yard was struck
and seriously injured about the
head.
Head, leg, and rib bruised b y fall
from signal pole.
Knee lacerated; fell on point of nail
w hile dragging a tie along the
ground.

May 27,1901
Oct. 20,1902
Jan. 29,1903
July 2,1903
Oct. 19,1905
June 19,1907

NONFATAL—concluded.
Leg lacerated b y explosion of tor
pedo b y track velocipede.
Finger badly lacerated; sw itch was
m oved from tower w hile he was
repairing a signal.
Foot cut; adz slipped w hile cutting
timber.
Finger broken at tower; manner not
reported.
Injured b y flying window glass.
Legs bruised w hile working on sig
nals.
B icycle jum ped track; sprain of
knee.
Burned b y third rail.

TOWER MEN.
NONFATAL.

Apr. 10,1899
Mar. 12,1906
Oct. 29,1907

Back bruised b y derailment of car.
Fell from tower; jaw fractured and
concussion of brain.
W hile getting off engine while same
was in m otion in yard; head cut
and both feet crushed.
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Nov. 8,1907

nonfatal —concluded.
W hile waiting for train was struck
b y bundle of papers thrown from
train; leg was broken.
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MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY EMPLOYEES—Concluded.
LAMP CLEANERS, LAMPLIGHTERS, ETC.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Aug. 9,1892

Slightly injured while cleaning a
lantern.
Leg and hip bruised; struck by
yard engine while crossing tracks.
(Lamp cleaner.)
Body slightly bruised; struck by
train. (Lamp cleaner.)
Arm and both legs broken; fell off
trestle. (Signal lamp man.)
Body squeezed; caught between
platform and box car in yard.
(Lamp trimmer.)
Side injured; fell while getting down
from cars to light lamp.
Two ribs broken; fell from ladder.
Struck by engine while filling
switch lamps; injury not re
ported.
Leg cut off; struck in yard by drill
engine. (Lamp man.)
Foot cut off; struck by cars in yard
(Lamp man.)

n o n f a t a l — concluded.

FATAL.

Apr.

1,1893

Jan.

3,1895

June 6,1902
Nov. 30,1903
Aug. 21,1906
Sept. 4,1906

Struck while coining out of lamp
house. (Lamp man).
Struck by an engine while examin
ing a switch lamp.
Killed by fall. (Lamplighter.)
Struck in yard. (Lamp man.)
Run over by engine while crossing
track. (Headlight filler.)
Fell from car and was run over.
(Lamp man.)
NONFATAL.

June 12,1889

Hand slightly injured; globe of
gauge lamp broke while cleaning

Sept. 19,1889

Slightly injured; lamp globe broke
while cleaning it.
Hand slightly injured; globe broke
while lighting lamp.
Slightly injured while cleaning a
train signal lamp.
Slightly injured while cleaning a
hand lamp.

Dec. 13,1889
Sept. 20,1890
July

9,1891

Sept. 18,1893
Mar. 14,1896
Sept. 24,1897
Dec. 16,1897
Nov. 13,1901
Dec.
July

1,1902
6,1903

Aug. 18,1903
Sept. 7,1903

SIGNALMEN (NOT SPECIFIED).
FATAL.
June 29,1^96
Nov. 1,1900
Jan. 29,1904
Oct. 31,1904

NONFATAL—concluded.

Struck b y stepping in front of en
gine.
Struck b y train while at work.
Struck b y train.
Struck b y train.
NONFATAL.

Apr. 26,1893
Juno 18,1896

Head badly cut and right leg broken
trying to board train.
Face and hand bruised; knocked
down b y sw itch target.

Feb. 28,1899

Arm broken, head cut; struck b y
engine while walking on track.
Ankle injured; cause not reported.
Finger crushed; trunk slipped while
loading baggage.
Scalp wound; struck gateman’s
shanty while leaning out of pas
senger coach.
Hand burned w hile throwing light
signal.

June 12,1902
June 30,1902
N ov. 4,1904
July 13,1907

EMPLOYEES IN CONNECTION WITH FLOATING EQUIPMENT.
WHARF CAPTAIN.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

NONFATAL.

Oct. 17,1905

Right foot injured by rope.
FERRYBOAT BRIDGE MEN.
nonfatal —concluded.

NONFATAL.

Nov. 14,1888
Feb. 10,1891

Finger burned; particulars not re
ported.
Instep of left foot bruised; run over
b y baggage truck.
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Sept. 11,1901

Head and hand injured b y wheel on
ferry-slip bridge.
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EMPLOYEES IN CONNECTION WITH FLOATING EQUIPMENT—Continued.
FERRY S U P MEN.
D ate of in
jury.

Date of inIttCT-

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury

NONFATAL.

Jan.

1,1904

nonfatal —concluded.

Foot hurt b y freight slip.

Feb. 15,1904

H and hurt b y freight slip.

FERRYBOAT FIREMEN.
NONFATAL.

N ov. 27,1897

Struck b y engine in yard;
slightly bruised.

face

FERRYBOAT DECK HANDS.
NONFATAL.

Aug. 10,1891

nonfatal —concluded.

Oct.

Bruised about the hips b y being
eaoght between ferry rack and rail
of ferryboat while drawing in
hawser.

1,1891

Thumb cut; .caught between bucket
and cart w hile hoisting ashes
from fireroom.

TUGBOAT PILOTS.
NONFATAL.

Feb. 19,1905

nonfatal —concluded.

Mar. 17,1905

H and bruised b y steering wheel.

B ody squeezed b y tug.

TUGBOAT CAPTAIN.
NONFATAL.

F eb . 2,1900

Sprained his legs; fell over the deck
guard.

1

TUGBOAT ENGINEERS.
NONFATAL.

Mar. 19,1888

nonfatal —concluded.

R ight hand severely injured; caught
in the bearing o f the tug engine.

Feb.

1,1905

R ight arm bruised b y lever.

TUGBOAT FIREMAN.
NONFATAL.

June 20,1891

Slightly injured b y fire hose falling
from rack in the fireroom.

TUGBOAT EMPLOYEES (NOT SPECIFIED).
NONFATAL.
Apr. 24,1888
Dec. 31,1888

Leg slightly injured; caught in turn
of line.
Severely injured; steering wheel
slipped from the becket.
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NONFATAL—concluded.
Mar.

1,1892

Jan. 13,1893

R ight foot pulled off at the ankle; he
was caught in turn of line and
drawn around the steam head sev
eral tim es.
Ankle bruised; caught fn towline
w hile shifting a float.
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EMPLOYEES IN CONNECTION WITH FLOATING EQUIPMENT—Concluded.
BARGE CAPTAINS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

June 8,1898

Face bruised; fell from boat to dock.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

June 7,1901

Injured knee cap; broke through a
rotten plank on dock.

NONFATAL.

NONFATAL—con clud ed .

FLOAT MEN.
NONFATAL.

July 21,1900

NONFATAL—con clud ed .

Hand injured; particulars not re Sept. 10,1904
ported.
Jan. 28,1905

Head and back hurt; handling cars.
Thigh fractured; handling towline.

PILOT (NOT SPECIFIED).
NONFATAL.

July 28,1891

Hip injured slightly; coat caught in
revolving steering wheel and he
was thrown to floor.

BOATMEN (NOT SPECIFIED).
FATAL.

Nov. 26,1895

NONFATAL.

Killed while taking up towline.

June 1,1895

Face and neck bruised by fall from
ladder.

DECK HANDS (NOT SPECIFIED).
nonfatal—concluded.

NONFATAL.

July 28,1901
June 22,1903

Leg caught and badly squeezed in a July 4,1905
line at docks.
Mar. 3,1906
Hand hurt while at work.
! Aug. 29,1906

Arm sprained by fall.
Thumb crushed by fall.
Stomach injured by fall.

MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONS.
BELLMAN.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

FATAL.

Dec. 10,1895

Struck by train.

CHAIR MEN.
NONFATAL.

Mar. 29,1892
Aug. 23,1892

Hips bruised by fall from car.
Arm bruised, uncoupling cars.
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NONFATAL—concluded.

Sept. 29,1892

Hips bruised; thrown from car
against bumper.
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MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONS—Continued.
CLERKS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

FATAL.

NONFATAL—concluded.

Aug. 8,1903
Dec. 15,1903
Feb. 5,1904

July 13,1904

Run over by car.

May

End of little finger cut off in door of
coach.
Foot cut off; fell under car when
trying to board it.
Toes cut off; fell under car when
trying to board it.
Leg broken, jumping off car.
Cut on head; struck by iron bar
which fell from car.
Injured; particulars not given.
Wrist injured and forehead cut by
fall from train.

NONFATAL.

4,1892

Sept. 14,1892
June 14,1893
July 30,1895
July 11,1898
Mar. 22,1902
Dec. 19,1902

July

1,1904

Sept. 8,1904
May 27,1906
June 11,1906
July 20,1906
Nov. 9,1906
Oct. 23,1907

Finger bruised; trunk fell on it.
Foot hurt by fall.
Injured; attempting to board en
gine.
Body and legs hurt; struck by en
gine.
Injured, ‘*boarding or alighting from
car.”
Hand and face injured by fall.
Injured; struck overhead bridge.
Back and head injured; struck by
engine.
Injured by fall.
Injured; struck by train.

COAL HEAVERS.
NONFATAL— concluded.

FATAL.

Nov. 1,1899

Coal-bin partition gave way.

Apr. 5,1889

Hand squeezed; coupling engine to
car.
Arm bruised; coupling.
Right foot bruised; lump of coal
bounded over edge of car while
helping to fill small dumps at coal
pockets.

Jan. 15,1899

NONFATAL.

Dec. 4,1891
Jan. 28,1896

Jan. 11,1899
July 29,1903

Ankle dislocated; caught between a
board and small coal car.
Hand lacerated, wiping machinery
of gas engine at coal pockets.
Injured; further particulars not re
ported.

COAL TRIMMERS.
NONFATAL—con clud ed .

FATAL.

Oct. 15,1896

Struck by engine.

Mar.
Jan.
Aug.
Oct.

Side hurt by iron bar.
Hand hurt by coal.
Hand hurt by coal.
Hand hurt by coal.

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
June
Nov.
Nov.

NONFATAL.

8,1892
17,1903
15,1903
29,1904

12,1905
26,1905
21,1905
25,1905
28,1907
15,1907
27,1907

Leg hurt by coal.
Foot bruised bv coal.
Head cut, handling tools.
Hand bruised by coal.
Side bruised by fall.
Leg injured by fall.
Foot injured while handling coal.

DOOR SWINGERS.
FATAL.

Mar. 1,1895

Collision caused by parting of coal
train.

NONFATAL.

Aug. 3,1895

Cut on hand by stone thrown by
boys.

FOREMEN (NOT SPECIFIED).
NONFATAL.

FATAL.

Sept.
Aug.
May
Feb.
Aug.

1,1897
18,1900
17,1901
10,1902
25,1906

Killed by passing train.
Struck by train.
Struck by engine.
Run over by train.
Struck by engine at shop.
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June 18,1888
June 3,1893
Feb. 16,1894

Leg broken while attempting to lift
hand car onto siding.
Both aDkles sprained; jumped from
engine.
Leg broken by train.
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MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONS—Continued.
FOREMEN (NOT SPECIFIED)—Concluded.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

nonfatal—continued.

Jan.

2,1896

Oct. 27,1898
Oct. 15,1900
Oct. 15,1901
Jan. 21,1902
Nov. 15,1902
Dec. 12,1902

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
nonfatal—concluded.

Injured about the head; jumped Jan. 14,1903
from moving train in passenger Feb. 9,1904
yard.
Face severely cut; struck by float Jan. 4,1905
Apr. 23,1906
ing lever.
Slightly injured, taking coal on
Apr. 27,1906
engine.
Severely hurt by train.
Contusion of shoulder; tripped and Jan. 21,1907
Jan. 23,1907
fell between tracks.
Arm bruised; caught while coupling Jan. 29,1907
Aug. 1,1907
cars.
Head, shoulders, hips, and legs Sept. 13,1907
bruised by fall into coal pocket.

Injured; no other particulars.
Injured at coal docks; no other par
ticulars.
Foot hurt by crowbar.
Head, body, and limbs injured,
handling timber.
Both legs fractured; caught between
cable and drum of derrick.
Left knee injured getting off car.
Head injured by fall.
Head injured, handling machinery.
Body injured by baggage crate.
Injured by tie thrown from car.

ASSISTANT FOREMEN (NOT SPECIFIED).
FATAL.

NONFATAL.

Struck by train.

Apr.

5.1903

July

5.1904

Injured; other particulars not re
ported.
Hand hurt b y tie.

INSPECTORS.
NONFATAL—concluded.

NONFATAL.

Jan.

2,1896

Injured about tbe head; jumped
from moving train, in yard. (Fo re
man inspector.)

Oct. 27,1898

'Face severely cut; floating lever
struck it. (Night inspector.)

LABORERS.
FATAL.

Jan. 27,1888
Mar. 23,1888
May 17,1888
June 6,1888
July 31,1888
Sept.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
May
July

27,1888
21,1888
8,1889
5,1889
31,1890
5,1890

Sept. 14,1890
Oct.
Dec.
Jan.
Oct.
Nov.

10,1890
26,1890
26,1891
10,1891
24,1891

Aug. 13,1392
Aug. 19,1892
Oct. 23,1892

Caught between cars.
Dec. 22,1892
Jumping on train.
While walking on track was struck Jan. 31,1893
and instantly killed; age 40.
Attempted to cross tracks ahead of Apr. 6,1893
train; was struck and received
injuries from which he died two
hours afterwards; age 23.
Apr. 29,1893
Attempted to cross bridge ahead of
train: was struck; received inju
ries from which he died shortly
afterwards; age 60.
Oct. 25,1893
Struck by engine.
Struck by train.
Crossing tracks; was struck.
Jan. 3,1895
Walking on track; was struck.
Killed in collision.
July 11,1896
Struck by train and instantly killed;
age 46.
Was struck and instantly killed July 24,1896
while walking on track; age 45.
Fell off car to coal dock.
Struck by train.
Aug. 19,1896
Caught between cars; age 24.
Oct. 10,1896
Caught between cars; age 32.
Apr. 13,1897
Body found; struck and killed by Apr. 24,1897
unknown train; age 57.
Found dead, lying near track.
July 16,1897
Struck by locomotive.
Sept. 30,1897
While crossing track, struck and
fatally injured.
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fatal—continued.

Attempted to run across tracks in
front of train; age 38.'
While walking on track was struck
and instantly killed.
Struck and instantly killed while
trying to cross track in front of
train.
Came from behind some cars and
attempted to cross track ahead of
passenger train; struck and in
stantly killed; age 24.
Unknown man; struck by engine
while walking on trestle over the
Erie Railroad.
Thrown from trestle by rope used to
guide rails.
Caught between drawheads of cars
and squeezed while passing be
tween cars.
Stood on track at coal dock; failed
to notice approach of an empty
coal car; was run over by it; age 47..
Struck by engine.
Struck by train. Decapitated; struck by engine.
Attempted to cross between cars
being drilled; was squeezed.
Struck by train: fatally injured.
Jumping from freight train, fatally^
injured.
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LABORERS—Concluded.
Date ol in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.]

Aug. 21,1903
Nov. 22,1903
Nov. 30,1903
Jan. 2,1904
Jan. 2,1904
Apr. 9,1904
Aug. 1,1904
Sept. 15,1904
Feb. 24,1905

Killed; stepped in front of engine.
Fell from engine.
Killed by engine.
Struck by cars.
Struck by train.
Struek by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
While crossing track was struck and
run over.
Struck by engine.
Struck by train.
Struck by cars.
Struck and killed
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
While going between two cars they
came together, throwing him into
coal pocket.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck and fatally injured.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Kilted at transfer yard; no particu
lars.
Struek white crossing track; fatally
injured.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Killed, “ boarding or alighting.”
Instantly killed, by falling from
stocking-ground trestle into coal
bin.
Struck and fatally injured.

fa t a l —co n clu d ed .

fa ta l —con tin u ed .

Nov. 22,1897
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Aug.

1,1899
9,1899
22,1899
2,1899
3,1899

Aug.
Oct.
Jan.
Apr.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

26,1899
21,1899
9,1900
16,1900
28,1901
1,1901
1,1901
28,1901
21,1901

June 20,1901
July 9,1901
Aug. 15,1901
Aug. 23,1901
Oct. 22,1901
Nov. 2,1901
Dec. 16,1901
Mar. 17,1902
Aug. 26,1902
Sept.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Feb.
June

3,1902
5,1902
5,1902
5,1902
5,1902
17,1903
12,1903

Struck by drill engine while at work
In yard.
Run over by engine.
Struck by engine.
Struck by train.
Killed under engine.
Run over by coal car; fatally In
jured.
Struck by train.
Killed; laid on track.
Struck by engine.
Struck while crossing tracks.
Struck by drill engine.
Struck by train.
Struck by train; died shortly after.
Struck by derrick handle.
Killed; supposed to have been
struck by train.
Killed; went between cars while
train was being made up; cars
came together and he was
squeezed.
Fell from or struck by train.
Employee; killed while walking on
track.
Tried to climb over cars and was
killed.
Jumped off moving car and fell un
der wheels.
Killed white walking on tracks.
Struck by train while walking on
tracks.
Fatally injured; no particulars.
Fatally injured at docks; no particu
lars.
Struck by train.
Killed by cars being drilled.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Killed at coal docks; no particulars.

Apr.
Apr.
Aug.
Sept.
Nov.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

4,1905
10,1905
26,1905
9,1905
22,1905
16,1906
16,1906
25,1906

June
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

28,1906
14,1906
26,1906
8,1906
11,1906
16,1906
18,1907
1,1907
26,1907
6,1907
8,1907
15,1907

May

1,1907

June
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

4,1907
4,1907
16,1907
17 1907

Nov. 15,1907

PIER AND DOCK LABORERS.
FATAL.

n o n fa t a l —c o n tin u ed .

Jan. 24,1888

Found dead; supposed to have , Jan, 3,1899 Wrist broken; fell into boat from
fallen from dock.
pier while wheeling coal.
Jan. 10,1895 Struck b y engine. (Dock builder.) Jan. 18,1899 Scalp wound and leg bruised; fell
Nov. 8,1900 Drowned. ( Pier laborer. >
into boat from pier while wheeling
June 9,1904 Killed while running cars. (Pier
coal.
foreman.)
Apr. 10,1899 >Back bruised; fell from dock to car
Apr. 11,1907 Struck by cars while walking across
track.
track. (Pier laborer.)
June 6,1899 Back bruised; fell from pier to car
track.
NONFATAL.
Sept. 25,1899 Hand crushed; caught under wheel
while blocking a car on dock.
Aug. 23,1892 Badly bruised; struck b y passenger Apr. 24,1900 Middle finger bruised, throwing rail
from car or pier.
May 28,1894 Hand bruised, coupling.
July 1,1900 Fingers injured, handling timber.
(Dock builder.)
Sept. 29,1894 Hand crushed, coupling.
Jan. 28,1895 Right leg cut aft; struck by engine July 6,1900 Arm bruised by fell of timber.
white walking on track.
July 11,1900 Fingers injured, handling rails.
Mar. 18,1895 Hand bruised by car.
July 19,1900 Finger bruised, taking iron from car.
June 16,1895 Bruised; by fall.
Aug. 22,1900 Face contused; fell from coal trestle.
Nov. 21,1895 Thumb mashed, coupling.
Sept. 3,1900 Back sprained; fell on dock.
Feb. 19,1896 Face bruised:; struck by car.
Sept. 5,1900 Hand badly bruised; barrel he was
moving feE on it.
Feb. 18,1897 Hand lacerated, coupling.
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INJURIES- TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907—Continued.

MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONS—Continued.
PIER. AKB DOCK LABORERS—Concluded.
Date of in
jury.

Nature,, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

NONFATAL—continued.

Oct.

1,1900

Oct. 15,1900
May 14,1901
June 4,1901
June 4>1901
June 4,1901

n o n f a t a l —concluded.

Foot slightly bruised; ran over while
shoving a grampus. (Dock build
er.)
Twofingers injured; caught between
beam and post, while beam was
being moved. (Dock foreman.)
Foot injured by ax while working
on pile driver.
Face and arms, burned; explosion in
trunk.
Face and arms burned; explosion in
trunk.
Face and arms-burned; explosion in
trunk.

Aug. 29,1901

Arm dislocated at elbow by fall
while transferring ice.
Sept. 1,1901 E ye and nose injured; eoal-chute
apron dropped on him.
Feb. 8>19G2 Forehead eat; no particulars.
Aug. 5,1902 Head hurt by fall.
Oct. 2,1902 Head hurt by fall.
May 16,1908 Leg cut off, working on coal dock.
June 1,1903 Toe contused; plank fell on it.
(Dock builder.)
Sept. 14,1905 Wrist sprained; fell from pile driver.

MESSENGER.
NONFATAL.

Sept. 10,1896

Trying to get on train,lost his hold
and fell under; leg crushed.

PORTERS (NOT SPECIFIED).
NONFATAL.

Apr.

0,1888

Mar. 12,1891
Apr. 29,1893
Nov. 18,1898
Dec. 5,1899

NONFATAL—concluded.

Leg bruised; f e l over guard chain
on ferryboat.
Two riba broken; knocked down fa
car by coflisioa.
Sprained his ankle by jumping from
train.
Eye injured in collision.
Head hurt, “ coupling or handling
cars.”

July 20,1900
Dec. 11,1900
Sept. 22,1901
Apr. 13,1902

Eye badly bruised; caught between
baggage truck and bridge at ferry
slip.
Rib fractured and body severely
bruised; run into by team.
Leg broken; stepped from moving
train.
Hip bruised; fell from moving train.

PUMP MEN (NOT SPECIFIED).
[See also roundhouse employees.]
FATAL.

June 20,1904

n o n f a t a l —con clud ed .

Mar. 7,1903
Aug. 24,1907

Drowned: b y failing in to w ell.
NONFATAL.

Jan.

2,1902.

Sprained ankle; fell from ladder.
Injured by d&bria when water tank
collapsed.

Overcome by gas.

SUPERINTENDENT (ROT SPECIFIED).
NONFATAL.

Aug. 18,1902

Right leg injured above the ankle;
side rod of engine broke.

TOPMEN.
FATAL.

Foot Injured, b y locomotive while
walking on track; died of lockjaw
March 14
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Apr. 28,1900
May I%1902

Killed by eerlhsKm of coal cars.
Kilted b y fell from pier.
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1333 TO 1907—Continued.
MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONS—Continued.
WATCHMEN (NOT SPECIFIED).
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Feb. 15,18S9

Attempted to cross tracks in front of
train and was struck; age 50.
Struck by car and was run over.
Struck.
Struck by overhead bridge while
standing on top of box car.
Found dead; struck by train.
Stepped in front of train in yard.
Struck by engine.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Stepped in front of engine in yard.
Fell from moving freight train.
Struck while walking on track.
Struck by engine in yard.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Oct. 13,1893
Feb. 7,1896

Leg hurt by crank.
Head slightly cut; attempted to
cross track ahead of yard engine
and was struck; age 70.
Injured by fall from top of box car.
Left side sprained; fell from tank of
engine.
Scalp wound; fell on track.
Finger badly mashed; was helping
to unload horses from a car.
Knee sprained; slipped on ice.
Breast bruised; struck by push
pole.
Shoulder, hand, and ankle injured
by iron falling on him.
Hips slightly injured; was walking
on track and hit by empty cars
that were being placed.
Two ribs broken; struck by a pack
age thrown from train.
Ankle sprained, assisting to unload
freight.
Ankle broken by fall from train.
Arm hurt by boy stealing coal.
Side hurt by fall in the dark.
Head hurt by engine.
Pelvis fractured; struck by train.
Side sprained, jumping on engine.
Chest bruised by fall from engine.
Hip contused while unloading a can
of milk from car; car was moved
by engine and can fell on him.
Hand injured, throwing switch.
Leg injured by fall on ice.

FATAL.

Get. 14,1892
July 7,1893
Aug. 15,1894
May
Aug.
July
Dec.
Feb.
Feb.
May
Mar.
Aug.
May
Apr.

24,1890
7,1897
22,1898
15,1898
20,1899
20,1899
21,1901
31,1902
20,1902
31,1903
23,1904

NONFATAL.

June 4,1888
July 12,1889
Oct. 17,1890
Dec. 20,1890
Aug. 16,1891
June 7,1892
Sept. 21,1893

Head cut while walking op track.
Face and back badly bruised; cross
ing tracks was hit by engine; age
72.
Toes crushed while climbing on en
gine.
Left thumb broken, attempting to
get off yard train; age 56.
Right ankle broken and scalp
wound; struck by engine while
crossing track; age 60.
Severely bruised; struck by engine.
Several ribs broken; attempted to
signal engine to stop so that he
could get on and was struck; age
50.

n o n f a t a l —con clud ed .

Sept. 11,1896
Jan. 27,1897
Mar. 7,1897
Apr. 11,1897
Dec. 10,1898
Jan. 18,1899
June 6,1901
Oct.

4,1901

Oct. 22,1901
Feb. 22,1902
Oct.
Dec.
Dec.
Sept
Dec.
Feb.
June
Aug.

15,1902
3,1902
29,1902
21,1903
1,1904
13,1905
26,1906
20,1906

Feb. 4,1907
Feb. 11,1907

EMPLOYEES (NOT SPECIFIED), EXCEPT THOSE HILLED IN COUPLING OR UNCOUPLING.
FATAL.

Jan. 11,1888
Jan. 18,1888
Jan. 21,1888
Feb. 1,1888
Feb. 17,1888
Feb. 22,1888
Apr.

1,1888

May 10,1888
May 30,1888
July 16,1888
July 20,1888
Aug. 15,1888
Sept. 1,1888
Sept. 5,1888
Sept. 14,1888
Sept. 22,1888

Struck and killed while crossing
tracks.
Killed by fall from train.
Killed by running car.
Caught between cars and fatally
injured.
Found dead; supposed to have
been struck and killed by a train.
Run over and fatally injured by
cars being drilled.
Fatally injured by falling from a
train in motion.
Killed by striking overhead bridge.
Struck and killed by a train while
crossing tracks.
Found dead; supposed to have
been struck by train while walk
ing on track.
Struck by an engine and killed
while crossing tracks.
Drowned by falling into river while
watching a boat.
Killed by overhead signal.
Struck by train and fatally injured
while crossing tracks.
Struck by train and killed while
walking on track.
Killed by escaping gas while drain
ing a tank.
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Sept. 27,1888
Oct. 4,1888
Nov. 14,1888
Dec. 24,1888
Jan. 9,1889
Jan. 16,1889
Feb.

7,1889

Feb. 23,1889
Mar. 29,1889
Apr. 17,1889
Apr. 26,1889
July 29,1889
Aug. 17,1889
Sept. 11,1889
Nov. 1,1889
Dec. 18,1889
Jan.

4,1890

Killed by engine.
Struck by train and killed while
crossing tracks.
Killed by engine.
Fatally injured while alighting
from a train in motion.
Killed in coal elevator.
Fatally injured; struck by a train
while crossing tracks.
Killed; struck by train while walks
ing on track.
Fatally injured; struck by train
while walking on track.
Struck and killed by train while
standing on track.
Struck and killed by car being
drilled.
Caught between cars and killed
while crossing track.
Fatally injured by falling from
train in motion.
Killed, striking station.
Killed on tracks.
Killed, falling from train while it
was in motion.
Killed, falling from train while in
motion.
Struck by train and killed while
walking on track.
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907—Continued.
MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONS—Continued.
EMPLOYEES (NOT SPECIFIED), EXCEPT THOSE KILLED IN COUPLING O R UNCOU
PLING—Continued .
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Feb. 27,1890

Struck by train and killed while
walking or standing on track.
Found lying on track; supposed to
have been run over and killed by
freight cars being drilled.
Killed crossing tracks.
Fatally injured by striking coal
bin when drawing water from
tank of moving engine.
Killed by falling from moving
freight train.
Fatally injured by jumping from a
moving train.
Found lying along track fatally
injured; supposed to have been
struck by a train while walking
on track.
Fatally injured by cars being moved
while sitting under them.
Killed; struck by train while stand
ing on track.
Killed; struck by engine while
walking on track.
Killed attempting to put a trunk
on moving train.
Caught while attempting to pass
between moving cars.
Drowned by falling from a float.
Killed; fell through trestle.
Struck by train by reason of falling
from a moving train.
Fell from incline to wharf floor at
coaling station.
Fatally injured, attempting to get
on moving freight train.
Fell from train shed by reason of
being seized with an epileptic flt.
Drowned by falling overboard from
a float.
Killed loading lumber.
Fatally injured; piece of iron falling
on him.
Fatally injured; struck by a train.
Clothing caught in hoisting-engine
machinery.
Fatally injured; struck by a car.
Body found; he probably went out
on platform ana in some unknown
manner lost his footing and fell off.
Killed while walking on track.
While passing over train was struck
by an overhead bridge and in
stantly killed.
Fatally injured by falling from
scaffold.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Fatally injured by deflector pipe
of an engine bursting.
Breaking of coupling between an
engine and tender.
Fell from moving train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by an engine.
While placing car of coal on chute
one of the ties gave way under his
feet, throwing him head first to
ground.
Struck by a car.

Date of in
jury.

f a t a l —con tin u ed .

Mar.

1,1890

Mar. 13,1890
Mar. 24,1890
Mar. 26,1890
May 17,1890
May 18,1890
June 14,1890
July

3,1890

Aug. 18,1890
Sept. 2,1890
Sept. 12,1890
Sept. 17,1890
Nov. 11,1890
Dec. 3,1890
Dec.

9,1890

Dec. 12,1890
Feb. 21,1891
Feb. 28,1891
Apr. 4,1891
Apr. 27,1891
May 14,1891
June 1,1891
June 22,1891
July 4,1891
Sept. 5,1891
Sept. 11,1891
Sept. 21,1891
Sept.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.

24,1891
14,1891
13,1891
17,1892

Jan. 27,1892
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

1,1892
11,1892
15,1892
10,1892
17,1892

Mar. 18,1892
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Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July

30,1892
5,1892
9,1892
13,1892
13,1892
30,1892
8,1892
12,1892
15,1892
20,1892
12,1892
13,1892
16,1892
21,1892

July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

25,1892
12,1892
17,1892
31,1892

Sept. 13,1892
Sept. 22,1892
Sept. 24,1892
Sept. 28,1892
Oct. 22,1892
Oct. 26,1892
Dec. 15,1892
Dec. 25,1892
Dec. 27,1892
Jan. 10,1893
Jan. 20,1893
Jan. 30,1893
Feb. 10,1893
Apr. 15,1893
May 11,1893
May 18,1893
May 19,1893
May 30,1893
June 20,1893
July 4,1893
July 22,1893
Dec. 4,1893
Dec. 21,1893
Jan. 20,1894
Jan. 27,1894
May 22,1894
July 14,1894
Sept. 14,1894
Oct. 2,1894
Jan. 16,1895
Jan. 24,1895
Feb. 8,1895
Mar. 6,1895
Mar. 30,1895
May 5,1895
May 12,1895
May 13,1895
June 26,1895
July 11,1895
July 27,1895
Sept. 20,1895
Oct. 12,1895

Found dead.
Struck by a train.
Struck by train.
Caught between cars.
Struck by a train.
Fell from a moving train.
Fell from a scaffold.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Struck by a car.
Struck by a train.
Knocked from scaffold; caused by
engine striking it.
Struck by a train.
Struck by a train.
Struck by a car.
Run over by a car while asleep on
car float.
Killed by derailed car.
Struck by an engine.
Struck by a train.
Struck by train.
Struck by an engine.
Killed by being struck by a train.
Struck by an engine.
Found; supposed to have been
struck by a train.
Found dead; supposed to have been
struck by a tram.
Struck by a train.
Struck by a train.
Killed by a train while standing on
the track.
Killed by engine while crossing the
tracks.
Fell from a moving train.
Fatally injured by being struck by
plank thrown by engine.
Fatally injured jumping from train.
Fell from a car.
Fatally injured while walking be
tween cars.
Fell from a moving train.
Killed by a train while walking on
Killed by a train while crossing
tracks.
Struck by a train.
Struck by a train.
Killed; crossing tracks.
Killed; struck by car.
Killed; struck by engine.
Killed; struck by train.
Killed; fell from train.
Killed; collision.
Killed by fall from moving train.
Killed; struck by engine.
Killed; struck by car.
Killed by being struck by train.
Struck by engine.
Fatally injured while crossing track.
Killed; struck by engine.
Killed; struck by train.
Fell from moving train.
Killed; struck by train.
Struck by deflector bar of engine as
train pulled out from station.
Struck by train.
Crossing tracks.
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SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907—Continued.
MISCELLANEOUS AND UN CLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONS—Continued.
EMPLOYEES (NOT SPECIFIED), EXCEPT THOSE KILLED IN COUPLING OR UNCOU
PLING—Continued.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Nov. 24,1895
Nov. 28,1895

Struck by train.
Struck by engine while boarding a
moving train.
Killed while walking on track.
Killed while crossing the tracks.
Killed while standing cm traek.
Killed while crossing tracks.
Fatally injured by falling under an
engine.
Killed while walking on track.
Killed; no particulars.
Killed; no particulars.
Bailed while crossing tracks.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Fatally injured while crossing

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

July 15,1899

Killed by stepping in front of a
moving train.
Fell from an engine.
Fell from a car.
Fatally injured while crossing
tracks.
Fell from a moving train.
Fatally injured by falling from a
moving train.
Killed while crossing track.
Fell under a moving train.
Kilted; collision.
Killed; collision.
Killed while removing flag from
track.
Killed while walking on tracks.
Killed while crossing tracks.
Killed while crossing tracks.
Struck by passenger train while
walking on track.
Struck by train.
Killed white walking on track.
Killed white crossing tracks.
Kilted while picking up papers.
Fell from tram.
Caught between cars.
Fell from train.
Crossing tracks, was struck by train.
Killed white walking on track.
Found lying between tracks; prob
ably due to his attempting to
board a moving freight train.
Walking on track, was struck by
engine.
Killed in collision.
Killed while crossing tracks.
Train collided with work train,
caused by misplaced switch.
Train collided with work train,
caused by misplaced switeh.
Fatally injured; scalded.
Killed white crossing tracks.
Fatally injured while crossing be
tween cars.
Killed white walking on track.
Killed; no particulars.
Struck by train.
Struck by train.
Fatally injured; no other facts.
Kilted; no other facts.
Killed white working near track;
struck by light engine.
Fatally scalded by steam.
Kilted; no particulars.
Killed; no other facts.
Instantly kilted; struck by train.
Fatally injured; struck by train.
Killed; no particulars.
Struck by engine.
Struck by tram.
Kilted while crossing tracks.
Killed while walking on track.
Kilted; no other facts.
Stepped in front of detaehed end of
tram to display red signal and was
killed.
While working on derrick car a body
bolster fell on him and he received
fatal injuries.
Killed; no particulars.
Caught between a car and platform.

fatal—continued.

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

25,1895
17,1896
24,1896
12,1896
13,1896

Apr.
July
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

4,1896
30,1896
30,1896
6,1896
15,1896
3,1896

KiHed^coIlision.
Killed; collision.
Fatal; struck by an eastbound
train.
Mar. 5,1897 Fell from car.
Apr. 16,1897 Rim over by cars.
Apr. 23,1897 Struck by a car while crossing
tracks.
May 28,1897 Struck by an engine.
June 15,1897 Both legs cut off, falling under ears.
June 19,1897 Struck by an engine while asleep on
track.
Aug. 14,1897 Found dead; supposed to have been
struck by a train while walking on
traek.
Aug. 23,1897 Right leg crushed; fatal; engine ran
over him.
Sept. 1,1897 Struck by train while walking on
track.
Nov. 4,1897 Thrown under engine.
Nov. 16,1897 Right leg crushed; ribs broken;
fatal; run over by engine.
Dec. 25,1897 Struck by engine.
Feb. 10,1898 Struck by engine.
Feb. 17,1898 Fell from a moving train.
Mar. 31,1898 Struck and killed while crossing
tracks.
June 28,1898 Struck by engine.
July 30,1838 Struck by engine.
Aug. 6,1898 Fell from tram.
Aug. 20,1898 Struck by engine and killed while
walking on track.
Sept. 11,1898 Killed; collision.
Nov. 7,1898 Killed; fell from train.
Nov. 10,1898 Struck by a car while walking on
track.
Nov. 11,1898 Struck by a train and killed.
Nov. 20,1898 Struck by train, walking on track.
Nov. 20,1898 Struck by train, walking on track.
Dec. 5,1898 Fatally injured in jumping from
train.
Dec. 21,1898 Killed; collision.
Jan. 3,1899 Killed while walking on traek.
Jan. 17,1899 Killed by jumping from an engine in
front of a train.
Feb, 14,1899 Struck by train, walking on track.
Feb. 14,1899 Struck by train,walking on track.
Mar. 4,1899 Fell from a moving train.
Mar. 9,1899 Fell from a moving train.
Mar. 9,1899 Fatally injured by falling from train.
Apr. 5,1899 Fatally injured in jumping on train.
June 16,1899 Fatally injured while crossing
tracks.
June 20,1899 Killed while walking on track.
July 1,1899 Fatally injured in falling from car.
Nov. 25,1896
Jan. 16,1897
Jan. 17,1897
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Aug. 21,1899
Oct. 4,1899
O ct 10,1899
O ct 13,1899
Nov.
Nov.
Dee.
Dec.
Jan.

21,1899
23,1899
12,1899
12,1899
19,1900

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

19,1900
3,1900
10,1900
13,1900

May
June
July
July
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
O ct
O ct
Nov.

8,1900
26,1900
17,1900
28,1900
9,1900
18,1900
8,1900
8,1900
23,1900
4,1900

Nov. 21,1900
Nov. 26,1900
Jan. 20,1901
Jan. 28,1901
Jan. 28,1901
Feb. 25,1901
Apr. 9,1901
Apr. 19,1901
May
May
June
June
July
July
July

5,1901
21,1901
5,1901
25,1901
1,1901
2,1901
3,1901

July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
S ep t
Oct.
O ct
Dec.

11,1901
20,1901
17,1901
19,1901
24,1901
2,1901
7,1901
8,1901
16,1901
11,1901
21,1901
9,1901

Deo. 30,1901
--- —,1901
Jan. 13,1902
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OP THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907—Continued.
MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONS—Continued.
EMPLOYEES (NOT SPECIFIED), EXCEPT THOSE KILLED IN COUPLING OK UNCOU
PLING—Continued.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Nov. 12,1904

Crushed between engine and cars
while riding on pilot cf engine.
Struck by train while walking cn
track.
Killed while jumping on train.
Caught between building and a de
railed car.
Struck by engine while crossing
tracks.
Crushed between two cars.
Struck by train while crossing over
the tracks.
Killed; no particulars.
Killed; no particulars.
Killed; no particulars.
Fell between cars.
Fell from car.
Struck by train.
Fell under car.
Caught and killed while working
between care, when engine cou
pled up.
Struck by engine.
Fell under car.
Fell from car while walking over
train.
Rim over by care.
Caught between cars.
Struck by train while walking on

fatal —con tin u ed .

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
May
June
June
July

22,1902
26,1902
18,1902
1,1902
12,1902
24,1902
4,1902

July

4,1902

July 14,1902
Aug. 12,1902
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
--Jan.

18,1902
1,1902
8,1902
8,1902
29,1902
10,1902
—,1902
6,1903

Jan. 28,1903
Feb. 26,1903
Mar. 10,1903
Mar. 11,1903
Apr. 14,1903
May 20,1903
May
May
June
June
July
July

29,1903
29,1903
8,1903
10,1903
25,1903
31,1903

Nov. 7,1903
Dec. 26,1903
--- —,1903
---- —,1903
Jan. 6,1904
Jan. 21,1904
Mar. 20,1904
Mar. 29,1904
May 3,1904
May 27,1904
July 2,1904
July 10,1904
July 13,1904
Aug. 10,1904
Sept. 14,1904
Sept. 18,1904
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

22,1904
28,1904
3,1904
6,1904
10,1904

Struck by train.
Killed; fell from train.
Struck by an engine.
Killed In collision.
Killed while crossing tracks.
Fell from car.
Killed; supposed to have been
struck by train.
Killed; supposed to have been
struck by train.
Killed; no other facts.
Instantly killed while carelessly
working under freight cars.
Fell from train.
Struck by pole.
Killed while walking on tracks.
Killed in collision.
Killed while crossing tracks.
Run over by an engine.
Killed; no particulars.
While passing in between cars,
was cau gh t Detween buffers ana
squeezed to death.
Stepped off front step of engine
directly in front o f cars being
switched and was run over.
Fell under car.
Struck and killed by train.
Struck and killed while crossing
tracks.
Killed while walking on track.
Fatally injured while working on
engine.
Killed; in wreck.
Killed; in wreck.
Killed while walking on track.
Run over by cars.
Struck by engine and killed.
Struck b y engine and killed while
crossing tracks.
Struck by train and killed while
walking on track.
Struck by engine and killed while
picking coal.
Killed; no particulars.
Killed; no particulars.
Caught between car and pile of
wood.
Struck by car while crossing tracks.
Struck by engine while walking
alongside of track in train shed.
Struck by engine while jumping
from workmen’s train.
Struck by train.
Run over by cars.
4
Struck by engine while walking on
track
Fell from car.
Thrown from platform of car and
killed.
Struck and killed while walking on
bridge.
Found drowned.
Struck by unknown train and
killed.
Fell from train.
Killed; collision.
Fell from hole in dock; drowned.
Caught between cars.
Struck by three cases of machinery
falling out of sling.
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Nov. 21,1904
Nov. 22,1904
Nov. 24,1904
Dec.

1,1904

Dec. 13,1904
Dec. 31,1904
---- —,1904
--------,1904
-,.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

IQftl

13,' 1905
18,1905
19,1905
28,1905
29,1905

Feb. 11,1905
Feb. 13,1905
May 6,1905
June 15,1905
July 1,1905
July 4,1905
July
Aug.'
Aug.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

31,1905
18,1905
25,1905
5,1905
29,1905
29,1905
14,1905
15,1905
19,1906
2,1906
9,1906

Mar.

4,1906

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
May

20,1906
20,1906
20,1906
31,1906
13,1906

May
July
July
Aug.
Sept.

21,1906
8,1906
25,1906
21,1906
7,1906

Sept. 10,1906
Sept.
Sept.
Oct,
Nov.

28,1906
28,1906
6,1906
14,1906

Dec. 27,1906
Jan. 20,1907
Jan. 20,1907
Feb. 5,1907
Feb. 19,1907
Mar.

3,1907

V U IU S IU U .

Struck by engine.
Struck and killed by train.
Caught between care.
Killed; boiler explosion.
Killed; boiler explosion.
Fell from train.
Struck by engine.
Fell from a freight train.
Fell between care.
Struck and killed while crossing
Struck and killed by train while
walking on track.
Cave in of bank in cut.
Cave in of bank in cut.
Cave in of bank in cut.
Killed; fell from train.
Killed; supposed to have been
struck by some unknown train.
Fell under car.
Struck by engine.
Killed; run over by engine.
Struck by engine.
Struck by train while crossing
tracks.
Struck by train while crossing
tracks.
Killed; struck by engine.
Killed; struck by engine.
Struck and killed by train.
Struck by train wnile walking on
track.
Struck by freight train.
Killed; engine boiler exploded.
Killed; engine boiler exploded.
Struck by unknown train and killed
while crossing tracks.
Caught between care while crossing
tracks; fatally injured.
Struck by car while crossing tracks.
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INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES OF THE RAILROADS OF NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UN D E R EACH OCCU
PATION TITLE, 1888 TO 1907—Concluded.

MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONS—Concluded.
EMPLOYEES (NOT SPECIFIED), EXCEPT THOSE HILLED IN COUPLING OH UNCOU
PLING—Concluded.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

fatal—continued.

Mar. 22,1907
May 15,1907
May 20,1907
May 31,1907
June 7,1907
June 8,1907
July

1,1907

July 14,1907
July 18,1907

fatal—concluded.

Struck by cars while crossing tracks. Aug. 23,1907
Struck by train.
Aug. 23,1907
Walking on track; struck and fatally
injured.
Sept. 16,1907
Struck by train.
Struck by train while walking on Oct. 15,1907
track; man was deaf and appar Oct. 16,1907
ently did not hear the train.
Killed by fall from scaffolding while Nov. 12,1907
on duty.
Struck and killed by an unknown Dec. 5,1907
train.
Struck by train while walking on Dec. 28,1907
track.
While passing between car and but
ting block was caught between the
block and car and killed.

Struck by engine.
Killed while crawling under cars
while engine was drilling.
Struck by train while walking on
track.
Struck by overhead bridge.
Struck by engine while crossing
tracks.
Caught between cars in making fly
ing switch.
Struck and killed while crossing
tracks in yard.
Caught between cars.

To make these data complete for employees not otherwise specified,
the following statistics showing the fatal accidents, by years, as the
result of “ coupling or handling cars” are presented:
EMPLOYEES NOT SPECIFIED BUT REPORTED AS HAVING BEEN KILLED WHILE
“ COUPLING OR HANDLING CARS.”
Year.
1888.............................................. ..........
1889.........................................................
1890..........................................................
1891.........................................................
1892..........................................................
1893..........................................................
1894..........................................................
1895..........................................................
1896..........................................................
1897..........................................................
1893..........................................................

Number
killed.
12
13
10
6
6
8
4
4

7

6
10

Year.

Number
killed.
6

1899..........................................................
1900..........................................................
1901..........................................................
1902..........................................................
1903..........................................................
1904..........................................................
1905..........................................................
1906..........................................................
1907..........................................................

9
12
13
6
19

Total..............................................

181

7

7

16

NONEM PLOYEES OF R A ILR O A D S CUSTOMARILY C A R R IED U N D E R
CONTRACT.

Pullman~car employees, mail clerks, express agents, messengers,
etc., are exposed to train accidents, but are not, properly speaking,
railway employees. They are not on the pay rolls of the railroads
and are not reported as railway employees in case of injury by
accident. The Interstate Commerce Commission expressly excludes
these men from railroad employees and requires the accidents to
this class to be reported separately.
The instructions to the railroads read as follows:
Class bb is to include persons (not ordinary passengers on passenger
or freight trains) who are customarily carried or allowed on trams
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under special arrangements or privileges, such as postal clerks,
express messengers, conductors, porters, and other employees on
Pullman cars; employees on private or special cars; newsboys;
baggage or transfer solicitors; peddlers; live-stock tenders; men
not in the employ of reporting company in charge of locomotives,
cars, machinery, or other freight, etc.(a)
Injuries to this class of persons have been excluded from those
for railway employees proper, and the few returns under Pullman
employees, mail clerks, and express agents are presented separately
in the following detailed statements:
NONFATAL INJURIES TO PULLMAN EMPLOYEES, MAIL CLERKS, AND EXPRESS
MESSENGERS INJURED IN ACCIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY, CLASSIFIED BY SPECIFIC
OCCUPATIONS AND ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER EACH OCCUPATION
TITLE, 1888 TO 1907.
PULLMAN-CAR CONDUCTORS.
Date of in
jury.

Nature, extent, and cause of injury.

Oct. 14,1893

Thumb fractured; head bruised; fell
from steps of train while it was
moving.

Date of in Nature, extent, and cause of injury.
jury.
Feb. 12,1907
Feb. 12,1907

Back injured by derailment of train.
Side, head, and back injured by
derailment of train.

PULLMAN-CAR PORTERS.
Nov. 6,1892
Oct. 14,1893

Back bruised by collision of cars.
Injured by falling from train.

Feb. 12,1907
Oct. 14,1907

Hand hurt in derailment.
Injured instep while boarding train.

DINING-CAR EMPLOYEES.
Feb. 19,1902

Scalded while cooking.

July

5,1906

Chef scalded by pail of hot water,
spilled while cars were being
(Rilled in yard.

MAIL CLERKS.
Feb.

2,1889

Nov. 12,1889
Jan. 24,1894
Sept. 11,1898

Cheek bone fractured and gash over
eye; catching mail bag.
Arm broken; struck by timber on
bridge.
Injured; collision.
Knee injured; collision.

Sept.
June
July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

13,1901
1,1904
19,1904
7,1905
1,1907
4,1907

Hips bruised; struck by engine.
Injured; no other particulars.
Neck strained; thrown in car.
Cut in face with glass.
Injured; collision.
Scalp wound; fell from train.

EXPRESS MESSENGERS.
June 4,1894
Aug. 19,1894
July 8,1899
May

1,1900

Leg bruised; collision.
Leg bruised; head-on collision.
Leg and side bruised; collision of
engine with standing car.
Right leg slightly injured; case fell
on it, caused by jar when coupling.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.

23,1901
8,1902
8,1902
28,1904
1,1907
1,1907

Injured by fall from car.
Legs and feet injured; no particulars.
Legs and feet injured; no particulars.
Injured; no particulars.
Injured in collision.
Injured in collision.

« Interstate Commerce Commission. Instructions to be followed in filling up blanks, Form of 1905.
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THE MINNESOTA IBON RANGES.
BY G. O. VIRTUE, P H , D .

INTRODUCTION.
The primacy in iron and steel production which the United States
has acquired in recent years has been possible only because of the
development of the vast deposits of iron ore found in the vicinity of
Lake Superior. These deposits lie in widely separated ranges of hills,
nowhere mountainous in character, which stretch across the western
counties of Michigan from 25 to 100 miles south of the south shore of
the lake. The earliest of these ranges to be developed, the Mar
quette, has produced ore since 1854, and during the fifty-five years to
and including 1908 had produced 88,938,069 long tons of ore.(°)
The Menominee range during the thirty-two years from 1877 to
1908, inclusive, in which its mines have been active, produced
66,617,796 long tons.(a) The third iron district to be developed on
the south side of the lake was the Gogebic range. Its 20 to 25 mines
ship annually about 5,000,000 tons of ore, and from 1884 to 1908
they produced 57,979,774 long tons.(°)
These mines had made Michigan first among the States in the pro
duction of iron ore by 1890, a position it maintained till 1901, when
Minnesota took the leading place. The Lake Superior mines had
already produced a profound influence on the iron industry of the
country before the Minnesota mines, with which this article deals,
became large producers. The Minnesota deposits are found in two
ranges of hills, which together extend in a southwesterly direction
from the international boundary line at Gunflint Lake to the Mis
sissippi River at Grand Rapids. For a considerable portion of their
extent the two ranges are parallel.
The northern one, the Vermilion, was the first to be developed.
While explorations had shown as early as 1848 that there was iron
in this region, it was not till after 1880 that steps were taken to
develop the ore body. During the early eighties, eastern capitalists
were interested in the development of the iron country, and an outlet,
«Production of Iron Ores, Pig Iron, and Steel in 1908, page 18. Advance chapter
from Mineral Resources of the United States, published by the United States
Geological Survey.
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the Duluth and Iron Range Railroad, was built between the mine
and the lake at Two Harbors, a distance of 68 miles. In 1884, the
Vermilion range produced 62,122 tons of ore. Production in this
region has had a steady normal growth. In 1888 the region produced
half a million tons; in 1892 it for the first time passed the million
point, and its maximum output of 2,067,532 tons was reached in
1902. For the past five years the average annual production has been
a little less than a million and a hah tons.
The region that has attracted most attention during the past
eighteen years has been the Mesabi range. In a district about 100
miles long, varying from 2 to 10 miles in width, and containing about
400 square miles, lie the most remarkable deposits of iron ore yet dis
covered. In 1907 the Minnesota tax commission made an examina
tion of the district for the purpose of placing a valuation on the ore
lands. They had access to the records of the mining companies,
which showed the borings made in locating the ore bodies on their
properties as far as they had then proceeded. By these records the
commission found 1,182,550,219 tons of merchantable ore of various
grades, as compared with 9,959,538 tons on the Vermilion range.
This enormous deposit is as a matter of fact found within much
narrower limits than those described above; for from the easternmost
mine on the range to Coleraine on the west the distance does not
exceed 75 or 80 miles, and there are considerable stretches within this
limit in which no ore in paying quantities and of merchantable quality
has been found. It was stated by a writer (a) in 1906 that fully
one-half of the merchantable ore on the Mesabi range lies within a
radius of 6 miles of Hibbing. From the opening of this range in
1892, when 29,245 tons were produced, to the close of 1908, the
Mesabi range had produced an aggregate of 168,483,661 tons.(6) Of
this quantity, more than one-half had been produced since the
beginning of 1905.
PRODUCTION.
The marvels of rapid exploitation have not ceased. According to
the biennial reports of the bureau of labor of Minnesota, in the third
year of operations on the Mesabi range (1894), 1,793,052 tons of ore
were produced by the 11 mines reporting, and of this the Mountain Iron
mine shipped one-third and the Oliver (now called the Virginia) sent
out nearly one-third. In 1899 the Mountain Iron mine alone produced
1,137,970 tons and has not since, with the exception of 1908, fallen
below the one million level; while in each of the two years 1905 and
« Joseph SeUwood in the Duluth News-Tribune, November 29, 1906.
&Production of Iron Ores, Pig Iron, and Steel in 1908, page 18. Advance chapter
from Mineral Resources of the United States, published by the United States
Geological Survey.
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1906 it produced 2,500,000 tons. In 1906, 8 out of 78 mines operating
in the region were producing more than a million tons each. In
1907 there were only 11 iron mines in the world that produced more
than a million tons. Of this number 9 were in the Mesabi range, and
2 of these produced more than two millions, one of them, the Hull
Rust at Hibbing, reaching the enormous output of 2,900,624 tons, a
figure that was slightly surpassed by the same mine in 1908.
In the following table is given for certain years the production of
the various Lake Superior ranges, and for comparison the production
of the United States and of other countries, is presented:
PRODUCTION OF IRON ORE (IN LONG TONS) FOR THE SEVERAL LAKE SUPERIOR
RANGES, THE UNITED STATES, GREAT BRITAIN, AND GERMANY, FOR THE YEARS
1895, 1900, AND 1905 TO 1908.
[Data from the United States Geological Survey. Mineral Resources for 1908 of the United States, and
official mining reports of Great Britain and Germany.]
Region.

1895.

1900.

1905.

1906.

1907.

1908.

Lake Superior ranges:
Marquette...........................
Menominee.........................
Gogebic................... ...........
Vermilion...........................
Mesabi................................

1,982,080
1,794,970
2,625,475
1,027,103
2,839,350

3,945,068
3,680,738
3,104,033
1,675,949
8,158,450

3,772,645
4,472,630
3,344,551
1,578,626
20,156,566

4,070,914
4,962,357
3,484.023
1,794; 186
23,564,891

4,167,810
4,779,592
3,609,519
1,724,217
27,245,441

3,309,917
2,904,011
3,241,931
927,206
17,725,014

Total................................
United States............................
Great Britain............................
Germany and Luxemburg.......

10,268,978
15,957,614
12,615,414
12,349,600

20,564,238
27,553,161
14,028,208
18,964,294

33,325,018
42,526,133
14,590,703
23,444,073

37,876,371
47,749,728
15,500,406
26,734,000

41,526,579
51,720,619
15,731,604
27,697,128

28,108,079
35,983,336
15,031,025
24,224,762

The production of iron ore in Minnesota as elsewhere, and especially
in the Lake Superior region, is under the control of a small number of
producers. From the beginning of operations on the Vermilion range
it was necessary to make large outlays in order to open the mines at
all; for the pioneers on that range had not only the problem of develop
ing a mining property but of furnishing a railway as well for marketing
the production. This union of mining and transportation interests,
which was begun by the building of the Duluth and Iron Range Rail
road in 1892, has become an established feature of the industry on both
the Vermilion and the Mesabi ranges. With the movement for the
control of ore supplies by eastern iron and steel manufacturers which
marked the decade 1890 to 1900, not only the Vermilion mines, but
the newly discovered deposits on the Mesabi range quickly passed,
by purchase or lease, into the hands of a few concerns, which were
primarily steel producers rather than producers of ore. (a)
The United States Steel Corporation, organized in 1901, became,
by the consolidation of many companies holding ore lands, the
same important factor in the production of ore that it has in the
a For an account of these consolidations see Berglund, The United States Steel
Corporation, New York, 1907; Mussey, Combination in the Mining Industry, and the
files of the Engineering and Mining Journal.
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production of steel. Its mines in the Lake Superior region are man
aged under the charter of one of its constituent companies, the Oliver
Iron Mining Company, first organized in the interest of the Carnegie
Steel Company in 1892. It controls all the mines now operating
on the Vermilion range, and in every part of the Mesabi it is all but
supreme. When in 1907 the Minnesota tax commission made its
valuation of the ore lands, it was found that the Oliver Iron Mining
Company controlled a tonnage amounting to 912,768,830 tons out of a
total of 1,192,509,757 tons, and that its properties represented a tax
able value of $137,500,000 out of a total of $186,000,000. The true
value of these properties was more than twice the assessed valuation,
since the commission in determining the taxable value applied to the
ore lands the ratio of assessment to true value for the whole State,
namely, 43.48 per cent. Of the 27,245,441 tons of ore produced on
the Mesabi in 1907 the Oliver Iron Mining Company produced
16,500,000 tons. While the printed list of mining companies on the
Mesabi is large, it should be understood that the number of interests
concerned is very much less; and, as before said, these companies are,
generally speaking, the mining end of iron and steel companies,
mainly in the East.
TRANSPORTATION.
The product of the Minnesota mines is transported to the lake by
three railroads. The first constructed was the Duluth and Iron
Range Railroad. The same group of capitalists that opened the
first mines on the Vermilion range built this road. The road extends
from Duluth and Two Harbors, its extensive ore docks being situated
at the latter place, to Winton, 5 miles beyond Ely. It is the only road
reaching the Vermilion range. From Allen Junction a branch ex
tends well into the eastern and central portions of the Mesabi, from
which it derives a large tonnage. Its 6 docks have an aggregate of
1,064 pockets and a storage capacity of 234,292 tons. The Mesabi
range is also served by the Duluth, Missabe and Northern Railway.
This road, like the Duluth and Iron Range Railroad, is owned by
the United States Steel Corporation. The road has an excellent
double track from Duluth to Hibbing, a distance of 82 miles. Its
maximum southbound grade is 0.3 per cent, and the maximum north
bound grade is 2 per cent. The road reaches every part of the range.
The Missabe Railway Company owns extensive docks at West Duluth,
with a storage capacity of 269,034 tons.
The Great Northern Railway traverses the richest sections of the
Mesabi from the western end as far east as Virginia, Minn. It is
also the owner of large ore properties, but these have since 1906 been
leased to the United States Steel Corporation. It has a less direct
haul to the lake than the other roads have. From Virginia, Minn.,
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to Allouez, Wis., across the bay from Duluth, where its docks are
situated, is a distance of 138 miles; by the Duluth, Missabe and
Northern it is 97 miles. Its 3 docks have a storage capacity of
283,500 tons.
During the last seven years the three ore roads have carried the
following tonnage:
SHIPMENTS OF IRON ORE (LONG TONS) FROM THE MINNESOTA MINES BY THE
THREE ORE-CARRYING ROADS, 1902 TO 1908.
[Data supplied by the Oliver Iron Mining Company.]
Iron ore (long tons), shipped by—
Year.

Duluth,
Missabe and
Northern
Railway.

Duluth and Great North
ern Rail
Iron Range
way.
Railroad.

Total.

1902 ..................................................................
1903.....................................................................
1904..........................................................:.........
1905.....................................................................
1906.....................................................................
1907....................................................................
1908.....................................................................

5,598,408
5,344,635
4,650,772
8,807,559
11,220,991
13,445,977
8,808,254

5,605,181
5,125,341
4,563,399
7,779,850
8,178,048
8,188,905
5,710,361

4,180,568
4,013,469
4,219.990
5,118,385
6,100,718
7,443,471
3,572,750

15,384,157
14,483,445
13,434,161
21,705,794
25,499,757
29,078,353
18,091,365

Total.........................................................

57,876,596

45,151,085

34,649,351

137,677,032

Each of the steel cars in which most of the ore is carried has a capac
ity of 50 tons. Trains are made up of about 50 of these cars, making
a train load of 2,500 tons, though the Iron Range road averages but
three-fifths of this amount.
These railroads deliver the ore to the great docks at the end of their
respective lines, where it is loaded on vessels for shipment down the
lakes. The same large-scale method of handling the ore that charac
terizes the industry elsewhere is observed here. The combined docks
of the three roads have a storage capacity of 786,826 tons, and there
are unusual facilities for shifting the cars to and from the docks. The
same consolidation of control seen in the mining and rail shipments
of the ore is seen in the lake transportation also. The commanding
figure here, as elsewhere, is the United States Steel Corporation, which
owns, through its subsidiary company, the Pittsburg Steamship Com
pany, 76 steamships and 29 barges. These vessels carry from 55 to
60 per cent of the Steel Corporation’s output, the remainder being
carried by chartered vessels. A dozen of the other ore-producing
companies also own vessels, aggregating 65 or 70 in number. A re
markable development in the size of these vessels has taken place
during the past few years. The average load of the vessels taking
cargo at the Duluth, Missabe, and Northern docks in 1895 was
1,809 long tons; in 1900 it had risen to 3,873; and in 1905 it was
6,101, while in 1908 it was 8,325 tons. The high average of 1908
was due no doubt to the fact that in consequence of its being a slack
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year the larger boats of the ore producers did most of the busi
ness. Nevertheless, the tendency is still toward boats of the larger
type of 10,000 to 12,000 tons capacity. In 1900 the largest sin
gle cargo of ore was 8,463 tons; in 1907 it was 13,800. Not less
remarkable than the increased size of the boats are the improve
ments in loading and unloading the vessels. In 1895 the average
time for loading at the Duluth, Missabe and Northern docks was, per
1,000 tons, two hours thirteen minutes; in 1900, one hour forty-three
minutes; and in 1907, one hour twenty-one minutes. The devices
for unloading at the eastern lake ports are equally remarkable.
Everywhere, therefore, we see a highly developed organization for
the mining and shipping of ore. Everywhere one is struck by the
vastness of the work that is being done. The mine workers with
whom this account is primarily concerned are a very important part
of this great complex organization.
POPULATION AND NATIONALITY.
The mines have attracted a population remarkable in several ways.
The increase of numbers has been rapid. The following table shows
the population of the chief range communities in 1895,1900, and 1905:
POPULATION IN THE CHIEF MINING COMMUNITIES OF ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MINN.,
1895, 1900, AND 1905.
[From the Fifth Decennial Census of Minnesota, 1905, p. 42.]
1905.
Locality.

Aurora village _ ......................................................................
Biwabik township.......................................................................
Biwabik village...........................................................................
Breitung (including Soudan)................................... ..................
Buhl village.................................................................................
Chisholm village..........................................................................
Ely city.......................................................................................
Eveleth city................................................................................
Hibbing village...........................................................................
McKinley village........................................................................
Mesabi Mountain township........................................................
Mountain Iron village................................................................
Sparta village..............................................................................
Stunt z township..........................................................................
Tower city...................................................................................
Virginia city................................................................................
St. Louis County (excluding Duluth).........................................
a Figures from the Twelfth Census of the United States.

1895.

1900.(a)

365
1,011
1,954

500
1,299
2,034

2,260
764
222
1,085
136
708
443

3,717
2,752
1,016
2,481
262
1,296
470
950
1,083
1,366
2,962
29,963

68
1,265
3,647
19,199

Per cent
of
Number. increase
over 1895.
336
541
946
1,344
788
4,231
4,045
5,332
1,316
6,566
232
940
604
960
1,749
1,340
6,056
52,571

48.2
&6.4
&31.2
79.0
597.9
492.8
505.2
70.6
32.8
36.3
2,472.1
5.9
66.1
173.8

&Decrease.

Several of these communities show an enormous increase in popula
tion from 1895 to 1905, while only two show a decline.
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Of the population of St. Louis County, 84 per cent reside in cities or
villages, which is very conclusive as to the predominance of the ironore industry.
The leading nationalities were Finnish, Austrian, Swedish, Cana
dian, and Norwegian, in the order named. As shown by the state
census of 1905, the nationalities represented and their respective
numbers in the chief mining centers were as follows:
PRINCIPAL FOREIGN-BORN ELEMENTS OF THE POPULATION IN THE CHIEF RANGE
COMMUNITIES OF MINNESOTA, 1905.
[Data from the Fifth Decennial Census of Minnesota, 1905, p. 177.]
Country of birth.
Locality.

Vermilion range:
Breitung (including Soudan).......
Ely city........................................
Tower city...................................
Mesabi range:
Aurora village..............................
Biwabik township.......................
Biwabik village...........................
Buhl village.................................
Chisholm village..........................
Eveleth city .................................
Fayal township...........................
Hibbing village............................
McKinley yillage..........................
Mesabi Mountain township.........
Mountain Iron village..................
Sparta village...............................
Stuntz township..........................
Virginia city................................
St. Louis County outside Duluth.

Ger
many.

Swe
den.

Nor
way.

Den
mark.

Cana
da.

Ire
land.

Eng
land.

7
22
10

130
101
156

21
29
67

2
5
1

7
55
85

3
9
9

20
104
23

8
2
12
9
21
38
14
72
1
7
5
5
12
120
770

26
37
57
64
206
325
85
516
15
38
20
17
65
557
4,226

7
20
26
23
93
77
22
314
21
2
17
8
47
296
1,898

1
2
2

16
18
38
24
110
151
16
498
1
20
34
42
148
337
2,433

4
2
8
1
19
39
10

12
16
19
6
87
119
20
78
6
37
14
9
3
71
763

2
6
1
9
5
2
7
112

2
11
13
5
10
53
312

Rus
sia.

12
10
3
6
7
47
65
8
47
i
5
4
24
10
89
400

Country of birth.
Locality.

Vermilion range:
Breitung (including Soudan)
Ely city................................
Tower city............................
Mesabi range:
Aurora village.......................
Biwabik township................
Biwabik village.....................
Buhl village..........................
Chisholm village...................
Eveleth city..........................
Fayal township.....................
Hibbing village.....................
McKinley village..........................
Mesabi Mountain township..........
Mountain Iron village..................
Sparta village................................
Stuntz township..........................
Virginia city.................................
St. Louis County outside Duluth.
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Po
land.

1

1

5
30

9
77

Total
native
bom.

Total

popular

Austria.

280
911
184

180
852
29

9
122
19

659
2,222
593

685
1,823
747

1,344
4,045
1,340

62

44
98
44
64
693
676
430
323
34
130
14
116
279
136
4,461

14
14
17
50
187
333
164
481
4
31
37
11
299
123
2,313

198
320
516
448
2,705
2,975
927
3,537
116
531
290
584
1,104
3,059
27,929

138
221
430
340
1,526
2,357
389
3,029
116
409
314
376
645
2,997
24,642

336
541
946
788
4,231
5,332
1,316
6,556
232
940
604
960
1,749
6,056
52,571

111
287

43

Total
foreign
bom.

Finland.

200

1,197
1,145
152

1,131

250
127
347

220

1,193
9,945

All
other.
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No statistics as to nationality are regularly kept by the mining
companies, but the Oliver Iron Mining Company has taken a census
of its own employees at different times, the results of which are given
below:
LENGTH OP RESIDENCE IN THE UNITED STATES OF FOREIGN-BORN EMPLOYEES OF
THE OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY, MAY 1, 1907, BY RACE OR PEOPLE.
[Data supplied by the Oliver Iron Mining Company.]
Number living in the United States—
Race or people.

Arabian.......................
Austrian.....................
Bohemian...................
Bosnian.......................
Bulgarian...................
Croatian.....................
Czech..........................
Dalmatian..................
Dutch.........................
English.......................
Finnish.......................
Flemish.......................
French........................
French-Canadian........
German.......................
Greek..........................
Hebrew.......................
Hervat........................
Hungarian..................
TnHmn........................
Irish...........................
Italian........................
Italian (north)............
Italian (south)...........
Japanese.....................
Korean........................

Un 1
2
der 1
year. year. yrs.

Total
Years for
Over
not
eign
4
3
6
5
7
8
9
10
10
re bom.
yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs.
port
ed.
1
19

16

56

1
25

1
29

4

1

4

3

4
271

9
263

5
134

2
127

5
73

35

1
1
16
1

2

2
2
4

3
2
4

1
3

2
4
3

2
1
2

2
5

3
3

2
3

3
1

1
19
23
50

2
37
31
47

1
24
30
54

2
14
19
35

1
12
9
26

3
1
1
3
9
12

1
5
5

3
5
8

71
15
26
35

4

4

2

9

5

15

135
199
14
3
2 4 1 58
79
57
280 496
2
5
4 3 1 34

155
8
39
41
419
1
25

92
3
11
23
240
1
4

76
4
9
2
141
1
10

55
3
3
5
103

6
464

1
244

3
1
49

9
389
2
4
2
27

4

2
8

1
3
8

27
23
43

1
39
65
79

263

30
4
12
40
50
101
2

7
1

29
3
1

1
1

5

4

27
11

2

12

1
59
1

8

*
13

1
5
43
1
3

1

34
40
22
1
11

46
21
33
2
8

21
5
20
1
9

36
1
16

24

10

1

10

6

9

1

7

2

23
1

44
1

30
1

35
2

i
26
2

1

29
1

4
1
28

14
2

23
2

12

11

16
26
46
25

29
30
47
66

18
26
68
85

15
23
-29
42

7
20
33
47

2
12
20
27

1
10
18
19

7
11
12

4
2
3

3
6
8

5

10

18

13

18

6
12
40
44
1
11

9

1

4

2

1

56

73

84

29

44

27

25

14

5

4

4

Total................. 1,261 1,879 1,856

976

917

776

452

323

236

100

Scotch...........................

Scotch-Irish................

Servian.........................
Slav. ............................

Slovak........................
Slovenian...................
Syrian.........................
Tyrolese......................
Welsh.........................
Not reported...............

1

3
1

5

1
1
19
35
12
1
3

Lithuanian...................

Macadonian_________
Maevar.......................
Montenegrin...............
Polish..........................
Roumanian................
Russian.......................
Ruthenian..................
Scandinavian.............

2
114
216
1
44
8
42
1
3

1

1
1
3

1

5
1
241
41
1
1
18
38
34
17
3
98

125 1,205

2
5

1
3
2

1
814
49
146
210
1,881
11
129
2
160
2,525
3
69
22
190
3
5
20
48
1
81
235
298
495
2
1
3
.1
210
102
151
5
50
3
521
53
1
95
191
359
415
1
109
3
465

33 10,139

Of the 12,018 employees of this company in 1907 only 1,879 were
native born, those of foreign birth being 84.4 per cent of the total
number employed. Almost half of the foreign-bom, 49.3 per cent,
had not resided in the United States over two years. The races
showing a large proportion who had resided in this country ten years
and over were the Irish, with 87.7 per cent; Scotch, 77.4 per cent;
English, 74.4 per cent; Scandinavian, 48.4 per cent, and German, 23.7
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per cent. Those with a small proportion were Bulgarians, with less
than one-half of one per cent; Austrians and Croatians, with only
3.8 per cent; Italians, 8.9 per cent; Finns, 10.3 per cent; and Slavs,
11 per cent. Of all the foreign-born employees but 13.1 per cent
had resided in the United States ten years and over. The principal
races with a residence of less than a year were the Montenegrins,
with 34.3 per cent; Austrians, 16.6 per cent; Croatians, 14.9 per cent;
Slavs, 13.6 per cent, and Slovaks, 12.8 per cent. Of all the foreignbom employees 12.4 per cent had resided in the United States less
than one year.
In the following tabulation, which was furnished by the Oliver
Iron Mining Company, American includes Canadians, English, Irish,
and Scotch; Austrian includes, among others, Bulgarians, Bohe
mians, Hungarians, and Montenegrins; French and German includes
Belgians, Swiss, and Hollanders; Finnish includes Russians; and
Scandinavian includes Norwegians, Swedes, and Danes.
NATIONALITY OF THE EMPLOYEES OF THE OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY ON THE
VARIOUS RANGES OF THE LAKE SUPERIOR REGION JULY I, 1908, BY LOCALITY.
[Data supplied by the Oliver Iron Mining Company.]
Austrian.

American.

French and
German.

Finnish.

Italian.

Locality.
Num Per Num Per Num Per Num Per
ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent.

Num Per
ber. cent.

Mesabi range:
Hibbing district................
Mountain Iron district......
Eveleth (Faya!) district..
Eveleth (Adams) district..
Biwabik district................
Canisteo district................

628
217
296
225
74
383

21.9
22.9
27.4
18.9
20.9
28.2

1,326 46.2
446 47.1
316 29.2
544 45.8
204 57.5
606 44.6

140
16
40
12
4
77

4.9
1.7
3.7
1.0
1.1
5.7

212
100
125
188
53
92

7.4
10.6
11.6
15.8
14.9
6.8

378
79
165
123
3
51

13.2
8.4
15.3
10.3
.8
3.7

Total..............................
V ermilion range.......................
Marquette range......................
Menominee range....................
Gogebic range..........................

1,823
85
680
195
442

23.4
15.3
49.2
16.5
28.3

3,442
291
20
120
109

44.1
52.2
1.5
10.2
7.0

289
13
10
141
38

3.7
2.3
.7
12.0
2.4

770
100
415
81
405

9.0
18.0
30.0
6.9
26.0

799
21
108
201
162

10.2
3.8
7.8
17.0
10.4

Grand total....................

3,225

25.8

3,982

31.9

491

3.9

1,771

14.2

1,291

10.4

Polish.
Locality.

Mesabi range:
Hibbing district................
Mountain Iron district......
Eveleth (Fayal) district...
Eveleth (Adams) district..
Biwabik district...............
Canisteo district................

Scandinavian.

Number.

Per
cent.

Number.

Per
cent.

Number.

65

2.2

1
20
2
5

.1
1.7
.6
.4

116
88
135
69
15
143

4.0
9.3
12.5
5.8
4.2
10.5
7.3
8.4
10.3
30.7
13.1

i

10.6

19

Total..............................
Vermilion range.......................
Marquette range......................
Menominee range....................
Gogebic range..........................

93

1.2

7
79
199

.5
6.7
12.7

566
47
142
362
204

Grand total....................

378

3.0

1,321
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Per
cent.

Miscellaneous.

6

0.2

2
8

.2
.7

2

.1

18

.2

Total.
Per
Number. cent.

2,871
946
1,080
1,189
355
1,359

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

.1

7,800
557
1,382
1,179
1,560

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

.2

12,478

100.0
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NATIONALITY OF THE EMPLOYEES OF THE OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY, ON THE
VARIOUS RANGES OF THE LAKE SUPERIOR REGION JUNE 1, 1909, BY LOCALITY.
[Data supplied by the Oliver Iron Mining Company.]

Locality.

American.

Austrian.

Finnish.

German.

French.

Num Per
ber. cent

Num Per
ber. cent.

Num Per
ber. cent.

Num Per
ber. cent.

Num Per
ber. cent.

Mesabi range:
Hibbing district................
Chisholm district..............
Mountain Iron district......
Eveleth (Fayal) district...
Eveleth (Adams) district..
Biwabik district...............
Canisteo district...............

472
149
178
262
283
53
355

29.5
9.1
24.7
20.7
21.4
16.6
22.8

671
1,002
236
377
603
193
733

41.9
61.5
32.8
29.8
45.7
60.5
47.1

67
154
170
256
140
45
131

4.2
9.5
23.6
20.2
10.6
14.1
8.4

52
5

3.3
.3

17
9
4
31

1.3
.7
1.3
2.0

Total..............................
Vermilion range......................
Marquette range.....................
Menominee range....................
Gogebic range..........................

1,752
99
739
228
435

20.8
12.9
49.5
15.8
22.7

3,815
402
40
165
137

45.4
52.6
2.7
11.5
7.1

963
175
372
98
625

11.5
22.9
24.9
6.8
32.5

118
2
13
33
12

Grand to ta l..................

3,253

23.2

4,559

32.5

2,233

15.9

178

Italian.
Locality.
Number.

Scandinavian.

Per
cent.

47
2
12

2.9
.1
1.7

4

.3

80

5.2

1.4
.3
.9
2.3
.6

145
4
5
122
37

1.7
.5
.4
8.5
3.9

1.3

313

2.2

Polish.

Total.

Number.

Per
cent.

Number.

Per
cent.

Mesabi range:
Hibbing district................
Chisholm district..............
Mountain Iron district......
Eveleth (Fayal) district...
Eveleth (Adams) district..
Biwabik district...............
Canisteo district...............

209
155
36
224
177
3
33

13.1
9.5
5.0
17.7
13.4
.9
2.1

59
104
88
108
84
21
179

3.7
6.4
12.2
8.5
6.4
6.6
11.5

23
58

1.4
3.6

23
20

i.8

14

.9

Total..............................
Vermilion range......................
Marquette range.....................
Menominee range....................
Gogebic range..........................

837
30
178
284
232

10.0
3.9
11.9
19.7
12.1

643
53
145
407
184

7.6
6.9
9.7
28.3
9.6

138

1.6

102
260

Grand total....................

1,561

11.1

1,432

10.2

500

Per
Number. cent.

1,600
1,629
720
1,267
1,320
319
1,556

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

7.1
13.5

8,411
765
1,492
1,439
1,922

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

3.6

14,029

100.0

1.5

This company had 12,478 employees on July 1, 1908. The Ameri
cans were 25.8 per cent of this number. The Austrians were the
most numerous, with 31.9 per cent. On the Vermilion range 52.2
per cent of the employees were Austrians.
On June 1, 1909, this company had 14,029 employees, of whom
23.2 per cent were Americans, 32.5 per cent Austrians, 15.9 per cent
Finnish, etc. Those nationalities that showed an increased pro
portion employed in 1909 compared with 1908 were Austrians, Fin
nish, Italians, and Polish. Those that decreased were Americans,
French, German, and Scandinavians.
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NUMBER AND PER CENT OF FOREIGN-BORN EMPLOYEES OF THE OLIVER IRON
MINING COMPANY WHO SPEAK ENGLISH, MAY 1, 1907, BY RACE OR PEOPLE.
[Data supplied by the Oliver Iron Mining Company. Figures do not include 25 persons not reporting
as to whether they do or do not speak English.]

Race or people.

Speak Eng
lish.
Do not
speak Total.
Eng
Num Per
lish.
ber. cent.

1
Arabian....................
Austrian...................
244
Bohemian................
25
Bosnian....................
29
Bulgarian.................
24
Croatian....................
580
Czech........................
2
Dalmatian................
44
Dutch.......................
2
English....................
160
Finnish.................... 1,372
Flemish....................
French.....................
64
French-Canadian___
20
German....................
84
2
Greek.......................
4
Hebrew....................
9
Hervat.....................
Hungarian...............
23
Indian......................
1
Irish.........................
81
Ttnlinn
146
Italian (north)........
164
Italian (south)........
257

100.0
30.0
51.0
19.9
11.4
30.8
18.2
34.1
100.0
100.0
54.4
33.3
92.8
90.9
44.2
66.7
80.0
45.0
47.9
100.0
100.0
62.1
55 .0

51.9

570
24
117
186
1,310
9
85
1,151
2
5
2
106
1
1
11
25
89
134
238

1
814
49
146
210
1,881
11
129
2
160
2,523
3
69
22
190
3
5
20
48
1
81
235
298
495

Race or people.

Speak Eng
lish.
Do not
speak Total.
Eng
Num Per
lish.
ber. cent.
2
1
3
1
72
28
70
2
22
3
451
53
1
14
71
145
327
1
68
3
240

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
34.3
27.5
46.4
40.0
44.0
100.0
87.6
100.0
100.0
14.7
37.2
40.4
79.0
100.0
62.4
100.0
53.5

Total............... 4,917

48.6

Japanese...................
Korean.....................
Lithuanian...............
Macedonian..............
Magyar.....................
Montenegrin.............
Polish.......................
Roumanian............
Russian....................
Ruthenian...............
Scandinavian...........
Scotch.......................
Scoleh-Irish.............
Servian.....................
Slav..........................
Slovak......................
Slovenian.................
Syrian......................
Tyrolese....................
Welsh.......................
Not reported............

209

2
1
3
1
210
102
151
5
50
3
515
53
1
95
191
359
414
1
109
3
449

5,197

10,114

138
74
81
3
28
64
81
120
214
87
41

Only 48.6 per cent of the employees considered in this table can
speak English. A considerable number of the races reported 100 per
cent able to speak English, but the number of persons involved is too
small upon which to base a conclusion. Austrians report 30 per cent;
Croatians, 30.8 per cent),Magyars, 34.3 per cent; Slavs, 37.2 per
cent; and Slovaks, 40.4 per cent speaking English,while the Italians
report 55.2 per cent; Finnish 54.4 per cent; Slovenians, 79 per cent;
and Scandinavians, 87.6 per cent who speak English.
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF FOREIGN-BORN EMPLOYEES OF THE OLIVER IRON
MINING COMPANY, FIVE YEARS IN THE UNITED STATES, WHO HAVE BECOME NAT
URALIZED, MAY 1, 1907, BY RACE OR PEOPLE.
[Data supplied by the Oliver Iron Mining Company. Figures do not include C8 persons not reporting as
to naturalization.]
Naturalized.

Naturalized.
Race or people.

Arabian....................
Austrian...................
Bohemian................
Bosnian....................
Bulgarian____
Croatian....................
Czech___
Dalmatian................
Dutch.....................
English....................
Finnish....................

Num Per
ber. cent.

52
9

33.5
52.9

2
73
1
2
2
114
310

25.0
24.6
100.0
15.4
100.0
83.2
34.9
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Not
natur Total.
alized.

1 ,
103
8
4
6
224
ii
23
578

1
155
17
4
8
297
1
13
2
137
888

Race or people.

Num Per
ber. cent.

Flemish....................
French..................... • 40
French-Canadian___
9
41
German....................
1
Greek.......................
3
Hebrew....................
Hervat.....................
6
Hungarian.. ..........
Indian......................
65
Irish.........................
22
Italian......................

81.6
50.0
68.3
100.0
100.0
50.0
87.8
30.6

Not
natur Total.
alized.

1

9

9
19

6
6
1

9

50

1

49

18
60
1
3
6
12
1
74
72
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NUMBER AND PER CENT OF FOREIGN-BORN EMPLOYEES OF THE OLIVER IRON
MINING COMPANY, FIVE YEARS IN THE UNITED STATES, WHO HAVE BECOME NAT
URALIZED, MAY 1, 1907, BY RACE OR PEOPLE—Concluded.
Naturalized.
Race or people.

Italian (n orth )........
Italian (sou th )........
Korean.....................
Lithuanian...............
Russian....................
Ruthenian...............
Scandinavian...........
Scotch......................
Scotch-Irish.............

Num Per
ber. cent.
35
53

34.3
30.5

7
11
5
1
242
33
1

13.0
25.0
41.7
33.3
69.5
82.5
100.0

Naturalized.
Not
natur Total.
alized.

67
121
1
1
47
33
7
2
106
7

102
174
1
1
54
44
12
3
348
40
1

Race or people.

Not
natur Total.
Num Per alized.
ber. cent.
1
21
42
34

11.1
31.8
31.1
28.6

27
3
83

60.0
100.0
48.5

Total............... 1,351

42.9

Servian.....................
Slav..........................
Slovak......................
Slovenian.................
Syrian......................
Tyrolese...................
Welsh.......................
Not reported............

8
45
93
85
1
18
88

9
66
135
119
1
45
3
171

1,798

3,149

There have been naturalized 42.9 per cent of those who have-been
in the United States five years. About one-third of the Austrians,
Finns, Italians, Slavs, and Slovaks have availed themselves of citi
zenship through the naturalization laws. Over 80 per cent of the
English, Irish, and Scotch and 69.5 per cent of the Scandinavians
are naturalized.
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF FOREIGN-BORN EMPLOYEES OF THE OLIVER IRON
MINING COMPANY, 21 YEARS OF AGE AND OVER, REPORTING CONJUGAL CONDITION,
MAY 1, 1907, BY RACE OR PEOPLE.
[Data supplied by the Oliver Iron Mining Company.]
Married.
Race or people.

Arabian....................
Austrian...................
Bohemian................
Bosnian....................
Bulgarian.................
Croatian....................
Czech........................
Dalmatian................
Dutch......................
English....................
Finnish....................
Flemish....................
French.....................
French-Canadian__
German....................
Greek.......................
Hebrew....................
Hervat.....................
Hungarian...............
Indian......................
Irish.........................
Italian
Italian, north...........
Italian, south...........

Num Per
ber. cent.

343
21
78
118
903
4
73
1
89
902
1
41
21
100
2
1
10
27

52.3
52.5
68.4
64.8
58.4
40.0
74.5
50.0
58.2
39.3
33.3
63.1
95.5
58.8
66.7
33.3
52.6
62.8

36
106
147
263

45.0
50.7
56! 5
59.2

Married.
Single. Total.

1
31?
19
36
64
642
6
25
1
64
1,392
2
24
1
70
1
2
9
16
1
44
103
113
181

1
656
40
114
182
1,545
10
98
2
153
2,294
3
65
22
170
3
3
19
43
1
80
209
260
444

Race or people.

Japanese...................
Korean.....................
Lithuanian.............
Macedonian..............
Magyar.....................
Montenegrin.............
Polish.......................
Roumanian..............
Russian....................
Ruthenian...............
Scandinavian...........
Scotch.......................
Scotch-Irish..............
Servian.....................
Slav..........................
Slovak......................
Slovenian.................
Syrian......................
Tyrolese...................
Welsh...........
Not reported............

Num Per
ber. cent.

Single. Total.

41.7
33.3
58.8

36
71
139
155
1
60
2
165

1
1
3
1
182
75
137
5
43
2
474
51
.1
67
166
306
357
1
103
3
400

51.6

4,258

8,796

1
1
1
100
26
65
4
23
2
225
28
1
31
95
167
202

100.6
33.3
100.0
54.9
34.7
47.4
80.0
53.5
100.0
47.5
54.9
100.0
46.3
57.2
54.6
56.6

43
1
235

Total............... 4,538

1
2
82
49
72
1
20
249
23

More than one-half of those 21 years of age and over were married.
Those races represented by any considerable number having under
50 per cent married were the Finnish, Irish, Montenegrins, Polish,
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Scandinavians, and Tyrolese. Some of those with over 50 per cent
married were the Austrians, Croatians, Germans, Italians, Slovaks,
and Slovenians.
LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN UNITED STATES OF FOREIGN-BORN EMPLOYEES OF
THE OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY MAY 1, 1907, BY OCCUPATIONS.
{Data supplied by the Oliver Iron Mining Company.]
Foreign born living in United States—
Occupation.

10
Na Un
4 to5 9 to
2
3
1
tive der 1 year.
yrs.
yrs.
yrs. yrs. 14
bom. year.
yrs.

Apprentice...................
4
Axinan.........................
6
Barn boss.....................
3
1
Barn boss, assistant__
1
Barn man ................
9
Blacksmith___:...........
Blacksmith’s helper___
6
Blaster.........................
2
Boiler maker___
Bolt cutter...................
Bookkeeper..................
3
1
B oss.. ..*......................
Brakeman.................... 217
1
Call boy.......................
Car checker..................
3
Carpenter.....................
22
1
Carpenter’s helper........
Car repairer..................
9
Car trimmer.................
Cashier’s assistant........
4
Chain gang...................
11
Chain man...................
Chemist........................
10
Chemist’s assistant.......
23
3
Chip taker.............
Churn drill helper........
Chute man..................
Clerk.............................
77
Coal heaver..................
1
Coal passer...................
Coal wheeler................
Compressor man..........
2
Crane man...................
73
Crane man, steam shovel
29
Crusher man................
3
Diamond driller...........
Diamond driller’s helper
1
Diamond setter............
Ditch man...................
Draftsman....................
3
Drifter..........................
Drill boss......................
Driller..........................
1
Driller and blaster.......
Driller’s helper.............
1
Driver..........................
Dry houseman...........
Dry man......................
3
Dry tender...................
Dump boss..................
4
Dump man..................
2
Dynamo tender............
7
Electrician...................
Electrician’s helper......
Engineer.......................
51
Engineer, hoisting........
3
Engineer, locomotive... 169
Engineer, stationary. . .
5
Engineer, steam pump.
Engineer,steam shovel.
93
Engineer, wrecker........
4
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2
3
1

8

1
2

1
9
4
2
1

12
3
4

22

28

7
3
4

5
2
2

15
to
19
yrs.

20 25 Years
Total Grand
to yrs. not
for total.
re eign
24 and port
yrs. over. ed. born.

1

1

1

1
7
1
1

1
12
1
4

3
3

6
2
2

1
1

3
85
34
32
2
1

1

6
117

2

116
2
40
9
1
2

6
5
4
1

23
9
11

6

9

1
19

1
3

1
8

2
7

1
6

13

4

11

11

11

1

6

9
1
2

19

3
1

31
1
10
2

9

2

1

3

1

1
1

1

1
2
2
1
1

i
1
1
1

1
3
1

2
2

1

T
i

3

1

2

i
i
i
3
1

4
5

1
4

2
5

2
1

1

1
1

1

1

2
2

2

1
1

2

1

1
10

1

1
1

1

4
1

2
1

1

2

2

2

3

28
22
2

38
18

19
6

1
1
39
29

3
3

3

5

1

1

2
3

44
13

21
8

1
59

1
76

2
53
2
1
3

3
33
2

1
16
1

2

3

10
2
3

1
1

1

1
5
1
5
22

1
7

3

1

i

1

1
1
1

2
1
1

2

1

1

7

7
2

6
2
7
2

7
2

6

7

6

4

1
4
2
9
12
1
3
6
1
15
28
1
8
8

1

1

12
2
1
1
197
100
2
i
15
3
17
263

9
1
39
7
1
39
9
1
37
9
........ ..........

4
3
13
3

4
c
6
1
4
94
40
32
4
1
3
7
334
1
3
138
3
49
9
1
6
11
11
23
7
2
9
89
1
4
6
3
88
57
1
11
8
1
12
5
1
1
198
100
2
1
1
18
3
21
263
2
16
1
90
10
208
14
1
130
4
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LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN UNITED STATES OF FOREIGN-BORN EMPLOYEES OF
THE OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY, MAY 1, 1907, BY OCCUPATIONS—Continued.
Foreign born living in United States—
Occupation.

10
Na Un.
2
4 to5 9 to
3
1
tive der 1 year.
yrs.
14
yrs.
yrs.
born. year.
yrs. yrs.

Engineering
depart2
ment..........................
Fireman.......................
98
Fireman, churn drill...
FiremanJ diamond drill
Fireman! locomotive... 128
1
Fireman, stationary__
Fireman! steam shovel.
67
1
Fireman, wrecker........
TnrAmftn............ ......
18
Foreman, assistant.......
Foreman! blacksmith..
1
Foreman! blasting........
1
Foreman! carpenter___
Foreman! car*repairers.
2
Foreman! drill. T..........
Foreman', drilling and
blasting.....................
Foreman*! dump.......
2
Foreman, miner...........
Foreman! night............
3
1
Foreman! ore...............
Foreman! pipeman......
3
Foreman! p it...............
Foreman! pit assistant.
2
Foreman, powder........
1
Foreman, shop.............
1
Foreman, steam shovel.
Foreman, stripping___
Foreman, surface.........
2
Foreman, surface a sst..
1
Foreman, timber..........
Foreman, track............
3
Foreman, underground.
Gang boss.....................
Greaser.........................
1
Grinder........................
1
Hammerman...............
Head mine captain......
1
Janitor..........................
Janitress.......................
Laborer........................ 200
1
Lander.........................
Lightman.....................
Logging cutter.............
Lumber scaler..............
1
Machine shop employee
Machinist.....................
59
Machinist’s apprentice.
8
H
Machinist’s helper.......
1
Mason..........................
Mason’s helper.............
Master mechanic..........
3
Master mechanic’s as
sistant.......................
Mechanic.....................
1
Mechanical engineer__
Messenger.....................
Miller...........................
Miner...........................
10
Miner chute m an .........
Miner’s helper..............
Miner, tram boss..........
Mining captain.............
8
Mining captain’s as
1
sistant .......................
Mining engineer...........
12
Mining shift boss..........
Molder.........................
1
Motorman....................
Mucker........................
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2

4

1
1

1
1
3

1

1

8
1
1
3

7 8
1
1
2 ‘*3*
2
4 9
2

15
to
19
yrs.

20
25 Years Total Grand
for total.
to years not
re eign
24 and port
yrs. over. ed. born.

11

12

6

7

1
11
1
10

7

16

*6
2
4

*4*

1
1
4

9

6

g

6

25
1
10

4

1
1
1
1
2

2
1

3
1
1

2
1 ” i*

2
1
1

1
7
5

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
3
1

i
4
1

762
3

970
3

2

2
1

2
1
1
i

4
1
1

1
1

3
1
1

99
1

1
1

264

3 1
358 224 237*
1
1

4
2

10
3

1

i

1

1
2

2

611
13

95 101
4 4
1

51
1

52
3

3

8

1
1

1
4
1

2

1

1
885 453 369
9 6 2

3

1
1 j 1
1
1

1
i

4
1
g
1
1
2

1
4
1
1
2

1

1
1
594 102

1

3
1

4

1
9
1
2
11
1
2
2

1
1
9
1
10 4,359
48
1
1

2
2

1

1
7

74

27

16

2

4

5

1
1

5

1
2
3

1

1
28
3
5
23
4
3

2
1

2

1

91 *
1
4
42
8
58
49
1
1
1
2

1
1

*i

1

1

1

2
189
1
4
170
9
125
1
58
1
1
2
3
2
2
1
9
5
3
1
4
1
2
1
1
1
1
11
1
3
14
1
2
2
1
2
1
10
1
4,559
49
1
1
1
1
87
11
16
24
4
6

i
5
5 2,000
1
g
1
11

1
7
1
1
5
2,010
1
3
1
19

1
2
2
•2
26
7

2
14
2
3
26
7
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LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN UNITED STATES OF FOREIGN-BORN EMPLOYEES OF
THE OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY, MAY 1, 1907, BY OCCUPATIONS—Continued.
Foreign born living in United States—
Occupation.

Mule driver..................
Office boy.....................
Office m an...................
Oiler.............................
Operator......................
Ore inspector...............
Ore man.....................*
Ore yardmaster............
Painter.........................
Pattern maker.............
P a t t e r n m a k era n d
molder.......................
Pilot.............................
Pipe boss.....................
Pipe gang.....................
Pipe man.....................
Pipe man’s helper.......
Pit boss..........:............
Pit boss, steam shovel..
P itm an'.......................
Pitman, steam shovel..
Pitmanj surface...........
Pocket man.................
Powder man................
Powder man’s helper..
Puffer man..................
Puffer man, u n d er
ground......................
Pump man..................
Pump man’s helper__
Repairer, steam shovel.
River driver.................
Rock picker................
Rodman.......................
Rope man...................
Sampler.......................
Scraper, gang...............
Shift boss.....................
Shoveler.......................
Skip tender..................
Slide man....................
Stableman....................
Station man................
Steam pump man
Stenographer...............
Stone mason................
Superintendent, assist
ant ...........................
Surface boss..................
Surveyor......................
Swamper......................
Switchman..................
Tally boy.....................
Teamster......................
Teamster’s helper........
Telephone m an............
Test pitter....................
Tie maker....................
Timber boss.................
Timber captain............
Timber framer.............
Timber lander..............
Timberman..................
Timber repairer...........
Timber shaft sinker___
Timekeeper..................
Tool carrier..................
Town-site superintend
ent ...........................
Track boss...................
Trackman....................

10
Na Un
2
3
4 to5 9 to
tive der 1 1
14
born. year. year. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs.
2
2
2

1

2

8
2

2

4
1

48
12

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

65
32
1

1

5

1

28
14

30
13

37
12

4
1

3
1

3

3

1
1

9
3

5
1

1
1

2

1

14

2

1

**i

1
1

4
7
2

3
2
3
6

*3*
1

1

1
1
1
1

6

6

5

2

1

7

1
3
1

4

1

6

2
1

9

1

2

1

5

13
1

9
2
2

2

1
1

1

1
2
2
1
2

4
4
2

1
8
2
6
1

2
1

1
2

4

5
1

2
1
5

4
2
11

1
3 *3
19 12

2
5
12
1

83

142

2
98

3
59

4
44

2
6
1
14

1
2
1
7

1
2
1

5
7
35
3
1
1

*y
i

6
54

2
7

1
43
2
1

2

2

45
1
5
1
289
Ss
1
24
H
3

10
5
8
2
2
2
1

18
1
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11

3
1
74
40

1

1
9
9

1

4

6

1

2

32
1
1
13

1

1

5
1
1
75
4
41
1
1

2

1
1

1

6
1

9

1

3
1
1

1
3

3

1

10
1

1

1

30

1

6

20
25 Years Total Grand
to years not
for total.
re eign
24 and port
yrs. over. ed. born.

1

1
3
1
3
1
2
58

5

15
to
19
yrs.

5

1
1

2

1
1

2

2
2

4

5

7

4

5
1

1

1

1
5
1
12

3
1
i

1

3

1

1
6

i

2

1
1

9
36
6
58
7
2
1
3
1
23
23
115
4
3
2
1

1
3
3

12
3
44
21
25
4
3
7
1
1
1

2

24
493

32
1
i
15
2
l
l
1
4
1
1
3
1
2
103
1
6
1
293
126
1
25
12
1
3
1
73
2
1
3
1
6
1
21
3

47

21
26
4
3

7

1

7

1

1
11
1
10
111
10

99
8

1
2
1
3
1
23
23
116

4

3
20

2

1
33
502
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LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN UNITED STATES OF FOREIGN-BORN EMPLOYEES OF
THE OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY, MAY 1,1907, BY OCCUPATIONS-Concluded.
Foreign born living in United States—
Occupation.

Na
tive Un
4 5 to 9
1
2
born. der
3
1
year. year. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs.

Trackman’s helper.......
Track walker...............
Trammer......................
Trammer boss..............
Warehouseman............
Washing p l a n t e m 
ployee .......................
Watchman...................
Water boy....................
Weigher.......................
Wiper...........................
Wood lander................
Y a,rdm aster..................
Not reported................

10
to
14
yrs.

15
to
19
yrs.

5
1
1

3

1
4

73

3
5
5
1
2
1
10
8

3

116
1
1
1
2
1

11

14

70
1

29

15

2

25
5
1
1

1
2

1

6

6

1
2

20
25 Years Total Grand
to years not
for total.
24 and re eign
yrs. over. port
born.
ed.

1

1
4

1
1

1

8

4

1
2

1

Total................... 1,879 1,261 1,879 1,856 976 917 1,887 399 434 237

1
1
341
8
7

13
7
7

3
22
12
1
1
7
1
11
57

1
5

2
4

1
1
337
8
4

1
260

41
9

33 10,139 12,018

This table shows that in this company blacksmiths, carpenters,
drillers, dump men, laborers, miners, pitmen, timbermen, trackmen,
and trammers are occupations almost wholly filled by those of foreign
birth. Those mainly filled by native-born employees were brakemen, crane men, locomotive firemen, machinists, and switchmen.
The occupations in which native and foreign born are quite evenly
divided are electricians, firemen, steam-shovel firemen, mining cap
tains, pipe men, pump men, and teamsters. Such occupations as
chemists, clerks, mining engineers, timekeepers, and yardmasters are
almost wholly filled by native-born employees.
If nationality statistics could be had for the whole period of opera
tion at the Minnesota ore mines they would show the same process of
supplanting the older mine workers by more recent immigrants,
which has taken place in many of the coal mining districts. In fact
the process has here been singularly swift and complete; and this is
due to two causes—the rapid development of the industry and the
peculiarities of the mining operations, which make it possible to use
a very unusual proportion of unskilled labor. Very soon the English
and Scotch miners who went largely from the older Michigan ranges
to the Vermilion were brought to the Mesabi to serve as foremen,
shift bosses, and mining captains. The order of the coming of the
races seems to have been: Scandinavian, Finn, Austrian, and Italian;
and within the past few years the great preponderance of new arrivals
has been from southeastern Europe—Servia, Montenegro, Bulgaria,
Croatia, and neighboring States.
16752—No. 84—10--- 12
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THE F IN N S.

The Finns have played an important part in the development of
the mines of the Lake Superior region, and they are certain to remain
an important factor in the population of northern Minnesota. An
agricultural people at home, they have been attracted to mining in
large numbers in the northern iron and copper regions. Of the
19,847 foreign-born Finns shown by the state census of 1905 to be in
Minnesota, 12,076 were in St. Louis County. The remainder are dis
tributed mainly in the agricultural districts, and even in St. Louis
County there is a strong drift of this people to the land.
They are industrious, sturdy, and intelligent workers, ambitious
to learn and to rise. Next to the Welsh and Cornish men whose
positions they fell heir to, they are regarded as the most efficient
miners on the ranges. Their standard of living is higher than that of
the other foreign elements represented. They are more given to
owning the houses they live in and are not found in the shacks and
camps with which others are content. The young men usually live
in commodious, well-kept boarding houses. Cleanliness seems to be
a racial characteristic. Frederiksen,(°) writing of the home life of
his people, says that “ every Finnish family has its sauna, or bath
house. It is the first place built, and the family live in it until the
rest of the house is ready.” Not every family on the range can boast
its private bath house, but every village has one or more public bath
houses a t which hot vapor baths may be had. These houses are
patronized also by others than the Finns.
The Finns are reported to have qualities of initiative, independence,
self-reliance, and a jealous regard for their rights. They are not
quarrelsome, but are often described by employers as “ stubborn,”
“ not easily managed,” “ not amenable to discipline,” etc. The
general impression is that they, next to the Scandinavians, are the
most prompt to become naturalized of any of the “ foreigners.”
This is not borne out by the figures from the Oliver Iron Mining
Company.
THE A U ST R IA N S.

Numerically the most important body of laborers on the ranges is
that roughly designated as the “Austrians.” Not only is the name
applied promiscuously to all who hail from the dual Empire, of what
ever race, but the confusion is increased by the inclusion of the Bul
garians, who are often spoken of as “ Black Austrians.” The Ser
vians and Montenegrins are also included frequently in the same
category. In 1908, of the employees of the Oliver Iron Mining Com
pany, 44.1 per cent on the Mesabi and 52.2 per cent on the Vermilion
o Finland, Its Public and Private Economy, p. 23.
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were thus classed as Austrians. By the census of that company’s
employees, May 1,1907, nearly 4,800, out of a total of 10,139 foreignbom employed by it in the Lake Superior region, were of the races
migrating from Austria-Hungary. Of these, however, only 814 were
Austrians proper. By far the largest racial factor in the group was
the Croatians, numbering 1,881. The Slovenians came next with
415 and the Slovaks followed with 359.
The Austrians, using that term to include the races coming from
Austria-Hungary, are regarded by the mining companies as the most
desirable workers next to the Scandinavians and Finns. The
promise given by their large frames and muscular build of being
efficient workers is not, however, wholly borne out. According to the
testimony of the mining companies, while very docile, they lack the
initiative of the Scandinavians and the Finns, and thus require a
great deal of supervision. Even in physical endurance they have
not in the mining region proved the equal of those races. This is
often explained by their different standard of living. They live in
large numbers in camps near their work, and their fare consists
largely of rye bread and the cheapest cuts of beef boiled with vege
tables. The returns as to conjugal condition of this class show that
56.6 per cent of them over 21 years of age, working for the Oliver
Iron Mining Company, are married, as compared with 39.3 per cent
of the Finns and 56.5 per cent of the Italians. This is contrary to
the prevailing impression that a large proportion of the Austrians
are single men, while the Finns are more largely men with families.
The discrepancy between the statistics and the prevalent belief may
be explained by the fact that many of the Austrians reporting as
married have their families in the old country and live here under
the conditions of single men. One also often hears it said on the range
that the Austrians do not seize the opportunity to become citizens
so promptly as the Finns. The data on this point, supplied by the
returns of the Oliver Iron Mining Company while bearing out this
view, do not show so marked a difference in the two nationalities in
this respect as is generally supposed. Of the employees from Aus
tria-Hungary who had been in the United States five years and
reported on the matter, about 29 per cent are reported as naturalized;
of the 888 Finns reporting on this point 34.9 per cent were naturalized,
and 31.6 per cent of the Italians so reported. One close observer on
the western Mesabi has found it characteristic of the Austrians that
they generally come here with the intention of returning home to live
when their fortune is made; but that in very many cases they become
dissatisfied on their return to the old country and come back to
America to stay—usually with a wife.
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M ONTENEGRINS AND SER V IA N S.

The Montenegrins and the Servians are grouped together indus
trially. They are the most recent arrivals on the Mesabi and are
generally regarded as the least efficient element of the mining popu
lation. There is no way of showing accurately what their movement
to the Minnesota ranges has been. They are not differentiated in
the state census of 1905, and it is not likely any had yet come to
the ranges in 1900. The Oliver Iron Mining Company had 102 Mon
tenegrins and 95 Servians in its employ according to its census of
May 1, 1907. During the summer of 1907 the number employed on
the ranges was largely increased, large numbers coming in to break
the strike of that year. The same is true of the Bulgarians. These
races live cheaply, and while they are large-framed, robust-looking
men they are far from efficient workers. They require much super
vision and do only the rudest work. They live cheaply in shacks or
camps, rarely having families with them. They learn the English
language slowly.
SOCIAL CONDITIONS.
It might be supposed that if one thing could be had in abundance
in a region so sparsely settled it would be building space. But in
nearly all the range communities there is difficulty in securing such
space. The reason lies in the fact that the land is controlled by the
mining companies or by fee owners who hope to dispose of mineral
rights; and until exploration has shown that available town sites are
not underlaid by ore or are not needed for developing adjacent iron
properties these parties will of course alienate no land. When prop
erty is sold anywhere in the region it is always with a reservation of
mineral rights. In spite of the care taken, some errors have been
made in locating towns. Eveleth, or a portion of it, has had to be
moved twice; the village of Sparta has been moved in toto. Many
houses have been removed from one end of the village of Hibbing for
the extension of mining operations, and in course of time the whole
town site may be a mine. In Chisholm a mine is being developed so
near to one of the school buildings that windows are frequently
broken by the shock of the explosives used. So lavish has nature
been in laying down her wealth of ore, she has not, it would seem,
left sufficient living room for the men who are mining it.
HOUSING.

The well-laid-out villages and cities are built with noticeable com
pactness. This is especially true of Eveleth and Hibbing and some
sections of Virginia. In these and in most other places the lots have
a frontage of only 25 or 30 feet, and this gives a sort of approval to
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the eave-to-eave construction so prevalent in the range towns. The
places appear crowded. No statistical inquiry has been made into
the housing arrangements; but the impression gained is strong that
there is a tendency to overcrowding in the houses. In a six or an
eight room house two families of mine workers, often large ones, are
usually found, and it is not uncommon for such families to keep a
boarder or two.
Large portions of the range population live outside the village or
city limits. A noticeable feature in connection with nearly every
mine is the larger or smaller group of houses which constitute “ the
location.” The whole group may be owned by the company and
rented to employees. The company houses on the range are appar
ently a distinct advantage to the workmen, not only because they are
usually well located, supplied with water, well built, and kept in repair,
but because a low rent is charged. It would be not far from cor
rect perhaps to say that for the same accommodations those living
in company houses pay only from one-third to one-half of what they
would have to pay in the village. The United States Steel Corporation
has perhaps gone further than other companies in providing houses for
its men. In July, 1909, the Oliver Iron Mining Company owned 934
houses on the Mesabi range besides 29 boarding houses and 83
“ camps,” a total of 1,046 houses for living purposes. During the
season of 1908, 278 cottages were built by this company on the
Mesabi, at a cost of from $800 to $2,000 each, including woodshed,
walks, and fence, the average cost being about $1,250. The policy
of the company is to charge for its houses a rental of $1 per month
for each $100 invested in the property, not reckoning the value of the
lots, though in many cases the charge is less. Many of the houses
are wired for electricity, and where connections can be made with a
company plant light is provided at low rates. What the Oliver com
pany is doing on a large scale the smaller companies are doing on a
smaller scale. The company houses in most locations appear to be
well kept and comfortable.
Another group of houses belonging to the companies for which so
much can not be said is the “ camps.” The sides of a typical camp
are usually built of two thicknesses of rough boards with tarred build
ing paper between. A partition usually separates the cookroom from
the sleeping room. Double-deck bunks are arranged along the sides
of the sleeping room, which often serves also as a dining room, unless, as
is sometimes the case, a separate eating camp is provided. Most of the
bunks are of wood, but in some cases iron double-deck bed frames are
being substituted. Sometimes the camps are built of logs, as about
Coleraine. Little or no provision is made for their ventilation. In a
camp 28 or 30, and even more, men will frequently live on the coopera
tive plan. The cooking may be done by one of the men or by a woman.
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Such a number could not be accommodated but for the fact that
some of the men work on night shift and others on day shift. Thus
the camp dwellers often keep the bunks in continuous use.
The Austrians, Bulgarians, and Montenegrins are most frequently
found in the camps, for the use of which usually no charge is made.
The camps are in all degrees of filthiness, made so by the occupants, in
spite of the company’s efforts to keep them habitable. The United
States Steel Corporation has in one locality at least made systematic
efforts to secure sanitary and cleanly conditions in the camps, partly
by a more sanitary construction, affording better ventilation and pro
viding concrete floors, and partly by enforcing regulations, through an
inspector, for the periodic cleaning of the camps. In other places the
private policemen employed by the Oliver company serve as sanitary
inspectors and require periodic cleaning up. I t would seem, however,
that this system of housing is bad, and that such dwellings can never
be made tolerable except under the strictest discipline. The camps
belong to the earliest pioneer stages of development in mining and
logging communities. In the newest district opened by the Oliver
company—the Canisteo district—more than half of its 83 camps are
now found. In the much more populous Chisholm district the com
pany owns but 7 camps and in the Adams district but 2.
Another characteristic group of dwellings on the range is the
“ squatters’ location.” These are built on company lands and exhibit
in a marked degree the individuality of the builders. In some cases
the houses are shapely and well constructed, but for the most part
they are mere shacks of all styles and sizes and are built often of
picked-up material; everywhere tarred paper plays a conspicuous part.
Healthfulness and beauty of location are often sacrificed for proximity
to work. The companies guard against the acquirement of squatters’
rights by making a charge for ground rent varying from 50 cents to $1
per month, regardless of the size or character of the site occupied.
The same charge is made to squatters who build, as many do, in iso
lated places. Squatters sell or rent their houses, and it is not unusual
for a tarred-paper shack to rent for more than a comfortable company
house. A very considerable portion of mine workers live in these
generally undesirable squatters’ quarters. The Finns and the Scandi
navians, however, are rarely found there. They are mainly occupied
by Austrians, Italians, Bulgarians, and Montenegrins.
A large proportion of the mine workers are ill housed, both in the
villages, where there is evidence of overcrowding, and in the camps
and in the squatters’ quarters. And yet the general conditions of
health seem good. There has occasionally been an epidemic of
typhoid, and children’s diseases have spread with unusual celerity;
but it is a matter of comment that among mine workers there is, in
view of the manner of life, a surprisingly small amount of sickness.
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This is due in part to the salubrity of the northern climate. Condi
tions as to water supply, sewage, etc., which in southern climates
would cause devastating disease, are attended here with compara
tively slight danger. A large proportion of the workers are young
and robust and their heavy outdoor work contributes to make health
conditions good.
EDUCATIONAL FA CILITIES.

This brings us to another peculiarity of the population. The
Mesabi range is a young peopled country. The number of elderly
people is small. No direct statistical evidence of this is at hand, but
the statistics of school attendance throw some light on the subject.
NUMBER OF P U riL S ATTENDING GRADED SCHOOLS IN CERTAIN RANGE AND
AGRICULTURAL TOWNS.
[Data supplied by the school superintendents of the towns specified.]

Town

Coleraine (a) ...........
Hibbing (» )............
Chisholm ( a ) ..........
Rochester ( 6 ) ..........
Red Wing (ft)..........
Austin (ft)...............

Per
cent in
Kin First Sec Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Sev Eighth Ninth
to
fifth
dergar grade. ond grade. grade. grade. grade. enth grade. twelfth and
grade.
ten.
grade.
grades. lower
grades.
90
145
107

a Range towns.

65
283
250
247
141
172

60
258
Il3
147
183
167

60
150
99
124
171
155

49
123
95
138
197
140

54
144
73
104
161
109

38
96
39
100
126
159

35
97
31
97
138
166

24
55
25
83
122
145

31
101
39
212
228
214

75
76
85
61
58
52

&Agricultural towns in the southern part of the State.

This table is of chief value in confirming the impression that the
population is predominantly young. It might be supposed that the
small proportion of school attendance in the upper grades is due to the
withdrawal of the older pupils for labor. This is not the case. The
opportunities for employing child labor are not so great as in com
munities having more diversified industries; the mines employ a few
lads as tally boys or water boys, but the number is small. The school
authorities are alive to the importance of keeping the children of the
recent immigrant in the schools, and there is probably no other section
of the State where the truancy laws are so strictly enforced as in the
range towns. The table is, therefore, fairly indicative of the fact that
the children come from the families of young people.
The public buildings are better than those found in the agricultural
sections of the State, and this is especially true of the school buildings.
The high school building at Coleraine cost, with its equipment,
$86,000; that at Hibbing cost $95,000, and a new grade building was
erected there in 1909, at a cost of $125,000. The Chisholm High
School building cost $125,000. Virginia has commodious quarters for
its high school, yet in 1909 the sum of $125,000 was voted for a new
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building. Every range community has exceptionally good and wellequipped buildings. High salaries are paid for teachers. There is in
the management of the schools a palpable recognition of the fact
that the conditions are unusual, and there is also a desire to meet
them fairly. Manual training and domestic science courses began
earlier here and have proceeded further than in other parts of the
State. An effort is being made by some of the school authorities,
through the work in domestic science particularly, to set up some
proper ideals of housekeeping and home life and to encourage habits
of decent living among the children of recent immigrants. To over
come long-established modes of life, especially where present housing
conditions are so notoriously bad, seems to many a well-nigh hope
less task; but no other agency is doing so much toward it on the
ranges as the public school. It has been the plan of one superin
tendent to make the high school strong in those sciences, such as
chemistry, etc., which have a special bearing on community life, with
the design of finally making it a technical school. The superintendent
at another place is advocating the establishment of a subschool of
mines at that place under the direction of the school of mines of the
state university. Of course the burden of taxation for schools or
other purposes is not great. The school district in which Coleraine
is located has an assessed valuation of about $8,000,000—a million
more than Winona, in the southern part of the State, with a popula
tion of over 20,0t)0. The Chisholm district has a valuation of
$71,000,000, twice as great as that for the city of Duluth; while the
Hibbing district has a valuation of $82,500,000, nearly half as great
as that for the whole of Hennepin County, which contains the city of
Minneapolis.
HOME OWNING.

Nowhere is the desirability of a home-owning working population
more keenly felt than on these ranges. The working population is
a shifting one. Not only is there a constant movement to and from
the range, but everywhere complaint is made of the tendency to move
from one place or mine to another. This tendency is strongest of
course among the foot-loose single men, who form so large a pro
portion of the working force. The effort is made, by some of the
companies at least, to retain as large a number of married men as
possible, and encouragement is held out, in spite of the difficulties
mentioned above in acquiring land, for them to own their homes.
Lumber is supplied on favorable terms in many cases by the com
pany and is paid for by monthly deductions from wages. One gets
the impression that this has been done more extensively on the Vei>
milion than in most places on the Mesabi, the men here building for
the most part on company land and paying ground rent therefor.
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The following table shows the facts as to ownership of houses and
other conditions as they existed at the various mines on the Ver
milion range December 17, 1907:
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF MEN EMPLOYED AT MINES ON VERMILION RANGE WHO
ARE MARRIED, OWN HOUSES, AND OCCUPY THEIR OWN HOUSES, DECEMBER 17,
1907.
[Data supplied by the Oliver Iron Mining Company.]

Mine.

Occupying own
Married.
Owning houses.
Number
houses.
of men
em
ployed. Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent.

Pioneer......................................
Chandler....................................
Zenith........................................
Savoy........................................
Soudan......................................

559
60
182
215
215

279
25
90
123
148

49.9
41.6
49.5
57.2
68.8

150
14
36
52
119

26.8
23.3
19.8
24.2
55.3

149
14
35
49
116

26.7
23.3
19.2
22.8
54.0

Total................................

1,231

665

54.0

371

30.1

363

29.5

The most extensive effort to induce its employees to become owners
of their homes has been made by the Oliver Mining Company at
Coleraine. Here the effort has been to make a model mining town.
Being the owner of the town site, which is beautifully located on
Trout Lake, the company could determine such conditions in the
development of the place'. as it saw fit. The streets were well laid
out and graded and in some sections macadamized by the company.
Water is furnished from a mine shaft and distributed through some
four miles of mains. An adequate sewerage system, including a septic
tank, has been established. The residence lots are 75 by 125 or 63
by 142 feet and were sold at the low price of $100. Certain restric
tions are imposed as to the kind of houses and outbuildings which may
be erected. The company itself has built a large number of houses,
taking care to avoid that uniformity in design and color which so often
marks the “ company house.” Everywhere there is evident the design
to make the place something more than a comfortable one to live in.
To induce the beautifying of the place free grass seed is furnished by
the company, and provision is made for a beautiful park. The houses
built by the company were for the first two or three years rented to
employees. In July, 1908, these houses were offered for sale on
favorable terms, payments to be made monthly in amounts based
on the wages of the purchaser; and in case the purchaser should
desire to remove from the place, the company guaranteed to return
to him the purchase money, with interest. More houses were
sought under these conditions than the company had to sell. A
clause in the contract for the sale of all lots, whether residence or
business, prohibits their use for saloons and for all immoral pur
poses. I t was not the purpose, however, to prohibit the sale of liquor
in the place, as is done at the Soudan location on the Vermilion, but
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to regulate it; and in certain cases a waiver of this clause is allowed.
The policy is to limit the saloons to one for each 500 of the popula
tion, and the validity of the title to every property in the village is
endangered if more than that number is allowed. The place has
since 1907 had two saloons.
I t was not the intention of the company to surrender as yet the
large control it had over the place by permitting its incorporation as
a village; but a change in the method of extending limits of villages
was made by the legislature of 1909, which led to its incorporation.
From 1905 to 1909 the initial step in attaching outlying territory
to a city or village required the signatures to a petition of a certain
number of property owners in the outlying district. As these dis
tricts are in nearly all cases owned by mining companies they were
in control of such extensions of boundaries. The law of 1909 gives
“legal voters” instead of property owners the power to institute pro
ceedings for extending village limits, and this law created a situation
which forced the early incorporation of Coleraine.
LIQUOR TRAFFIC.

The liquor traffic on the range attracts much attention. Saloons
are licensed at $500. Ely has 23, Eveleth 40, Chisholm 48, and Hibbing 60. Other places are-equally well supplied. The village of
McKinley, with an estimated population of 300, receives $5,000 in
license fees for its 10 saloons, leaving but $2,000 to be raised by gen
eral taxation; but the number of saloons conveys an inadequate
notion of the amount of liquor consumed; for everywhere there are
great quantities delivered outside the municipal limits on the “ loca
tions.” I t is difficult to control the traffic here, and till within the
last year or two considerable freedom has been allowed. The law
permits the sale of beer for family use, and where 30 or 40 men are
boarding together it is very easy to cross the line from lawful use to
forbidden traffic. The “ blind pig” evil has to be dealt with in most
communities.
MINING.
On the Vermilion range all mines are underground and the methods
employed there call for little comment, since they have no special
significance as determining working conditions. The geological
formation of the district is very intricate. There is much folding of
the ore veins, which stand at angles of 30 to 80 degrees, and in some
cases in a vertical position. The ore is hard, so hard that in some
mines the diamond drill is employed for drilling, and a large amount
of explosives has to be used for bringing down the ore.
On the newer range all is different. The Mesabi range is a law
unto itself. Though only a few miles apart the two ranges present
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the most striking differences. While the ore of the Mesabi, like that
of the Vermilion, is a hematite, much of it Bessemer grade, it is
generally speaking a soft ore, nowhere approaching in hardness that
of the older range. The ore lies everywhere in a horizontal or an
almost horizontal plane, sometimes cropping out at the surface but
usually with a covering of from 20 feet and under to 100 feet and over.
The covering is glacial drift, composed mainly of sand and clay, in
which huge bowlders are a conspicuous part. The ore bodies are of
unequal size, but there is remarkable uniformity in the way in which
they are laid down. I t is usual to speak of them as lying in “ pockets/'
somewhat elongated basins, the shape of which is best shown by plac
ing the two hands together as if to receive a double handful. The
long axis may be a mile or more in length, though usually not so long,
and runs with the general direction of the range. In one place the
ore body is 2 \ miles long and has an average width of half a mile.
The ore varies in depth from 40 or 50 to 250 or 300 feet, and in one
case it is found to run more than 500 feet deep. This remarkable
formation has led to the development of methods peculiar to the
district.
The most striking feature of the methods employed on the Mesabi
range is the open-cut or “ open-pit” method of mining. Open-pit
mining is by no means confined to this district, nor did it originate
there; but nowhere else is it used on such a large scale. It is aside
from the purpose of this article to describe the method of locating
definitely the ore body by means of the diamond drill and the engi
neering task of laying out the mine. This done, the process of strip
ping is begun. In the earliest years the general rule was laid down
that it would pay to remove a foot of overburden for every foot in
depth of the ore body. This rule is still frequently repeated; but
there are so many factors that must be considered besides the thick
ness of cover (as the extent of the ore body, character of the ore,
distance of haul to the dump, etc.), that the rule has no practical
value. The increased cost of timbering, the greater efficiency of the
steam shovel, and the difficulty of securing an adequate supply of
skilled miners necessary for underground operations have caused the
tendency to remove much more than foot for foot.
In open-pit mining the ore body is reached by removing the over
burden with the steam shovel. The development of this powerful
engine has made possible the gigantic operations which so impress
the visitor on the range. A mine now being opened at the west end
of the range consists of an ore body of 200 acres, and to lay it bare
will require the removal of a cover of an average depth of 85 feet and
containing about 30,000,000 cubic yards. (a)

a Engineering and Mining Journal, January 11,1908, D. E. Woodbridge.
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The stripping work on the Mesabi during the year ending June 30,
1907, involved the removal of 14,509,538 cubic yards and in the year
following 18,795,860 cubic yards. “At the close of this year (1909)
there will have been removed by steam shovels on the Mesabi range
a yardage of stripping material and ore equal to the total excavation
required for the Panama Canal.” (°) This preparatory work was in
the early years chiefly done by stripping companies; but in recent
years the mining companies do the most of their own stripping.
Thus, in 1907-8, the mining companies did more than 71.5 per cent
of the stripping. The stripping companies use small-size dump cars
and dinkey engines. The mining companies generally use standardgauge cars and locomotives. The Oliver Iron Mining Company has
been using a 7-yard wood and steel stripping car, but this is being
displaced by a car of the same capacity of all-steel construction. The
locomotives used in this work by the Oliver Company weigh from
91,000 to 124,000 pounds. The stripping trains are equipped with
automatic couplers, but not with air brakes, because experiments
made with that kind of brake, it is reported, did not prove suc
cessful.
The shovel crew consists of an engineer, or “ runner,” a craneman,
and four pitmen whose chief duties are to prepare the roadbed and
lay the track upon which the steam shovel stands. A “ spotter”
keeps the stripping train moving on the track parallel to that on which
the shovel stands as fast as successive cars are filled. The engineers
and the cranemen are the skilled men of the shovel crew. They
acquire a high degree of skill in the manipulation of the huge machine
which lifts the material from the bank to the car. In many places
the shovel will tear its load of 4 or 5 tons from the bank against which
it is working without the earth being previously loosened. But it is
usual to shake up the earth by the use of powder. It-may be done by
placing a number of charges in drill holes at some distance back from
the edge of the bank to be shaken; or it may be done by “ gopher
holing.” By the latter process a number of excavations—“ gopher
holes ”—are made with shovels into the face of the bank at its base,
the men lying flat within the excavation to take out the last portions
of dirt. Several kegs of black powder are placed in each hole, a
sufficient covering is placed thereon, and by means of a battery they
are set off nearly simultaneously. This loosens the bank without
tearing it down and leaves it easily workable by the shovel. Dyna
mite is used to break up bowlders too large to be handled by the
shovel. The dump cars working alongside the shovel receive their
burden and carry it off to the dump to be handled by the dump gang.
a Proceedings of the Twentieth Annual Convention of the Minnesota Bankers’
Association, 1908, p. 44. W. J. Olcott.
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A gang of trackmen is constantly at work making and relaying
tracks.
After the ore is laid bare the mining, if it may be called such, is
carried on by the same process. Some ore is so soft that the shovel
will take it up without blasting, but most of it requires loosening for
economical work. Black powder is used for this purpose. Thus far
the universal practice has been to load the ore directly into railroad
cars, which are drawn out, four or five at a time, by standard-gauge
locomotives; but in spite of the care taken in laying out the mines the
time must come in working out some of these mines when the grades
will be too heavy for this method of getting to the surface. The ore
is mostly carried in steel cars with a capacity of 50 tons each, though
some wooden cars still remain in service. They are taken out of the
mine in short trains of about five cars. They are of course fitted
with air brakes and automatic couplers.
The standard shovel weighs 90 tons, though shovels of greater
weight are in use. Under favorable conditions as much as 8,000
tons have been loaded by one crew in a ten-hour day; though half
that amount is regarded as a good day’s work.
The cars are assembled in a switch yard and the trains are made
up of about 50 cars each. Both stripping and ore handling are done
on a two-shift basis, each of ten hours. Work is generally suspended
on Sunday; but the shovel men are required to do their cleaning and
repairing on that day. Each shift has usually two free Sundays in
each month.
Another peculiar feature of mining on the Mesabi is the relatively
large use made of the “ milling” system. This system is a combina
tion of the open-pit and the underground methods. The ore is
stripped as though for open-pit mining. A shaft is sunk at the edge
of the ore body, and drifts are run out into the ore 50 or 60 feet
below the top of the ore. Up-raises are made from the drift to the
surface, and through these openings the ore is “ milled” down into
chutes, loaded on trams and hauled by mules or electrical power
to the shaft where it is hoisted to the surface to be dumped into rail
road cars for shipment. In some mines the ore is so soft that it
is milled down into the raises by the use of the pick alone; in others
powder has to be used to loosen it. Under favorable conditions the
steam shovel is used for throwing ore into the “ mill.” As a crater
or “ mill” becomes larger an element of danger is encountered by
men working on the steep sides of the hopper-like opening. They
are supplied with ropes for purposes of safety, but more often they
work without them. A number of deaths have resulted from men
falling into the chutes and being crushed by the ore. In 1904
about 7 per cent of the output on the Mesabi was won by milling.
In many cases mines have been opened as underground workings and
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converted into open-pit and milling mines. Also many underground
mines have been stripped and converted into open-pit mines; and
it is not infrequently the case that the same mine has been worked
as a surface mine, as an underground mine, and by the milling method;
and, indeed, these several methods are sometimes employed simul
taneously.
About 33J per cent of the output was won by underground mining '
in 1907; but here again the peculiar blanket formation of the ore
body has required the development of new methods of mining
peculiar to the region. The most common method of winning ore
in the first years of operation in this range was the square-set system
much used in mining operations elsewhere. But while still employed
in some places it has very generally given way to the “ slicing and
caving” system which has been described as follows:
This method consists in commencing at the top of the ore and
working out each cut or slice, dropping the surface as the work goes
on. This plan of caving the surface is used because of the soft
character of the roof, which is in most cases only gravel. A shaft
is sunk, as in the “ milling” system, and from the base level a drift
is run into the ore. Sublevels are then driven at distances from
12 to 20 feet and from these up-raises run to the top of the ore. The
ore is taken out in slices just wide enough to carry the roof while
working. The ore is shoveled and tumbled into the raises, at the
bottom of which are chutes which load direct to the tram cars.
As each slice is taken out the soil and rock above is allowed to cave
in, and this packs sufficiently to hold up laterally with a little tem
porary timbering and lagging. This is repeated until the whole top
of the" ore body has been drawn into the raises, when the same process
is gone through with the next sublevel. The floors of the slices are
covered with boards so as to keep the dirt from mixing with the ore
and to aid in forming a roof for the next slice below. This floor under
the dirt follows the ore down with each slice. This system with some
modifications is used in all underground mines of the Mesabi, except
at the Adams, where an adaptation of the square-set timbering plan
is used in a portion of the mine. The caving and slicing system is
satisfactory and economical. Nearly all the ore is saved. The ore
itself is generally loose, so that very little blasting is required, yet
it stands up very well in drifts and sublevels with a moderate amount
of timbering. (a)
No data are accessible to show the exact proportion of ore mined
by these different methods for a term of years. Woodbridge gives
some data on the subject. In 1903, 43 per cent was mined from
open-pit mines; in 1904, 50 per cent, and in 1907, 66§ per cent.
Since 1892 the steam shovel has mined 106,451,000 tons out of a
total production of 168,483,661 tons from the Mesabi range. I t is
certain that the proportion mined by the shovel has been constantly
increasing and that it will for some time continue to increase.
° Proceedings of the Lake Superior Mining Institute, Vol. X, 1904.
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ACCIDENTS.
I t might be supposed from the description given of the working
conditions that the hazard to workmen in the Minnesota mines is
not great. The slicing and caving method of underground work has
without doubt reduced the dangers of mining; a large part of the
work is on the surface; and the soft character of the ore, on the
Mesabi range at least, minimizes the danger from the use of high
explosives. The mines of the Vermilion range are not what would
be called deep ones, the deepest being less than 1,300 feet; and those
on the Mesabi for the most part do not exceed 300 feet, the deepest
being only 368 feet. (a) The problem of ventilation is therefore not a
difficult one. Explosive gases are never encountered; and while mine
fires occasionally occur there has fortunately never been one causing
a large loss of life; nor have there been caves that have destroyed
many lives at a time.
In 1900 the two most serious accidents in the history of the ranges
occurred, one from a blast which brought down a fall of earth at
some distance from the supposed point of danger, resulting in the
loss of 5 lives; and the other from an explosion of dynamite in the
powder room which killed 10 men and seriously injured 3 more.
There have thus been no such disasters as so frequently occur in coal
mining; nevertheless the accident rate has been alarmingly high.
Unfortunately we have no reliable statistics relative to this phase
of the industry in Minnesota prior to the year ending June 30, 1906.
Official mine inspection in the State and the publicity which goes
with it came very tardily. The bureau of labor statistics created in
1887 authorized the commissioner “ to visit and examine factories,
workshops, and other places where people are employed at any kind
of labor; * * * to examine into the methods of protection from
danger to employees and insanitary conditions in and around the
establishments and make a record thereof,” but no power of com
pelling or even recommending improvements was given even in the
case of factories. The law made no mention of mines or miners.
The attention of the commissioner was, however, directed to the
heavy loss of life reported as occurring at the Vermilion mines, and
in 1890 he made an attempt to investigate conditions there. This

a The depths of the Vermilion mines and of the five deepest mines of the United
States Steel Corporation on the Mesabi are as follows:
MESABI.

VERMILION.

Savoy...... .
Sibley....... ............................d o ...
Zenith___
Pioneer__ ........................... d o ...
Soudan....
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863
1,281
1, 095
1,260
1,248

Fayal No. 4 ........................ . . .fee t...
Spruce No. 4 ....................... ...d o ....
Genoa No. 4 ........................— d o ....
Glen No. 2 .......................... .. .d o ....
Monroe A ............................
.

333
281
368
265
298
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attempt was met in an unfriendly way by the mine authorities, and
such information as was gained had to be secured by indirection. (a)
In his report for 1891-92 the commissioner recommended the appoint
ment of a commission to draft a law for safeguarding the inter
ests of both miners and mine owners. The recommendation was
ignored. The power of the bureau was increased in 1893, but no
special provision was made for the inspection of mines. Under the
general provisions of the law, however, after the industry began to
assume large proportions, an annual inspection was usually made
and considerable information collected; but the commissioner recog
nized the inadequacy of these occasional visits by inspectors not spe
cially fitted for the work, and in 1900 he recommended the appoint
ment of a mine inspector clothed with powers adequate to the en
forcement of the general laws for the protection of workmen. The
inspection of 1901, more complete and critical than usual, led to
specific recommendations for legislative regulations of the mines.
While no definite information is given as to the exact conditions
found, these conditions are implied in the recommendations for a
law requiring more than one exit from underground mines; the sepa
ration of ladder ways, by a partition, from the hoisting shaft, and
the breaking of the distance of the ladder way by properly con
structed platforms or sollars; the provision of hoods and safety
catches for cages used by the men; the covering of steam pipes in
passageways necessarily used by the men; and for the proper han
dling and storing of explosives. It was not, however, till four years
later that the legislature took the first step toward safeguarding life
at the mines. Each company was its own law as to conditions of
safety, and the impression was general that the conditions were
very bad.
What the loss of life actually was down to 1905 ca$ not be told
with accuracy. Such information as was collected after 1897 by the
Minnesota bureau of labor is presented in the following table:
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, FATAL ACCIDENTS, AND RATE PER 1,000 EMPLOYEES, BY
YEARS, 1898 TO 1903.
[Data from the biennial reports of the bureau of labor, ^Minnesota.]
Fatal accidents.
Year.

1898.....................................................................................................
1899.....................................................................................................
1900.....................................................................................................
1901......................................................................................................
1902.....................................................................................................
1903......................................................................................................

Number of
employees.

4,431
6,645
6,929
7,629
8,256
8,240

Number.

18
34
39
38
52
49

Rate per
1,000 men
employed.
4.06
5.12
5.63
4.98
6.30
5.95

o Second Biennial Report, Minnesota Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1889-90, p. 436.
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There are two chances of error in these figures. It is not clear
whether the number of employees was determined with accuracy—
i. e., whether the average number employed during the year was'
taken or the number employed at a stated time. In some years the
latter seems to be the case. Again, the commissioners reports empha
sized the fact that the reports “ by no means represent the number
of mine' accidents during the year, but only so many as the depart
ment was able to follow up or which voluntarily had been reported.”'
There is little doubt that were the statistics complete they would,
reveal a loss of life higher than these incomplete returns indicate.
In 1905 the legislature passed a law creating the office of county
mine inspector. It applies only to such counties as have five o r
more mines in operation, and St. Louis County was the only one
which till 1909 had an inspector. In February, 1909, one was also*
appointed for Itasca County. The office is filled, and may be vacated,,
by the county board, and the term is three years. The inspector
must have had, previous to his appointment, practical experience as*
a miner, or have been otherwise engaged as an employee in the mines*
of the State at least six years, or a mining engineer having had, pre
vious to his appointment, two years’ practical experience in iron*
mines, one of them at least in Minnesota. He is paid out of the
county funds. The law makes fewer specific requirements than are*
usually found in a mine law. It does require the inspector to*
compel the maintenance of a partition between ladder ways and all.
shafts where the hoisting of ore is performed, and to notify mine
owners or their agents to fence in shafts, open pits, or caves of
abandoned or idle mines. I t is the duty of the inspector to com
mand the placing of safeguards about shafts and chutes, coverings?,
for carriages, etc., “ if in his judgment it shall be practicable and.
necessary for the purpose of safety.” There is no provision for &■
required number of exits or for ventilation. In these matters and.
all others, with the exceptions noted above, the mine law so far a&
conditions of safety are concerned is what the inspector makes itHis discretionary authority in respect to working conditions is largeHe may order men to quit work in any place he finds to be danger
ous, and is required to notify the superintendent as to what m ust
be done to make it safe. If employees are required to work in such,
places, except to render them safe, the company “ shall be liable for
all accidents causing injury or death to any employee arising by"
reason of such place or places not having been repaired or changed
as required by the inspector.” Refusal of the mine owner to furnish,
all necessary aid and information for the inspector to examine prop
erties is punishable by fine, as are all violations of the act.
16752—No. 84—10--- 13
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Under the law, in St. Louis County, where it has been longest in
operation, the inspectors have been inen of ability and large experi
ence. What they have accomplished by way of securing better con
ditions of safety is reflected in the statistics of fatal accidents given
below. That the self-interest of the operators and their interest in
the welfare of their employees needed supplementing by the activity of
a public inspector is evident. In his first annual report the inspector
of St. Louis County enumerates some of the regulations which would
ordinarily be found in a mine law, left for him to prescribe:
Diming the year some improvements, in addition to those required
by law and the good condition in which the mines were found, have
been made, such as keeping caps and fuse out of mine powder houses,
lessening the storage of powder in the mine, providing two exits from
mine pump houses, putting valves on steam lines at the collar of the
shafts, covering the part of the gearing of steam-shovel engines that
is above the floor of the shovel, placing torch or lantern on head dump
car of stripping trains at night, fencing dangerous open pits, and
covering or filling test pits. At the present time I know of no dangers
in the mines other than those common to the risk of mining. (a)
The inspector attests the willingness of the companies to cooperate
with him to secure safe conditions, and it is probable that the fatalities
will continue to be reduced. The law requires the inspector to make
a report to the county board and to the bureau of labor.
At present there are available the statistics of fatal accidents col
lected by the inspector for a period of four years in St. Louis County.
The table below shows the facts for that county:
AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, NUMBER OF FATAL ACCIDENTS, AND THE RATE
PER 1,000 EMPLOYEES IN THE IRON ORE MINES OF ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MINN., BY
YEARS, 1906 TO 1909.
[Data from the biennial reports of the bureau of labor, Minnesota.]

Year ending June 30—

1906..................................................................................................
1907........................................................................................................
1908
.....
1909
.....
...................................................

Fatal accidents.
Average
number
of em
Rate per
ployees. Number. 1,000 em
ployees.
12,838
15,535
13,313
13,360

« 93
&79
c53
61

7.24
5.09
3.98
4.57

a Not including 3 fatal accidents to nonemployees.
& Not including 2 fatal accidents to nonemployees.
c Not including 1 fatal accident to a nonemployee.

In the tables which follow a comparative view is given of the fatal
accidents in the chief iron-producing counties of Michigan:

a Tenth. Biennial Report of the Bureau of Labor, Minnesota, 1905-6, p. 454.
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NUM BER OF EMPLOYEES, FATAL ACCIDENTS, AND RATE PER 1,000 EMPLOYEES IN
THE IRON ORE MINES OF THREE COUNTIES OF MICHIGAN, FOR THE PERIOD 1897
TO 1906, AND FOR SPECIFIED YEARS.
M ARQUETTE COUNTY.
Fatal accidents.
Number
of em
Rate per
ployees. Number. 1,000
em
ployees.

Year ending June 30—

1897-1906 <10 years)......................................................................................
1906.................................................................................. '...........................
1 9 0 7 .;...........................................................................................................
19 0 8 ..............................................................................................................
1909...............................................................................................................

52,466
5,840
6,744
5,362
5,682

226
22
37
16
23

4.31
3.77
5.49
2.98
4.05

31,880
3,489
3,392
2,445
2,649

135 ,
15
7
4
2

4.23
4.30
2.06
1.64
.76

DICK INSO N COUNTY.
1897-1906 (10 years).......................................................................................
1906............................................................. ................................................
1907...............................................................................................................
1908...............................................................................................................
1909...............................................................................................................
GOGEBIC COUNTY.
1904...............................................................................................................
1905...............................................................................................................
1906...............................................................................................................
1907...............................................................................................................
1908...............................................................................................................

3,154
3,437
4,226
4,698
4,277
4,584

15
17
35
22
17
19

4.76
4.95
8.28
4.68
3.97
4.14

The following table presents a comparative view of the fatal-acci
dent Tate in the iron-ore mines of Michigan and Minnesota, in the coal
mines of Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, and West Virginia, and among
railway trainmen in the United States:
NUM BER OF EMPLOYEES, FATAL ACCIDENTS, AND RATE PER 1,000 EMPLOYEES FOR
IRON-ORE MINES, COAL MINES, AND RAILWAY TRAINMEN, FOR FOUR YEARS, BY
LOCALITIES.
Fatal accidents.
Locality.

Iron-ore mines, Marquette County, Mich....................................

Number of
Year. employees.

1906
1907
1908
1909

Total.................................... .................................. .
Iron ore mines, Diekinson County, Mich...................................

1906
1907
1908
1909

Total..................................................................................
Iron ore mines, Gogebic County, Mich........................................

Total..................................................................................
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1906
1907
1908
1909

Rate per
Number. 1,000 em
ployees.

5,840
6,744
5,362
5,682

22
37
16
23

3.77
5.49
2.98
4.05

23,628

98

4.15

3,489
3,392
2,445
2,649

15
7
4
2

4.30
2.06
1.64
.76

11,975

28

2.34

4,226
4,698
4,277
4,584

35
22
17
19

8.28
4.68
3.97
4.14

17,785

93

5.23
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, FATAL ACCIDENTS, AND RATE PER 1,000 EMPLOYEES FOR
IRON-ORE MINES, COAL MINES, AND RAILWAY TRAINMEN, FOR FOUR YEARS, BY
LOCALITIES—Concluded.
Fatal accidents.
Locality.

Iron ore mines, St. Louis County, Minn.....................................

Number of
Year. employees.

1906
1907
1908
1909

12,838
15,535
13,313
13,360

96
81
54
61

7.48
5.21
4.06
4.57

55,046

292

5.30

1904
1905
1906
1907

161,330
168,254
166,175
168,774

595
644
557
708

3.69
3.83
3.35
4.19

664,533

2,504

3.77

155,747
164,941
172,928
183,121

536
479
477
816

3.44
2.90
2.76
4.46

676,737

2,308

3.41

54,774
59,230
62,283
66,714

157
199
155
165

2.87
3.36
2.49
2.47

243,677

676

2.77

45,834
44,193
46,501
47,876

118
114
127
153

2.57
2.58
2.73
3.20

Total..................................................................................
Anthracite coal mines, Pennsylvania..........................................

Total.................................................................................
Bituminous coal mines, Pennsylvania........................................

1904
1905
1906
1907

Total..................................................................................
Bituminous coal mines, Illinois..................................................

1904
1905
1906
1907

Total...................................................................................
Bituminous coal mines, Ohio......................................................

1904
1905
1906
1907

Total...................................................................................
Bituminous coal mines, West Virginia.......................................

1905
1906
1907
1908

Total..................................................................................
Railway trainmen, United States...............................................

Total...................................................................................

Rate per
Number. 1,000 em
ployees.

1903
1904
1905
1906

184,404

512

2.78

45,778
47,396
51,456
56,493

194
268
356
625

4.24
5.65
6.92
11.06

201,123

1,443

7.17

253,660
253,834
265,175
285,556

2,070
2,114
1,990
2,310

8.16
8.33
7.50
8.09

1,058,225

8,484

8.02

The hazard of an industry is shown not merely by the fatalities
but by the number and character of nonfatal accidents as well. The
hospital records of the Minnesota ranges contain a vast accumulation of
information on this subject, but this information has never beenutilized
with a view to showing the degree of danger in the industry and the
economic significance of the accidents incurred. At one hospital on
the Mesabi, in 1907, the average number of men on the pay rolls
being about 700, the number of nonfatal mine accidents treated by
the mine physician was 191. This is at the rate of 272.9 physician
cases per 1,000 men. I t should be noted, however, that this includes
many slight injuries that often do not cause any stoppage of work.
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The mine inspector of St. Louis County each year gives a list of
“ serious nonfatal accidents” in his report; but there seems to be no
fixed criterion by which to determine whether an accident is serious
or minor. In fact the question of what is a serious accident is
left to each mine superintendent to determine; for the superintend
ents are required to report only fatal and “ serious” accidents. The
report of 1906 sets down the number for St. Louis County at 50,
that of 1907 at 66, and that of 1908 at 54. These hardly disclose
the degree of hazard to which workmen are subject.
The reports of the operations of the aid funds, to be described
later (page 379), are of value in determining the degree of hazard and
in showing some economic aspects of the accident question. From
these reports, taken in connection with the number of men employed,
some instructive facts are shown.
The following table, showing the average number of employees, the
number of nonfatal accident claims paid, with the average amount
paid on each of such claims, and the number of accident claims paid
per 1,000 employees in the districts named during the years 1904 to
1908, inclusive, is prepared from the reports of the relief fund of the
Oliver Iron Mining Company:
NUMBER, AVERAGE AMOUNT, AND RATE PER 1,000 EMPLOYEES OF NONFATAL
ACCIDENT CLAIMS PAID BY THE RELIEF FUND OF THE OLIVER IRON MINING
COMPANY, BY DISTRICTS ANJ> BY YEARS, 1904 TO 1908.
THE ADAM S-SPRUCE DISTRICT, EVELETH.
Nonfatal-accident claims paid.
Year.

1904..................................................................................
1905.................................................................................
1906..................................................................................
1907.................................................................................
1908..................................................................................

Average
number of
employees.

Number.

780
1,256
1,327
1,435
1,376

193
205
195
187
68

$20.30
26.21
25.12
26.22
25.98

103
244
344
411
355

$18.13
24.03
22.99
23.39
22.52

76
126
140
185

$29.54
29.25
22.90
36.44

Average
amount.

Rate per
1,000 em
ployees.
247.4
163.2
146.9
130.3
49.4

THE H IS S IN G DISTRICT.
1904.................................................................................
1905.................................................................................
1906.................................................................................
1908.................................................................................

(«)
1,800
2,750
3,200
2,900

<«)

135.6
125.1
128.4
122.4

THE VERMILION RANGE.(&)
1904..................................................................................
1905.................................................................................
1906.................................................................................
1907.................................................................................
a Not reported.
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1,137
1,264
1,192

6 Figures for 1908 not available.

114.1
110.8
110.8
155.2
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For comparison the following table compiled from the reports of
the operations of the beneficial fund of the Philadelphia and Reading
Coal and Iron Company is given:
NUMBER, AVERAGE AMOUNT, AND RATE PER 1,000 EMPLOYEES OF NONFATALACCIDENT CLAIMS PAID BY THE BENEFICIAL FUND OF THE PHILADELPHIA AND
READING COAL AND IRON COMPANY, BY YEARS, 1004 TO 1908.
Nonfatal-accident claims paid.
Year.

1 9 0 4 ................................................................................
1905..................................................................................
1906..................................................................................
1907..................................................................................
1908..................................................................................

Total
number of
contrib
utors.

Number.

26,867
28,744
27,669
30,085
30,737

3,950
4,188
3,938
4,126
4,358

Rate per
1,000 con
tributors.

Average
amount.
$19.97
19.50
21.13
19.34
24.11

147.02
145.70
142.33
137.14
141.78

While the figures relating to the Minnesota mines give some indi
cation of the loss of time because of accidents, they by no means dis
close the whole situation. The average amount paid for claims out
of the funds ranges from $18.13 to $36.44 per claim. Payments are
made at the rate of $1 per day; so that these figures indicate that the
average number of days for each disability is from 18 to 36. But
payments from the aid funds do not begin till the sixth day after the
case is reported to the mine physicians, and they close in all cases at
the end of six months. The average term of disability is therefore
far greater than is indicated by the table.
The fatal accidents in the St. Louis County mines are classified
according as they occurred at underground mines, or in open-pit and
stripping work. The number of men employed in each class of work
is unfortunately wanting.
FATAL ACCIDENTS OCCURRING IN UNDERGROUND AND IN SURFACE WORK AT
UNDERGROUND MINES AND IN OPEN-PIT AND STRIPPING WORK, ST. LOUIS
COUNTY, MINN., BY YEARS, 1906 TO 1909.
[Data from the biennial reports of the bureau of labor, Minnesota.]
Underground mines.
Year ending June 30—

1906..............................................................................................
1907..............................................................................................
1908..............................................................................................
1909..............................................................................................
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Under
ground
work.
41
38
24
32

Open-pit
and strip Total
ping
Surface
work.
work.

10
7
3
4

45
36
27
25

96
81
54
61
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The nature of the fatal accidents is shown in the following table:
PATAL ACCIDENTS IN THE IRON-ORE MINES, ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MINN., DURING
THE YEARS 1906 TO 1909, BY NATURE OF ACCIDENT.
[Data from the biennial reports of the bureau of labor, Minnesota.}
Year ending June 3 0 Nature of accident.
1907.

1906.
Fall of ground...................................................
Premature explosion of powder.......................
Blasts mid rocks thrown by the blast..............
Palling down chutes, shafts, or raises..............
Material falling down chute or shaft................
Plre or gases therefrom.....................................
Gases from powder in gopher hole................... .
Underground tram cars....................................
Cars and locomotives.......................................
Caves from stripping bank, and falls therefrom
Steam shovels...................................................
In milling chute...............................................
Stationary engines.................................. ........
Cars in dumping...............................................
On trestle work................................................
Timber work underground........ ......................
Miscellaneous....................................................
Total

16
6
5
7
2
1
1
4
18
8
5
2
2

20
8
21
2
3
27
6
2
2
2
3

1
3

96

81

1908.

1909.

11

19
C

6
3

6

2
2

4
1
1

3

1 ............
16
15

2

1
1
1

3 ...........
3
1

2

....

54

61

5

The nationality of those receiving fatal injuries is shown in the
following table:
PATAL ACCIDENTS IN THE IRON-ORE MINES OF ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MINN., DURING
THE YEARS 1906 TO 1909, BY NATIONALITY.
[Data from the biennia! reports of the bureau of labor, Minnesota.]
Year ending June 30—
Nationality.
1907.

1906.
Austrian...................................................................................................
Finn..........................................................................................................
Italian.......................................................................................................
Swede-Finn..............................................................................................
Montenegrin.............................................................................................
Scandinavian............................................................................................
Polish.......................................................................................................
English.....................................................................................................
Irish-American.........................................................................................
American..................................................................................................
Hungarian................................................................................................
Bohemian........... .....................................................................................
Canadian.......................................................................... .......................
Bulgarian.................................................................................................
German.....................................................................................................
Servian.....................................................................................................
Unknown..................................................................................................

21
39
11

26
22
14
3

1

I

Total...............................................................................................

96

i
1

3

1

3
3

6

1

3

1

3

3

5
1

4

1

1908.
24
7
7
1
2
1

1

9

1

1

1909.
20
15
6
2
1
3
2
1
6
1
1

i

|‘ i

1

2

81

54

61

The high death rate from accidents on the Minnesota ranges is
from the foregoing figures apparent, and the high rate of nonfatal
accidents is no less so. The remoteness of the mines from the popu
lous centers of the State has tended to confine the interest in mine
accidents to the range communities; the fact that the sufferers are
for the most part “ foreigners,” usually without friends in other
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places, tends to reduce the amount of publicity given to such acci
dents; and there have been no great “ mine disasters’7 to shock the
public mind into a consideration of the great loss of life. Neverthe
less, the fatalities have been startlingly numerous, and this, too, in
the absence of those conditions which so frequently cause the death
of scores.
I t does not seem to lie in the more dangerous character of the
formation as compared with other regions, though it is sometimes
asserted that the lack of compactness of the overburden of sand,
clay, and bowlder, which makes it easy to remove the surface in
open-pit operations, makes a difficult roof to hold up in underground
work. The common opinion, however, seems to be that from the
nature of the mining operations the perils from mining on the Mesabi
range ought to be comparatively slight.
The explanation most frequently given is the ignorance and reck
lessness of the workmen. The rapid development of the industry
and the constant demand for more men, for whom other industries
have also been bidding, have led the operators to take inferior men,
ill-trained for mining work. Moreover, the necessity of keeping
men, it is said, has often led to lax mine discipline, and this to loss
of life. Too much drink is also said to be answerable for many acci
dents, and little has been done by way of discipline in this direction.
To one who observes the difficulties of communicating in English
with workmen whose knowledge of the language does not extend
beyond a few monosyllables the lack of a common language would
seem to explain many accidents. I t seems clear that much of the
“ stupidity77 and “ ignorance77 of workmen, as it is called by superin
tendents, is due to a lack of understanding, which the possession
of a common language by worker and supervisor would correct.
These explanations of the large loss of life do not, of course, justify
it. The death rate from accidents might be materially decreased,
it is believed, by the use of greater care in the selection of men for the
more dangerous positions. I t frequently happens that a man who
has for a short time worked underground as trammer or laborer
goes to another mine and applies for a miner7s job. The mining
captain asks him if he is a miner, and upon receiving an affirmative
answer gives him a place without further question if there is pressing
need for more help, even though there may be doubts in the captain7s
mind as to the knowledge and skill of the applicant. The risk of
handling dangerous explosives is thus assumed for the sake of 25
or 50 cents more pay. This is called “ recklessness77 on the part of
the workman. The superintendent assumes that anyone who seeks
the job and accepts miner7s wages knows the miner7s business and
takes his risks. There is no name in general use to characterize the
act of the superintendent who knows he is employing a man for a
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highly dangerous work without the knowledge and skill to protect
himself. It is not unusual for men to appear in court in a personal
injury suit and declare that they did not understand the dangerous
character of dynamite or the risk involved in the most obviously
dangerous practices. To obviate such situations it has been proposed
to have applications for positions made in written form. The
Oliver Iron Mining Company in the early part of 1909 presented such
a form for the signatures of their employees. The position applied
for was specifically named and a declaration made of familiarity
“ with the nature of the work, the manner of its performance, and the
duties which, if employed, you will be called upon to perform.”
The form also contained an agreement to observe faithfully the rules
and regulations of the company, and called for information as to the
time, place, and character of previous occupations, and the cause of
leaving. Objections were raised to signing the application, by the
Finns especially, it is said, and the plan was temporarily abandoned.
In the absence of any law prescribing an examination for miners,
it would seem that the responsibility for testing the fitness of men
for dangerous employments ought to rest with the company. If
iron must be mined and it is claimed that labor conditions are such
that skilled workmen can not be secured, the responsibility for taking
not simply all ordinary precautions, but extraordinary precautions,
for avoiding danger ought also to rest with the company. It has
been suggested that more than ordinary means of instructing workers
in their duties and in the ways of avoiding the dangers incident to
them are required by the situation in the mines. Mining captains and
foremen no doubt do all they can by way of instructing and warning
their men; but their chief business is to get out the ore, and the
results seem to show that they can not meet the extraordinary
demands made upon them for instruction.
The difficulties encountered in employing unskilled laborers are
by no means confined to the northern iron mines. A recent writer,
in speaking of similar conditions in the coal mines, insists that with
the employment of unskilled labor there is no alternative left but
“ the gradual education of the men and the most rigid discipline and
intelligent method of supervision over their work;” and he goes on
to say:
I t is to no purpose to argue that the men themselves are respon
sible for a large number or strictly avoidable accidents and the dis
regard of the laws, rules, and regulations governing safety in mines.
The ultimate responsibility must rest upon the management, which in
a large number of instances is far from having availed itself of the
most practicable and satisfactory methods of accident prevention. (°)

a Frederick L. Hoffman, Engineering and Mining Journal, January 4, 1909. See
also the discussion by George Harrison, Annual Report of the Inspector of Mines,
Ohio, 1906, page 33, for suggestions and examples of successful instruction and
supervision.
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HOSPITAL SERVICE,
Both ranges are well provided with hospital service. There are
three well-equipped hospitals on the Vermilion range and twelve on
the MesabL
Besides these well-equipped institutions there are a number of
emergency hospitals at various points, as at Mountain Iron, Chisholm,
Gilbert, and Elba. In 1909 the Shenango Furnace Company, in
building a new dry house at the Shenango mine, made provision for
the mine doctor’s office and an operating room fitted up for the
treatment of emergency cases, and this plan is followed in some
other places.
The Moore Hospital at Eveleth may be taken as a type of the
range hospitals. It was founded in 1895. It at first had but two
beds in a building not particularly adapted for hospital purposes.
In 1900 the present building was occupied. I t is as thoroughly
modern, though not so large, as a city hospital. I t has capacity for
40 patients. It is a frame building, but extraordinary precautions
have been taken against fire. Hose and chemical fire extinguishers
are provided on each floor and in the garret, and on the comb of the
roof are fastened half a dozen lawn sprinklers to be used in case of
fire there. These sprinklers are utilized also to temper the heat on
sultry days in the short hot season. Ladders are provided, and
recently an iron fire escape has been put in place. The operating
room is thoroughly equipped. An X-ray machine is constantly used
in all eases of fracture, a device being employed by which X-ray
photographs may be taken in the wards on the floor above the oper
ating room.
Unusual care seems to be employed in distributing emergency sup
plies at the mines served by this hospital, though such supplies,
including splints, bandages, and stretchers, are supposed to be kept
in readiness at every mine. Recognizing that men are frequently
injured more in being taken out of the mine than by the original
mishap, pioneer work has been done in the matter of instructing
men how best to render first aid to their injured comrades. The
instruction was begun in 1908 with the superintendents, captains,
and foremen, and was then extended to the more intelligent work
men. The writer attended one of these lessons on a Sunday after
noon. The reasons for care and the general principles to be fol
lowed were first explained, then there was a demonstration by the
doctor of applying bandages and splints for different sorts of injuries,
and this was followed by directed practice on the part of the men.
This hospital has go'ne further than this and attempted to make men
who are liable to be called upon to care for injured person^ familiar
with correct methods through a series of photographs showing band
ages in their proper position for different injuries, how to align a
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broken limb, how to place an injured man on a stretcher, and how to
carry him. These photographs are posted in the dry houses and in
superintendents’ offices and are seen daily by large numbers of men.
While it can not be said that all hospitals are so complete as the one
described, nor that the same interest is shown in extending its use
fulness to the utmost, it must still be said that throughout the range
communities the hospital service is excellent.
The doctor in charge of the hospital is the “ mine physician.” The
method of maintaining the service is uniform throughout the ranges
and is like that found in many other mining districts. From the
wages of the employees is deducted $1 each month. The company
selects the physician, but he is paid out of the funds collected from
the men.
Single men and men with families pay the same fee, which entitles
employees to hospital service not only in case of accidents, but of
sickness, contagious diseases excepted. It also entitles them to
medical attendance for themselves and families in their homes, except
in cases of venereal diseases and of confinement. For these a charge
is made, though in confinement cases the charge is nominal.
AID FUNDS AND INSURANCE.
From the earliest days on the Mesabi range some form of relief
fund was provided in a few mines, though it has not been till within
the past few years that the system has been generally adopted by
the mining companies. In 1898 the Minnesota Iron Company, with
mines on both ranges, had in operation a relief fund maintained in
equal proportion by the employees and the company, the assessment
being 40 cents per month per man. In case of accident pay began
after five days and continued not to exceed six months at the rate
of $20 per month for married men and $15 for single men. The death
benefit, paid only when the death was the result of an accident, was
$500, and the sum paid in case of permanent disability was from
$150 to $300. The Fayal Iron Company had the same system with
but slight variation in respect to the amount of benefits paid. Both
companies required a formal release of the company before payment
of the benefits. This requirement has been discarded by the Oliver
Iron Mining Company, the successor to these companies, but in a
few cases, where the plan of maintaining a joint fund is followed by
the independent companies, this requirement is still made. Thus
section 13 of the rules of the Cleveland-Cliffs Company, operating the
Crosby mine at Nashwauk, reads as follows:
The receipt of relief of the benefit fund, in case of accident, relieves
this company from all liability and is in lieu of all damages, and said
company reserves the right to retain all sums due for indemnities
until a release is properly executed by all persons interested in or
injured by the death or disability of such employees.
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The company in this case contributes 30 cents for each 50 cents
paid into the fund by the men. Payments begin three days after the
injury and continue during the disability, not to exceed six months,
at the rate of $25 per month. The death benefit is $300. Since the
company contributes only three-eighths of this, it is regarded by the
employees as an injustice to require a release upon the payment of
$112.50 out of the company’s funds, or as an alternative the surrender
of the right to p articip ate in a fund created so largely by the men them
selves. This criticism applies to very few of the Minnesota mines, since
very few of the companies at the present time make any stated contri
bution to the relief funds. The funds provided for the relief of injured
workmen—and there are such funds in connection with nearly all
the mines—are, with the few exceptions referred to, contributed
wholly by the men. Till the middle of the year 1908, when a change
of policy was adopted, to be noted later, the main features of these
plans of relief were the same, though in the minor details they dif
fered somewhat. A small sum, usually 50 cents a month, was
deducted from wages and administered by a committee of officers
and workmen.
The rules governing the aid fund at the mines of the Oliver Iron
Mining Company seem to have been the model for other companies
and may best therefore be described. These rules are uniform
throughout both ranges, with slight modifications at such mines as
the Fayal, which inherited certain provisions from an earlier com
pany. The mines of the company are grouped into districts for
general administrative purposes, and the aid fund is in the custody
of a financial officer of the company for the whole district, though a
separate account is kept with each mine. Dues are charged to each
man the first day he works, the amount prior to July 1, 1908, being
50 cents per month. “ Examining committees” of three members,
whose duty it is to pass on all applications for aid, are appointed by
the captains of various mines from among the employees. The appli
cation is accompanied by a certificate of the mine physician stating
the period of disability and other details.
Payments from the fund are made as follows: In case of disability
caused by injuries received in the course of their employment the
men receive $25 per month. The “ said payment shall commence
on the fifth day after the person injured has been put under the care
of the mine physician, and shall continue only until such measure
of health as is possible under the care of the mine physician has been
established, and in no case for a longer period than a term of six
months.” In case of death the benefit is $300, and in case of loss
of sight or when “ so crippled in limb as to be wholly or partially
and permanently unfitted for any labor whatever thereafter, he shall
receive the sum of $240 in full and these amounts shall be in lieu
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of all monthly compensation, and when made, all obligations on the
part of the aid fund and treasurer thereof for account of such
contributions shall cease.” If monthly payments have been made
these are deducted from the $240. Certain rules control the com
mittee in allowing claims. It must decide that the injured person was
in discharge of duty “ and that the accident, injury or death was not
during or occasioned by drunkenness, breach of the peace, violation
of or attempt to violate the laws of the land.” Members who disobey
certain mine rules, as that against riding on a skip or bucket, or as
to the manner of removing a charge in case of a “ missed hole,”
are declared not entitled to benefits. These rules, however, are in
cluded in the regulations primarily as a means of discipline and are
judiciously administered in the interest of the mine and its workmen.
The financial operations of the miners* aid fund of the Oliver Iron
Mining Company*s mines on the Vermilion range, in the Hibbing dis
trict, and in the Adams-Spruce district during the years 1904 to 1908,
inclusive, are given in the table which follows:
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS OF TH E MINERS’ AID FUND OF THE OLIVER IRON MINING
COMPANY’S MINES IN THREE DISTRICTS, BY YEARS, 1904 TO 1908.

VERMILION RANGE.(a)

Year.

Death claims.
Accident claims.
Sup Balance
Pay roll
Balance collections
plies on hand
on hand
and
and
Num Amount. Num Amount. Aver
January 1. interest.
print Decem
age
ber 31.
ber.
ber.
amount. ing.

1904....................... $2,539.09
1905....................... 2,226.08
1906....................... 3,152.16
1907....................... 5,199.01

$3,271.09
5,216.22
5,863.00
6,559.82

5
2
2
6

$1,335.00
600.00
600.00
1,800.00

76 $2,245.60
126 3,686.39
140 3,206.05
185 5,160.03

$29.55
29.26
22.90
27.89

$3.50
3.75
10.10
7.15

$2,226.08
3,152.16
5,199.01
4,791.65

$18.13
24.03
22.99
23.40
22.52

$4.45
17.50
13.50
11.50
14.50

$6,193.80
12,935.40
20,572.09
27,442.41
39,949.19

$2.50
23.15
2.50
2.50

$4,334.90
6,544.15
8,517.75
10,749.34
16,064.43

THE HIBBING DISTRICT.
1904.......................
1905.......................
1906.......................
1907.......................
1908.......................

$2,121.95
6,193.80
12,935.40
20,572.09
27,442.41

$6,843.50
14,421.90
20,959.09
22,797.82
25,616.58

3
6
18
21
17

$900.00
1,800.00
5,400.00
6,300.00
5,100.00

103 $1,867.20
244 5,862.80
344 7,908.90
411 9,616.00
355 7,995.30

THE ADAMS-SPRUCE DISTRICT—EVELETH.
1904....................... $2,304.50
1905....................... 4,334.90
1906....................... 6,544.15
1907....................... 8,517.75
1908....................... 611,833.60

$6,848.00
9,385.95
9,897.75
9,987.92
10,621.63

a Figures for 1908 not available.

3
6
10
10
7

$900.00
1,800.00
3,000.00
2,850.00
2,100.00

193
205
195
187
165

$3,917.60
5,374.20
4,901.00
4,903.83
4,288.30

$20.30
26.22
25.13
26.22
25.99

6 Received from Auburn mine fund $1,084.26.

The mode of providing these funds is not so generous on the part
of the operators as it is on the part of certain coal-mining com
panies where the operators contribute to the maintenance of the funds.
Nevertheless the plan has been of great service to the workmen.
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They generally recognize the fact, and it is only occasionally that pro
tests against the deductions from wages have been made. Com
plaint is often heard, however, because there is no indemnity for the
first five days’ loss of time. The rules of some companies provide
for payments to begin with the date of disability, in case the disa
bility extends beyond five days, but not otherwise. In the summer
of 1908 a change of policy was inaugurated by a large number of
the independent companies, out of which some interesting develop
ments may be expected. The change was brought about in connec
tion with the problem of liability insurance, which was then before
the mining companies.
Nowhere is the unsatisfactory working of the employers’ liability
law more clearly seen than on the iron ranges of Minnesota. Here
is an industry in which the hazard is great and accidents frequent,
while the workmen are geographically compact and the means of
communicating news about accidents are naturally good. The work
men, it is said, are further improved by organization. It is charged by
the employers that an industry has been organized for exploiting the
operators, and the miners, too; that as soon as an accident occurs
communication is set up with the injured for the purpose of making
a case against the company if one does not already exist. The
countercharge is made that the agents of the company obtrude them
selves upon the injured person when he is still weakened and dazed,
and that statements are secured from him, often through an inter
preter, as to the way the accident occurred, which are later used to
defeat his just claims for damages. If the workman does not seek,
or accept, the services of a lawyer, he is at a great disadvantage in
dealing with the company. If he does employ a lawyer it is usually
on the 50 per cent basis; and even if judgment is in favor of the
plaintiff the loss of time and personal expenses while attending
court greatly reduce the amount he receives. Typical cases may be
recited. A man had his eye put out by a blast left carelessly by
the preceding crew. The company would make no settlement, and
he sued for $2,000. He was then offered $100 by the company.
He got judgment for $500, half of which went to the lawyer. A
man sued for $20,280 for injuries and on a second trial got $500, half
of which went to the attorney. For cases settled out of court the
attorney’s fee may be less, but the workman has to spend in such
cases a large share of what is due him to get the remainder. Some
companies settle as many cases out of court as possible; others
follow the policy of carrying them through the courts.
The United States Steel Corporation has always carried its own
insurance, and the business of the independent operators has been
divided among several liability companies, who have found it
necessary during the past two years to increase their rates.
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Beginning with July 1, 1908, an accident insurance company
entered into a working agreement that has new features in it so far
as the ranges are concerned. The mining companies, acting as trus
tees for their employees, take out a “ workmen’s collective” policy
and use the dues formerly administered by the joint committee for
relief to pay the premiums. The dues have been increased to 75
cents per month, and this sum paid as premiums secures to the
workmen the following benefits, now called “ insurance:”
Clause A .—If the death of any employee shall result within ninety
days from such injuries independent of all other causes, the company
will pay to the assured a sum equal to twenty-six (26) weeks’ wages,
computed at the rate per week received by such injured employee at
date of accident, but such sum shall not exceed one thousand five
hundred dollars.
Clause B .—If any employee shall within ninety days, as the result
of such injuries independent of all other causes, lose by actual separa
tion at or above the wrists or ankles both hands or both feet, or one
hand and one foot, or sJiall irrecoverably lose the sight of both eyes, the
company will pay the sum as provided for in clause A.
Clause C,— If any employee shall within ninety days, as the result
of such injuries independent of all other causes, lose by actual separa
tion at or above the wrists or ankles one hand or one foot, the com
pany will pay one-third the sum as provided for in clause A.
Clause D — If any employee shall within ninety days, as the result
of such injuries independent of all other causes, irrecoverably lose the
sight of one eye, the company will pay in satisfaction of all claims for
such injury a sum equal to one-eighth the sum as provided in clause A,
but not exceeding two hundred dollars.
Clause E .—If such injuries independent of all other causes shall
immediately, continuously and wholly disable and prevent such
employee from engaging in any work or occupation for wages, the com
pany will pay the assured an amount equal to one-half his usual weekly
wages for the period of such disability beginning with the sixth day
of such disability, not exceeding twenty-six weeks in respect of any
one accident; but such sum shall not exceed five hundred dollars in
respect of any one injured person during the policy year.
Certain advantages, it is said, accrue to the men by this new plan.
It is said in the first place that an increased insurance is given.
Under the old plan the death benefit was in nearly all cases $300.
For those whose wages amount to more than $600 per year the benefit
is increased; and nearly all workers are on more than a $600 basis.
The following classification of men according to the wages paid during
the first six months of 1909 at a group of mines operating both openpit and underground works is fairly indicative of the wages paid:
Number.

Under $600........................................ 18
$600 to $649 ....................................... 235
$650 to $699....................................... 182
$700 to $749....................................... 327
$750 to $799......................................... 106
$800 to $849....................................... 18
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$850 to $899 ...................................
$900 to $949 ...................................
$950 to $999...................................
$1,000 and over..............................

457
31
2
51

Total.................................... 1,427
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At this group of mines the annual wage of more than half the
employees is $700 and over, and more than one-third receive over
$850. If these higher-priced men were the ones most frequently
injured, the payment made by the insurance company would be a
substantial increase over the rates paid under the aid fund; but the
increase is by no means commensurate with the increase of the rate.
Less than 6 per cent of the men receive the $900 and over, which would
entitle them to an increase of benefit equivalent to the 50 per cent
increase in the rate paid. When it is remembered that many of the
accidents occur to laborers receiving about $2 per day, the disparity
between the benefits under the old and the new plan when compared
with the old becomes apparent.
The allowance made in clause B seems more liberal than the old
plan made for such injuries, but that made in clause C is less
liberal. Both classes of injuries were covered by the same rule and
were treated alike in the “ aid fund” regulations. The rule generally
followed was the same as that found in the regulations of the Oliver
Iron Mining Company, which reads as follows:
When an employee shall from injuries received while actually
engaged for the company at the said mines, become totally blind, or
shall be so crippled m limb as to be wholly or partially and perma
nently unfitted for any labor whatever thereafter, he shall receive the
sum of $240 * * * in lieu of all monthly compensation * * *
This broader provision for partial injuries at the larger figure and
the inclusion of all injuries that partially or permanently disable,
without specifying the “ actual separation” of limbs, makes the old
plan of more value to the workmen than the new; and especially is
this true when taken in connection with the probably more humane
spirit in which the friends of the injured employee administered the
nile under the old plan.
The insurance company claims to be rendering another service to
the miners by securing better inspection. I t reserves the right “ to
inspect the plant, works, machinery, and appliances of the assured,”
and also the usual right to terminate the policy. An experienced
mining man is kept on the range, with headquarters at Virginia,
Minn., as the insurance company’s inspector. I t is claimed that the
inspection by this agent of the company, whose interests are in a
sense opposed to those of the mining company and identified in the
matter of security with those of the workmen, is of high value.
But whatever advantages may accrue to the men under the work
men’s collective policy are more than offset by the disadvantages
attending it. The aid funds were maintained and managed in the
interest of the men who contributed to them. They knew or could
know the condition of the fund at any time. The dues could be
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increased or decreased to meet the demands upon the fund. The
dues now paid go as premiums to an insurance company, which con
ducts its business for a profit. The benefits are paid under rules
necessarily less flexible than the old ones, by agents of a profit
making company less likely to be influenced by compassion than the
committee under the old plan. No one but the insurance company,
not even the mining company, knows how much is paid in benefits.
The scheme of distribution is objectionable because by it an equal
premium is collected from all, while benefits* are large or small
according to the ivages of the recipient. The man working at $2
per day pays for as much insurance as the man receiving $6; but he
receives only one-third as much benefit payment. Again, the mining
companies are required to report immediately all accidents to the
insurance company’s legal representative at Virginia, thus making it
possible for him to forestall the most active “ ambulance chaser” in
securing first statements concerning the circumstances of the accident
and such other information as may be of future use.
Another objection lies against the new plan—that is, because of its
connection with another branch of insurance business. The insurance
company’s chief business on the range is liability xinsurance. The
mining companies pay a premium of $1.50 per $100 of the pay roll;
and they are required to take out a workmen’s collective policy in
order to get that rate. The arrangement has the appearance of being
one by which the premium paid by the workmen is used in part to
pay premiums on insurance against their securing damages for which
their own employers may be liable.
As said before, the United States Steel Corporation carries its
own insurance. It continues to administer the aid fund at its mines
as heretofore; but, apparently to aid the independent companies to
carry out their plan, it raised the dues over the whole Mesabi range
July 1, 1908, to 75 cents per month. It is difficult to justify the
action. In most districts the fund was already unnecessarily large.
Thus in the Adams-Spruce district the balance on hand January 1,
19Q7, was $8,517, and at the beginning of the next year it had risen
to $11,833. In the Hibbing district January 1, 1908, the balance
was $27,442, and this rose during the year to nearly $40,000. In
view of the fact that a man’s claim to the fund ceases when he
leaves the employment of the company, the balance carried was
already too high before the change of rate; it is now indefensibly so,
in some districts at least. (a)

a An officer of the Oliver Iron Mining Company informed the writer that the change
was merely a temporary one and that the lower rate will soon be restored.
16752—No. 84—10--- 14
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WAGES AND COST OF LIVING.
Wages are paid monthly at all the mines. The company store,
doubtless a necessity in the first years of mining in the region, very
soon passed away entirely. One hears nothing of store orders on
favored dealers. Payments are uniformly made in cash. The
companies do furnish certain mine supplies directly, but these are
furnished only to men working on contract.
It is not intended here to trace historically the changes in the
rate of wages. The rapid development of the industry and the
almost constant demand for an increased number of men have
operated automatically to raise wages. At the mines of the Oliver
Iron Mining Company, however, in January, 1904, there was a cut
of 9.89 per cent in all wages. But a year later the old rate was
practically restored by an advance of 9.4 per cent, while in March,
1906, another advance of 6.65 per cent was made, and in January,
1907, another increase of 8.12 per cent was made. As the action
of this company in such matters has a controlling influence with
the other companies on the range, these changes may be taken as
representative of the movement of wages since 1904. The tables
which follow show in a general way changes in the wage scale since
1896:
MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM WAGES PAID VARIOUS CLASSES OF MINE WORKMEN BY
THE OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY, BY YEARS, 1896 TO 1900.
[Seventh Biennial Report of the Bureau of Labor of Minnesota, page 248.]
Trammers.

Miners.
Year.

Maxi
mum
wage.

1896...........................
1897............................
1898............................
1899............................
1900............................
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$1.75
1.85
1.95
2.00
2.40

Mini
mum
wage.
$1.60
1.60
1.60
1.85
2.20

Underground
laborers.

Surface laborers.

Maxi
mum
wage.

Mini
mum
wage.

Maxi
mum
wage.

Mini
mum
wage.

Maxi
mum
wage.

$1.45
1.50
1.75
1.80
2.10

$1.40
1.45
1.60
1.70
1.90

$1.40
1.60
1.60
1.65
1.90

$1.25
1.30
1.40
1.60
1.85

$1.15
1.35
1.50
1.60
1.80

Mini
mum
wage.
$1.10
1.15
1.15
1.40
1.75
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AVERAGE DAILY WAGES FOR CALENDAR YEARS 1902 AND 1903 AND FOR FISCAL
YEARS 1906 TO 1908 AT MINES OF ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MINN., AND FOR FISCAL
YEAR 1909 AT MINES OF OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY, BY OCCUPATIONS.
[Data for 1902 and 1903 are from the Ninth Biennial Report; 1906, from the Tenth Biennial Report; 1907 and
1908, from the Eleventh Biennial Report of the Bureau of Labor of Minnesota. Data for 1909 are fur
nished by the Oliver Iron Mining Company.]
St. Louis County mines.
Occupation.

ending June
Calendar year— Fiscal year30—

Oliver
Iron
Min
ing
Com
pany,

19C6.

1907.

1908.

$4. 562 $4.491
2.GC9 2.726
2.291
2.265
1. 955
1.925
2.331
2.084
2.145
2.157
2.171
1.939
1.991

*4.567
2.651

1. 867
2.250
1.756
2.123
2.213
2.131

2.081
2.316

$4.82
3.00
2.93
2.46
2.76
2.39
2.55
2.31
2.23
2.29
2.25
2.19
2.60
2.26
2.26
2.25
} 2.44

$4.64
2.93
2.93
2.45
2.46
2.36
2.44
2.22
2.21
2.31
2.29
2.18
2.57

$4 C9
2.98
2.81
2.47
2.86
2.29
2.66
2.22
2.25
2.35
2.25
2.10
2.54

2.27
2.28

2.19
2.50
2.34
3.17
2.33
2.35
2.17
2.26

2.99
2.50
2.40
2.25
2.15
2.37
2.45
2.25

\
/ 1.63
2.17

1902.

1903.

UNDER GROUND LABOR.
Mining captains.................................
Shift bosses........................................
Miners, contract................................
Miners, company account.................
Timbermen, contract........................
Timbermen, company account.........
Trammers, contract..........................
Trammers, company account...........
Trammers, mule drivers...................
Trammers, motormen.......................
Trammers, brakemen........*..............
Puffer m en........................................
Power-drill men................................
Rock fillers........................................
Rock pickers.....................................
Mine samplers...................................
Pump m en........................................
Pipe m en ..........................................
Diamond-drill men, runners.............
Diamond-drill men, helpers.............
Underground trackmen....................
Cage and skip tenders.......................
Chute m en........................................
Underground track foremen.............
Tool carriers......................................
Tally boys.........................................
General underground laborers..........

2.011
2.000
2.011

| 2.129
] 2.418

Average for underground labor

2.223
2.540
2.213
2.262
2.069
2.083
2.157

2.022

2.042
2.081
2.236
2.254

2.200 2.200

1.899
2.076
1.917 ' 1.870
2.035
1.703

2.050
2.185
2.029
2.070
2.450
1.600

'i.*9i9

2.072

1.97
1.55
2.25

2. 209

2.285

2.46

2.483

2.65

2.200

2.307
2.097
2.054
1.967
2.484
2.248
2.041
1.825
2.005
2.084
1.970
3.115
2.246
2.799
2.094
2.803
2.298
4.147
1.957
3.290

2.45
2.25
2.35
2.30
2.58
2.58

2.44
2.29
2.30
2.27
3.06
2.57

2.46
2.25
2.30

2.096
2.020
4 984
1.936
2.278
3.000
1.952
3.042
2.290
1.372
2.250
2.352

2.73

2.101

1.894

2.686

2.21

SURFACE LABOR, STRIPPING WORK, AND OPEN-PIT
MINING.
Engineers...............................
Firemen..................................
Motormen...............................
Brakemen...............................
Electricians............................
Compressor men....................
Landers and dumpers............
Rock pickers..........................
Pocket men...........................
Crusher men..........................
Samplers and sample grinders.
Machinists..............................
Machinists* helpers.................
Blacksmiths...........................
Blacksmiths’ helpers..............
Carpenters..............................
Carpenters* helpers................
Masons...................................
Masons* helpers......................
Surface foremen......................
Pit foremen.
Bam m en ..
Teamsters..
Teamsters, with team s...
Teamsters’ helpers...........
Timber framers................
Timber framers, contract.
Timber scalers.................
Office clerks.....................
Shipping clerks................
Shipping clerks, assistant.
Timekeepers...................
Warehousemen...............
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2.114
1.945
2.512
1.950
2.392
2.618
1.858
2.385
2.811

2.000

3.946
2.004
2.263
2.021

1.945
1.732
1.977
1.798
2.139
2.913
1.934
2.766

2.445

2.000

4.466
1.966
3.301

1.907

2.190
1.982

2.265

1.697
2.531

2.692
2.234

3.958
3.269
2.132

2.424
2.350

2.302
2.403

2.20
2.00
2.20
2.10
2.10

2.81
2.15
3.00
4 40
2.38
3.08

2.10
2.01
2.12
2.00

2.09
3.40
2.33
3.09

2.20

2.20
2.30

2.20

2.00

2.22
1.90

2.20

3.11
2.07
3.20

2.20
2.00
2.74
2.10

2.88

2.68

a 08

2.65

2.28
4 53
2.06
3.90
2.73
2.19

2.92
2.15

2.00
2.29

2.07
2.65

3.24
2.13

2.10
3.24
2.51

2.59
3.23
2.27

2.30
2.48

2.36
2.27

2.58
2.51

2.20
5.00
2.00
2.10
2.93
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AVERAGE DAILY WAGES FOR CALENDAR YEARS 1902 AND 1903 AND FOR FISCAL
YEARS 1906 TO 18C8 AT MINES OF ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MINN., AND FOR FISCAL
YEAR 1909 AT MINES OF OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY, BY OCCUPATIONS—
Concluded.
St. Louis County mines.

Occupation.

Oliver
Iron
Min
Calendar year— Fiscal year ending June
ing
30—
Com
pany,
1609.
1902.
1903.
1908.
1807.
1908.

SURFACE LABOR, STRIPPING WORK, AND OPEN-PIT
MINING—concluded.
Mining engineers............................................................. $2. GC9
Mining engineers, assista n t............................................
Chem ists.............................................................................
Chemists, assistant............................................................
Change house m e n ............................................................
Pipe m e n ...........................................................................
Puffer m e n .........................................................................
Diamond-drill setters........................................................
Diamond-drill runners..................................................... 2.355
Diamond-drill helpers.......................................................
Coal wheelers.....................................................................
Steam-shovel engineers....................................................
Steam-shovel crane rnp.r>..................................................
Steam-shovel firemen.......................................................
Steam-shovel laborers......................................................
Locomotive engineers.......................................................
Locomotive firemen..........................................................
Locomotive bratremen......................................................
Locomotive engineer, narrow gauge (d in k ev )................
Locomotive brakemen, narrow gauge (d in k e y )............
Track foremen...................................................................
Track laborers....................................................................
Dum p foremen...................................................................
D um p laborers...................................................................
Drillers and blasters.........................................................
General surface laborers...................................................
1. 889

$3. 827
2.523
4165
2.345
1. 517
2.157
3.906
2.751
2. ICC
1.730
4 250
3. 250
2. 000
1.999

2.000

$3. 925
2.449
5.129
2.470
1. 778
2.158
3.896
3.000
2. 253
1.820
5.052
3. 591
2.228
2.100
3. 600
2.108
2.275
2.900
2.000
3. OCO
2.000
2.719
2.000

$ 4 00
2. 45
5.18
2.96

4.42
3.25
2.50
2.05
4 80
3. 68
2.33
2.25
3. 50
2. 35
2.54
3.00
2.00
3.38
2.00

$3.50
2.51
3. 89
2.50
2.27
2. 00
4.22
3.19
2.44
4 80
3. 68
2.37
2.12
3. 52
2.27
2.39
3.00
2.00
2.88

$3.85
2.38
3.97
2.15
1.93
2.30
4 25
3.25
2.50
2.00
6.15
4.40
2.30
2.25

2.007

2.00
2.25
2.05

1.98

1.855

Average for surface labor, e tc..................................

2.198

2.505

2.73

2.67

2.36

Average for all labor......... .....................................

2. 206 j 2. 438

2.5S5

2.576

2.55

1.98

2.12

The wage scale is not uniform throughout the range, but varies
somewhat at the several mines even of the same company. The
variation, however, is slight, and the same has been true from season
to season during the past few years. The Oliver Iron Mining Com
pany has doubtless done much to maintain a stable rate of wages
throughout the district, for the well-known price policy of the United
States Steel Corporation has its counterpart in its wage policy at the
mines. Thus, notwithstanding the fact that it was obliged to cut
down its total ore output, including that from the Michigan ranges,
from 23,980,000 tons in 1907 to 16,602,000 tons in 1908 and decrease
its labor force in the mining department from 16,462 men to 13,135,
and although the conditions of the labor market in 1908 were com
pletely the reverse of what they were in 1907, the scale of wages
remained unchanged. With many men seeking employment, it is
rather notable that wages have been so well maintained.
Where the conditions for it are favorable, the contract system is
employed. Two miners and two laborers, or trammers, as agroup, take
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a contract on a footage or on a car basis, as the case may be. One miner
and a laborer work the place during the day shift and the other pair at
night. In some cases the “ gang” taking the contract consists of two
or, it may be, four miners, and by the terms of the contract trammers
work on company account. The company furnishes a few tools, as
augers, picks, and drills, but axes, ax handles, pick handles, candles,
and explosives supplied to the men by the company are paid for from
their earnings. There is some variation as to the articles furnished
at company expense. Often the men in a contract all rank as miners
and receive equal pay. When some are trammers, they are paid out
of the net earnings of the contract a day wage agreed on between
miner and trammer or on some differential basis, as at the rate of
25 cents per day less than the miners. The amount of contract work
varies with the stage of development of the mine. In opening up a
mine, sinking shafts, driving tunnels, making raises, and when taking
out the top “ slice” next the sand and rock the men are employed
usually on company account; but as fast as the mine is opened up
miners, trammers, and timbermen are put on contract. At the Elba
mine in 1908,62 per cent of those employed about the mine were on
contract. At three mines near Virginia the percentage was 57,
though 72 per cent of those working underground were on contract.
At all the Oliver Iron Mining Company’s underground mines in 1908
38 per cent of all employees were on contract. A small number of
men work on contract in surface mines, drilling bowlders too large to
be handled by the shovel or to be “ bulldozed.”
There may be considerable variance in contract wages as between
mines and in the same mine. Men in a favorable place make some
times as much as $4 or $5 a day. On the average their wages do not
greatly exceed those of men working by the day. During the first
seven months of 1908 the average pay to company account miners at
the mines of the Oliver Company was $2.36 and that of the contract
miners was $2.66. The average wages for contract miners and other
workers in mines of St. Louis County for the years ending June 30,
1906 to 1909, according to the foregoing table, were as follows:
AVERAGE WAGES OF CONTRACT AND COMPANY ACCOUNT MINERS IN ST. LOUIS
COUNTY, BY YEARS, 1906 TO 1909.
Miners.
Year ending June 30—

1906.............................................................
1907.............................................................
1908.............................................................
1909(a).......................................................
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Trammers.

Timbermen.

Com
Com
Com
Contract. pany ac Contract. pany ac Contract. pany ac
count.
count.
count.
$2.686
2 93
2 93
2.76

$2,223
2.46
2.45
2.40

$2,262
2.55
2.44
2.55

a Figures for 1909 supplied by the mine inspector.

$2,069
2.31
2 22
2.18

$2,540
2.76
2.46
2.72

$2,213
2.39
2.36
2.30
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At the mine of an independent company in the Hibbing district,
where the rate on company account was $2.50 in 1907, the average
daily earnings for contract miners were as follows:
AVERAGE DAILY EARNINGS OF CONTRACT MINERS EMPLOYED BY AN IN D EPEN D 
ENT COMPANY IN HIBBING DISTRICT IN 1907, BY MONTHS.

Month.

January........................

February........................

March...........................
April.............................

Average
daily
earnings.
$2.70
2.75
2.91
3.05

Average
daily
earnings.

Month.

May............................
June............................
July............................
August........................

$3 19
3 28
3 26
3.31

Average
daily
earnings.

Month.

September..................
October.....................
Novem ber.................

December...................

33.14
3.45
2.96
2.70

The contracts are renewed each month. While no doubt there is
a certain amount of friction existing where contracts are so frequently
made and where the mining captain has so large a power in determin
ing what the price shall be, one hears very little complaint of the sys
tem or of the way it is administered.
One feature of the wage payment as applied especially to steamshovel men is worthy of mention. The steam-shovel engineers are
the best paid workmen on the range. They get the standard wage
fixed by the union of $125 a month, and in addition receive a bonus
if they remain with the company through the season and in the opin
ion of the superintendent have done efficient and faithful work. The
usual bonus is $40 per month, but it is sometimes as low as $20. The
crane men receive a lower wage and a smaller bonus. So firmly
established is the bonus system that the bonus is very generally
regarded as included in the wage; but it may be withheld, and some
times it is, if the service has not been satisfactory. While no efforts
have been made by the shovel men to overthrow the system, it is felt
to be a limitation on their freedom and by many is disliked.
The regularity of employment is an important factor in the wage
question. The shipments of ore to market, being all by water for a
part of the route, must stop with the approach of cold weather. The
date of opening and closing the shipping season for the ten years 1899
to 1908, inclusive, is shown in the following table:
OPENING AND CLOSING OF SHIPPING SEASON, DULUTH, MISSABE AND NORTHERN
DOCKS, DULUTH, MINN., BY YEARS, 1899 TO 1908.
Shipping season.
Year.

1899..........................................
1900..........................................
1901..........................................
1902..........................................
1903..........................................
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Shipping season.
Year.

Opened.

Closed.

May 4
Apr. 27
May 8
Apr. 2
Apr. 11

Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.

9
30
30
7
22

1904..........................................
1905..........................................
1906..........................................
1907..........................................
1 9 0 8 ........................................

Opened.

Closed.

June
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

Dec
9
Dec. 16
Dec.
9
Dec.
3
Nov. 28

5
10
14
20
20
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This seasonal stoppage of shipments affects work at the under
ground mines and the open-pit mines in different ways. The under
ground mines may during the winter season be affected by market
conditions or by the kind of new work being done, but otherwise pro
duction continues with about the same force as during the open
season and the output is “ stock piled”—that is, dropped from a Idgh
trestle running out from the shaft, to be loaded in the summer with
the steam shovel. Ore production at the open-pit mines ceases with
the stoppage of shipments. Nevertheless the force may in part be
turned to stripping work and continued all but the coldest days of the
winter. The tendency is to keep the stripping shovels going a larger
part of the year. In mines where no development work is to be done
there is a complete stoppage of operations. I t is a matter of sur
prise, however, all things considered, that so large a proportion of
the mine force can be employed through the winter season. As openpit work becomes more general, and this is the trend, and as the strip
ping work becomes less pressing with the uncovering of larger areas
of ore, the seasonal character of the work will become more marked.
Shovel men working in ore now reckon on six and one-half or seven
months of active work, and this is likely to become the season for
most mine workers.
The following table indicates the different way the various classes
of work are affected by the seasons.
NUMBER OF MEN EMPLOYED AT VARIOUS MINNESOTA MINES, BY MONTHS.
[Data from the Tenth and Eleventh Biennial Reports of the Bureau of Labor, Minnesota.]
VERMILION RANGE—UNDERGROUND.
Number of men employed in—
Mine.

1906.

1907.

July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dee. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. •Tune.
Chandler.............................
Pioneer...............................
Savoy..................................
Soudan:.............................

192
436
183
253

191
453
178
250

172
468
183
248

151
445
183
244

139
450
189
241

132
447
186
174

145
529
211
164

147
548
211
232

147
554
295
228

143
564
192
228

136
554
177
214

121
525
178
216

243
147
108
165

237
148
113
153

252
179
127
145

226
195
130
137

253
197
138
138

30
735
75
356

35
799
125
379

154
160
886 1,049
350 425
408 464

M ESABI RANGE—UNDERGROUND.
Clark...................................
Lincoln...............................
Laura..................................
Webb..................•...............

179
293
121
107

174
315
125
109

193
266
125
112

199
236
135
109

214
153
112
116

211
130
109
131

243
145
118
155

M ESABI RANGE—OPEN-PIT.
Biwalik..............................
Mountain Iron....................
Mahoning...........................
Virginia..............................
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169
907
235
126

155
860
250
117

145
955
225
122

137
975
200
171

142
940
175
308

133
747
150
369

120
757
100
368
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NUMBER OF MEN EMPLOYED AT VARIOUS MINNESOTA MINES, BY MONTHS—Coneluded.
MESAB2 RANGE—STR IPPIN G .
Number ol men employed in—
Mine.

Faval..................................
Morris.................................
Stevenson...........................
Monroe-Tener.....................

1905.

1906.

July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June.

436
414
263
310

423
459
187
336

422
358
132
358

451
332
111
320

383
297
147
351

439
360
185
220

461
396
163
209

411
419
128
122

115
460
123
164

426
544
306
206

445
484
443
397

398
456
402
383

In the table which follows the seasonal irregularity of work at
the Minnesota mines is shown in comparison with the conditions
of employment in other iron-ore producing States:
AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN THE IRON-ORE MINES OF MINNESOTA, MICHI
GAN, ALABAMA, AND VIRGINIA FOR 1902, AND ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MINN., FOR 1906,
BY MONTHS.
[Data for St. Louis County, Minn.,from the Tenth and Eleventh Biennial Reports of the Minnesota Bureau
of Labor, and for Minnesota, Michigan, Alabama, and Virginia from the United States Census Report
on Mines and Quarries, 1902.]
Average number of employees 16 years of age and over work
ing in the iron-ore mines of—
Month.

St. Louis
County,
Minn.,
1906.

Minnesota, Michigan,
1902.
1902.

Alabama,
1902.

Virginia,

January.......................................................
February.....................................................
March..........................................................
April...........................................................
May.............................................................
June............................................................
July.............................................................
August........................................................
September...................................................
October.......................................................
November...................................................
December....................................................

11,328
10,984
11,484
13,659
16,298
16.134
15,706
15,649
15,495
15,122
14,814
13,762

6,210
6,198
6,416
7,370
8,449
8,759
9,102
9,456
9,659
9,449
9,308
8,762

13,415
12,858
13,373
13,946
14,803
14,399
14,977
15,340
15,441
15,449
14,911
14,440

4,358
4,403
4,616
4,655
4,693
4,715
4,850
4,887
4,861
4,987
4,939
4,892

2,136
2,104
2,337
2,396
2,664
2,682
2,845
2,846
2,718
2,577
2,318
2,293

Average.............................................

14,203

8,254

14,446

4,738

2,493

The following table presents another view of the regularity of
employment in the two ranges. The month having the greatest
number employed is considered the base or 100 and each other month
is a percentage of the greatest month.
The fluctuations of employment caused by seasonal changes are
very clearly shown in this table for both ranges. On the Mesabi
range during the year 1903 the month of May had the greatest num
ber of employees, closely followed by June, July, and August.
December showed the fewest men employed, with November, Janu
ary, and February not much higher. On the Vermilion range the
number employed is more nearly stationary for eight months. The
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months of October, November, and December are less than half of
January, the highest month.
On both ranges, during the months of May, June, July, and August,
the opportunity for employment is about equal, with May the greatest
in this year.
PER CENT OF MINE EMPLOYEES IN EACH MONTH IN 1003 AS COMPARED WITH
MAXIMUM NUMBER.
[Data from the Ninth Biennial Report of Bureau of Labor, Minnesota.]
Occupation.

Jan.

Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

MESA31 RANGE, 21 MINES.

Management of mine..........
Office and clerical force.......
Captains, foremen, and
bosses...............................
Engineers...........................
Firemen......................... .
Machinists and electricians.
Blacksmiths.......................
Carpenters and other me
chanics.............................
Station m en .......................
Skilled miners.....................
Timbermen, etc..................
Trammers...........................
Underground laborers........
Surface laborers..................
Other help..........................

49.50 44.55 66.33 83.16 81.18 99.01 98.02 90.09 91.09 89.11 100.00 81.18
44.38 44.70 67.37 78.93 90.38 93.90 93.15 100.00 91.65 87.48 76:89 64.59
49.56
51.69
60.81
54.95
59.63

49.24
48.91
54.71
59.22
58.80

81.02
65.42
68.96
84.27
90.53

86.02 100.00
66.20 93.31
66.16 95.59
92.43 96.12
89.37 95.91

52.86
67.91
52.96
82.08
63.33
89.61
35.08
54.29

71.19 72.01
68.90 100.00
51.06 91.76
81.12 95.66
59.26 84.18
87.67 100.00
40.72 66.04
40.79 48.04

73.65 77.09
63.75 35.52
92.52 100.00
89.82 100.00
91.26 100.00
71.21 86.79
65.05 96.87
57.39 92.90

94.11 91.66 93.17
100.00 99.39 99.30
90.75 97.96 100.00
75.15 94.95 100.00
95.68 100.00 98.17

95.07
95.48
89.06
99.42
99.33

89.83
81.67
83.21
90.87
90.03

66.48
51.09
61.15
71.46
74.09

56.95
35.01
45.46
73.20
58.97

79.38 93.62
39.76 40.63
94.21 85.45
89.11 80.85
93.53 89.53
79.58 66.11
98.09 100.00
85.01 100.00

92.63
39.83
83.41
82.38
88.34
65.05
88.42
95.75

89.36 100.00
38.80 67.0J
74.53 '51.36
74.86 70.69
80.67 58.53
64.17 68.66
76.42 48.91
85.43 49.79

87.40
58.53
47.74
64.46
56.48
58.71
50.33
29.31

76.27
37.69
96.29
95.25
95.18
78.17
97.05
87.61

Total.......................... 59.19 56.71 85.68 85.36 100.00 96.58 95.32 93.26 89.81 80.86 59.63 52.47
VERMILION RANGE,O MINES.

Management of mine.......... 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Office and clerical help....... 84.75 86.52 86.17 91.13 95.03 88.30 94.33 98.58 100.00 77.30
Captains, foremen, and *
bosses............................... 94.85 96.79 95.26 89.68 99.72 94.14 98.64 100.00 96.09 70.99
Engineers........................... 88.11 89.43 86.43 92.83 100.00 88.87 85.66 89.25 90.57 55.66
Firemen.............................. 80.83 76.04 84.03 89.78 100.00 91.38 92.33 92.65 86.90 69.33
Machinists and electricians. 91.64 94.88 91.91 100.00 94.07 84.91 84.10 80.86 96.23 60.11
Blacksmiths....................... 92.22 98.13 94.40 94.40 100.00 94.87 91.60 90.98 86.31 29.24
Carpenters and other me
chanics............................. 68.72 68.17 75.41 67.99 62.75 62.75 67.27 100.00 76.31 45.21
Station m en ....................... 100.00 93.32 99.09 79.57 67.96 65.45 53.45 58.59 56.72 38.88
Skilled miners..................... 100.00 94.94 92.48 88.39 93.12 90.77 91.69 85.68 72.04 36.34
Timbermen, etc.................. 100.00 95.83 98.35 86.07 85.71 87.36 87.48 83.25 78.25 68.67
Trammers........................... 98.95 93.40 97.06 86.51 97.65 100.00 98.37 95.00 91.63 51.97
Underground laborers......... 93.11 87.57 94.91 83.83 94.91 100.00 96.86 92.38 85.63 50.75
Surface laborers.................. 73.21 71.59 75.72 78.67 100.00 95.72 91.64 76.29 71.12 46.84
Other help.......................... 82.37 100.00 82.15 76.77 85.59 86.88 95.48 88.82 81.94 60.43

100.00 100.00
74.11 70.92
61.23
40.57
76.04
63.61
30.33

54.95
33.47
71.88
58.22
28.62

52.98
48.29
32.13
60.72
45.52
39.82
39.95
64.95

47.56
44.72
29.89
57.73
38.84
42.96
37.06
57.63

Total.......................... 100.00 96.51 96.79 91.01 97.42 95.48 94.78 90.76 82.18 48.86 44.64 41.03
Both ranges, 26 mines, j 71.82 69.02 89.66 87.65 100.00 96.97 95.87 93.17 88.22 71.93 55.62 49.46

Real wages are materially affected by the high cost of living on the
range. No systematic study of this very important problem was
attempted to determine the relative cost there and at other industrial
centers; but the evidence is clear that prices are abnormally high.
This is true of rents. While the families who can get company
houses are comfortably and cheaply lodged, usually only a small
proportion of the workmen are so housed. If they occupy comfort
able houses in the towns and villages they must pay from two to
three times as much as the company houses cost. The less fastidious
may build their own houses on company land, paying a small sum as
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ground rent. For the smallest space 50 cents a month is charged,
and in some cases $1 per month. The climate and the nature of the
soil in most places forbid the raising of garden stuff as a means of
keeping down household expenses. The cost of fuel is not exorbi
tant. Being only a hundred miles from the lake, the range is better
situated with reference to the eastern coal fields than most other
parts of Minnesota. Moreover, the companies very generally supply
their workmen with coal at cost or at a very low margin of profit.
It is the food supply that imposes the heaviest burden. The com
plaint among all classes of the high cost of food is general. The
boarding-house keepers try to protect themselves against what are
regarded as exorbitant prices by ordering goods from Duluth and
other cities. The mail-order houses are also said to do a large
range business. In two places, Virginia and Biwabik, cooperative
stores are run by groups of Finns.
LABOR ORGANIZATIONS.
The iron ranges of Minnesota have never proved a favorable soil
for the growth of labor unions. Such attempts as have been made to
organize the region have failed—all of them partially and most of them
completely. The most successful organization has been the Interna
tional Brotherhood of Steam Shovel and Dredge Men. This union
was organized in 1896. Many of the steam-shovel men who came to
the range during the late nineties were members, of the union, and
they worked under substantially union conditions, requiring that a
man should have served as fireman for two years before becoming
crane man, and in that capacity for one year before becoming
engineer. In 1902 men who had not served in due order were pro
moted, and this brought on the first conflict with the companies.
The next year, ten years after the opening of the Mesabi range, the
organization, in spite of company opposition, established its first
local at Eveleth, June, 1903, and in the fall of the same year one was
organized at Hibbing, as well as at other points; but their charters
have been surrendered, and the local at Hibbing has for some time
been the only one on the range. It is not, and never has been, recog
nized by the companies. The men are paid the union scale and more;
and they find it worth while to maintain their standing in the union
for the service it performs in securing positions for them during the
winter season.
The only serious and persistent effort to organize the mine workers*
as a whole on the range has been made by the Western Federation
of Miners. It is said that the men have from time to time been vic
timized by fraudulent organizers, and that this has had the effect of
increasing their natural suspicion of strangers speaking a different
language from their own. It seems that in 1903 a local of the West
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ern Federation of Miners composed mainly, if not wholly, of Finns
was organized at Hibbing. It does not seem to have prospered, for
in 1904 it was reported to the annual convention of the federation as
among “ defunct and disbanded” locals. In that same convention,
however, a representative of the federation who had been on a tour
during the winter of 1903-4 among the cities of the Northwest, includ
ing Duluth, to solicit aid for strikers in Colorado, and had become
impressed with the possibilities of organizing the Lake Superior
region, recommended that an organizer be put in the field there.
One of the interests the Western Federation of Miners had in union
izing the region is shown by the report of a committee to the annual
convention a year later, in 1905:
The difficulty you have to circumvent is the conditions that
prevail in unorganized local]
;
as menaced by conditions
Minnesota, and Missouri, in
,
,
districts. * * * It is impossible to avoid the competition that
comes from these sections, especially when employment agencies
are continually at work trying to get cheaper labor for the mining
districts of the West. * * *
During 1905 several organizers were on the Mesabi range, where
in the course of the year unions were organized at Eveleth, Buhl,
Sparta, McKinley, Chisholm, Virginia, and Aurora, and the Hibbing
union was reorganized. At Ely, on the Vermilion, a foothold was
gained but soon lost. In fact, everywhere the organizers found
numerous discouragements—race prejudice, suspicion, the barrier
of diverse languages, lack of an understanding of unionism, ineffi
cient officers, and in several cases dishonest ones. When in June,
1906, a new organizer was sent to continue the work, there were 10
locals in the federation directory, but only two or three that were
holding meetings. During the next year his work seems to have
been for the most part in holding these unions together, though addi
tional ones were formed at Bovey and Mountain Iron. He reported
June 3, 1907, that the total membership on the range amounted to
2,500 and was growing. This was probably an exaggeration. After
his return from the annual convention of the federation in June the
membership was rapidly increased and rumors of an impending strike,
which had been afloat for some months, became more pronounced.
The only industrial disturbance on the Minnesota ranges that has
attracted attention beyond the locality in which it occured is that of
1907. The strike followed a demand for an increase of wages, an
eight-hour day, and the abolition of the contract and bonus systems.
The strike was called July 20, earlier than had been intended, because
of conditions growing out of the ore handlers’ strike at Duluth begun
on July 14; and by July 25 practically all work on the Mesabi range
had ceased. The strike continued into October. The places of the
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strikers were gradually filled and they sought other employment.
The complete failure of the strike resulted in the disorganization of
the union.
Among other consequences of the strike there has been brought
about a marked change in the character of the mining population.
By common consent the Finns have been the most efficient work
men on the ranges. To take the place of strikers there was an influx
of Montenegrins, Bulgarians, Servians, Croatians, and other nation
alities distinctly less efficient and with a lower standard of living than
the men they supplanted. Although the slack season of 1908 made
this change less injurious than it otherwise would have been, since
“ discouragements” were during that season put in the way of less
desirable of the new arrivals remaining on the range, nevertheless
the strike has left as one of its results a body of men less efficient as
workmen than there was before.
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MISSOURI.
Thirtieth A nnual Report of the B ureau of Labor Statistics of the State
o f M issouri, fo r the year ending November 5 ,1 9 0 8 . J. C. A. Hiller,

Commissioner,

xx, 952 pp.

This report consists of four parts, as follows: Part I, Surplus
products, government land in Missouri and increase in land values,
good roads for Missouri, population of Missouri, foreign immigration
into Missouri during 1907-8, etc., 146 pages; Part II, Manufacturing
industries, 1907, 620 pages; Part III, Labor organizations and free
employment offices, 94 pages; Part IV, Public utility plants, penal
and prison shops, construction work, wage comparison, etc., 90 pages.
S urplus P roducts, Government L and , L and V alues , and
Good R oads.—During 1907 the 114 counties of the State shipped

surplus products aggregating in value $313,643,427. At the time
of report (1908) there were 27,480 acres of land in Missouri subject
to homestead or cash entry. In 1908 the assessed valuation of land
in the State was $1,040,252,288, an increase since 1901 of $247,626,708.
A fund of $2,000,000 has been provided for the purpose of laying out
new highways and improving old ones.
Manufacturing I ndustries .—A summary of the returns for
1907, embracing 13,019 establishments, in 98 industrial groups, shows
a total invested capital of $351,603,719, a total value of materials
used of $352,905,895, and a total value of products of $567,565,305.
During the year there wrere employed 226,114 salaried persons and
wage-earners (184,509 males and 41,605 females), to whom were
paid salaries and wages aggregating $115,784,001. Of wage-earners
there were 198,409 (159,256 adult males, 35,864 adult females, and
3,289 children under 16 years of age). There were reported by the
establishments during the year 10,130 accidents, of which only 51
resulted fatally.
The following table shows for 1907, for each of the 31 industries
in the State which paid out in wages and salaries during the year
over $1,000,000, number of establishments, capital invested, value
of products, amount paid in wages and salaries, and number of
employees (wage-earners and salaried persons) by sex.
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STATISTICS OF 31 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, 1007.
Employees.
Estab Capital
lish
ments. invested.

Industry.

Bakeries..................................
Boots and shoes......................
Brick and tile.........................
Candy and confectionery........
Carriages and blacksmi thing..
Car shops................................
Clothing, men's......................
Clothing, women's..................
Cooperage................................
Drugs and chemicals..............
Electrical apparatus...............
Flour, feed, and meal.............
Foundries and machine shops.
Furniture................................
Glass.......................................
Grocers' sundries....................
Harness...................................
Iron, structural..................... .
Light, heat, and power......... .
Lime, cement, and plaster___
Liquors, m alt........................ .
Lumber and ties.....................
Meat packing..........................
Planing mills, etc..................
Printing and binding............ .
Publishing............................. .
Smelting and reOning............
Stone and marble..................
Stoves and ranges...................
Tinning and sheet iron...........
Tobacco................................. .

Value of
products.

Wages and
salaries.

999 36,289,946 $12,837,550
47 15,820,734 34,760,698
144 10,848,372
6,846,240
8,701,306
148 2,097,933
1,492
5,365,965 11,611,843
139 11,198,376 38,345,908
661 8,739,891 18,007,864
1,058,315
4,765,962
119
6,505,336
178 2,775,850
3,834,122
10,614,279
157
3,684,936
50 2,424,536
745 9,659,520 34, 434,516
284 14,292,570 20,514,265
6,641,251
85 3,257,519
22 3,240,592 33,171,154
74 3,464,214 13,007,113
5,230,379
604 3,610,978
5,110,794
91 2,307,543
176 65,566,816 10,097.243
4,816,603
34 8,654,065
55 38,118,568 24,034,248
6,076,935 12,279,003
958
187 9,860,808 81,308,260
4,241,787
5,990,356
186
897 8; 667,521 13,815,469
158 5,142,517 10,337,870
24 33,138,734 12,143,006
3,229,957
210 2,337,443
8,146,489
28 2,670,428
8,231,150
658 4,237,155
14 3,242,354 21,250,798

$2,662,743
7,088,850
3,377,320
1,729.388
2,840,798
12,396,084
4.841,103
i; 128,675
1,777,135
1,819,581
1,232,141
1,845,769
6,828,079
2,278,592
1,52^,921
1,481,043
1,198,216
1,415,824
2,546,271
1,751,763
5,556,988
4,077,681
3,705,483
1,856,637
5,376,997
3,058,998
3,314,564
1,257,147
2,578,810
1,877,490
1,443,005

Male.
3,768
12,109
7,038
2,075
5,204
20,748
4,723
55G
4,887
1,607
1,505
3,470
10,879
3,925
2,344
1,356
2,010
2,268
3,606
3,835
7,768
12,500
6,353
3,317
0,563
3,254
4,875
2,666
3,228
3,317
1,989

Fe
male.
1,364
6,135
41
1,967
107
331
7,079
2,379
56
1,154
458
68
217
164
80
912
87
35
191
10
192
21
185
57
2,925
562
5
13
55
277
1,494

Additional tables show, for wage-earners, the classified weekly
earnings of adult males, adult females, and children under 16 years
of age; number and wages of salaried employees, by sex; also for
cities and towns, by occupations in each industry, the number of
male and of female wage-earners employed, weekly wages paid,
hours of labor per day and per week, and per cent of changes in
wages as compared with 1906.
L abor Organizations.—This section of the report presents, in
eight tables, statistics relative to the labor organizations of the
State. Following is a comparative summary of all labor organiza
tions for the years 1906 and 1907:
STATISTICS OF LABOR ORGANIZATIONS, 19C6 AND 1907.
Year.
Items.
L906.
Number of organizations reporting...............................
Number of male members.............................................
Number of female members..........................................
Total number of members.............................................
Average per cent of trade organized..............................
Average number of hours constituting a day’s work...
Established wage rate in cents per hour.......................
Average number of days employed...............................
Number of organizations reporting more work.............
Number of organizations reporting less work...............
Number of organizations reporting out-of-work beneat.
Total amount of out-of-work benefit paid.....................
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642
79,160
2,117
81,277
76.09
9.05
33.67
295
213
83
20
,894.90 1

1907.
652
74,578
2,319
76,897
78.03
9.01
86.29
286.69
149
137
16
$2,461.68
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STATISTICS OF LABOR ORGANIZATIONS, ID08 AND 1907—Concluded.
Year.
Items.
1006.
Number of organizations having provisions for payment of strike benefits...........
Average weekly strike benefit allowed per member........ *.....................................
Number of organizations having provisions for payment of sick and accident
bene its................................................................................................................
Average weekly sick and accident benefit allowed per member..........................
Total amount of sick and accident benefit paid.....................................................
Number of organizations having provisions for payment of death benefits..........
Average death bene .it allowed per member...........................................................
Total amount of death benefit paid.......................................................................
Total amount paid for all benefit funds.................................................................
Total number of strikes..........................................................................................
Total number of lo. kouts.......................................................................................
Number o f strikes and lockouts settled satisfactorily............................................
Number of strikes and lockouts compromised.......................................................
Number of strikes and lockouts lost......................................................................
Disputes pending at close of report........................................................................
Number of persons involved in strikes and lockouts.............................................
Number of persons directly bene :ted by strikes and lockouts..............................
Number of persons directly worsted by strikes and lockouts................................
Amount expended in support of strikes and lockouts...........................................
Amount of wages lost to members through strikes and lockouts..........................
Number of organizations reporting increase in wages............................................
Number of organizations reporting reduction in hours per day.............................
Number of appeals for arbitration..........................................................................
Number of disputes settled by arbitration.............................................................
Number of fatal accidents......................................................................................
Number of nonfatal accidents................................................................................
Total number of accidents.....................................................................................
Number of organizations reporting agreements with employers............................

1907.

440
§5.81

441
$6.02

155
$7.30
$38,199
882
$216.82
8161,311
$322,647
110
9
85
9
9
16
16, COO
9,885
399
$222,653
$189,623
82
11
42
38
128
1,393
1,521
477

161
$5.69
$53,676
444
$198.88
$141,234
$35i; 387
124
12
71
30
21
14
8,448
6,367
779
$135,336
$153,646
27
14
17
18
75
697
772
467

Considering the three largest cities of the State, in 1907 St. Louis
had 209 organizations with 41,650 members (40,415 males and 1,235
females); Kansas City had 90 organizations with 10,125 members
(9,864 males and 261 females); and St. Joseph had 43 organizations
with 3,485 members (2,900 males and 585 females).
F ree E mployment Offices .—The operations of the free employ
ment offices, located in St. Louis, Kansas City, and St. Joseph, for
the year ending September 30, 1908, are summarized in the state
ment following:
OPERATIONS OF FREE EMPLOYMENT OFFICES, 1908.
Applications for
positions.

Applications for
help.

Positions secured.

Males.

Males.

City.
Males.

Females.

Females.

Females.

St. Louis....................................................
Kansas C ity...............................................
St. Joseph...................................................

5,457
3,127
3,605

585
544
641

1,194
3,247
3,140

405
875
723

1,111
2,426
2,800

327
223
539

Total.................................................

12,189

1,770

7,581

2,003

6,337

1,089

P ublic U tility P lants .—This section presents statistics relative
to telephone systems, waterworks, gas plants, electric generating
stations, and street railway systems. The statistics, which are for
both private and municipal plants, cover capital invested, receipts
and expenditures, number of employees, wages paid, and other data
pertaining to the various services.
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P rison S hops.—Statistics of manufacturing in the contract shops
in the state penitentiary are presented under this head. The amount
paid the State for convict labor in 1907 was $281,992. The value of
goods manufactured during the year aggregated $2,817,432. Also,
statistics are presented for five smaller penal and reformatory insti
tutions.
Wage Comparison.—In this section is presented a comparative
table showing the earnings and hours of labor of wage-earners in
1882-83 and in 1907-8. The following table shows this information
for the more important occupations:
EARNINGS AND HOURS OF LABOR IN 15 OCCUPATIONS, 1882-83 AND 1907-8.
Earnings per day.

Hours per week.

Occupation.

Bakers............................................................................
Blacksmiths....................................................................
Bookbinders...................................................................
Bricklayers.....................................................................
Cabinetmakers................................................................
Carpenters......................................................................
Cigar makers..................................................................
Horseshoers.....................................................................
Machinists......................................................................
Molders...........................................................................
Painters..........................................................................
Paper hangers................................................................
Patternmakers..............................................................
Plasterers........................................................................
Plumbers........................................................................

1882-83.

1907-8.

$1.67-82.50
1.50- 3.33
1.67- 2.85
2.25- 4.50
1.50- 2.25
1.67- 3.00
.67- 2.00
1.67- 3.33
2. OO- 3.00
2.50- 3.50
1.25- 3.00
3.50
1.75- 3.50
3.00- 3.50
2.50- 3.25

$2.84-83.00
3.60
2.70- 3.15
5.20
2.79
4.80
2.08- 4. 00
3.01
3.34- 3.60
3.15
2.47- 4.00
4.80
4.05
4.52- 6.00
5.30

1882-83.

1907-8.

84-112
CO
CO
60
60
CO
60
60
CO
60
60
60
60
60
60

54-72
54
54
48
54
48
44
48
54
54
48-54
48
54
48
48

MONTANA.
Eleventh [F ifth B iennial] Report of the B ureau o f A griculture , Labor,
and Industry of the State o f M ontana , fo r the year ending November
SO, 1908 . J. A. Ferguson, Commissioner. 320 pp.

Following are the general titles of the subjects treated in this
report: Montana (general review of conditions in the State), 31
pages; lands, 25 pages; irrigation, 31 pages; agriculture, 75 pages;
labor, 22 pages; the industries, 44 pages; miscellaneous, 82 pages.
L abor.—A variety of subjects relating to labor are presented
under this general head. Compensation for accidents to workmen
through industrial, or what is sometimes called compulsory, insurance
is considered at some length.
The following statement shows the transactions of the free employ
ment offices at Butte and Great Falls for the two years ending
November 30, 1908:
OPERATIONS OF THE FREE PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT OFFICES, 1907 AND 1908.
Applications for work.
Office.
Males.
Butte.........................................
Great Falls................................
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9,304
1,708

Females.
6,136
247

Total.
15,440
1,955

Applica
tions for
help.
13,7C2
730

Positions secured.
Males.
5,555
317

Females.
5,027
89

Total.
10,582
406
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Other subjects considered under the general title “ Labor” are
employment abuses, labor legislation, important decisions of the
courts, and a brief record of the historical features of the principal
strikes of the period.
I ndustries .—The amount, value, etc., of production of the various
mineral resources of the State for 1907 and 1908 are extensively
set forth under this general head. During the year 1907 there were
produced by the coal mines in the State 2,030,564 short tons of coal,
and 1,370 miners were employed. The coal production in 1908 was
1,978,347 short tons, and 1,589 miners were employed.
NEBRASKA.
Eleventh B iennial Report of the B ureau of Labor and In d u strial S ta 
tistics fo r the years 1907 and 1908. John J. Ryder, Deputy Com

missioner.

459 pp.

The subjects presented in this report are: Suggested legislation, 34
pages; agricultural progress in Nebraska, etc., 132 pages; crop
statistics, 212 pages; directory of manufacturers, 30 pages; progress
of trade unions, etc., 28 psiges; and accident insurance, 4 page's.
A ccident I nsurance .—In this section of the report are given
arguments for the establishment of a system of compulsory accident
insurance by the State.
Manufacturing Statistics for 1907.—Under this caption is
given a table compiled from data returned by 494 representative
concerns doing business in the State. The figures show that these
establishments were capitalized to the extent of $43,569,675; that
they employed 13,361 wage-earners, to whom were paid in wages
$8,371,748. .The cost of materials used was $81,416,998, and the
value of products was $151,286,926.
16752—No. 84—10--- 15
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RECENT FOREIGN STATISTICAL PUBLICATIONS.
NEW SOUTH WALES.
Second A rm ual Report of the D irector of Labor, State Labor B ureau of
New South Wales, fo r the year ended Ju n e SO, 1907. State Labor

Bureau.

1908.

36 pp.

T hird A nnual Report of the D irector o f Labor, State Labor B ureau of
New South Wales, fo r the year ended Ju n e SO, 1908. State Labor

Bureau.

1009.

55 pp.

These reports present the work of the director of labor of New
South Wales for the years 1907 and 1908, along the lines of relief and
the placing of labor. As stated in the digest of the First Annual
Report (see Bulletin No. 82, pages 657-659), this officer succeeded
to the duties of the labor commissioners previously charged with the
conduct of similar undertakings under an earlier law.
These reports present the work of the employment offices of the
bureau, details of various undertakings carried on by the bureau as
means of affording employment and relief, brief but somewhat general
discussions of the problem of the unemployed, and appendixes show
ing summaries and particulars of registrations, trade-union rates of
wages, detailed reports of managers of state farms, etc. The report
for 1908 shows the classes of employment secured and rates of
wages both in private employments and on government works.
The methods employed a t the beginning of the work of the director
continue to be used, being found adapted to the demands put upon
them and resulting in the practical elimination of involuntary
unemployment. A central bureau and 43 branches afford oppor
tunity for both workmen and employers to register applications, while
state farms and public works furnish employment of a temporary
or more or less permanent sort to men and boys, the provisions for
women being only such as result from relief afforded to men having
families. The report for 1907 mentioned the definite prospect of
the establishment of a labor farm, to differ fropa those already in
operation by dealing with whole families instead of men exclusively.
The report for the next year speaks of the establishment of this
farm as probable in the near future. A more definite report is fur
nished of an interesting undertaking that has proved successful, viz,
the training of city boys for farm life, which work has grown steadily
and achieved a degree of usefulness that has commended it to em
ployers. The demand for boys so trained exceeds the supply at
402
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better rates of wages than boys of like age could obtain in factory
or shop employment. The scheme included originally a trial month
at a labor depot near Sydney. After this probationary period those
who gave promise of suitability were taken to a general farm and
instructed for two months in the various forms of farm work and
dairying. Experience showed the advisability of omitting the trial
month and devoting the entire three months to practical instruc
tion. During the first year 90 boys were trained, of whom 42 were
sent directly to farms, while during the year 1908 of the 105 boys
who were on the training farm 16 remained at the end of the year
and 60 had been placed on farms. About 50 others of the nearly
200 so trained also engaged in farming pursuits after leaving the
training farm. Only 16 of the total number have shown them
selves unsuitable or unwilling. The director is desirous of extend
ing his facilities and operations in this particular direction.
A practical result of the methods in use by the bureau is shown
in connection with the free distribution of food to the families of
the unemployed, this form of relief having been transferred in 1905
from the government’s department of charities to the state labor
bureau. During the year prior to the transfer free rations were
issued to the value of £1,096 7s. 6d. ($5,335.51), while for the first
yearunderthe bureau the expenditure fell to £890 12s. 7d. ($4,334.25),
to £496 3a. 3d. ($2,414.57) in J907, and to £247 16s.-8d. ($1,206.08)
in 1908. These results are due in good degree to improved indus
trial conditions, but also in fair measure to the readiness with which
employment of some sort is provided by the bureau, affording im
mediate work for the applicant and immediate food for his family.
The advancement of railroad fares to men seeking work, usually
on the guaranty of some third party, called for an outlay of £2,011
3s. 9d. ($9,787.44) in 1906-7 and of £1,464 13s. 4d. <$7,127.80) in
1907-8. Repayments of advances were made for these and pre
vious years. The amounts refunded for the years 1906-7 and
1907-8 were £2,544 15s. ($12,384.03) and £1,54418s. lid . ($7,518.48),
respectively. Eight years of operations of this nature show total
expenditures of £16,821 5s. 4d. ($81,860.69) and refunds amount
ing to £15,317 7s. 9d. ($74,542.07), the outstanding balance being
only £1,503 17s. 7d. ($7,318,63).
The balances shown by the farm operations are indicative of
efficient management. The casual labor farm of 2,150 acres of
“ poor and hungry soil/’ of which but 225 acres are under cultiva
tion, paid an excess of returns over running expenses and improve
ments, while the labor depot and refuge, situated near the city of
Sydney and worked largely by very short-term labor, paid nearly
70 per cent of its running expenses. In both cases capital costs and
returns thereon are not considered. Foremen, leading hands, and
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artisans, as blacksmiths and carpenters, are found among the appli
cants for labor, so that usually no employees are retained except a
manager for each farm.
Registration at the employment bureaus has been maintained by
the Government under practically the present system since 1900,
and the following table shows the number of registrations, reregis
trations, and total registrations for the year, for a period of eight
years:
REGISTRATION OF APPLICANTS FOR EMPLOYMENT AT THE STATE LABOR BUREAU,
NEW SOUTH WALES, BY YEARS, 1900 TO 1908.

Year.

1900-1901.......................................................................................................
1901-2............................................................................................................
1902-3............................................................................................................
1903-4............................................................................................................
1904-5............................................................................................................
1905-6............................................................................................................
1906-7...........................................................................................................
1907-8...........................................................................................................

Total reg
Reregis New reg istrations
trations. istrations. for the
year.
6,343
1,391
740
2,513
885
361
249
187

3,099
2,243
2,114
1,482.
998
1,257
2,316
2,839

9,442
3,634
2,854
3,995
1,883
1,618
2,565
3,026

A summary of the operations of the employment bureaus shows
the registration of 2,565 applications for employment during the
year 1906-7 at the central office, and 3,639 persons sent to work;
but 24 persons were registered in the branch offices, all of whom
were sent to work. Only 307 persons were sent to government
work, as against 1,737 sent to private work. Of this latter group
1,647 were sent to the country as shed and station hands (277),
laborers (243), rabbiters (169), miners (143), clearers (107), and for
other employments, mainly agricultural and pastoral, in smaller
numbers. There were 1,285 persons sent to the labor depot, mostly
for but a fe\^ days each, and 298 to the casual labor farm.
In the year 1907-8 the number of persons registered was 3,026,
to which were added 1,001 registrations from old lists, making a
total on the books during the year of 4,027 registrations in the
main office, of which number of persons registered 3,237 were sent
to work; 37 persons were-registered at the branch offices and 24
were put to work. Of the total number of persons sent to work
354 went to government work and 1,785 to private employment,
while the labor depot near Sydney and the casual labor farm re
ceived 785 and 337 men, respectively. The city and suburbs
received 188 men and the country, 1,573. The nature of the em
ployments of the country laborers does not vary greatly from that
for the previous year, except that the number of laborers is given
at 422 as against 243 in 1907, and of rabbiters at 52 as against 169
in the earlier period.
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NORWAY.
Arbeids- og L0nningsfor7iold fo r Syersker i K ristiania, tilligemed O p lysninger angaaende L0nninger i andre Jcvindelige Erhverv i Norge.

Udgivet af det statistiske Centralbureau. 1906. 165 pp.
This volume is the fourth of a series of reports classed as social
statistics produced by the Bureau of Statistics of Norway and pre
sents data relative to the employment of women as seamstresses and
in similar occupations in Christiania. There is first presented a brief
account of the methods of the inquiry and of the development of
female labor, especially as seamstresses. The extent and character
of the investigation are next discussed, after which follow tables and
text relative to the place of birth, occupations of parents, former
employment, and apprenticeship of seamstresses; earnings of seam
stresses, under the three heads of factory employees, seamstresses
working in families, and those working in their own homes; conjugal
condition, state of health, hours of labor, cost of living, and changes
in rates of earnings within the past twenty or thirty years. A com
parison is also made between the earnings of seamstresses in Norway
and those in other countries, data concerning conditions in Copen
hagen, Stockholm, and Berlin being shown.
The second part of the volume presents the rates of earnings: of
working women in various industries in Norway, while in an appendix
other subjects of especial interest in connection with female labor are
discussed.
The census of 1900 showed that there were 31,435 working women
in Norway employed in sewing and similar occupations, of whom
approximately 14,500 were classed as urban. Of these 5,251 were in
Christiania. The following table shows the number of working women
employed in sewing, etc., in Christiania and in the entire Kingdom,
by principal industries:
NUMBER OF WOMEN ENGAGED IN SEWING AND IN SIMILAR EMPLOYMENTS IN
CHRISTIANIA AND IN NORWAY, BY INDUSTRIES, 1900.
Christi Norway.
ania.
Tailoresses (independent tradeswomen)..........................................................*...........
Seamstresses (independent, in petty industries)..........................................................
Employees in factories making—

11
2,435

2,015
20,566

Hats and caps, innlnding storm hats, e tc .... ...............................................................
Clothing ana cloaks................................................................................................
Handworkers with—
Tailors .................................................................................................................
Hat makers, etc......................................................................................................
Glove makers..........................................................................................................
Shoemakers.............................................................................................................
Sewing women in petty industries working at—
Sewing....................................................................................................................
Millinery.................................................................................................................

45
135
305

249
222
494

262
148
178
176

1,369
216
203
436

1,523
33

5,455
210

Total...................................................................................................................

5,251

31,435

Shoes, slippers, e t c ..
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The conjugal condition of the two largest groups (“ seamstresses,
independent, in petty industries ” and “ sewing women in petty indus
tries working at sewing”) shown in the above table for Christiania
is given in the following table:
CONJUGAL CONDITION OF SEAMSTRESSES IN PETTY INDUSTRIES IN CHRISTIANIA
CLASSIFIED BY AGE GROUPS, 1900.
Num berAge group.

Unmar Married.
ried.

15 and under 20 years...
20 and under 25 years..
25 and under 30 years..
W and under 35 years...
35 and under 40 years...
40 and under 45 years..
45 and under 50 years..
50 and under 55 years.
55 and under 65 years...
65 and under 75 years..
75 and under 85 years...
Age nut reported......... .

361
921
699

430

292
205
114
95
108
42
3

W id

owed.

1

17
41
54
40
46
27
12

10

6

Not re
ported.

Total.

7 ..............

20

...........

*406-

7

292
50 ..............
61
2
75 ..............
73 ..............
58
2
3i
1

12

3,291

Total..................

«»254

945
760
524
382
314
216
180
178
80
3
14
3,958

« Including 19 women separated from their husbands.
b Including 19 divorced women.

The age group 20 and under 25 years is the largest, containing 23.9
per cent of the total number of seamstresses in the groups pre
sented. Within these age limits also are found 28- per cent of all
unmarried seamstresses, the numbers decreasing rapidly in the suc
ceeding five-year periods. The largest number of married women is
found in the group 30 and under 35, while for widows the maximum
is not reached until at the ages 45 and under 50.
The present report presents data relative to but 525 of the seam
stresses of Christiania, of whom 410 were unmarried, 66 married, and
40 widowed. A comparison of the percentages found within the vari
ous age groups reported by the census of 1900 with those considered
in this report is shown in the following table:
SEAMSTRESSES IN CHRISTIANIA IN VARIOUS AGE GROUPS., BY P E R CENT IN EACH
AGE GROUP, CENSUS OF 1900 AND REPORT OF 1906.
Per cent.
Age group.

Under 25 years...............................................................................................................
25 and under 40 years. ..................................................................................................
4ft and under 55 years....................................................................................................
55 years and over.........................................................................................................

Ceases* ei Report of
1906. i i m .
33; 0
421
17.9
7.0

32.0
43.4
21.9
2.7

From this table it appears that the proportions of working women
as shown by the two reports are practically the same in the two larger
groups, the proportion of middle-aged women being larger in the:
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number investigated by the present inquiry, while the proportion of
older women, as shown by the report of 1906, does not come up to
the standard shown by the census.
As to the place of birth of the 525 seamstresses considered in this
volume, 25 per cent were bom in Christiania, 18 per cent in other
towns or cities, 47 per cent in rural districts, and 10 per cent were of
foreign birth. As to the occupation of parents, 58.6 per cent were
reported as laborers, 20.2 per cent were farmers, 12.6 per cent trades
people, and 8.6 per cent were servants and employed persons not
classed as laborers.
The question as to apprenticeship was answered by 376 persons, a
period of three months being reported by 141 seamstresses, or 37.5 per
cent of the total number reporting; 44 served less than three months,
and 88 reported no apprenticeship; 52 served from three to six
months’ apprenticeship; 36 from six months to one year, while 15
served more than one year. Of this last group 7 were employed on
men’s clothing, as were also 12 of the 36 whose terms of apprentice
ship ranged from six months to one year.
The following table shows for 256 seamstresses in factories and
workshops the number earning the designated classified weekly rates of
wages:
NUMBER OF SEAMSTRESSES IN FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS, EMPLOYED IN CER
TAIN INDUSTRIES, CLASSIFIED BY GROUPS OF W EEKLY EARNINGS.
Number of seamstresses employed.
Weekly earnings.

3.00 kroner ($0,804)
and under.............
3.01 kroner ($0,807)
to 4.00 k r o n e r
($1.072)..................
4.01 kroner ($1,075)
to 5.00 k r o n e r
($1.34)...................
5.01 kroner ($1,343)
to 6.00 k ro n er
($1.608)................
6.01 kroner ($1,611)
to 7.00 k r o n e r
($1.876).................
7.01 kroner ($1,870)
to 8.00 k r o n e r
($2.144)..................
8.01 kroner ($2,147)
to 9.00 k r o n e r
($2.412).................
9.01 kroner ($2,415)
to 10.00 k r o n e r
($2.68)...................
10.01 kroner ($2,683)
to 12.00 k r o n e r
($3.216).................
12.01 kroner ($3,219)
to 15.00 k r o n e r
($4.02)...................
Over 15 k r o n e r
.. ($4,02)...................
Total employees.

Wo
Cloak
men’s Men’s
cloth cloth mak
ing.
ing.
ing.

Plain
sew
ing.

Boys’
cloth
ing.

Hat
and
Shoe Glove
stitch mak
cap
ing.
mak ing.
ing.

Mili
tary
sup
plies.

Total.

|
1
1

1

<*
1

2
12

6

1

2

3

13

1

4

2

10

2

3

4

3

2

26

11

2

7

5

3

4

58

20

6

4

5

3

5

1

2

46

11

8

4

3

3

3

3

4

1

40

8

11

5

8

1

3

1

1

38

2

5

1

2

.............|

2

2

12 |

4

256

97
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1

24

2

7

16

14
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The average weekly earnings of seamstresses employed in the
various industries were reported as follows: In the making of wo
men’s clothing, 8.12 kroner. ($2.18); men’s clothing, 8.78 kroner
($2.62); boys’ clothing, 9.60 kroner ($2.57); cloaks, 8.35 kroner
($2.24); hats and caps, 8.34 kroner ($2.24); gloves, 8.75 kroner
($2.35), and military supplies, 14 kroner ($3.75); and in plain sewing,
8.72 kroner ($2.34), and shoe stitching, 10 kroner ,($2.68). Total
average weekly earnings, 8.80 kroner ($2.36).
The largest number of employees considered in the above table
are employed in the manufacture of women’s clothing, in which also
the average weekly earnings are lowest. The manufacture of men’s
clothing ranks next in the number of employees, with an average
weekly wage rate considerably above the general average. The
largest wage group is that earning from 7.01 to 8 kroner ($1,879 to
$2,144) per week, this and the two next higher groups, or the range
from 7.01 to 10 kroner ($1,879 to $2,680), containing 56.3 percent of
the total number of employees considered.
The ages of 255 of the 256 working women whose earnings are
shown in the above table are known, and the next table shows for
this number their distribution by age groups and the per cent in each
age group receiving each classified rate of wages:
NUMBER AND AVERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS OF SEAMSTRESSES, BY AGE GROUPS,
AND PER CENT EARNING EACH CLASSIFIED WAGE.
Per cent of seamstresses earning—

Age group.

Number Average
of seam weekly
stresses. earnings.

19 years and under.....................................
20 to 29 years.............................................
30 to 39 years..............................................
40 to 49 years..............................................
50 to 59 years..............................................

50
148
41
13
3

T otal................................................

255

$1,881
2.396
2.667
2.613 }■
3.128
2.358

6.00
kroner
($1,608)
and
under.

6.01
kroner
($1,611)
to 9.00
kroner
($2,412).

9.01
kroner
($2,415)
to 12.00
kroner
($3,216).

46.0
6.8
4.9
6.3

40.0
55.8
43.9
37.5

14.0
33.3
39.0
37.5

4 .i
12.2
18.7

14.2

49.6

30,7

5.5

Over
12.00
kroner
($3,216).

The number of persons represented is too small to warrant very
much weight being given to the showings of the above table. It
appears, however, from the data given that nearly one-half the seam
stresses of the youngest age group earn 6 kroner ($1,608) and under
per week, while the maximum number for each following age group
is to be found in the higher wage groups. The proportion of
employees receiving 9.01 kroner ($2,415) and over weekly is 14 per
cent for those under 20 years of age, 37.4 per cent for those from 20
to 29 years of age, 51.2 per cent for those from 30 to 39 years of age,
and 56.2 per cent for those 40 to 59 years of age1. Practically onehalf (49.6 per cent) of the total number of employees considered
earn from 6.01 to 9.00 kroner ($1,611 to $2,412) per week.
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The average number of working days per annum of the 256 seam
stresses in factories and workshops is given at 262, the average yearly
earnings being 384 kroner ($102.91). Shown by classified annual
earnings, the largest number (101) earned from 301 kroner ($80.67)
to 400 kroner ($107.20), the next largest groups being 68 persons
earning from 401 kroner ($107.47) to 500 kroner ($134.00), and 45
persons earning from 201 kroner ($53.87) to 300 kroner ($80.40).
But 28 seamstresses earned more than 500 kroner ($134.00), while 14
earned 200 kroner ($53.60) or less.
As to seamstresses working at home, the report shows that the
average weekly earnings of 178 working alone were 8.41 kroner
($2,254), 109, or 61.2 per cent of this class, earning from 7.01 kroner
($1,879) to 12.00 kroner ($3,216) per week.
The following table summarizes the data as to working time and
average earnings for the different classes of seamstresses:
AVERAGE EARNINGS AND NUMBER OF DAYS WORKED BY SEAMSTRESSES.

Classification.

Number, Average
Days
Average
yearly
of seam weekly worked
stresses. earnings. per year. earnings.

In factories, etc............................................................................
In families............................. •.....................................................
At home, working alone..............................................................
At home, with assistants.............................................................

256
30
178
48

$2.358
3.589
2.254
3.913

Total.....................................................................................

512

2.538

262
S102.91
261 • ISO; 78
245
93.26
269
170.18.
257

100.08

There is little variation in the working time per year of the various
classes here shown, though the average earnings vary considerably,
seamstresses working at home with assistants having the largest
income, those working in families ranking next.
The hours per day in factories and workshops were twelve for 116 of
the 236 employees reported, only 6 working a longer time, thirteen
hours being the longest day, while but 16 had a working day shorter
than eleven hours. These periods include intervals for meals, etc.,
amounting to one and one-half hours for 147 employees, longer
periods for 35 and shorter for 54 employees. Seamstresses in private
families usually work from 8 a. m. to 8 p. m., with from one to two
hours for rest and meals. The hours of those working at home are
much more irregular, ranging from 10 to 17i per day, including
intervals for meals, etc. Of the 102 seamstresses of this class for
whom report is made, 52 worked twelve hours and only 18 had a
shorter day; 17 worked from thirteen to fourteen hours, while for 15
the working day exceeded fourteen hours. These numbers all include
intervals for meals, etc.
A comparison of the earnings of 456 seamstresses in 1894 with
those of 407 in 1904 shows an average increase of approximately
60 kroner ($16.08) for the year.
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SWEDEN.
Lifsmedels- och B ostadspriser i Sverige under dren 1 9 0 4 -1 9 0 7 . Utgif-

ven af K. Kommerskollegii Afdelning for Arbetsstatistik. 1909.
104 pp.
This report, issued by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Royal
Board of Trade of Sweden, shows, for the years 1904 to 1907, the
prices of the necessaries of life and of food animals and the rates of
rent in the principal localities of the Kingdom. The report discusses
generally and then more in detail the prices of food and of food animals,
showing the general increase in prices during the period covered, and
the effect of locality and seasons on prices; it also takes up the
subjects of rents and of board in private families, and shows that
rent and board have also increased. Tables occupy practically onehalf the report, presenting in detail data for various articles of
food and classes of food animals, as well as for lodgings of different
sorts, by year and locality.
A summary table showing the average prices of the principal
articles of food and of fuel, by years, for the Kingdom is given below:
AVERAGE PRICES OF PRINCIPAL ARTICLES OF FOOD AND OF FUEL, 1904 TO 1907.
Increase from 1904
to 1907.

Average price in—
Article.

Unit.
1904.

1905.

1900.

1907.

Per
Amount. eent.(fl)

Milk, unskimmed...................................... Quart... $0,033 $0,033 $0,036 $0,036
$0,003
7.7
.018
.018 ; .oi8
Milk, skimmed......................................... Quart...
.018
Butter, best.................. ........................... Pound..
.250
.269
.258
.266
6.3
M
.232
Butter, second class.................................. Pound..
.244
.242
.225
.017
7.6
Cheese, ordinary........................................ Pound..
.130
.125
.133
.141
.016
12.6
.191
Oleomargarine, best.................................. Pound..
.181
.193
.191
.010
5.4
Oleomargarine, cheapest............................ Pound..
.122
.126
.131
.131
.009
8.0
.214
Eggs.......................................................... Dozen...
.207
.228
.241
.034
16.3
Potatoes..................... ............................... Peek__
.137
.118
.137
Peas, yellow............................................... Pound..
.032
.033
.033
.033
Beans, brown............................................ Pound..
.049
.047
.049
.047
Wheat flour............................................... Pound..
.033
.033
.033
.034
.001
3.7
Rye flour................................................... Pound..
.023
.024
.023
.023
.001
5.3
R ye flour, bolted....................................... Pound..
.029 . .029
.032
.028
.004
13.0
Oatmeal............................................. ....... Pound..
.038
.038
.038
.039
.001
3.2
Bariev meal............................................... Pound..
.032
.030
.030
.032
Rice flour, best.......................................... Pound.
.069
.072
.071
5.003
6 3.5
Rice flour, cheapest grade......................... Pound..
.039
.039
.038
.039
Rye bread, drv.......................................... Pound..
.044
.043
.043
.045
.001
2.8
Rye bread, fresh, sweetened..................... Pound..
.041
.043
.043
.043
Rye bread, fresh, sour..........................
.030
.032
Pound..
.030
.032
.002
4.0
Wheat bread, dry...................................... Pound..
.078
.079
.077
.081
.004
6.3
Wheat bread, fresh.................................... Pound..
69.5
.081
.053
.056
&.0O5
Beef, fresh, roasts, ordinary...................... Pound..
.111
.108
.119
.129
.018
16.5
Beef, fresh, for boiling............................... Pound..
.092
.090
.098
.108
.016
17.1
Veal, roasts................................................ Pound..
.124
.126
.141
.113
.019
15.7
Veal (suckling calves)............................... Pound..
.064
.064
.071
.078
.014
20.8
Mutton, roasts........................................... Pound..
.128
.152
.125
21.4
.143
.027
Pork, fresh................................................. Pound..
.134
.022
.128
.154
.150
17.1
Pork, salt, Swedish................................... Pound..
.142
.140
.160
.159
.019
13.9
Pork, salt, American................................. Pound..
.137
.137
.151
10.6
.152
.015
Fish, fresh, herrings.................................. Pound..
.040
.038
.041
.041
.003
9.7
Fish, fresh, small herrings......................... Pound..
.049
.051
.002
.050
.053
4.8
Fish, fresh, plaice...................................... Pound..
.086
.091
.012
.085
.097
14.3
Fish, salt, herrings.................................... Pound..
.046
.044
.050
.006
.049
13.9
Fish, salt, small herrings........................... Pound..
.032
.030
.001
4.2
.029 . .030
« The per cents of increase shown fn this eohimn are based on the exact amounts shown in the original
report and expressed in Swedish Ore. An ore is equivalent to 0.268 cent.
©Increase from 1905 to 1907.
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AVERAGE PRICES OF PRINCIPAL ARTICLES OF FOOD AND OF FUEL, 1904 TO 1907—
Concluded.
Increase from 1904
to 1907.

Average price in—
Article.

Unit.

1904.
Fish, salt, cod............................................
Coffee, Brazilian........................................
Sugar, lump...............................................
Petroleum, first duality............................
Firewood, birch/......................................
Firewood, pine..........................................
*Turf (fuel).................................................
Coal, anthracite.........................................
Coke, not crushed.....................................

1905.

1906.

1907.

Pound.. $0,062 $0.066 $0.068 $0.072
.134
.140
.141
Pound..
.142
.074
.084
.075
Pound..
.075
Quart...
.041
.046
.041
.041
Cord___ 5.948 5.921
6.058 6.440
Cord___ 4.530 4.502 4.665 5.048
Bushel..
.069
.066
.066
Bushel..
.335
.304
.300
Bushel..
.106
.119
.100

Per
Amount. cent.(a)

$0,010
. .007
.001
6.005
.492
.518
c.003
c. 031
c.013

15.7
5.5
1.6
6 11.1
8.3
11.4
«4.3
clO. 2
c 12.5

a The per cents of Increase shown in this column are based on the exact amounts shown in the orig
inal report and expressed in Swedish ore. An ore is equivalent to 0.268 cent.
6 Decrease.
c Increase from 1905 to 1907.

Most of the articles enumerated in the above table show an advance
in cost over the initial year for which reports are made, the only
decrease being in the case of petroleum. The increase is most marked
in the case of eggs and meats, though considerable advances are shown
in the case of several other articles, as cheese, bolted rye flour, and fuel.
The same tendency is shown in the prices of food animals, which
are reported for three principal localities and for various years, fat
heifers selling in Stockholm at 44 ore per kilogram (5.35 cents per
pound) in 1905, as against 56 ore per kilogram (6.81 cents per pound)
in 1907. Good steers sold in the same market at 51 ore per kilogram
(6.20 cents per pound) in 1906, and for 55 ore per kilogram (6.69 cents
per pound) in 1907, while fat hogs weighing from 80 to 100 kilo
grams (176 to 220 pounds) brought 62 ore per kilogram (7.54 cents
per pound) in 1905, 70 ore per kilogram (8.51 cents per pound) in
1906, and 67 ore per kilogram (8.15 cents per pound) in 1907.
Rentals also showed an increase during the period 1905 to 1907,
the year 1904 not being considered in this connection in the report.
Thus in 48 principal localities, the average cost of an apartment con
sisting of a single room was 85 kroner ($22.78) per annum in 1905,
89 kroner ($23.85) in 1906, and 91 kroner ($24.39) in 1907. For a
single room with kitchen the prices were 141 kroner ($37.79), 148
kroner ($39.66), and 150 kroner ($40.20), respectively; while for two
rooms with kitchen the prices were 235 kroner ($62.98), 242 kroner
($64.86), and 251 kroner ($67.27), for the years named. These
gains amount to a rate of increase of 7.1 per cent in the case of single
rooms, 6.4 per cent for single rooms with kitchen, and 6.8 per cent for
two rooms with kitchen.
Board and lodging for working people show practically the same
rate of increase, or 7 per cent in the period, the average cost being
7.52 kroner ($2.02) per week in 1905, 7.75 kroner ($2.08) in 1906,
and 8.05 kroner ($2.16) in 1907.
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DECISIONS OF COURTS AFFECTING LABOR.
[Except in cases of special interest, the decisions here presented are restricted to
those rendered by the federal courts and the higher courts of the States and Territo
ries. Only material portions of such decisions are reproduced, introductory and
explanatory matter being given in the words of the editor.]

DECISIONS UNDER STATUTE LAW.
A ssignment of W ages—L iberty of Contract—Constitu
tionality of Statute—W ages and S alaries—P olice P ower—
M assie v. Cessna, Suprem e Court of Illinois, 88 Northeastern Re
porter, page 152.—This case came before the supreme court on appeal

from the circuit court of Cook County on the question of the consti
tutionality of the statute of May 13, 1905, regulating the assign
ment of wages, income, or salaries. Harry J. Massie had secured a
decree for an injunction against Cessna on the ground that the
transactions in which Cessna had been engaged were in violation
of the statute above named, from which decree an appeal was taken
and a reversal secured. The act in question prohibits the assign
ment of wages or salaries of any person unless certain prescribed
formalities are complied with, including acknowledgment in person
before a justice of the peace and the joint acknowledgment of the
assignor’s wife or husband, as the case may be, where the assignor
is a married person. Assignments to secure usurious debts are also
made void by this law, and assignments covering more than six
months’ earnings are likewise void. The complainant, Massie, was
an employee of a printing company, and for about twelve years had
had dealings with the appellant, Cessna, during which time he had
paid exorbitant and usurious rates of interest on money loaned to him
and had been required, as a condition of securing such loans, to
make assignments of his wages. These assignments, it was claimed,
were in violation of the above law, as they had never been acknowl
edged in person either before a justice of the peace or any other
official, and they were, furthermore, tainted with usury.
The appellant, Cessna, had threatened to bring suit to enforce the
assignments against the complainant and his employer, and the
petition included a prayer not only for an injunction against such
proceedings, but also for the cancellation of all assignments now in
the hands of Cessna and his agents.
412
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Cessna based his appeal on the contention that the statute in
question was unconstitutional and that it violated the provisions of
the constitution of the State of Illinois, which provides that “ no
person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due
process of law.” This question alone was passed upon by the court,
and the statute in question was declared unconstitutional. The
decree was reversed and the case remanded with directions to sus
tain Cessna’s demurrer to the bill. The opinion of the court was
delivered by Judge Scott and specially concurred in by Judges Vickers
and Dunn, who held the statute unconstitutional, not only as drafted
but void also if it were restricted to wage-earners only. From the
opinion of Judge Scott the following is quoted:
The right to labor for and to render services to another, and the
right to dispose of the compensation to be received for so doing, are
property rights within the meaning of the language just quoted
from the constitution. It is at once apparent upon an examination
of this statute that it abridges the right of the man who earns a
salary and the right of the man who earns wages to contract with
reference thereto. Notwithstanding this fact, appellee contends that,
the act in question is not prohibited by the constitution, for the
reason that it is referable to the police power of the State. The
laws which the legislature may enact in tne exercise of that power
are laws which have a tendency to promote the public comfort,
health, safety, morals, or welfare, or which have a tendency to pre
vent some recognized evil or wrong. [Cases cited.]
It is urged: That wage-earners compose a class of inhabitants of
the State who, when they desire to borrow money and secure the
same by the assignment of their wages earned or to be eariled,
become victims of men engaged in the business of loaning money at
usurious rates, who are commonly denominated "loan sharks” ;
that, when the wage-earner finds it necessary to borrow money upon
such security, he is unable to deal with the money lender upon an
even footing; that the latter is able to exact usury, and to practice
various like wrongs and impositions upon him, by reason of his
poverty and sometimes by reason of his improvidence; and that this
creates a condition of affairs which the legislature may remedy by
the exercise of the police power. While we think this evil exists, it
is yet apparent, upon a careful examination of this statute, that it
is too broad in its terms to be justified as an exercise of the police
power for the purpose of mitigating or remedying the wrong at which
it is aimed. It applies not only to wages, but also to salaries.
“ Wages,” in its ordinary acceptation, has a less extensive "meaning
than “ salary.” “ Wages” is usually restricted to sums paid as hire
or reward to domestic or menial servants and to sums paid to arti
sans, mechanics, laborers, and others employed in various manual
occupations, while “ salary” has reference to the compensation of
clerks, bookkeepers, other employees of like class, officers of corpo
rations, and public officers. (2 Standard Die., p. 1573; In re Stryker,
158 N. Y. 526, 53 N. E. 525, 70 Am. St. Kep. 489.)
This statute, in so far as it would tend to make effective the right of
the wage-earner to receive the full benefit of the wages earned by him,
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is like unto the statute which prefers laborers' and servants' claims in
certain instances, like unto the statute which provides that no per
sonal property shall be exempt from execution issued for the collec
tion or the wages of any laborer or servant, and like unto the statute
which provides that in a suit brought by “ a mechanic, artisan, miner,
laborer, or servant or employee” for his or her “ wages” earned and
due, the plaintiff may, under certain conditions recover, in addition
to the wages, an attorney's fee for the prosecution of the suit. It
is to be observed that these statutes all pertain to wages, and not
salaries. The statute last above referred; to is the act of June 1,
1889. (Hurd's Rev. St. 1908, p. 192, c. 13, § 13.) Its validity has
been assailed upon the ground that it is special legislation, confer
ring a right upon persons therein specified to attorney's fees that
was not given to other persons; but this court held that the enumer
ation, which is broad enough to include all wage-earners, and which
includes none but wage-earners, is an enumeration of persons com
posing a class, upon which the right given by the statute might be
conferred without violation of the constitution. (Yogel v. Pekoe,
157 III. 339, 42 N. E. 386, 30 L. R. A. 491.) We have recently
referred to that case with approval. (Manowsky v. Stephan, 233 111
409, 84 N. E. 365.) The reasoning of the Yogel case would seem
to lead to the conclusion that wage-earners are the proper objects of
legislation which would tend to protect them from the evil which
this statute is designed to obviate. Such an act would not be ren
dered invalid by the fact that it placed reasonable regulations upon
the right to assign wages to secure an indebtedness and prescribed
a reasonable method to be pursued in making the assignment effective.
It has been recently so held by the supreme court of Massachusetts
in reference to the sections of a statute regulating the assignment of
“ wpges.” (Mutual Loan Co. v. Martell (filed January 6, 1909), 200
Mass. 482, 86 N. E. 916.) It is true that many persons who are
salaried receive compensation not greater in amount, by the month
or year, than the compensation received by many wage-earners.
Whether a statute protecting a salary not greater in amount than a
certain sum per week or month, or protecting a portion of a salary
which portion is not greater than a certain sum per month or week,
would be valid, is a question not here presented.
The statute now under consideration is invalid because it violates
the provisions of our constitution which has been invoked by limits
ing the right of persons earning the higher salaries to assign or transfer
their salaries in such manner as they see fit; there being nothing in
the public policy of the State requiring or warranting such abridg
ment of their right, and nothing requiring or warranting a statute
giving to such persons the benefit that might with entire propriety
De given to wage-earners by an act in reference to the assignment of
wages. The third section of this statute is unconstitutional for the
further ^reason that it makes the assignment given as security for a
loan tainted with usury void, while the law of the State makes no
such provision with reference to other instruments or other convey
ances given to secure usurious debts. We also point out the fact
that it is extremely doubtful whether the act in its entirety could in
any event be made effective in the city of Chicago, for the reason
that it requires the assignment to be acknowledged before a justice
of the peace in and for the township in which the assignor resides
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and entered by such justice upon his docket; there being now no
justices of the peace in that city and no law requiring the keeping
of such a docket as that which the justice of the peace formerly kept.
Contracts of E mployment with I ntent to D efraud —R e 
payment of A dvances—Construction of S tatute— Wells v.
State, Court o f A ppeals o f Georgia, 64 Southeastern Reporter, page 4&4-—

Jasper Wells was convicted in the city court of Reidsville of pro
curing money and supplies on a contract of employment, with in
tent to defraud. The act on which the proceeding was based provides
punishment by fine or imprisonment for making a contract to render
services with the intent of procuring money or other things of value
and afterwards failing to perform the service, “ to the loss and damage
of the hirer.”
The facts in the case appear in the opinion of the court, which
was delivered by Judge Powell,, reversing the judgment of the court
below. The opinion follows:
The defendant was charged with cheating and swindling under the
act of 1903 (Acts 1903, p. 90). The State's contention, supported
by the testimony of the prosecutor, was that the defendant con
tracted with the prosecutor to work for him as an ordinary farm
laborer at $16 per month until he should pay and return to him the
sum of $30.85, which the prosecutor had paid to another person at
the defendant's request; that in addition to paying this $30.85 the
defendant was to work on until he had repaid all advances that the
prosecutor might make him in the meantime. The defendant went to
work, and worked three months and six days, and then moved away.
At the time he left the prosecutor's place the defendant still owed
him the $30.85, after crediting him with his wages, and also owed a
balance of $16.66 for supplies advanced to him pending the per
formance of the labor.
If we should hold that the act of 1903 covered such a transaction
as this, no court having jurisdiction to do so would hesitate to de
clare the act unconstitutional and void, for its repugnancy to the
Federal Constitution and the peonage statutes enacted thereunder, as
well as for its repugnancy to our own state constitution. I t has teen
held, too often to require the citation of any authority, that this
statute is applicable only where the cheating and swindling has teen
accomplished through the fraudulent procurement of money, under
a definite contract of employment. It may be that under the testi
mony in the record the contract between the prosecutor and the
defendant as to the time of its beginning is definite enough; but
when was it to end ? The defendant was to work until he repaid not
only the $30.85, but also all further advances. After three months
haa elapsed, the defendant owed the $30.85 and also $16.66 more;
and at this rate the defendant, though he were a young man at the
teginning, and though he might live to the ripest old age, would go
down to his grave with his contract still unperformed. Under every
decision rendered by this court, and by the supreme court upon the
application of this statute, the defendant is not guilty.
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D ischarge of E mployees—S tatement of R eason for
charge—Constitutionality of S tatute—Atchison, Topeka

D is
and
S anta Fe R ailw ay Company v. Brown, Suprem e Court o f K ansas,
102 Pacific Reporter, page £59.—A. W. Brown had secured a judgment

in the district court of Lyon County, against the company above
named on account of its refusal to furnish a written statement of the
cause of his discharge, as is required by section 2422 of the General
Statutes of Kansas, 1901. The company brought the case before thei
supreme court on the question of the unconstitutionality of the law re
ferred to and secured a reversal of the judgment of the lower court on
the ground that the law was unconstitutional. The grounds on which
this decision was based are set forth in the following extracts from
the opinion of the court, as delivered by Judge Smith:
The statute required the employer, upon the request of a dis
charged employee, to furnish in writing the true cause or reason for
such discharge. The railroad company did not meet this require
ment. Its “ service letter,” as it is called, stated only that Brown was
discharged “ for cause.” This is not a statement of “ the cause” or of
any cause.
It is also alleged that the service letter was issued in furtherance
of a conspiracy existing between the defendant and other railroad
companies to prevent employees of one company from getting em
ployment in another company without the consent of the former
employer. This claim is not supported by any evidence. “ To
constitute a conspiracy the purpose to be effected by it must be un
lawful, either in respect of its nature or in respect of the means to be
employed for its accomplishment.” (People v. Willis, 24 Misc.
Rep. 537, 54 N. Y. Supp. 129, 133; People v. Olson (Super. Buff.)
15 if. Y. Supp. 778, 779; Payne v. Western & Atlantic R. Co., 81
Tenn. (13 Lea) 507, 521, 49 Am. Rep. 666; 2 Words and Phrases
Judicially Defined, 1460.) There was nothing in the evidence to show
that there was an unlawful purpose contemplated, or that unlawful
means were to be used. All that is shown, in substance, is that, upon
Brown’s application to two other railroad companies, request was
made for his* service letter when he informed the employment agent
that he had worked for the defendant company, and that, upoti the
resentation of his letter, employment was refused him. Probably
e could have secured employment only upon the presentation of a
letter recommending him as a desirable employee, and that a letter
stating the true cause of his discharge, which appears to have been
sufficient in the mind of the employment agent of the defendant
company to remove him from the employment, would not have
availed him. If so, he was not damaged by the failure of the defendant
to state the true cause of his discharge.
I t may be said that if the law is valid the company need have no
concern as to the effect of its compliance with the letter of the law.
This leads us to the principal contention of the company that the
law is unconstitutional; that it is repugnant to the eleventh section
of the bill of rights of the State of Kansas, which provides that: “ All
persons may freely speak, write or publish their sentimeiits on all
subjects, being responsible for the abuse of such right.” I t is also
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contended that the law is repugnant to the fourteenth amendment
to the Constitution of the United States, which provides: “ No State
shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State demve any person of life, liberty, or property without due process of
aw.” I t has been conceded in argument that, in the absence of a
contract of employment for a definite term, the master may dis
charge the servant for any reason or for no reason, and that the
servant may quit his employment for any reason or for no reason.
Such action on the part of the employer or the employee, where no
obligation is violated, is as [an] essential element of liberty in action.
Can one, then, be compelled to give a reason or cause for an action for
which he may have no specific reason or cause except perhaps a mere
whim or prejudice? Again, is not the freedom to remain silent, to
neither write nor publish anything on a certain subject involved as an
element in the guaranteed right to “ freely speak, write or publish
their sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of
such right?” It would seem that the liberty to remain silent is
correlative to the freedom to speak. If one must speak, he can not be
said to freely speak.
The statute m question, like its companion statute (chapter 120,
page 226, Laws 1897), was the outgrowth of the financial and busi
ness depression preceding that session of the legislature. Employers
sought to recoup their loss of incomes by scaling the wages of the
employees, and laborers sought to resist the decrease in wages or to
compel an advance by uniting in labor organizations. The remarks
of the late Mr. Justice Greene in holding the provisions of chapter
120, Laws 1897, unconstitutional are equally applicable to the pro
visions of the law in question. An excerpt from the opinion in Brick
Co. v . Perry, 69 Kans. 297, 76 Pac. 848, reads:
“ Before approaching a discussion of the question, let us exclude
any notion that the act in question is a ponce regulation. It will
be observed that it does not affect the public welfare, health, safety,
or morals of the community, or prevent the commission of any offense
or other manifest evil. Where the object of the act can not be
traced to the accomplishment of some one of these purposes, it is
not a police regulation. Besides, the legislature has no power to
impair or limit the reasonable and lawful exercise of a right guaran
teed by the constitution, under the guise of a police regulation.
It must also be remembered that the right which the plaintiff claimed
was violated did not originate in contract, but was purely statutory.
Therefore the determination of the question whether he has any
remedy depends entirely upon the validity of this statute.” When
the relation of employer and employee has ceased by discharge or
by quitting the employment, if the employee has been efficient and
trustworthy, the employer may be under a moral obligation to
benefit the employee by giving him a statement to that effect. On
the other hand, if the employee has been inefficient or untrustworthy
it may be the employer’s moral duty to furnish a prospective em
ployer, upon request, or perhaps without request, a statement of
these facts; but the former employer is under no legal obligation
so to do either to his ex-employee or to the prospective employer.

i
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The public has no interest in the matter, and in neither case can
such a duty be imposed as a police regulation, and the attempt by
statute to impose the furnishing of such a statement is an inter
ference with personal liberty.
The mere matter of time requisite to comply with the require
ment of the statute is perhaps a matter of trifling consideration,
yet, if the State may compel the sacrifice of a few minutes of the
time of one person for another, may it not compel the sacrifice of a
few days of time? Where and upon what principle shall the limit
be placed? Again, if the employer can be compelled to state the
true cause of discharge, it implies that he should state the facts as
he understands them, and the facts may be in dispute and may be
regarded by the employee as libelous. Litigation may result there
from which might be a great burden to the employer, although suc
cessfully defended. We think the State can impose no such possi
ble burden.
E mployers’ L iability —A ctions for I njuries Causing D eath—
R ights of N onresident A liens —T reaties— Fulco et ah v. Schuyl
kill Stone Co., United States C ircuit Court of Appeals, T hird C ircuit,
169 Federal R eporter, page 98 . —This was an action in which the plain

tiffs, residents of Italy and subjects of the King of Italy, sought to
recover damages for the death of their son who was killed through
the alleged negligence of the company named above in its quarry
in Montgomery County, Pa. The right to recover damages for
injuries resulting in death is granted in general terms by the acts
of 1851 and 1855.
Section 18 of the Pennsylvania act of April 15, 1851 (P. L. 674),
provides:
No action hereafter brought to recover damages for injuries to the
person by negligence or default shall abate by reason of the death of
the plaintiff; but the personal representatives of the deceased may
be substituted as plaintiff, and prosecute the suit to final judgment
and satisfaction.
Section 19 of the same act, among other things, provides:
Whenever death shall be occasioned by unlawful violence or negli
gence and no suit for damages be brought by the party injured dur
ing his or her life, the widow of any such deceased, or if there be no
widow, the personal representatives may maintain an action for and
recover damages for the death thus caused.
Section 1 of the Pennsylvania act of April 26, 1855 (P. L. 309),
provides:
The persons entitled to recover damages for any injury causing
death, shall be the husband, widow, children or parents of the
deceased, and no other relatives, and the sum recovered shall go to
them in the proportion they would have taken his or her estate in
case of intestacy and that without liability to creditors.
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The court held that nonresident aliens could not claim the bene
fits of these laws, nor were they aided by the provisions of the treaty
between the United States and Italy. The opinion of the court was
delivered by Judge Bradford and is for the most part as follows:
Actions in Pennsylvania to recover damages for injuries resulting
in death, aside from the existing treaty of commerce and navigation
between the United States and Italy, signed, ratified and proclaimed
in 1871 (act Feb. 26, 1871, 17 Stat. 845) are governed by the abovequoted provisions. The treaty contains, among other things, the
following provisions:
“ Article III. The citizens of each of the high contracting parties
shall receive, in the States and Territories of the other, the most con
stant protection and security for their persons and property, and shall
enjoy in this respect the same rights and privileges as are or shall be
granted to the natives on their submitting themselves to the condi
tions imposed upon the natives. * * * ”
“ Article X X III. The citizens of either party shall have free access
to the courts of justice, in order to maintain and defend their own
rights, without any other conditions, restrictions, or taxes than such
as are imposed upon the natives. They shall therefore be free to
employ, in defense of their rights, such advocates, solicitors, notaries,
agents and factors, as they may judge proper, in all their trials at
law; and such citizens or agents shall have free opportunity to be
present at the decisions and sentences of the tribunals in all cases
which may concern them, and likewise at the taking of all examina
tions and evidences which may be exhibited in the said trials.”
The foregoing articles are the only provisions of the treaty necessary
for our consideration; for it is admitted on both sides, and we think
properly, that if the right of action claimed by the plaintiffs exists by
virtue of the treaty it must be derived from one or both of these two
articles. But they nowhere create or undertake to create in subjects
of Italy, not resident in the United States, new and substantial
rights of person or property to be enforced in this country. So far as
they concern rights of person or property of nonresident Italians their
purpose plainly is limited to the prevention of invidious discrimina
tions in favor of citizens of the United States and against subjects of
Italy with respect to the enjoyment and enforcement in the United
States of privileges and rights of person and property, arising and
existing wholly mdependently of those provisions. Their essential
nature so far as they relate to privileges and rights of person and prop
erty is antidiscriminative,—not creative; Article III providing, m
substance, that the citizens or subjects of each of the two countries
should receive in the other protection and security “ for their persons
and property,” and should “ enjoy in this respect the same rights and
privileges” as those of “ the natives, on their submitting themselves
to the conditions imposed upon the natives,” and Article X X III pro
viding, in substance, that the citizens or subjects of either party
should have free access to the courts of justice “ in order to maintain
and defend their own rights, without any other conditions, restric
tions, or taxes than such as are imposed upon the natives.” Both
articles are predicated on the existence of privileges, rights or property
on the part of the alien not created by or derived from those provi
sions, but constituting the subject-matter which it was their purpose
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to protect and enforce. It is evident, therefore, that unless the
plaintiffs, as nonresident aliens, are, under the statutes of Pennsyl
vania, and aside from the treaty, clothed with a right to recover
damages resulting from the death of Vincenzo Fulco the judgment
below must be affirmed. Whatever might be the views of the court
on this point were it res integra, we feel bound by the decisions of the
supreme court of Pennsylvania on the proper construction and effect
of local statutes of that State to hold that no such right is vested in
the plaintiffs. (Deni v. Penna. R. Co., 181 Pa. 525, 37 Atl. 558, 59
Am. St. Rep. 676; Maiorano v. Baltimore & O. R. Co., 216 Pa. 402,
65 Atl. 1077, 116 Am. St. Rep. 778; Zeiger v. Pennsylvania R. Co.,
158 Fed. 809, 86 C. C. A. 69; Zeiger v . Pennsylvania R. Co., 151 Fed.
348.) The judgment below must be affirmed, with costs, and it is
accordingly so ordered.
E mployers’ L iability —A cts of F ellow-Servants—A ssump
R isks—Construction of S tatute—St. Louis, Iron M oun
ta in and Southern R ailw ay Company v. Ledford, Suprem e Court o f
A rkansas, 119 Southwestern Reporter, page 1123.—This was an action

tion of

to recover damages for injuries to the plaintiff, Ledford, caused by
the act of a fellow-servant, Bolan, both being employees of the rail
way company named. Ledford was a call boy and Bolan a hostler,
on whose engine Ledford voluntarily rode from the station to the
roundhouse, and by whose reckless running of the engine he was
injured. The case presents no point of special interest apart from
the construction by the court of the fellow-servant act, and only that
portion of the opinion is here reproduced which relates to this subject.
On this point Judge McCulloch, speaking for the court, said:
Under the act of March 8, 1907 (Acts 1907, p. 162), the defendant
is responsible to its servants for damages caused by the negligence of
a fellow-servant. This statute reads as follows: “ Section 1. That
hereafter all railroad companies operating within this State, whether
incorporated or not, and all corporations of every kind and character,
and every company, whether incorporated or not, engaged in the
mining or coal, who may employ agents, servants or employees, such
agents, servants or employees being in the exercise of due care, shall
be liable to respond in damages for injuries or death sustained by any
such agent, employee or servant, resulting from the careless omis
sion of duty or negligence of such employer, or which may result
from the carelessness, omission of duty or negligence of any other
agent, servant or employee of the said employer, in the same manner
and to the same extent, as if the carelessness, omission of duty or
negligence causing the injury or death was that of the employer.”
The hostler was known as a recklessly swift engine driver, and the
evidence tended to show that plaintiff knew of this when he went on
the engine to ride with him. It is therefore contended that with this
information on the part of the plaintiff he is deemed to have assumed
the risk, and error is assigned m the refusal of the court to give the
following instruction: “ (6) If you find that the plaintiff knew of the
unfitness or habitual reckless running of the hostler, Bolan, and with
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full knowledge of this he boarded the engine to ride to the roundhouse, and as a result of the reckless or negligent running of Bolan the
collision occurred and plaintiff was injured thereby, your verdict must
be for the defendant.
Prior to the enactment of the statute above
quoted, the master was not responsible in law for injuries to a servant
caused by the negligence of a fellow-servant unless he (the master)
had failed to exercise ordinary care in the selection and employment
of competent servants to work with the injured servant. The risk of
dangers from negligent acts of fellow-servants was held to be the
ordinary risks or service which each servant assumed. Risks of
dangers arising from negligence of the master in employing incompe
tent or reckless servants could be assumed by a servant who took
service or continued in service with knowledge and appreciation of
the danger. [Cases cited.] In this respect the statute has wrought
no change, for it does not undertake to deal with that subject at all.
It merely makes the master responsible to a servant who while exer
cising due care for his own safety is injured by the negligent act of a
fellow-servant, the same as if the negligence was that of the master.
Now, the servant could, before the enactment of this statute, assume
the risk of danger created by the negligent act or omission of the
master, and was deemed to have done so when he became aware of
the situation created by the negligence and appreciated the danger.
We think that under the statute a servant who becomes aware of a
dangerous situation created by the negligence of a fellow-servant and
appreciates the danger must be held to have assumed the risk of such
danger when he continues in the service with such knowledge and
appreciation, for the negligence of the fellow-servant is by the statute
made the same as that of the master so far as it affects the responsi
bility of the latter, and, if the risk of danger caused directly by negliligence of the master can be assumed, no reason appears why risk
of danger caused by negligence of the fellow-servant can not likewise
be assumed.
But it is an altogether different question when we come to consider
whether or not a servant by knowingly taking service or continuing
in service with a careless fellow-servant must be deemed to have
assumed the risk of all negligent acts or omissions of which such
fellow-servant may thereafter be guilty. I t would be absurd to say
that a servant who takes or continues service with a master whom he
knows to be habitually careless thereby assumes the risk of all danger
arising from negligence of the master thereafter committed. The
doctrine of assumed risk is based on contract; and a servant merely
because he knows that his employer is habitually careless does not
contract that the employer is to be absolved from responsibility for
all future acts of negligence. Neither is he deemed since the enact
ment of the statute to have contracted to absolve the employer from
responsibility for damages caused by future acts of negligence of a
fellow-servant merely because he knows that the latter is habitually
careless. Under the statute, the negligence of a fellow-servant is as
before stated the same as that of the master, and must be tested by
the same principles in determining whether or not the risk is assumed
by an injured servant. The statute merely prevents as to certain
classes or employers the application of the doctrine which treats a
danger created by negligence of a fellow-servant as one of the ordi
nary risks of. the service assumed by the servant. It abolishes the
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doctrine of assumed risk to that extent, but no further, and makes the
employer responsible to a servant for the negligence of a fellow-serv
ant the same as if it had been the negligence of the master himself.

E mployers' L iability —E mployment of Children—A ssump
R isks by I nfant E mployees—A lexander v. Carolina M ills,
Suprem e Court o f South C arolina, 64 Southeastern Reporter, page 91 4 .—

tion of

In this case damages had been allowed a minor employee, aged 13
years at the time of his injury, who was injured, it was alleged, by
the negligence of his employer. The defendant company offered as
defenses that the child was guilty of contributory negligence, and
further, that he had assumed the risks of his employment. The
judge ruled that the question of assumption of risks should not be
regarded in the case, which ruling, among other points, was offered
as error in the appeal.
The supreme court reversed the ruling of the trial judge on this
point, and granted a new trial, as appears from the following excerpt
from its opinion, as delivered by Judge Gary:
His honor, the presiding judge, charged the jury that the doctrine
of assumption of risk had no application to the case. The appellant
assigns error in this ruling. The cases of Goodwin v. Columbia Mills
Co., 80 S. C. 349, 61 S. E. 390, and Shirley v. Furniture Co., 76 S. C.
452, 57 S. E. 178, 121 Am. St. Rep. 952, show that the ruling of his
honor, the presiding judge, was erroneous.

E mployers' L iability—E mployment of Children —A ssump
R isks by I nfant E mployees—Owens v. Laurens Cotton
M ills, Suprem e Court of South Carolina, 64 Southeastern R eporter,
page 9 1 5 .—In this case damages had been allowed a minor employee,
tion of

aged about 10 years at the time of her injury, who was injured, it
was alleged, by the negligence of her employer. The defendant com
pany offered as grounds for a nonsuit that the child had assumed the
risks of her employment and that the injury was the result of the
negligence of a fellow-servant. The trial judge refused a nonsuit on
these grounds, whereupon an appeal was taken, in which his ruling
was sustained. The portion of the opinion which relates to these
.points is reproduced below.
Judge Gary, speaking for the court, said:
The first question that will be considered is whether there was
error in refusing the motion for nonsuit made on the ground that the
testimony showed assumption of risk on the part of the plaintiff.
Not only was the testimony conflicting, but the presumption is that
an infant under 14 years of age is incapable or assuming risks of
danger. Therefore his honor, the presiding judge, could not have
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granted the nonsuit without invading the province of the July. The
exception raising this question is overrulea.
The next question for consideration is whether the testimony
showed that the plaintiff was injured as the result of negligence on
the part of a fellow-servant. As the plaintiff was under 14 years of
age, the presumption is that she could not assume the risk arising
from the negligence of a fellow-servant.

E mployers' L iability —F ellow-Servants—Contracts with
A ssociations of E mployees— Edwards’ A dm inistrator v. Lam , Court
o f A ppeals o f Kentucky , 119 Southwestern Reporter, page 175.—This

case was before the court of appeals on a petition for a rehearing. In
the former trial the judgment had been in favor of the employing
company on the question of its liability for injuries received by an
employee on account of insufficient ventilation. The phase of the
question relating to mine inspection is of no special interest, but a
defense was offered in which was presented the question of the effect
of a contract between the operator of a mine and an organization of
employees, on the subject of employers' liability. The effect of such
a contract is discussed in the opinion of the court as delivered by
Judge O'Rear, and this portion of the opinion is reproduced herewith:
In the transcript of the evidence in this case it appears that a con
tract between appellee and the local organization of the United Mine
Workers of America at the place where appellee's mine is located was
admitted to the jury in evidence. But the transcript does not con
tain this contract. In that way the import of that agreement
escaped attracting the notice that its importance as bearing on the
case might justify. It is said that the contract was to this effect:
The miners in appellee's service, all of whom were members of the local
organization or lodge, were to employ a man to “ shoot the mines;"
that no one was to be allowed to “ shoot out of tu rn ;" that, in short, the
control of that part of the operations in the mine relative to the time
and manner of shooting down the coal was to be exclusively within
the hands of the miners themselves. Conceded that the contract was
of such import, we think it materially affects the law of the case.
Obviously there is not a liability on the mine owner as to negligence
in failing to control the time and manner of shooting in the mines
when, by an agreement between the mine owner on the one side and
all the miners on the other, the former had not the duty or right to
control the matter at all, but it was controlled by the men themselves.
The duty of the mine owner, independent of statutory regulation,
and that primary duty to furnish a reasonably safe place in which to
work, and tools with which to work, may vary according to the con
tract between him and his laborers. If the latter do not choose to
rely upon the former's judgment and skill in certain features of the
work, out prefer to rely upon the prudence of their own members,
who are presumably stalled in such work, and whose presence they
also in a manner control by requiring that they should be admitted
from their union, we perceive no reason why they may not. When
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the master divides his men into grades, putting one over another, or
one not connected with another in the same service, he takes away
from the men something of that personal supervision of one over
another in a common employment which constitutes them fellowservants. On the other hand, if the employer and laborers all agree
that the latter are to be of the same or a common grade, and shall
have control themselves of certain features in the work, designed for
their better protection, we are unable to see wherein the arrangement
is illegal, so long as the public policy and the statutes are not vio
lated. If then Edwards was in truth a member of that organization;
if the contract between appellee and the miners left it to the latter
to do their own shooting, or to employ another to do it for them,
then all miners who were parties to the agreement, or who entered
under it, were fellow-servants, each looldng to the common interest
shared by them all rather than to the master for protection against
carelessness on the part of his fellows, though they were in different
rooms or passages and not directly associated in their work. This,
however, could not affect the master’s duty to provide the ventilation
and other safeguards prescribed by the statute set out in the original
opinion in this case. In the event there was such a contract as sug
gested, the negligence of the shot firer, or of the men themselves m
firing the shots, is that of a fellow-servant, for which the law does not
allow a recovery against the master. # I t was appellee’s theory that
such was the cause of the fatal explosion. As there was evidence to
ort its contention, it ought to have been submitted to the jury
r appropriate instructions, as was done under No. 2, as given by
the trial court, except that the court should have left it to the jury to
find whether the men were working under that contract ana rules
promulgated in accord with it. Instruction 2, as directed in the
original opinion, should also be given; but, in view of this contract,
it should be predicated upon the jury’s finding that the miners were
not working under the union contract or agreement.

2

E mployers’ L iability —R ailroad H azards—Construction of
S tatute—E lement of H aste— H anson v. N orthern Pacific R ail
way Company, Suprem e Court o f M innesota, 121 Northwestern Re
porter, page 6 0 7 .—This case was before the supreme court on an appeal

from the district court of Becker County. On trial Louie Hanson
had secured a judgment for damages against the employing com
pany for injuries received while in its service, and the company
appealed. Hanson was a section man and had been ordered by his
foreman to join a crew to go to the scene of a wreck for the purpose
of clearing the track and removing the merchandise of the wrecked
train. One of the freight cars of the wrecked train was loaded with
rolls of carpet. Hanson was at work in a box car into which the
rolls of carpet were being loaded and had been at work all night and
the following day until about 7 o’clock in the evening. While
engaged in piling the rolls of carpet in tiers in the car, where it was
entirely dark, one of the rolls weighing about 75 pounds was negli
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gently thrown into the car by the men who were engaged with Han
son, striking him on the leg and causing the injuries complained of.
The point at issue was as to the nature of the employment, i. e.,
whether it involved railroad hazards within the meaning of section
2042, Revised Laws of 1905. The question also, as to the effect of
the necessity for haste on the actions of employees was discussed.
The opinion of the court was delivered by Judge Lewis, who, having
stated the above facts, said:
The court submitted the case to the jury to determine whether
the men were engaged in a work peculiar to the operation of rail
roads and whether appellant’s servants were guilty of negligence in
handling the carpet. A verdict was returned for respondent, and
on this appeal the court is asked to decide that it conclusively
appears that the work in which respondent was engaged was not a
railroad hazard. The argument in support of this position is based
mainly on the following cases: Lavallee v . St. P. M. & M. Ry. Co.,
40 Minn. 249, 41 N. W. 974; Johnson v. St. P. & D. R. Co., 43 Minn.
222, 45 N. W. 156, 8 L. R. A. 419; Pearson v . C., M. & St. P. Ry.
Co., 47 Minn. 9, 49 N. W. 302; Holtz v. G. N. Ry. Co., 69 Minn. 524,
72 N. W. 805; Weisel v. E. Ry. Co., 79 Minn. 245, 82 N. W. 576;
Jemming v. G. N. Ry. Co., 96 Minn. 302, 104 N. W. 1079, 1 L. R. A.
(N. S.) 696. Most of these cases have been reviewed, but it will be
necessary to briefly refer to them, and to some other decisions, in
order to distinguish the principle which has guided the court in
dealing with this troublesome question. In the Lavallee case, a
smokestack fell from a locomotive standing still in the repair shops
and struck a helper, who at that time was engaged in picking up
rubbish. In the Johnson case the plaintiff was injured while work
ing on a drawbridge by the closing of the bridge tnrough the action
of the wind. In the Pearson case, a crew of section men, includ
ing Pearson, were engaged in loading railroad iron from the ground
to a flat car, when one of the crew negligently let one of the iron rails
fall on Pearson’s arm. The Weisel case was decided upon the
ground that the tender was standing still at the time a chunk of
coal fell from it, and that the cause of the fall was not traceable to
any act connected with the operation of the railroad. .In the Jem
ming case it was said: “ It (the danger) was such as is incidental
to the management of all machinery, and the accident would have
been as liable to occur had the steam shovel been operated by parties
not in the employ of a railway company in excavating for a canal
or for the foundation of a building. It was a hazard connected
with the operation of a steam shovel, and the mere fact that the
shovel belonged to a railway company, and was being operated by
its employees, did not change its nature.” In all of these cases it
was held that the work in which the injured party was engaged did
not constitute any part of the operation of the railroad.
In the following cases the work was considered to be fairly a part
of the operation of the road: Smith v. St. P. & D. R. Co., 44 Minn*
17, 46 N'. W. 149, and Steffenson v. C., M. & St. P. Ry. Co., 45 Minn.
355, 47 N: W. 1068, 11 L. R. A. 271, were hand car cases, where
plaintiffs were injured while engaged in operating the cars on the
track. In Nichols v . C., M. & St. P. Ry. Co., 60 Minn. 319, 62 N. W*
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386, the employees of the company were engaged in straightening
out a wire cable by attaching one end to a switch and the other to
an engine on the track. In Mikkelson v. Truesdale, 63 Minn. 137,
65 N. W. 260, the Nichols case was approved and followed, and it
was declared that an injury which occurred to a locomotive wiper
in a roundhouse, caused by the negligent moving of the engine, was
a railroad hazard.
For the first time a new feature, called the “ element of haste/7
was developed in Bloomquist v. G. N. Ry. Co., 65 Minn. 69, 67 N. W.
804. In that case the section men, including Bloomquist, were
engaged in taking a heavy iron rail from the main track for the purose of putting m new ties. They were required to do this work
astily m order to get the track ready for trains. The rail was
negligently dropped by one of the men, and the court said: u * * *
Plaintiffs employment involved an element of hazard or condition
of danger peculiar to the railroad business, and intimately connected
with and growing out of the operation of the road, to wit, that he
was engaged in repairing the track upon which trains were operated,
and that, in view of that fact, in order to avoid danger to the trains
th at were or might be approaching. * * *
The next case
in which the element of haste was considered is Anderson v. G. N.
Ry. Co., 74 Minn. 432, 77 N. W. 240. There the men were engaged
in repairing a portion of the roadbed, and a track jack was released
without warning, which permitted a part of the track to fall upon
the plaintiff. The element of haste was considered applicable on
account of getting out of the way of trains, and it was deemed a
question of fact w e th e r the work was or was not a railroad hazard.
The same question was involved in the case of Kreuzer v. G. N. Ry.
Co., 83 Minn. 385, 86 N. W. 413, the Bloomquist and Anderson
cases were followed, and it was held to be a question of fact whether
the work of removing a wrecked car from the main track was a
hazard peculiar to railroads. The same principle was somewhat
extended in the case of Tay v. Wilmar and Bioux Falls Ry. Co., 100
Minn. 131, 110 N. W. 433, where the work was repairing a side track.
The plaintiff was injured while engaged in taking out an old rail and
putting in a new one. The foreman stated that it was necessary to
hasten the repairs on account of the expected arrival of a freight
and a passenger train. Referring to the Bloomquist, Anderson, and
Kreuzer cases, the court considered it a question of fact whether the
hazard was one peculiar to railroads.
It will be observed from these various decisions that no effort was
made in some of the earlier cases to specify what work the court
considered within the term “ operation of a railroad/7 I t might be
fairly inferred from the Lavallee, the Johnson, the Smith and the
Steffenson decisions that the court intended to limit the application
of the doctrine to the movement of cars, engines, or trains m actual
traffic. But, thus limited, the rule is not broad enough to include
the Nichols and Mikkelson'cases, and the later cases where the men
were engaged in repairing some portion of the track. The move
ment of an engine in straightening a cable on a railroad track, or the
movement of an engine in a roundhouse, is not the employment of
such instrumentalities in the operation of transporting freight or
passengers, and the work of repairing a bridge upon the line of road
where trains are run is not connected with the operation of the road,

E
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unless the work is being conducted under circumstances amounting
to an emergency. The distinction is not in the character of the work,
but in the manner in which it is conducted. Where the same class
of work may naturally be carried on at any other place by the em
ployees of any other master, and there is nothing intimately connect
ing the work with the movement of engines, cars, or trains, then the
dangers peculiar to railroading are absent. But if the work is being
conducted with reference to the movement of engines or cars, then
an element of danger is introduced not common to other employments,
but peculiar to railroading. It is not essential that the wreckage to
be removed should be on the main track, as in the Kreuzer case.
The work of repairing is not necessarily confined to side tracks where
the arrival of a train is expected, as in the Tay case. Without
attempting to formulate a rule for all cases, it may be said that a
railroad hazard exists when the work engaged in is so intimately
connected with the movement of engines, cars, and trains as to render
the work more dangerous for that reason.
In the case before us, through traffic was not interrupted, and the
main track was clear of the wreck; but the men were at work in the
railroad yard under unusual circumstances. They had worked all
night and the following day until 7 o’clock in the evening. It was
after the usual hours, and getting dark. # It was necessary to get the
yards clear of the wreck for the switching and movement of trains in
the railroad business, and the men were taken away from their usual
employment and directed to this specific work for the express pur
pose of rapidly relieving the situation. There is reasonable ground
for the conclusion that the accident was attributable to the haste
with which the men were urged, and the inference is permissible that
the work engaged in was a railroad hazard.
T rade A greements—Monopolies—Conspiracy—D efinition —
S tatutes—Motive and Object of Combinations— N ational F ire 'proofing Co. v. M ason B uilders ’ A ssociation , United States Circuit
Court o f A ppeals , Second C ircuit, 169 Federal Reporter, page 2 5 9 ,—

The National Fireproofing Company had sued for an injunction
against the Mason Builders’ Association and the bricklayers’ unions
of New York City, to prevent the carrying out of a contract between
these two parties. The action was first brought in the circuit court
of the southern district of New York, and on hearing the bill of com
plaint was dismissed (see 145 Federal Reporter, 260; Bulletin No. 68,
page 224). The Mason Builders’ Association is a corporation under
the laws of the State of New York composed of master mason builders
doing business in New York City, but representing less than half of
the mason builders of that city. The bricklayers’ unions who have
joined together and who are united parties to the agreement above
referred to are, with four exceptions, unincorporated. Their member
ship comprises practically all the bricklayers in the city of New York
and Long Island. Further facts in the case were stated by the court
as follows:
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The agreement in question between the Mason Builders’ Association
and the bricklayers’ unions is a biennial trade agreement covering the
years 1906 and 1907 and relating to rates of wages, hours of labor,
the settlement of differences by arbitration, and many other matters
in the building trade affecting the interests of the parties. The par
ticular clauses to which the complainant objects are the following:
“ (5) The members of the Mason Builders' Association must include
in their contracts for building all cutting of masonry, interior brick
work, the paving of brick floors, the installing of concrete blocks, the
brickwork of the damp-proofing system and all fireproofing-floor
arches, slabs, partitions, furring and roof blocks—and they shall not
lump or sublet the installation, if the labor in connection therewith is
bricklayers’ work as recognized by the trade, the men employed upon
the construction of the walls to be given the preference.”
“ (10) No members of these bricklayers’ unions shall work for any
one not complying with all the rules and regulations herein agreed to.”
The first agreement between the builders’ association and the unions
was entered into in 1885 and provided only for rates of wages, hours
of labor, and arbitration of differences. The agreements since that
time have embraced the provisions of the original agreement and also
a gradually increasing number of other important stipulations.
Clause 5 in substance was inserted in the agreement of 1893 at the
request of the unions and has been retained in subsequent agreements.
Clause 10 was inserted in the agreement at the request of the associ
ation. The precise time when this was done does not appear, but the
clause was in force before the complainant started business in the city
of New York.
The work of installing tile fireproofing is considered to be brick
layers’ work by*the trade, and it would be impracticable for the com
plainant to undertake such work in the city of New York without
employing members of the bricklayers’ unions. Clause 10, however,
provides that members of the unions shall only work for persons
complying with all the rules and regulations of the agreement.
Among them is clause 5, which provides that the work of in stallin g
fireproofing shall not be sublet by a contractor, but must be included
in the contract for the building. I t follows therefore that these two
clauses operate to prevent the complainant from installing its fire
proofing m New York City unless it takes the entire contract for
erecting a building, which it is not authorized by its charter to do.
In actual operation, too, the clauses in question have prevented the
complainant rrom carrying out contracts for the installation of fire
proofing. Thus in 1903 the complainant had a contract with the
George A. Fuller Company—a general contractor not a member of
the builders’ association—for installing fireproofing in a building
which it was erecting under contract in New York City. The asso
ciation notified the complainant that its agreement with the unions
forbade building contractors subletting the installation of fireproofing,
and subsequently all the bricklayers employed upon the building—
including those engaged upon the fireproofing—struck. Conse
quently the complainant was obliged to cancel its contract. Other
• similar instances are shown in the testimony.
I t is. evident therefore that these clauses affect owners and general
contractors as well as a person who, like the complainant, desires to
take separate fireproofing contracts. An owner is practically unable
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to make a contract for fireproofing alone because if he does the brick
layers will not only refuse to do that work, but will decline to do the
other work upon the building. A general contractor, whether a mem
ber of the association or not, practically can not sublet the fireproofing
because if he does he will violate clause 5, and the bricklayers win
refuse to work for him.
The defendants claim that the object of clause 5 is to benefit the
bricklayers by giving them inside as well as outside work and by pre
venting specialization in their trade. This subject is fully considered
in the opinion.
The object of clause 10 is, obviously, to make the trade agreement
effective by extending its operation to third persons requiring the
labor of bricklayers. While members of the unions may work for
others than members of the association, they can only wrork for such
employers as follow the rules and regulations of the agreement.
Should the complainant obtain the power to make general building
contracts and enter into such contracts, it could then obtain the
services of members of the unions in setting the fireproofing required.
The complainant, however, does not wish to do business in this man
ner. I t desires to take separate contracts for fireproofing installation
and is prevented from so doing business by the operation of the
clauses m question.
The opinion of the court was rendered by Judge Noyes and sus
tained the position of the court below. It involved the discussion of
the power of such associations as those involved in this case to enter
into mutual agreements, and the rights and remedies of third parties
who might be affected by such agreements. The opinion is given in
full.
In considering the legal questions arising in this case, it must be
borne in mind at the outset that it is not sufficient to show that the
agreement in question may create a monopoly, may be in restraint of
trade, or may be opposed to public policy. Agreements of that nature
are invalid and unenforceable. The law takes them as it finds them,
and as it finds them leaves them; but they are not illegal in the sense
of giving a right of action to third persons for injury sustained.
(Brown v. Jacobs’ Pharmacy Co., 115 Ga. 433, 41 S. E. 553, 57 L. R.
A. 547, 90 Am. St. Rep. 126.) And upon similar principles it seems
equally clear that they afford such persons no ground for seeking an
injunction against injury threatened.
But the complainant asserts that the agreement in this case is posi
tively unlawful and not merely negatively invalid—that it contravenes
both national and state statutes against combinations, and thus does
give rights of action to injured persons. With respect to the federal
statute, it is not obvious in what way a trade agreement between
builders and bricklayers, relating to their work in the State of New
York, can be said to directly affect interstate commerce; but the
consideration of this question is not necessary because a person
injured by a violation or the federal act can not sue for an injunction
under it. The injunctive remedy is available to the Government only.
An individual can only sue for threefold damages. [Cases cited.]
The statute of New York which it is claimed that the defendants
violate provides in its first section as follows.
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“ Every contract, agreement, arrangement or combination, whereby
a monopoly in the manufacture, production or sale in this State of any
article or commodity of common use is or may be created, estab
lished or maintained, or whereby competition in tins State in the sup
ply or price of any such article or commodity is or may be restrained
or prevented, or whereby, for the purpose or creating, establishing or
maintaining a monopoly within this State of the manufacture, pro
duction or sale of any such article or commodity, the free pursuit in
this State of any lawful business, trade or occupation, is or may be
restricted or prevented, is hereby declared to be against public policy,
illegal and void.” (Laws 1899, page 1514, chapter 690.)
The complainant says that tire agreement in question violates this
statute because it tends to create a monopoly in the hands of members
of the association and other general contractors wrho comply with its
provisions. I t may well be doubted, however, whether a combination
of employers and employees in the building trade could ever be for
the purpose of creating a monopoly “ in the manufacture, production
or sale m this State of any article or commodity of common use.” Be
th a t as it may, the thing which is essential to the existence of a monop
oly—the concentration of business in the hands of a few— is not pres
ent here. The business of installing fireproofing in the city of New
York is open to all who choose to engage in it under existing economic
conditions. General contractors can not be said to have a monopoly
when any person can be a general contractor. Members of the unions
can not be said to be monopolists when any qualified bricklayer can
join a union. Moreover, while it is probable under the New York
decisions (Rourke v. Elk Drug Co., 75 App. Div. 145, 77 N. Y. Supp.
373) that a person specially injured by a violation of this antimonopoly
statute would have a right or action for damages, it seems, upon the
principle of the cases cited with respect to the federal statute, that
only the Attorney-General can sue for an injunction; such a suit
being authorized by a section of the statute.
The complainant, thus failing to show any right to an injunction
upon the ground that the agreement is contrary to public policy or
in contravention of any state or national antitrust statute, can only
establish that it is entitled to such relief by showing that the execu
tion of the agreement amounted to a conspiracy, and that its enforce
ment threatens injury; and to ascertain whether the complainant has
established this requires the examination of a most important phase
of the law of conspiracies as affecting combinations of labor and com
binations between labor and capital.
A “ conspiracy” may be broadly defined as a combination to effect
an illegal object as an end or means. And a “ civil conspiracy,” which
we are considering, may be defined as a combination of two or more
persons to accomplish by concerted action an unlawful or oppressive
object; or a lawful object by unlawful or oppressive means. To sus
tain an action, damage must have resulted from the combination; to
warrant an injunction, damage must be threatened.
And so the inquiry is: (1) Was the object of the agreement unlaw
ful or oppressive ? (2) If the object were lawful and free from oppres
sion, were the means unlawful or oppressive?
The direct object or purpose of a combination furnishes the primary
test of its legality. It is not every injury inflicted upon third persons
in its operation tliat renders a combination unlawful. I t is not enough
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to establish illegality in an agreement between certain persons to show
that it works harm to others. An agreement entered into for the pri
mary purpose of promoting the interests of the parties is not rendered
illegal by the fact that it may incidentally injure third persons. Con
versely, an agreement entered into for the primary purpose of injuring
another is not rendered legal by the fact that it may incidentally bene
fit the parties. As a general rule it may be stated that, when the chief
object of a combination is to injure or oppress third persons, it is a
conspiracy; but that when such injury or oppression is merely inci
dental to the carrying out of a lawful purpose, it is not a conspiracy.
Stated in another way: A combination entered into for the real mali
cious purpose of injuring a third person in his business or property
may amount to a conspiracy and furnish a ground of action for the
damages sustained, or call for an injunction, even though formed for
the ostensible purpose of benefiting its members and actually operating
to some extent to their advantage; but a combination without sucn
ulterior oppressive object, entered into merely for the purpose of pro
moting by lawful means the common interests of its members, is not
a conspiracy. A laborer, as well as a builder, trader, or manufacturer,
has the right to conduct his affairs in any lawful manner, even though
he may thereby injure others. So several laborers and builders may
combine for mutual advantage, and, so long as the motive is not ma
licious, the object not unlawful, nor oppressive and the means neither
deceitful nor fraudulent, the result is not a conspiracy, although it
may necessarily work injury to other persons. The damage to such
persons may be serious—it may even extend to their ruin—-but if it is
inflicted by a combination in tne legitimate pursuit of its own affairs,
it is damnum absque injuria. The damage is present, but the unlawful
object is absent. And so the essential question must always be
whether the object of a combination is to do harm to others or to
exercise the rights of the parties for their own benefit.
These principles are well settled by the leading cases upon con
spiracies. Thus in the celebrated case of Mogul Steamship Co. v.
McGregor, L. R. 21 Q. B. 552, Lord Chief Justice Coleridge said:
“ I do not doubt the acts done by the defendants here, if done
wrongfully and maliciously, or if done in furtherance of a wrongful and
malicious combination, would be ground for an action on the case at
the suit of one who has suffered injury from them. The question
comes at last to this: W hat wras the character of those acts, and what
was the motive of the defendants in doing them ?”
And when the Mogul Steamship case came to the House of Lords
(L. R. [1892] App. Cas. 25, 58), Lord Hannen said:
“ The question, however, raised for our consideration in this case is
whether a person who has suffered loss in his business by the joint ac
tion of those who have entered into such an agreement can recover
damages from them for the injury so sustained. In considering this
question, it is necessary to determine upon the evidence what was the
object of the agreement between the defendants and what were the
means by which they sought to attain that object. It appears to me
that their object was to secure to themselves the benefit oi the carrying
trade from certain points. * * * I consider that a different case
would have arisen if the evidence had shown that the object of the
defendants was a malicious one, namely, to injure the plaintiff whether
they (the defendants) should be benefited or not.”
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The cases relating particularly to combinations of labor also state
the same doctrine. Thus in National Protective Ass'n v. Cumming,
170 N. Y. 315, 328, 63 N. E. 369, 372 [Bulletin No. 42, p. 1118], Chief
Judge Parker said:
“ It is only where the sole purpose is to do injury to another, or the
act is promoted by malice, that it is insisted that the act becomes
illegal. No such motive is alleged in that finding. It is not hinted
at. On the contrary, the motive which always underlies competition
is asserted to have been the animating one. ”
And in the concurring opinion in the same case, Judge Gray said:
“ The struggle on the part of individuals to prefer themselves, and
to prevent the work which they are fitted to ao from being given to
others, may be keen and may have unhappy results in individual
cases; but the law is not concerned with such results, when not
caused by illegal means or acts.”
In Jacobs v. Cohen, 183 N. Y. 207, 211, 76 N. E. 5, 7 [Bulletin No.
64, page 896], Judge Gray also said:
“ Nor does the answer aver that it was intended thereby to injure
other workmen; or that it was made with a malicious motive to coerce
any to their injury, through their threatened deprivation of all oppor
tunity of pursuing their lawful avocation. 77
In the same case the judge further said regarding the agreement
there in question:
“ That, incidentally, it might result in the discharge of some of
those employed, for failure to come into affiliation with their fellowworkmen’s organization, or that it might prevent others from being
engaged upon the work, is neither something of which the employers
may complain, nor something with which public policy is concerned. ”
In Mills v . United States Printing Co., 99 App. Div. 605, 612, 91
N. Y. Supp. 185, 190, another New lo rk case, the court said:
“ There is a manifest distinction, well recognized, between a com
bination of workmen to secure the exclusive employment of its mem
bers by a refusal to work with none other, and a combination whose
primary object is to procure the discharge of an outsider and his depri
vation of all employment. In the first case, the action of the com
bination is primarily for the betterment of its fellow-members. In
the second case, sucn action is primarily ‘to impoverish and to crush
another 7 by making it impossible for him to work there, or, so far
as may be possible, anywhere. The difference is between combina
tion for welfare of self and that for the persecution of another. The
primary purpose of one may necessarily but incidentally require the
discharge of an outsider; the primary purpose of the other is such
discharge and, so far as possible, an exclusion from all labor in his
calling. Self-protection may cause incidental injury to another.
Self-protection does not aim at malevolent injury to another. ”
In Yegelahn v. Guntner, 167 Mass. 92, 98, 44 N. E. 1077 [Bulletin
No. 9, page 197], Justice Allen said:
“ A combination among persons merely to regulate their own con
duct is within allowable competition and is lawful, although others
may be indirectly affected thereby; but a combination to do injurious
acts, expressly directed to another, by way of intimidation or re
straint either of himself or of other persons employed or seeking to be
employed by him, is outside of allowable competition and is un
lawful.”
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In Allis-Chalmers Co. v. Iron Molders’ Union (C. C.) 150 Fed..
155 [Bulletin No. 70, page 734], Judge Sanborn said:
“ The conclusion to be drawn from the cases, as applicable to this,
controversy, is, I think, that the combination of the defendant unions,
their members and the defendant O’Leary, to strike, and further to
enforce the strike and if possible to bring the employers to terms by
preventing them from obtaining other workmen to replace the.
strikers, was not unlawful, because grounded on just cause or excuse,
being the economic advancement of the union molders, and the
competition of labor against capital. ”
In Allen v. Flood, L. R. (1898) App. Cas. 1, 164, Lord Shand said:
“ Their object was to benefit themselves in their own business as
working boiler makers, and to prevent a recurrence in the future of
what they considered an improper invasion on their special depart
ment of work. How this could possibly be regarded as 'malicious, f
even in any secondary sense that can reasonably be attributed to>
that term, I can not see. ”
In Quinn v. Leathern, L. R. (1901) App. Cas. 495, Lord Shandy
in speaking of Allen v. Flood, supra, said:
“ In that case I expressed my opinion that while combination o f
different persons in pursuit of a trade object was lawful, although
resulting m such injury to others as may be caused by legitimate com
petition in labor, yet that combination for no such object, but in
pursuit merely of a malicious purpose to injure another, would be*
clearly unlawful; and having considered the arguments in this case*
my opinion has only been confirmed. ”
The principal case relied upon by the complainant (Curran
Galen, 152 N. Y. 33, 46 N. E. 297 [Bulletin No. 11, pagp 529]) when
analyzed will not be found to conflict with the principles just stated.
I t was held in that case, in substance, that if the prime purpose of a
combination of workingmen is to restrict the citizen in pursuing his.
lawful calling and through contracts with employers to coerce otherworkingmen to become members of the combination, such purpose is
against public policy and renders the combination unlawful, not
withstanding it may possess other features of advantage to its mem
bers. As said by the court in its opinion:
“ Public policy and the interests of society favor the utmost free
dom in the citizen to pursue his lawful trade or calling, and if the pur
pose of an organization or combination of workingmen be to hamper,,
or to restrict, that freedom, and, through contracts or arrangements,
with employers, to coerce other workingmen to become members of
the organization and to come under its rules and conditions, under
the penalty of the loss of their position, and of deprivation of employ
ment, then that purpose seems clearly unlawful and militates against.
the spirit of our government and the nature of our institutions.”
But the court went on to say that if the organization were for the *
purpose of promoting the general good of its members, it would not
be invalid, and quoted with approval the instructions given to a jury
in an English case (Regina v. Rowlands, 17 Ad. & Ellis [N. S.] 671):
“ A combination for the purpose of injuring another is a combina
tion of a different nature, directed personally against the party to bo
injured, and the law allowing them to combine for the purpose of ob16752—No. 84—10--- 17
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taining a lawful benefit to themselves gives no sanction to combina
tions which have for their immediate purpose the hurt of another.
The rights of workmen are conceded; but tne exercise of free will and
freedom of action, within the limits of the law, is also secured equally '
to the masters. The intention of the law is, at present, to allow
either of them to follow the dictates of their own will, with respect to
their own actions, and their own property, and either, I believe, has a
right to study to promote his own advantage, or to combine with
others to promote their own mutual advantage. ”
I t is evident therefore that the combination in Curran v. Galen was
condemned because its primary purpose was to coerce workingmen to
join it; any other objects being merely incidental. As said by Judge
Martin in nis dissenting opinion in the later case of Park & Sons Co.
v. National Druggists’ Ass’n, 175 N. Y. 40, 67 N. E. 750:
“ As we have already seen, this court in Curran v. Galen unani
mously held that a combination or association of workingmen whose
purpose was to ham per or restrict the freedom of the citizen m pursuing
his law ful trade or calling, through contracts or arrangements with

employers to coerce workingmen to become members of the organiza
tion and to come under its rules and conditions under penalty of loss
of their positions and of deprivation of employment, wras against pub
lic policy and unlawful.” (Italics ours.)
And in National Protective Ass’n v. Cumming, already referred to,
Judge Gray said:
“ The case is not within the principle of Curran v. Galen, 152 N. Y.
33,46 N. E. 297,37 L. R. A. 802, 57 Am. St. Rep. 496. Upon the facts
of that case, as they were admitted by the demurrer to the complaint,
the plaintiff was threatened, if he did not join~a certain labor organi
zation, and so long as he refused to do so, with such action as would
result in his discharge from the employment and in an impossibility
for him to obtain other employment anywhere, and, in consequence
of continuing his refusal to join the organization, his discharge was
procured through false and malicious reports, affecting his reputa
tion with members of his trade and with employers. There is no such
compulsion, or motive, manifest here. There is no malice found.
There is no threat of a resort to illegal methods.”
Applying the principles which we have thus far ascertained to the
facts of the present case, do we find that the object of the defendants
in entering into the agreement embracing the clauses in question was
to injure the complainant or to benefit themselves?
The object of clause 10 manifestly was to make the stipulations of
the agreement generally effective. The mason builders joining in the
agreement being bound by its stipulations, it was necessary for their
>rotection that competing outside builders should only employ brickayers upon the same conditions. So it was for the advantage of the
bricklayers themselves to have means for enforcing uniformity in
terms of employment.
I t also seems clear from the testimony that the object of clause 5
was to benefit the bricklayers. Certainly from their point of view
substantial benefits accrue from preventing the installation of fire
proofing by separate contractors. Through the operation of this
clause the men who do the exposed work secure the easier and safer
inside work and more continuous employment than would otherwise
be the case. The specialization of the bricklayers’ trade through the
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growth of a class of workmen who would devote themselves to setting
fire brick and would, in the end, take all that work from the ordinary
bricklayer, is prevented.
It is true that the complainant contends that these advantages are
fanciful rather than real, and points out that much of the fireproofing
is laid before the walls. Still it appears that a very large amount of
fireproofing is done after the walls are completed, and the contention
of the bricklayers that they obtain advantages through the operation
of clause 5 in securing different kinds of work and steady employment
seems well founded. The complainant also contends that there would
be no danger of specialization in the bricklayers7 trade should it take
separate contracts for installing fireproofing, but the evidence does not
support this contention. On the contrary, it indicates that the appre
hensions of the bricklayers, as shown upon the record, are not withoutfound ation.
Considering all the testimony, we are satisfied that the direct ob
ject of the adoption of the clauses in question was to benefit the parties
and not to injure the complainant or other persons in a similar situa
tion. Any particular or special intention to injure the complainant is,
of course, negatived by the fact that the clauses in question were in
serted in the trade agreement between the parties long before the com
plainant undertook to do any business in the city of New York.
The object of the agreement being neither unlawful nor oppressive,
the next inquiry is whether the means adopted to make it effective
were unlawful or oppressive.
As indicated in the statement of facts, no threats or acts of intimi
dation except in connection with the enforcement of clause 5 are
shown. Instances do appear, however, in which bricklayers struck
and ceased to work because they claimed that work was being done in
violation of this clause. So, statements were made by members of the
builders7 association and of the unions that the complainant would
not be permitted to take separate contracts for the installation of fire
proofing. It is unnecessary to review the acts of the defendants in de
tail. We are not satisfied that if the defendants or their representa
tives made threats, they threatened to do anything which they had no
right to do. The object of the agreement was not unlawful. The de
fendants had the right to strike to secure its enforcement. They also
had the right to notify the complainant and persons with whom it had
dealings that it could not take contracts for the installation of fire
proofing contrary to the terms of the agreement without incurring its
penalties. But a threat to do that which a person has the right to do
is not unlawful. In National Protective Ass7n v. Cumming, already
referred to, the court said:
“ They did not threaten to employ any illegal method to accom
plish that result. They notified them of the purpose of the defend
ants to secure this work for themselves and to prevent McQueed and
his associates from getting it, and in doing that they but informed
them of their intention to do what they had a right to do, and when a
man purposes to do something which he has a legal right to do, there
is no law which prevents him from telling another who will be affected
by his act of his intention.77
And in Park & Sons v. National Druggists7Ass7n, it was also said:
“ There are no threats alleged in this complaint on the part of de
fendants to do anything except that which they have a right to do,
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if the views so far expressed be sound, and as we said in that case, and
it is proper to repeat here, that a man may threaten to do that which
the law says he may do, provided that, within the rule laid down in
certain cases therein cited, his motive is to help himself.”
It therefore follows that the defendants have not entered into a com
bination to accomplish an unlawful or oppressive object, or a lawful
object by unlawful or oppressive means, and are not guilty of a com
mon law conspiracy.
Finally, the complainant contends that the agreement amounts to
a conspiracy under the Penal Code of the State of New York (section
168, subds. 5 and 6). But the principles applicable to conspiracies at
common law, which we have considered, apply to conspiracies under
the statute. The test of the application of the statute is the purpose
of the combination, and if the ooject and means be lawful, there is no
conspiracy, even though a third person may be incidentally injured.
And so the conclusion must be that the circuit court was right in
dismissing the complaint. Nevertheless it can not be denied that the
complainant has ground for complaining. I t desires to engage in a
lawful and legitimate business in a lawful and legitimate way and is
practically prevented from so doing by the acts of the defendants. Its
right to do business in the manner it desires is interfered with, and1
the law affords it no remedy because such interference is only inci-J
dental to the exercise by the defendants of their own right to contract
for their own benefit. The complainant is injured, but has no remedy;
The law could only make it possible for the complainant to do business’
in the way it chooses by compelling the defendants to do business in;
the way they do not choose. But, when equal rights clash, the law
can not interfere.
Decree affirmed, with costs.
DECISIONS UNDER COMMON LAW.
Contracts of E mployment—D isclosure of T rade Secrets—
I njunction — H . B . Wiggins Sons1 Co. v. Cott-A-Lap Co., United
States C ircuit Court3 D istrict o f Connecticut, 169 Federal R eporter,
page 1 5 0 .—This was a motion to obtain an injunction against the

defendant company, prohibiting it from “ receiving or seeking to
receive, or acquiring or seeking to acquire, from Robert W. Cornelison, any formula, process, or mechanical device or other manufac
turing expedient” of the complainant, and from using the same in
the manufacture of wall coverings. I t was shown in the evidence
that Comelison was a consulting chemist who had been employed
for a number of years by the complainant company, during which
time he had become acquainted with the secret formulas and processes
of the company. The injunction was refused on grounds which ap
pear in the opinion of the court as delivered by Judge Platt, who
discussed briefly the relations existing between employers and em
ployees as affecting the acquisition and disclosure of trade secrets.
The opinion is in part as follows:
In the case at bar there is a contract about the employment in
which Cornehson agrees not to disclose trade secrets, but the law
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about such secrets is too plain to require extended comment. If
one person has a trade secret which is valuable to him, and another
person enters into confidential employment with him in and about
the business which demands the use of that secret, and by such em
ployment learns the secret, he can not utilize his secret knowledge
to the disadvantage of his employer. If he does so, he robs his
employer. That is the contract relationship between them, and it
makes no difference whether it is expressed in writing or not. If
not expressed, it will be implied. In the case under discussion
there is no doubt about the confidential employment and possession
of trade secrets by Comelison. He has now left the employment,
and carries the secrets with him. He has accepted employment with
a rival manufacturer of wall coverings.
The exact question before me is whether such a hiring of him by
the rival warrants a court of equity in resorting to so drastic a
measure as the use of the injunctive power to prevent that rival from
acquiring that secret knowledge. I can not think that it does,
unless the circumstances surrounding the hiring are such as to per
suade one that the ulterior purpose in such hiring is evil. I t appears
that long ago two different managers of the defendant’s business,
which was then owned largely by other people, made efforts to learn
the complainant’s secrets by hiring from it men who knew some of
the secrets. The defendant as then organized disavowed responsi
bility for the acts of its managers, and harmony seems to have
reigned, as thoroughly as harmony can be expected to exist between
avowed rivals, for a long time thereafter. The defendant as now
organized and Doctor Comelison state explicitly that there is no inten
tion to derive any benefit from the doctor’s secret knowledge gained
while in complainant’s employ.
If the injunction issues, it means that hereafter no man can work
for one ana learn his business secrets, and after leaving that employ
ment engage himself to a rival in business, without carrying on ms
back into that business the injunctive mandate of a court or equity.
There is nothing whatever in the facts of this case, except opportu
nity to do wrong and a suspicion in the mind of the rival th at wrong
will be done. The remedy asked for is an extraordinary one, and
should not be lightly indulged in. The chancellor ought never to
come into such a frame of mind that he assumes human nature to
be essentially and inherently evil. Furthermore, the danger of
irreparable injury is not manifest. Whether the secrets are given
away or not can never be positively known, except by inspection
of defendant’s goods hereafter to be made. Whenever the outcome
shall warrant it, the road to injunctive relief is plainly marked and
easily followed.
Upon such facts as have been brought to my attention it is my
duty to deny the motion for an injunction.

Contracts of E mployment— R estraint of Competition—
V alidity— Freudenthal v. Espey, Suprem e Court o f Colorado, 102
Pacific R eporter, page 2 8 0 .—John R. Espey was a physician in the

city of Trinidad, who, desiring the services of an assistant, had con
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tracted with one Freudenthal to act as such assistant for a period of
approximately three years. The first contract was made soon after
the graduation of Freudenthal and was superseded by subsequent
contracts of like tenor, with the exception of the amount of com
pensation to be paid. It was provided in these contracts that
Freudenthal should treat to the best of his skill and ability such
patients as Espey assigned to him, and that upon termination of his
employment he should cease the practice of medicine, surgery, or
obstetrics, or the branches of either in the city of Trinidad, either
directly or indirectly for the full period of five years. As considera
tion for the keeping of such an agreement, Espey was to introduce
and recommend his assistant to his friends, patients, and patrons,
to treat him in a kind and courteous manner and to furnish him,
free of charge, the necessary conveyances with which to perform the
special duties and to pay him a stipulated sum per month as salary.
The relations between these physicians were terminated by mutual
agreement in October, 1906, when Freudenthal announced his pur
pose to go East and specialize, and secured from Espey a testimonial
as to his habits and ability. Instead of going East, however, Freu
denthal 'began the practice of medicine in Trinidad, whereupon
Espey sued for a writ of injunction restraining such practice, setting
up the contract and complaining of damages received to the amount
of $1,000.
It was shown in the evidence that Espey was a practitioner in
good standing and of wide practice in the city of Trinidad and
vicinity and that Freudenthal had been taken as an inexperienced
physician, and introduced into a wide circle of practice, from which
he derived the benefits naturally accruing from such a course of
events. In his answer to the suit, Freudenthal raised, among others,
the question as to the validity of the restrictive element of the agree
ment which prohibited his entering upon medical practice for five
years in the city of Trinidad.
This point was discussed at some length by Judge White, who
delivered the opinion of the court, and since it involves the principles
governing contracts restraining employment generally that portion
of the opinion is reproduced in full. The court below had granted
an injunction and supported the contract, which position was affirmed
by the supreme court. The portion of the opinion quoted follows:
While the questions presented by this record are of first impression
in this court, they have long since had consideration by both English
and American judicial tribunals. The law upon the subject appears
to have undergone distinctive stages of transition or development.
The doctrine first announced by the English courts held all contracts
restricting one in the exercise of his trade or profession as contrary to
ublic policy and void. Such, also, was the Roman law. (Puff,
b. 5 C. 2. sect. 3; St. 21 H. vii, 20.) Through a succession of deci
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sions this rule continued for two hundred years. (Alger v. Thacher,
19 Pick. (Mass.) 51, 52, 31 Am. Dec. 119.)
In the first reported English case (Year Book, 2 Hen. v . Pasche,
fol. 5, case 26), this doctrine was considered old and settled law. In
that case the restrictive covenant was that defendant would not exer
cise his trade of dyer’s craft within plaintiff’s town for the term of
half a year, and the limitation was considered so far contrary to law
that the plaintiff was sworn at by Hull, J., and threatened with a fine.
Expanding commercialism, advancing science and arts, the desire and
necessity for education, and the spirit of the age, however, eventually
impressed the judicial mind with the necessity of remodeling the rule
to meet the needs and requirements of men. It was recognized that
both public interest and private welfare often render engagements
not to carry on a trade or to act in a profession in a particular place
for a limited time proper and even beneficial. (Malian v. May, 11
M. & W. 653; Homer v. Ashford, 3 Bing. 326; Herreshoff v. Boutineau, 17 R. I. 3, 19 Atl. 712, 8 L. R. A. 469, 33 Am. St. Rep. 850.)
Thus impressed the courts sought to meet such requirements by first
fusing into the law a distinction between sealed instruments and sim
ple contracts. This distinction, being without reason, and not
founded upon principle, soon disappeared, and the more logical dis
tinction between general and a limited restraint of trade grew and
found favor with the courts. The latter distinction appeared as
early as Broad v. Jollyffe, Cro. Jac. 596, in which it was held that a
contract not to use a certain trade in a particular place was an excep
tion to the general rule and not void. The seed thus sown did not
fully fructify, however, until the leading case of Mitchell v. Reynolds,
1 P. Wms. 181, by which the attempted distinction between sealed
contracts in restraint of trade, and those not under seal, was abro
gated, and the distinction between general and limited restraints, or
rather the true distinction, to wit, between unreasonable and reason
able restraints, was fully established. Parker, C. J., in that case,
after stating that: “ Wherever a sufficient consideration appears to
make it a proper and useful contract and such as can not be set
aside without injury to a fair contractor, it ought to be maintained,”
proceeds as follows: “ But with this constant diversity, viz, where
the restraint is general not to exercise a trade throughout the king
dom, and where it is limited to a particular place, for the former of
these must be void being of no benefit.to either party and only
oppressive.”
Now by the use of the language just quoted, and by the decision,
Parker, C. J., said no more in effect relative to general restraints
throughout the kingdom and limited restraints to a particular place
than m at, in his opmion, the former were unreasonable, void, “ being
of no benefit to either party, and only oppressive,” and that the latter
may or may not be reasonable, and therefore valid or invalid, depend
ing upon the circumstances of each particular case. See Herreshoff
v. Boutineau, supra. That is, the two classes were given as examples
of unreasonable and reasonable restrictions of trade. Contracts con
taining unreasonable restrictions are always void, with or without
consideration; while those upon consideration, which show they are
reasonable for the parties to enter into and not unduly injurious to
the public, are valid. Cogent reasons exist for, and have been an
nounced in, overthrowing unreasonable covenants in restraint of
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trade. In Rakestraw v . Lanier, 104 Ga. 188, 194, 30 S. E. 735, 738,
69 Am. St. Rep. 154, it is said: “ It is certain that contracts in unrea
sonable restraint of trade are contrary to public policy and void, be
cause they tend to injure the parties making them; diminish their
means of procuring livelihoods and a competency for their families;
tempt improvident persons, for the sake of present gain, to deprive
themselves of the power to make future acquisitions, and expose
them to imposition and oppression; tend to deprive the public or the
services of men in the employments and capacities in which they may
be most useful to the community as well as to themselves; discour
age industry and enterprise; diminish the products of ingenuity and
skill; prevent competition and enhance prices; and expose the public
to all the evils of monopoly. (Clark on Contracts, 446.) Against evils
like these, wise laws protect individuals and the public by declaring
all such contracts void. (Algery . Thacher, 19 rick. (Mass.) 51, 31
Am. Dec. 119.)” But these objections apply only to unreasonable
contracts, for if the restraint is not unreasonable and is founded on
a legal consideration, and is reasonably necessary to protect the inter
est of the party in favor of whom it is imposed, and does not mate
rially prejudice the interests of the public, the law should and does
uphold it. (Mandeville v . Harman, 42 N. J. Eq. 185, 7 Atl. 37; Ryan
v . Hamilton, 205 111. 191, 68 N. E. 781.)
Reasonable restrictive covenants are perfectly consistent with pub
lic convenience, individual interest, and the general welfare. Such is
the case where one disposes of a business in a particular place, with a
contract on the part or the vendor not to carry on said business in the
same place for a limited time. In Millan v . May, 1 1 M. & W. 652, 666,
it is said: “ Such is the class of cases of much more frequent occur
rence, * * * of a tradesman, manufacturer, or professional man
taking a servant or clerk into his service with a contract that he will
not carry on the same trade or profession within certain limits.
(Chesman v . Maimby, 2 Lord Raym. 1456, 2 Stra. 739.) In such a
case the public derives an advantage in the unrestrained choice
which such a stipulation gives to the employer of able assistants, and
the security it anords that the master will not withhold from the ser
vant instruction in the secrets of his trade and the communication of
his own skill and experience, from the fear of his afterwards having a
rival in the same business.” In Homer v. Ashford, 3 Bing. 326, it is
said: “ I t may often happen that individual interest and general con
venience render engagements not to carry on trade, or act in a profes
sion in a particular place, proper; that engagements of this sort be
tween masters and servants are not injurious restraints of trade, but
securities necessary for those who are engaged in it; and that the
effect of such contracts is to encourage rather than cramp the em
ployment of capital in trade and the promotion of industry.” It is
said in Herreshoff v . Boutineau, supra: “ That, to some extent at
least, such contracts help rather than harm both public interests and
private welfare; that they are necessary to trade itself, in order to
secure the sale, at fair value, of an established business, by protecting
it against the immediate competition of the seller; also to enable one
to learn a trade or get employment from another, free from the risk of
having the knowledge and influence thus gained used to the em
ployer’s damage, to encourage investment in business enterprises
under reasonable safeguards, and for other equally evident reasons.”
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Therefore, while the law does not permit one to restrain another from
doing what the public welfare and such other’s own interests require
he should do, it is recognized law that restraints, if made upon a con
sideration, “ so as it be a proper and useful contract, that is, so it is a
reasonable restraint only, are good.” The author of High on In
junctions, § 1167, in tracing the development of the law of the subject,
says: “ The existing state or the law as deduced from the latest English
and American authorities is that it recognizes and enforces covenants
of this nature, even though the restraint is general throughout an en
tire State or country, provided it is founded upon a sufficient consid
eration and is not unreasonable in view of the nature and extent of the
business of the covenantee.”
I t was further contended by the defendant that the contract was
invalid as lacking consideration as mutuality. On these points the
court said in part:
Certainly no one would contend that a contract with A, whereby
B was restricted in following a trade or practicing a profession in a
articular place, without more, would be enforceable. I t would not
e enforceable because it can not be gathered therefrom that either
party would be benefited thereby, nor would the public. Why should
B be restricted if neither he nor A, the one to whom he is bound,
receive benefit thereby, and why should the public be the losers for
the time of the services of B and derive no benefit whatever in return?
Such a contract would be unreasonable, and therefore void. But this
rule does not apply to the case at bar. Here the circumstances are set
forth upon which the court is to judge whether it be a reasonable and
useful contract. Then under the law as thus announced it becomes
necessary to ascertain the consideration essential to support such con
tracts, and if the contract in question is so supported. Defendant
contends that it is without such consideration, and for that reason
void. Such contracts must have an actual consideration appearing
from or in the contract, or, at least, set forth in the complaint.
(Bishop on Contracts, § 126; Metcalf on Contracts, 233; 1 Wharton
on Contracts, § 434.) In Mitchell v. Reynolds, supra, and some other
early cases, it was held that the consideration must be adequate; but
this doctrine long since disappeared, and it is now settled that a legal ,
consideration is sufficient, and it will not be inquired whether or not
it is adequate, or, in other words, equal in value to the restraint
agreed upon.
So in the case at bar the consideration upon which the defendant
entered into the contract in question as expressed therein was “ the
salary and compensation” which would inure to him by reason of the
employment and association. The salary was $125 per month, and,
notwithstanding the fact that the contract could be terminated at the
will of the plaintiff, without subjecting him to damage, it neverthe
less was a monthly employment, and the compensation per month
was fixed. Davis v. Mason, 5 T. R. 118, was a case where A. took B.
as an assistant in his business as a surgeon for so long a time as it
should please A .; B. agreeing not to practice on his own account for
fourteen years within 10 miles of the place where A. lived, and exe
cuted a oond to A. to insure the keeping of such covenant. Upon
suit for violation of the restrictive covenant, the bond was held valid.
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The taking into service was considered a sufficient consideration.
There must be a legal consideration to support the promise, but the
taking into service is such if it implies the imparting of special skill
and knowledge. We will not inquire whether the defendant in sub
mitting to the restraint made a judicious contract. The magnitude
of the consideration moving the party promising is not to be weighed
if there be some legal consideration, (feyan v. Hamilton, supra; Linn
v. Sigsbee, 67 111. 75; Beatty v . Coble, 142 Ind. 329, 41 N. E. 590.)
Then there are mutual promises to be performed which are the
consideration for each other. The plaintiff was to introduce the de
fendant to plaintiffs patients and friends, furnish proper convey
ances for defendant, and in return the defendant was to exert his skill
and attend to the professional business of the plaintiff and “ earnestly
endeavor to increase and build77 it up. Therefore, in a sense, the re
strictive covenant is upon an executory consideration. It was cer
tainly of great benefit to defendant, an inexperienced professional
man, to be associated with a capable and efficient member of his o ^n
profession, long experienced, and enjoying an extensive practice.
Apparently the defendant appreciated this, for he secured from his
employer a certificate showing such association. The public are like
wise benefited, locally, in having the inexperienced practitioner under
the direction of, and guided by, one skilled in his profession, and
equally so is the public elsewhere benefited when he engages in his
profession for himself. We are clearly of the opinion that the facts of
this case disclose a sufficient legal consideration.
Having determined that the contract in question is not vulnerable
to the objection of insufficient consideration, we will advance to a
determination of the question as to whether it be reasonable. Agree
ments like this must be construed with reference to the objects sought
to be attained by them. The object here is the protection of one of
the parties against competition in his profession. The nature of the
business to protect was a medical practice extending far beyond the
limits of the city of Trinidad; that the covenantee possessed this busi
ness and the knowledge and the skill that enabled him to acquire it.
Certainly in limiting the restriction to the city of Trinidad and for the
period of five years was only affording “ a fair protection to the inter
ests of the party in favor of whom it was given, and not so large as to
interfere with the interests of the public.77 The restraint was no
larger than the needs of the covenantee required. I t was of material
benefit to him and was not oppressive on the covenantor, nor was it
in any sense injurious to the public. The contract is in no wise for
bidden by any principle of policy or law. The defendant can be as
useful to the public at any other place as at Trinidad, and the inter
ests of the community elsewhere are as important as they are there.
Here the defendant had no business, was inexperienced and presum
ably unskilled, and desired and sought the benefits that would accrue
to him by association with one so learned and skilled in his profession
as the plaintiff. I t is a known fact that professional skill, experience,
and reputation constitute part of the individuality of any particular
>erson, and the amount of business which such person does depends
argely*upon the confidence reposed in him personally as a professional
man. Under such circumstances it is not to be presumed that one

{
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whose personal excellency and skill has brought him a profitable
business will take another in, and by vouching for such other’s skill
and honor endear him to his own patients and leave such other free
to steal away his profits.
The circumstances under which the defendant entered into the
employ of plaintiff here were such as to justify the latter in asking
the former to enter into some agreement of the nature of that in
volved in this suit. I t was of importance to the plaintiff to exact of
the defendant a covenant which would prevent him on the termina
tion of the service from utilizing the knowledge and experience he had
gained by such service, in destroying the plaintiff’s business. I t
was reasonable and proper. Besides, we are not disposed by judicial
decree to render it practically impossible for the unlearned to better
their condition, and become skilled in a trade or experienced in a pro
fession, by means of proper apprenticeships, as we would do, were
we to declare this contract void. Few professional men* would take
assistants and intrust them with their business, impart to them their
knowledge and skill, bring them in contact with their clients and
patients, unless they be assured that the knowledge and skill im
parted and the friendships and associations formed would not be
used, when the services were ended, to appropriate the very business
such assistants were employed to maintain and enlarge.
Nor is the contract unreasonable for the want of mutuality. I t is
pregnant with mutual obligations, heretofore alluded to in the dis
cussion as to its consideration. Besides, we think it quite material
that the contract has been partially executed. In Philadelphia Ball
Club v. Lajoie, 202 Pa. 210, 218, 51 Atl. 973, 974, 58 L. R. A. 227, 90
Am. St. Rep. 627—a restrictive trade contract terminable on a ten
days’ notice—it is said: “ We think the further fact that the con
tract has been partially executed by services rendered, and payment
made therefor, so that the situation is not now the same as when the
contract was wholly executory. The relation between the parties
has been so far changed as to give to the plaintiff an equity, arising
out of the part performance, to insist upon the completion of the
agreement according to its terms bjr the defendant. This equity
may be distinguished from the original right under the contract
itself, and it might well be questioned whether the court would not
be justified in giving effect to it by injunction, without regard to the
mutuality or nonmutuality in the original contract. The plaintiff
has so far performed its part of the contract in entire good faith, in
every detail, and it would therefore be inequitable to permit the
defendant to withdraw from the agreement at this late day. ”
Here there is an express covenant, with full performance by one,
and certain mischief arising from its breach by the other. The mis
chief can not be repaired, nor can it well be estimated. The damages
are continuing and accruing from daj to day. The reasonable and
fair protection to which the plaintiff is entitled can only be obtained
by the parties conforming expressly and exactly to the terms of the
contract. The defendant is in the wrong. He is deliberately doing
what he plainly agreed not to do. The equities are with the plain
tiff, and the decree is, accordingly, affirmed.
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E mployers’ L iability —D irect Orders—Obedience —N egli
gence —R ules —D uties of E mployees—Stephens v . Southern R ail
way Company, Suprem e Court of South C arolina , 64 Southeastern
R eporter, page 6 0 L —Thomas Stephens was a locomotive fireman

employed by the company named, and sued to recover damages for
injuries received while in such employment. The questions in issue
were the power of the engineer to direct the actions of the fireman,
the nature of the duties to be rendered by the latter, and his discre
tion in matters involving apparent danger. The engineer, Alphonse,
directed Stephens to jump from a moving train and obtain for him
a cup of coffee, to which order Stephens objected until repeatedly or
dered so to do and to act immediately. Stephens finally jumped and
was injured, and for his injuries he sued. Judgment was against
him in the court below, and, on appeal, in the supreme court, on
grounds that appear in the opinion of Judge Woods, .who spoke for
the court. The opinion is, in part, as follows:
We inquire, first, whether there was any negligence on the part of
the engineer imputable to the defendants as a proximate cause of the
injury. The engineer had the right to direct or control the services
of the fireman under the rules of the company, and therefore the rail
road company would be liable for injury to the plaintiff, resulting
from his negligence. (Pagan v. So. Ry. Co., 78 S. C. 413, 59 S. E. 32.)
I t can not be said, as a matter of law, that it is not negligence for the
engineer to order a fireman to jump from an engine running at the
rate of 6 or 7 miles an hour. The most that could have been claimed
by the defendant as to that issue of fact would be that it should be
submitted to the jury. The defendant contends however that, if the
negligence of the engineer be assumed, such negligence was not
chargeable to his principal, the railroad company, because the order
was not given in the course of his employment, but, on the contrary,
was given as a means of supplying his own personal wants and pur
poses. From this proposition the defendant would draw the con
clusion that the plaintiff had no right to regard the order of Alphonse
as an order issued in his capacity of engineer, and hence he can not
hold the defendant responsible for the resulting injury. An exact
line df demarcation between that which is within and that which is
without the scope of a servant’s duty and authority can not be drawn
accurately by the courts when the rules of the master require in gen
eral terms that one servant shall command and another obey.
The engineer, by the direction of the master, is required to com
mand the fireman in the promotion of the master’s business. The
fireman in his work for the master is, by the direction of the master,
required to obey the engineer. Fine distinctions on the part of the
engineer and fireman as to the scope of the engineer’s authority would
be highly prejudicial to the business of the common master, and are
forbidden by the nature of the service. Where the evidence makes
an issue of fact as to whether the order would or would not be within
the scope of the engineer’s authority, the issue should be submitted to
the jury.
Yet where an order of an engineer is so plainly one relating to a
personal matter, and so unconnected with the common service that
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no reasonable man could suppose it to be within the scope of his
authority as engineer, then the court should hold as a matter of law
that the fireman obeyed at his own peril. Here the order was to per
form a personal service of very trivial nature, which no one could sup
pose essential to the prosecution of the engineer’s service to the rail
road. The engine was very near to the place where it would have to
stop, and, even if the coffee had been essential to the service of the
engineer, the plaintiff knew he could get it in a few minutes with the
train at a standstill. As a reasonable human being, the plaintiff was
bound to know that it was a personal and not a railroad service
required of him, that it was of small consequence even as a personal
service, and yet required the taking of a great peril. Under these
circumstances the plaintiff can not be heard to say that the engineer
issued the order under the authority conferred on him by the railroad
company. Under this view the nonsuit must be sustained without
respect to the question of contributory negligence; but, even if the
order had been within the scope of the engineer’s authority, the
plaintiff would be precluded from recovery because of his contributory
negligence.
On this point we consider, first, the effect of the rule of the com
pany forbidding its employees to jump from a moving train. In
Carson v. So. Ry. Co., 68 S. C. 55, 46 S. E. 525, the court refused to
hold it to be contributory negligence as a matter of law for a brakeman to go between cars to couple them, in obedience to the order of
the conductor, though a rule of the company forbade such a risk.
The doctrine was reaffirmed in Wilson v. Railway Co., 73 S. C. 481,
53 S. E. 968. At the argument defendant’s counsel insisted on the
distinction as vital that in those cases the orders were given by the
conductor, the recognized representative of the master in control of
the train, while the engineer is a subordinate. While we are not
inclined to review the cases of Carson v. Railway Co., 68 S. C. 55,
46 S. E. 525, and Wilson v. Railway Co., 73 S. C. 481, 53 S. E. 968,
we are still less inclined to extend tneir application. It concerns the
public safety that courts should not sanction the attempts of em
ployees of railroad companies to waive or disregard any of the rules
adopted for the protection from injury of the employees themselves,
as well as passengers. The rule that the fireman shall obey the
engineer is manifestly limited by the other rule that the fireman shall
refuse to obey an order which exposes him to known danger. Yet
the rule which requires an employee to refuse to obey an order which
exposes him to danger can not be taken literally, for the occupation
is intrinsically one of peril, and obedience to orders absolutely neces
sary, for the conduct of the business involves a degree of danger.
The true meaning of the rule is that the employee must refuse to
obey orders known to him to be dangerous beyond the peril to be
regarded reasonably incident to his employment.
In this case, however, the plaintiff testified that, while he had
undertaken to read all the rules, he had not reached those forbidding
employees to jump off moving cars, and requiring them to disobey
all orders which would expose them to danger. It appeared from the
evidence that the rule book was given to the plaintiff some time in
1904, but it does not appear how long he had it before the accident
in August of that year. The court could not say as a matter of law
that the time was long enough to justify the inference that the plain
tiff should have known the rules. His ignorance of them, and con
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sequent failure to obey them, can not as a matter of law be imputed
to him as negligence. If he knew those rules of caution, or would
have known them by the exercise of reasonable diligence, then he
could not recover, because his act was in direct violation of them;
but the court could not decide this issue, because the evidence left
room for more than one inference.
But aside from the company’s rules of caution above mentioned,
the plaintiff could not stupidly, recklessly, or even carelessly obey
an order of the engineer requiring him to do an obviously dangerous
act, and hold the defendant responsible for a resulting injury. For
in doing so he would be guilty of contributory negligence. The
remaining inquiry is whether the plaintiff’s act was of this character.
To show contributory negligence, it is not sufficient that the employee
receiving the order should have misgivings and believe the act
required to be hazardous, unless the danger is so imminent and
obvious that a man of ordinary prudence would not incur it. If
there is ground for reasonable difference of opinion as to the danger,
the servant is not bound to set up his judgment against that of"his
superior, whose orders he is required to obey; but he may rely on the
'udgment of such superior. The matter is thus well stated by Mr.
Fustice Holmes in McKee v. Tourtellotte, 167 Mass. 69, 44 N. E. 1071,
48 L. R. A. 542: “ When we say that a man appreciates a danger,
we mean to say that he forms a judgment as to the future, and that
his judgment is right; but if against this judgment is set the judg
ment of a superior, one to whom, from the nature of the callings of
the two men and of the superior’s duty, seems likely to make the
more accurate forecast, and if to this be added a command to go on
with the work and to run the risk, it becomes a complex question of
the particular circumstances whether the inferior is not justified as
a prudent man in surrendering his own opinion and obeying the com
mand. The nature and degree of the danger, the extent of plaintiff’s
appreciation of it, and the exigency of the work, all enter into con
sideration, and no universal rule can be laid down.” The numerous
authorities sustaining this statement of the law are collated in the
note in Houston, etc., Ry. Co. v. De Walt, 97 Am. St. Rep. 877.
Whether it is negligence to jump from a slowly moving train is a
question for the jury, and the court will not hold it to be contributory
negligence as a matter of law. To take the case from the jury it
must clearly appear that' the train was going at such a high rate of
speed that it was in fact obvious to the plaintiff, or would have been
obvious to any reasonable man, that injury would probably result
from jumping. (Creech v. Railway Co., 66 S. C. 533, 45 S. E. 86;
Gyles v. Railway Co., 79 S. C. 176, 60 S. E. 433; Northern Pac. R. R.
Co. v. Egeland, 163 U. S. 93, 16 Sup. Ct. 975, 41 L. Ed. 82.) In the
last case, and in others decided on its authority, the fact that the
plaintiff jumped at the direction of his superior was held to be an
important consideration. Here, it is true, the order was given by
the engineer; but, even regarding it within the scope of the engineer’s
authority, there was no emergency, and nothing of consequence to
be accomplished, and the plaintiff testified that he regarded the jump
from the train so dangerous that he twice refused to take the risk.
There was in fact great peril in making the jump, full appreciation of
the danger by the plaintiff, who had been m the railroad business a
long time, and no exigency or emergency of any kind. On this point
the case falls under the case of Smith v. Railway Co., 80 S. C. 1, 61
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S. E. 205, where a demurrer was sustained on the ground that the
plaintiff had alleged in the complaint that he jumped from a moving
train when he knew the act was dangerous.
There is no view of the law under which a verdict for the plaintiff
could be sustained, and the nonsuit was properly granted.
E mployers’ L iability —D isobedience of R ules—D irect
Orders—Contributory N egligence— Crawford v. Southern R ailw ay
Company, Suprem e Court o f North Carolina, 64 Southeastern Reporter,
page 589.—Lee P. Crawford sued as administrator of the estate

of Robert Lytle to recover damages for the death of the latter,
caused, it was alleged, by the negligence of the employing company.
Lytle was a brakeman and was fatally injured while attempting to
mount the pilot .of a moving locomotive, in violation of the rules
of the company and of repeated specific orders of his superiors. The
judgment of the lower court had been in favor of the plaintiff, from
which the company appealed and secured a reversal with orders for a
new trial. The grounds for the reversal and the rules of law appli
cable in cases of this nature are set forth in the following portion of
the opinion of the court, which was delivered by Judge Brown:
There was evidence on the part of the plaintiff tending to show that
the intestate mounted the pilot on the engineer’s side, and that the
step on this side of the pilot was loose and gave way, and that the
intestate fell to the ground and was injured and shortly thereafter
died. There was evidence that the rules and regulations of the
defendant forbid employees to mount the pilot while the engine is
in motion, and there was also evidence that these rules and regula
tions were frequently disobeyed by the employees who were accus
tomed to mount the pilot while the engine was running. The
defendant contended that, according to the evidence in tne case,
the intestate had personally received specific orders not to mount
the pilot of the engine while moving, and that the violation of such
orders was the proximate cause of his death. In order to present
this view, defendant in apt time handed up several similar prayers
for instruction, one of which is as follows: “ If the jury find from the
evidence that Robert Lytle had been ordered by the conductor in
charge of the train, or the yardmaster in directing his work, not to
mount the pilot while the engine was in motion on the track, and
you further find that he did mount the pilot or attempt to mount it
while the engine was in motion on the track, and that m consequence
thereof lost his footing and fell, and by reason thereof sustained the
injuries which resulted in his death, then it is your duty to answer
the first issue, ‘No/ although you may find that the step on the pilot
was defective/’ His honor gave the prayer, but added these words:
“ Unless you shall find under the charge heretofore given that the
rule was waived or abrogated.”
We are of opinion that his honor erred in making such additions to
the prayers. The defendant was entitled to have the instruction
given without the added words. This is not a question of the abro
gation of a rule by such long-continued violation of it that it becomes
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obsolete. The question involved is the right of the defendant to
exact of its brakeman obedience to the specific orders of his superiors
iven in good faith and meant to be obeyed. Assuming that the
efendant’s rule forbidding its employees from mounting the pilots
of moving engines has been violated so long that it may be regarded
as in abeyance, that did not deprive the defendant of its right to give
ecific orders to its employees and to insist on obedience to them.
the company is to be deprived of this right, then there is an end to
all discipline. The evidence upon which the prayer was based is
clear ana uncontradicted.
Assuming that the intestate was compelled to mount the engine’s
pilot in order to perform his duty (which is denied), he was not
compelled to mount it when the engine was running. It was his duty
to get on it before it started. Had the intestate done so, he would
not have been run over, although the step had given way. We have
recently said that it was the duty of railway companies to frame rules
for the protection of its employees not only to protect them from the
carelessness of their fellow-servants, but to guard them as far as
practicable from their own carelessness as well. We have here such
a rule well calculated to guard the brakemen and switchmen from
their own recklessness, which is the usual result of constant exposure
to danger. It is said that the rule had been violated so much that it
was in abeyance. Aissuming that to be so, it can not be denied that
the defendant had a right to revive the rule and enforce it. That is
what the conductor and the engineers were endeavoring to do in
regard to the intestate, for the evidence shows that these orders
were given repeatedly, and almost up to the very time of the accident.
This court has repeatedly said that, where the injury to the servant
is occasioned by nis disobedience to the orders of the master, such
disobedience is the proximate cause of the injury and bars recovery.
Stewart v. Carpet Co., 138 N. C. 64, 50 S. E. 562, and cases cited.
In that case Mr. Justice Walker well says: “ When he chose to disre
gard the instructions he had received and do the work in his own way,
the resultant injury to himself will be referred to his own negligence
or willful disobedience, as its proximate cause, and not to any fault of
his employer.” There being no evidence that the orders given to the
intestate by the conductor and engineer, under whose control he
worked, were in any way revoked or modified, his honor erred in not
giving the instructions as prayed. The additions he made were
unwarranted.

S

S

L abor Organizations—T rade A greements—P ower of Com
Contract—A cts of V oluntary A ssociations—A . R .
B arnes <& Co. et al. v. B erry et al., United States C ircuit Court o f A p
peals, Sixth C ircuit, 169 Federal R eporter, page 225.—This case was
mittees to

before the court of appeals on an appeal from a decision rendered in
the circuit court for the southern district of Ohio, reported in 157 Fed
eral Reporter, page 883. (See Bulletin of the Bureau of Labor, No.
76, page 1019; also Bulletin 74, page 259.) The action involved the
validity of an alleged contract between committees of the United
Typothetae of America, which is an international association made up
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of employing printers of the United States and Canada, and a similar
association made up of pressmen and feeders and other assistants of
the pressmen. The United Typothetse had as members local associ
ations which in turn were composed of firms, corporations, and indi
vidual persons engaged in the printing trade. The employees7 asso
ciation was likewise constituted of local associations made up of the
workmen resident in different localities, and is known as the “ Inter
national Printing Pressmen and Assistants7 Union.77 Not all the em
ployers belonging to the Typothetae had in their employ members of
the Union, while, on the other hand, many of the employees were
engaged in work for others than members of the Typothetae, but to a
large extent it was true that members of the two associations were
engaged in the reciprocal relations of employer and employee.
As representative of each international association there were five
officers—a president, three vice-presidents, and a secretary-treasurer—
these five constituting a board of directors of their respective associ
ations. The question in controversy was as to the validity of an
alleged contract entered into by the respective boards with reference
to certain conditions of employment. This contract was said to have
been entered into on January 8, 1907, and covered terms of employ
ment, including hours constituting a week7s work and the matter of
the open shop. According to its terms a fifty-four-hour week was to
prevail until January 1, 1909, while during the remainder of the con
tract, i. e., until May 1, 1912, forty-eight hours should constitute a
week7s work. These provisions were ratified by the meeting of the
Typothetae, but rejected at a meeting of the workingmen’s union.
I t had been understood at the time of the first meeting of the boards
that the power of the representatives of the Typothetae was largely
advisory and that any contract or agreement that they might make
would be valid only after ratification by the international association.
The representatives of the Union, however, claimed and were under
stood to have power to make a valid and binding contract, and it was
on this basis that the proceedings were carried out.
At the hearing in the circuit court the contention that there was a
valid contract was supported by the appellants in the present case,
A. R. Barnes & Co., in behalf of the Typothetae. I t was also their
contention that they were entitled to an injunction against the offi
cers and members of the workingmen’s union to prevent a violation
of this alleged contract. With reference to both these points, the
decision of the court was adverse to the contentions of the com
plainant and the bill was dismissed. This appeal was taken to secure
a reversal, if possible, of that judgment, in which, however, the
appellants were not successful, the court of appeals taking the same
view as was held by the lower court. Further facts appear in the
16752—No. 84—10--- 18
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opinion of the court, which was delivered by Judge Cochran. The
opinion is quite lengthy, but deals largely with details of fact which
are of interest only as leading up to the conclusion that the authority
of the board of the workingmen’s union is restricted to the making
of a tentative agreement, and it was on the basis of such a conclusion
that the decision of the court rested. The opinion is, in part, as
follows:
Now, as stated, there is a controversy as to whether the appellants
were entitled to the relief they sought, or any part of it, even though
it be conceded that there was the contract as claimed by appellants.
This phase of the case presents very interesting and possibly novel
questions for decision. In order to dispose of them it would have to
be settled just who the contract was really between. Nominally it
was between the two international associations. But really it could
not have been so, because each of said associations lacked juristic
personality. So far as there was any real contract at all, it must have
been between the individual members of the different local associa
tions. If so, this gives rise to the question whether it was a contract
between all the members of the Typothetse, whether they have any
members of the Union in their employ or not, on the one side, and all
the members of the Union, whether they are in the employ of the
members of the Typothetse or not, on the other, opening and letting
in individuals as they become members of either organization and
also opening and letting out such members thereof as might withdraw
or be expelled therefrom; or was the contract limited to members of
the Typothetse who might have members of the Union in their employ
on the one side, and members of the Union who might be in the em
ploy of members of the Typothetse on the other? If it were either,
it would seem to be a joint contract on each side. The theory of
appellants’ case would seem to be that it is neither; for, if it was such,
then the right of the members of the Typothetse who were parties to
the contract being joint, it might be thought that to a suit brought
to protect the contract from invasion all of them were indispensable
arties plaintiff, and, though some might sue for all, as the suit was
mited to those who were not citizens of Ohio, the lower court was
without jurisdiction, and the bill should have been dismissed for want
of it, and not on the merits. To meet this view it would seem that
the theory of appellants’ case must be otherwise, to wit, that, though
formally the contract was between the two international associations,
it was really a separate contract between each member of the Ty
pothetse who had members of the Union in his employ on the one
side and the members of the Union in his employ on the other; or
rather, that the provisions of the contract, upon its being entered into,
became terms or the separate contracts of employment between each
member of the Typothetse and the members of the Union in his em
ploy. So taking the contract really to have been, there can be said
to be no question as to the jurisdiction of the lower court. All mem
bers of the Typothetse who nad members of the Union in their employ
were not indispensable parties plaintiff to the suit, and if any question
can be made as to the right of some to sue for all of a limited number
thereof—i. e., all not citizens of Ohio—or as to their suing for members
of the Typothetse who had no members of the Union in their employ,
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it is not a question affecting jurisdiction. On such theory of the case
an authority in support of the jurisdiction of the lower court and the
right of a portion of the Typothetse who had members of the Union
in their employ may be found in the case of Bacon v. Robertson, 18
How. 480,15 L. Ed. 499. This theory of the real nature of the alleged
contract and of appellants' case is a reasonable one, and without more
we accept it as correct and dispose, of the appeal on that basis.
As to whether otherwise appellants were entitled to the relief they
sought, assuming that such contract was entered into by the two
associations, which has been much discussed by counsel, we do not
find it necessary to consider, as we are constrained to hold with the
lower court that no such contract was entered into, and hence pass
it by. The alleged contract, as stated, was executed on January 8,
1907. I t was signed on that date in the name of each association by
its board of directors; the third vice-president of the Union not
signing. It was understood at the time of the signing that the board
of directors of the Typothets© had no authority to make a binding
contract on its behalf, and the signing so far as it was concerned was
expressly made subject to ratification by that association. A meet
ing thereof was held thereafter on February 2, 1907, at Pittsburg,
for the purpose of ratifying the action of its board of directors, and
at that meeting that action was ratified. The board of directors of
the Union, at the time of the signing of the contract, claimed to have
authority to make a binding contract on its behalf, and by their
action attempted to do so. The third vice-president refused to sign
it because of the open-shop clause therein heretofore referred to.
Otherwise he sanctioned the contract, and it must be held that he
was willing to its execution, and so far as he had power he author
ized its execution. He was simply unwilling to attach his name
thereto. There is no question that the board of directors of each
association sincerely believed that the board of directors of the Union
had full authority to make a binding contract on its behalf. In this,
however, we believe they were mistaken, and it is for this reason that
the lower court and we likewise hold that there was no such contract
entered into between the two associations. Their authority, like
that of the board of directors of the Typothetse, was simply to nego
tiate a contract on behalf of the Union with the Typothetse, and such
contract had to be ratified by the Union association before it was
binding upon it. The sole authority which the board of directors of
the Union had to act on behalf thereof was because of action taken
by it at its annual meeting held in June, 1906, preceding the date of
the execution of the contract at Pittsburg, P a .; and the sole evidence
of that action upon which our conclusion can be based is the minutes of
the proceedings of that meeting published in the American Pressman,
the official organ of the Union, in its issue of September, 1906. This
case here hangs upon a true construction of that action as thus
evidenced.
A transaction or expression of a thought whose true nature or
meaning is in question and sought to be determined is, like a jewel,
seen at its best in its setting; and a part of the setting of a transac
tion or expression of a thought is the history that lies behind it and
out of which it has come. Before stating, therefore, what that
action of that meeting of the Union was, and attempting to construe
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it, the steps leading up to it should be presented, and that chrono
logically. To do so will lengthen somewhat this opinion and tend
to make it tedious; but the matter we have in hand is to demon
strate that the board of directors of the Union were in error in
their construction of their authority. They and the members of the
Typothetse, who also sincerely believe that they had authority to
make a binding contract, are intelligent men and capable of appre
ciating the reasonableness of the position taken here, and it will serve
the ends of justice to so present the matter that they may do so.
The contract in question is not the first contract entered into
between the two associations. At the time it was signed, as hereto
fore stated, there was a binding contract in existence between them
which would expire May 1, 1907, when it was to begin to operate.
That contract had been executed March 25, 1903. It had been
executed on behalf of both associations by its board of directors.
Before that execution, to wit, in July, 1902, under authority of both,
it had been negotiated by the two boards. After this, to wit, at its
annual meeting in September, 1902, this contract so negotiated was
ratified by the Typothetse and its final execution was then author
ized; and subsequent to such ratification it was submitted to a ref
erendum of the Union, by which it was ratified and its final execution
authorized. On each side, then, no binding contract was executed
until the action of its board of directors was ratified. The Typothetae as to the contract in question gave its board of directors no
greater authority than it had given them in the first instance, to wit,
to negotiate it, and it did not become binding until ratified. If,
then, the Union gave its board authority to make a contract bind
ing without being reported back and ratified, it did more than it had
done in the first instance, and that in the face of the fact that the
Typothetae had not given such authority to its board or without
conditioning their authority so to act on similar authority being
conferred by the Typothetae. The contract so negotiated and exe
cuted, which was the first contract entered into by the two associa
tions, contained exactly the same provision as the one in question
as to strikes, boycotts, and lpckouts. It contained substantially
the same provisions in relation to disputes between local associations.
The contract in question made some additions and changes in the
subordinate provision relating to this main provision. The provi
sion in relation to hours of work contained therein was as follows,
to w it:
“ It is expressly agreed that during the life of this contract fiftyfour hours shall constitute a week’s work.”
The only material difference between the two contracts, then, was
in relation to the hours of work; the first contract providing for
nine hours a day or fifty-four hours a week, and the one in question
for the same hours until January 1, 1909, and thereafter during its
life for eight hours a day or forty-eight hours a week. So much,
then, as to the first contract, the manner of its execution, and its
provisions.
The court then reviewed the acts and correspondence of the two
parties in interest up to June, 1906, which are summarized in the fol
lowing paragraph:
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This is all that transpired between the two associations in relation
to the matter in hand prior to the June convention, 1906, of the Union
at Pittsburg, at which the action was taken which it is claimed by
appellants amounted to conferring on its board power to make a bind
ing agreement with the Typothetse in renewal or the then existing con
tract. That contract had nrst been negotiated and then ratified before
finally executed. The Union had taken up the matter of arranging
for an eight-hour day without reference to a renewal of that contract,
and the resolution adopted in relation thereto provided that whatever
arrangement was made should be reported to the succeeding conven
tion. The Typothetse had refused to consider the eight-nour day.
Nothing had been said or done in its behalf, indicating that at any
time it would .agree thereto. The matter of renewal of the contract
was brought up by the Typothetse, and not by the Union, and its only
suggestion in regard thereto was that a committee be appointed on
both sides “ to consider the r e n e w a l . I t was not contemplated by it
that the committee appointed in relation thereto on either side should
have authority to execute a binding agreement in renewal of the exist
ing contract. So far as it was concerned, it was not contemplated that
any course should be pursued different from what had been followed
in connection with that contract.
The proceedings of the convention of the Union were then ex
amined in considerable detail, the court reaching the conclusion
that they did not go beyond previous action in the matter of con
ferring authority upon the board to make binding contracts, say
ing that:
The actfon of the Pittsburg convention of June, 1906, of the Union
amounted, therefore, to this and nothing more. It thereby declared
itself in relation to the eight-hour day and made provision for a fund
to pay strike benefits in case it should thereafter determine to strike
to secure such a day; and it instructed its board of directors to secure
from a like committee of the Typothetse a declaration of its position as
to the eight-hour day in connection with an agreement to renew the
existing contract between the two associations in so far as it did not
cover the length of the work day. If such is the extent of its action,
it follows that the Union’s board had no authority to execute the con
tract in question on behalf of the Union. Of course, the board was
to report back to the next convention what it so obtained for its con
sideration. This followed as a matter of course, without anything
being said expressly on the subject.
It is true that it further follows from this that no provision was
made to govern the relations between the two associations after May 1,
1907, when the existing contract would expire, and none could be made
unless a convention or the Union, as well as of the Typothetse, were
called in advance of their regular time of meeting; that of one being
in June and the other in September. But the Union had its heart set
on the eight-hour day. It is plain that it was unwilling to continue
amicable relations with the Typothetse, except under an agreement
that the eight-hour day should begin within what it considered to be a
reasonable time. So far as it was concerned, the parting of their ways
had come, except on these terms. The Typothetse had not up to this
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time indicated in any way its willingness to come to an eight-hour
day. So far as it had expressed itself, it had been against coming
thereto. There was, therefore, not much occasion for the Union being
desirous or even willing to make provision for a new contract between
the two associations to begin at the expiration of the old. All that
was to be expected of it from its standpoint was an indication of its
willingness to enter into a new contract with the Typothetae if it
would first declare that it would agree to an eight-hour day; and that
is practically what it did, and all it did.
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Commissioner.............
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Commissioner.............
Commissioner.............
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San Francisco.
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Hartford.
Boise City.
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Chief...........................
Commissioner.............
Commissioner.............
Commissioner.............

Springfield.
Indianapolis.
Des Moines.
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UNITED STATES.
United States
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Commissioner.............
Commi ssioner.............
Commissioner.............
Commissioner.............
Commissioner.............
Commissioner.............
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Chief...........................
Director......................
Commissioner.............
Commissioner.............
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Commissioner............. Olympia.
Commissioner............. Wheeling.
Commissioner............. Madison.
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Jefe............................. Santiago.
Helsingfors.
Directeur_____ ____ Paris.
President..................

Berlin.
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State.

Name of bureau.
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FOREIGN COUN
TRIES— c o n c ’d .
Italy.................... Uffieio del Lavoro (Ministero di Agricoltura, Industrie e Commereio).
Netherlands........ Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek («).
New South Wales. State Labor Bureau.............................
New Zealand
Department of Labor...........................
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cial).
Uruguay.............. Oficina del Trabajo (Ministerio de
Industrial, Trabajo 4> Instruecidn
Publiea).
International____ International Labor Office..................
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Director of Labor__
Minister of Labor _
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Direktor....................
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Montevideo.
Director......................
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